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TO THE

RIGHT REVEREND FATHER IN GOD,

JOSEPH,

LO R D B I SHOP OF BRISTOL,

DEAN OF ST. PAUL’S.

MY LORD,

The value of the present work is so univer

sally acknowledged, that to offer any thing

here in recommendation of it, might seem

equally to reflect upon your Lordship's judg

ment, as on the character of the excellent

Author. It will be a sufficient honour and

satisfaction to me, to have contributed in

any measure to the improvement of the In

tellectual System, and to the spreading a

performance, one of the noblest of the last

age, and at least as necessary to the present,

for supporting the grand foundations of all

religion and virtue, against ignorance, so

phistry, and every pernicious effect of vice

and sensuality upon the human understand

ing. Such a design, I persuade myself, wants
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no apology, especially to a person whose

writings display the evidence, and whose

character exemplifies the beauty and dignity,

of Christianity. I shall therefore only add,

that, upon these accounts, I am, with the

highest esteem and veneration,

My Lord,

Your Lordship's most obedient

and most humble servant,

Thom As BIR CH.

London, Nov. 6, 1742.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

--O

The former Edition of the Intellectual System,

though the most valuable treasure of the ancient

theology and philosophy extant in any language,

had one considerable defect, (frequent amongst

even the best writers of the last age,) that the re

ferences of its numerous quotations were very

few, and those obscure and imperfect. Such as

were wanting are therefore supplied in the present

edition with the utmost exactness, chiefly from

Dr. Laurence Mosheim's Latin translation of this

work; those of the Author are included in [ ] to

render them more clear and determinate.

The dedication to the House of Commons, in

1647, of the sermon on 1 John ii. 3, 4, omitted in

the second and third editions, is restored likewise

from the first.

To the whole is prefixed a new life of the Au

thor, wherein is given a very particular account

of his several excellent works.

VOIL. I. B





A N

A C C O U N T

OF

THE LIFE AND WEITINGS

QF

R. CUDWORTH, D. D.

-

Dr. Ralph Cudworth was son of Dr. Ralph

Cudworth, at first fellow of Emanuel College, in

the University of Cambridge, and afterwards mi

nister of St. Andrew's Church in that town, and

at last rector of Aller, in Somersetshire, and chap

lain to James I." He died in August or September,

1624.” Though he was a man of genius and learn

ing, he published only a supplement to Mr. W.

Perkins's Commentary upon St. Paul's Epistle to

the Galatians, of which, as well as several other

works of that divine, he was editor.

Our Author's mother was of the family of Ma

chell, and had been nurse to Prince Henry, eldest

son of James I. and after Dr. Cudworth's death,

married to Dr. Stoughton." Our Author himself

was born at Aller, in the year 1617, and educated

with great care by his father-in-law, Dr. Stough

ton; and in 1630 was admitted pensioner in Ema

* See Dr. John Laurence Mosheim's preface to his Latin transla

tion of Dr. Cudworth's Intellectual System. The pages of this preface

are not numbered.

* Wood, Fasti Oxon. vol. 1. col. 187. second edit. London, 1721.

* Mosheim ubi supra.

B 2
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nuel College, the Doctor giving him this testi

mony, “that he was as well grounded in school

learning as any boy of his age, that went to the

University.” July 5, 1632, he was matriculated

as a student in the University, and applied him

self to all parts of literature with such vigour, that

in 1639, he was created master of arts with great

applause. Soon after he was chosen fellow of

his college, and became an eminent tutor there,

and had at one time eight-and-twenty pupils; an

instance scarce ever known before, even in the

largest colleges of the University. Among these

was Mr. W.Temple, afterwards famous for his em

bassies and writings. Not long after, he was pre

sented to the rectory of North Cadbury, in Somer

setshire, worth three hundred pounds per annum.

In 1642, he published A Discourse concerning

the true Notion of the Lord's Supper. It was

printed at London, in quarto, with only the initial

letters of his name. Bochart, Spencer, Selden,

and other eminent writers quote this discourse

with great commendations; and my most ingeni

ous and learned friend, Mr. Warburton, in a letter

of excellent remarks upon our Author, which he

favoured me with, styles it a masterpiece in its

kind; and observes, that he has undoubtedly given

the true nature and idea of the sacrament, and

supported it with all his learning. The same year

likewise appeared his treatise, intitled, The Union

of Christ and the Church a Shadow, by R. C.

printed at London, in quarto.

He took the degree of batchelor of divinity in

the year 1644, upon which occasion he maintained

at the commencement in the University the two

following theses: 1. Dantur boni et mali rationes
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asternae et indispensabiles: II. TXantur substan

tia incorporea suá naturâ immortales. Hence it

appears, that even at that time he was examining

and revolving in his mind those importantsubjects,

which he so long afterwards cleared up with such

uncommon penetration in his Intellectual System,

and other works.

In the same year, 1644, he was appointed mas

ter of Clare Hall, in Cambridge, in the room of

Dr. Paske, who had been ejected by the parlia

mentary visitors. In 1645, Dr. Metcalf having re

signed the regius professorship of the Hebrew

tongues, Mr. Cudworth was unanimously nomi

nated Oct. 15, by the seven electors, to succeed

him. From this time he abandoned all the func

tions of a minister, and applied himself only to

his academical employments and studies, especi

ally that of the Jewish antiquities. And we find

the following passage in a manuscript letter of

Mr. John Worthington, afterwards master of Jesus

College, dated May 12, 1646. “Our learned friend,

Mr. Cudworth, reads every Wednesday in the

schools. His subject is, Templum Hierosolymi

tanum.” When his affairs required his absence

from the University, he substituted Mr. Worth

ington in his room. March 31, 1647, he preached

before the House of Commons, at Westminster,

upon a day of public humiliation, a sermon upon

John ii. 3, 4, for which he had the thanks of that

House returned him on the same day. This ser

mon was printed the same year, at Cambridge, in

quarto, with the following motto in the title-page,

“Evgéſła, & rékvov' oyd? twosſºv ākpoc Xploriavi.e.' and

with a dedication to the House of Commons,

which was omitted in the second and third edi
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tions, but restored in the present. In 1651, he

took the degree of doctor of divinity. Though

the places, which he held in the University, were

very honourable, yet he found the revenue of them

not sufficient to support him; for which reason he

had thoughts of leaving Cambridge entirely ; and,

indeed, actually retired from it, though but for a

short time. This appears from two manuscript let

ters of Mr. Worthington, the former dated Jan. 6.

1651, where he writes thus: “If through want of

maintenance, he (R. C.) should be forced to leave

Cambridge, for which place he is so eminently

accomplished with what is noble and exempla

rily academical, it would be an ill omen.” In the

latter, dated Jan. 30, 1654, is this passage: “After

many tossings, Dr. Cudworth is, through God's

providence, returned to Cambridge, and settled in

Christ's College, and by his marriage more settled

and fixed.” For upon the decease of Dr. Sam.

Bolton, master of that college, in 1654, our Au

thor was chosen to succeed him, and married the

same year. In this station he spent the rest of his

life, proving highly serviceable to the University

and the whole church of England. In Jan. 165%,

he was one of the persons nominated by a com

mittee of the parliament to be consulted about the

English translation of the Bible; as appears from

the following passage of Whitelocke."

“Jan. 16th. At the grand committee for reli

gion, Ordered, that it be referred to a sub-com

mittee to send for, and advise with, Dr. Walton,

Mr. Hughes, Mr. Castell, Mr. Clark, Mr. Poulk,

Tr. Cudworth, and such others as they shalf

think fit; and to consider of the translations and

* Memorials of the English Affairs, p. 654, edit. Lond. 1732, in fol.
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impressions of the Bible, and to offer their opi

nions therein to this committee; and that it be es

pecially commended to the Lord Commissioner

Whitelocke to take care of this business.

“This committee, (says Whitelocke,) often met

at my house, and had the most learned men in the

oriental tongues to consult with in this great busi

ness, and divers excellent and learned observations

of some mistakes in the translations of the Bible

in English; which yet was agreed to be the best of

any translation in the world. I took pains in it;

but it became fruitless by the parliament's disso

lution.”

Our Author had a great share in the friendship

and esteem of John Thurloe, Esq. secretary of

state to the protectors, Oliver and Richard Crom

well, who frequently corresponded with him, and

consulted him with regard to the characters of

such persons in the University, as were proper to

be employed in political and civil affairs. For

which purpose, Dr. Cudworth wrote, among

others, the following letter.”

“ HONOURED SIR,

“I must, in the first place, crave your pardon

for the delay of this, my second letter, thus long,

(for, I suppose, you have received my former in

answere to yours,) which, had not some unavoida

ble occasions hindred me, had come sooner to

your hands. Sir, I think there are divers men in

the University at this time, of singular parts and

accomplishments for learning; some of which are

so farre engaged in divinity, that they cannot well

divert themselves to other professions or employ

* Thurloe's Manuscript State Papers, vol. xxxviii. p. 259.
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*

ments; others perhaps so much addicted to a

comtemplative life, that they could not so well

apply themselves to politicall and civill affairs.

But for those, which I conceive to be more free

and undetermined, I shall here present you with a

catalogue of some of their names, such as I con

ceive best qualified for civill employments. First,

Mr. Page, a fellow of King's Colledge, an excel

lent Latinist, and one, that hath travelled abroad

for above ten yeares together. He is above forty

years of age ; but how he hath been or is affected

to the parliament, or present government, I cannot

tell. He is now absent from the University, and,

I think, at present with the Earle of Devonshire.

Secondly, Dr. Bagge, fellow . Caius College,

and doctor of physick, a singularly good and

ready Latinist; and I beleeve there is none of his

yeares in England equall to him in the profession

of physick. He hath excellent parts, but I know

not certainly, whether being so eminent in that

way, (though a very young doctor) he would put

himselfe upon state-employment; neither do I

fully know how he is affected. There are of Tri

nity Colledge severall, that are very good Latin

ists, and well furnisht with all the politer learning;

as Mr. Valentine (a sober discreet man) and Mr.

Linne (well known for an excellent poet.)

“Mr. Mildmay, of Peter-house, one, whose in

clination seems to be peculiarly carried out to

wards politicall and civil employments, a scholar

and a discreet man.

“Mr. Croone, of Emanuell Colledge, a young

master of arts, of excellent good parts, and a ge

neral scholar.

“Mr. Miles, fellow of Clare-hall, formerly my
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pupill; one that hath no mind to professe divi

nity, but a very good scholar, and also a junior

master of arts.

“Lastly, of Christ Colledge there is a young

man, that is master of arts this yeare, one Mr.

Leigh, that for his standing is very well accom

plished, and I doubt not, but in a very little time,

would be exceedinge fitte for any such employ

ment, as you would designe him for.

“Many more names I could set down; but

these may suffice for your choice, and you may,

if you thinke good, enquire further concerning

any of them from some others, and, if you please,

from this gentleman, whom I have for that pur

pose desired to present this to you, Mr. George

Rust,” fellow of Christ Colledge, who can fur

ther enforme and satisfy you concerning them. He

is an understanding, pious, discreet man, and

himselfe I know to bee a man of exceeding good

parts, and a generalle scholar, but one that seemes

not so willing to divert himselfe from preaching

and divinity, which he hath of late intended; other

wise I know his parts are such, as would enable

him for any employment.

“If you please to enquire further from him, and

by him signify your further pleasure to me, I shall

be ready in this or any thing else, that I am able,

to expresse my selfe,

“Sir,

“Your affectionately devoted friend and servant,

“R. CUDworth.”

Dr. Cudworth likewise recommended" to the

* Afterwards Dean of Dromore, in Ireland.

* Thurloe's Manuscript State Papers, vol. xliii. p. 329, of the printe

Papers, vol. v. p. 522, 523.
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secretary, for the place of chaplain to the English

merchants at Lisbon, Mr. Zachary Cradock,

afterwards provost of Eton Colledge, and famous

for his uncommon genius and learning, and his

abilities as a preacher.

In Jan. 1653, he wrote the following letter to

Secretary Thurloe, upon his design of publish

ing some Latin discourses in defence of Christ

ianity against Judaism."

“SIR,

“Having this opportunity offered by Doctour

Solater, who desires to waite upon you, upon your

kind invitation, which I acquainted him with, I

could do no lesse than accompany him with these

few lines to present my service to you. I am per

swaded, you will be well satisfied in his ingenuity,

when you are acquainted with him. Now I have

this opportunity, I shall use the freedom to ac

quaint you with another busines. I am perswad

ed by friends to publish some discourses, which I

have prepared in Latine, that will be of a polemi

call nature in defense of Christianity against Juda

isme, explaining some cheef places of scripture

controverted between the Jewes and us, (as Da

niel's prophecy of the 70 weekes, never yet suffi

ciently cleared and improved) and withall extri

cating many difficulties of chronologie. Which

taske I the rather undertake, not onely because it

is suitable to my Hebrew profession, and because

I have lighted on some Jewish writings upon the

argument, as have scarcely ever been seen by any

Christians, which would the better inable me fully

to confute them ; but also because I conceive it a

* Thurloe's Manuscript State Papers, vol. lxiii. p. 43.
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worke proper and suitable to this present age.

However, though I should not be able myselfe to

be any way instrumental to these great transac

tions of Providence (not without cause, hoped for

of many) amongst the Jews; yet I perswade my

selfe my pains may not be alltogether unprofitable

for the setling and establishing of Christians; or

at least I shall give an account of my spending

such vacant hours, as I could redeeme from my

preaching and other occasions, and the perpetual

distractions of the bursarship, which the statutes

of this Colledge impose upon me. It was my pur

pose to dedicate these fruits of my studies to his

highnes, (to whose noble father I was much ob

liged) if I may have leave, or presume so to doe;

which I cannot better understand by any than

yourselfe, if you shall think it convenient, when

you have an opportunity to insinuate any such

thing, which I permitte wholy to your prudence.

I intend, God willing, to be in London some time

in March, and then I shall waite upon you to re

ceve your information. In the mean time crav

ing pardon for this prolixity of mine, and free

dome, I subscribe myselfe,

“Your really devoted friend and humble servant,

“R. CUDwor.TH.”

Jan. 20, 1658, Christ's Coll. Cambr.

The Discourse concerning Daniel's prophecy of

the seventy weeks, mentioned in this letter, and

which is still extant in manuscript, is highly com

mended by Dr. Henry More, in his preface, sec.

18, p. xvi. to his Explanation of the grand Mys

tery of Godliness, printed at London, 1660, in

folio, where he observes, that Dr. Cudworth in
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that Discourse, which was read in the public

schools of the University, had undeceived the

world, which had been misled too long by the

over-great opinion they had of Joseph Scaliger,

and that taking Funceius's Epocha, he had de

monstrated the manifestation of the Messiah to

have fallen out at the end of the sixty-ninth week,

and his passion in the midst of the last, in the

most natural and proper sense thereof; “which

demonstration of his, is of as much price and

worth in theology, as either the circulation of the

blood in physic, or the motion of the earth in na

tural philosophy.”

Upon the restoration of Charles II. he wrote

a copy of verses, published in Academiae Can

tabrigiensis SQXTPA, sive ad Carolum II. redu

cem de Regnis ipsi, Musis per ipsum restitutis,

Gratulatio, printed at Cambridge, 1660, in quarto.

In 1662, he was presented by Dr. Gilbert Shel

don, bishop of London, to the vicarage of Ash

well, in Hertfordshire,” to which he was admitted

on the 1st of December that year.

In the beginning of the year 1665, he had a de

sign to publish a discourse concerning moral good

and evil, as appears from the following extracts of

letters written by him and by Dr. Henry More,

fellow of his college.”

Dr. Cudworth, in a letter to Dr John Worth

ington, January, 1663.

“You know, I have had this designe concern

ing good and evil, or natural ethicks, a great

while; which I begun above a year agoe, (when I

* Newcourt, Repertorium, vol. ii. p. 462.

b Communicated by my very learned friend, Mr. John Ward, F.R.S.

and professor of Rhetoric in Gresham College.
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made the first sermon in the chapel about the ar

gument) to study over anew, and dispatch a dis

course about it. No man had so frequently ex

horted me to it, and so earnestly, as this friend.—

But about three months since unexpectedly he

told me on a suddain, he had begun a discourse

on the same argument. The next day in writing

I imparted my mind more fully and plainly to

him. Whereupon he came to me, and told me,

he would speak with me about it after a day or

two. So he did; and then excused the business;

that he could not tell, whether I would dispatch

and finish it or no, because I had been so long

about it; that Mr. Fullwood and Mr. Jenks, had

sollicited him to do this, and that you were very

glad, that he would undertake it. But now he

understood I was resolved to go through with it,

he was very glad of it, that he would desist, and

throw his into a corner. All this I impart to you

privately, because a common friend. I have not

spoken to any body else but Mr. Standish, and

something to Mr. Jenks and Fullwood.” -

Dr. H. More, in a letter to Dr. Worthington,

Jan. 24, 1663.

“I understand, by Mr. Standish's letter, that

he, unawares, speaking to the master" of my

Enchiridion Ethicum, he shewed again his dis

gust, &c.—-that, if I persisted in the resolution of

publishing my book, he would desist in his, though

he had most of it then ready to send up to be li

censed that week. I pray you, spur him up to set

his to the press. For my part, it is well known,

I have no designe at all but to serve the publick;

* Dr. Cudworth.
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and that lentered upon the task extreamly against

my own will, and yet I have finished it all but a

chapter. Whether, or when, I shall publish it, I

shall have leisure enough to consider.”

Dr. More, in a letter to Dr. Worthington,

Feb. 7, 1663.

“Some few friends at Cambridge were exceed

ing earnest with me to write a short ethicks,

alleging no small reason for it. I did not only

heartily reject them more than once, but with great

zeal, if not rudeness, alleging several things,

which were too long to write, indeed in a manner

vilifying the project, preferring experience of life

before all such fine systems; alleging also, that

Dr. Cudworth had a design for the greatest curi

osity of that subject. But nothing would content

them but my setting upon the work, that it was

uncertain, when Dr. Cudworth's would come out,

and besides, mine being a small treatise, running

through the whole body of ethicks, they would

not interfere one with another. For my part, till

I had by chance told Dr. Cudworth of my pur

pose, (which I did simply, thinking nothing) and

how many chapters I had finished, I knew no

thing either of the time, or the scope of his writ

ing, or if he intended a general ethicks. But the

effect of those friends’ earnestness (to tell you

plainly how the case stood) was this: a day or

two after their last importunity, I, waking in the

morning, and some of their weightiest allegations

recurring to my mind, and also remembering, with

what an excessive earnestness one of them soli

cited me to this work (in which I thought there

might be something more than ordinary, and that
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he was actuated in this business, I knew not how,)

I began seriously to think with myself of the

matter, and at last was so conscientiously illa

queated therein, that I could not absolutely free

myself therefrom to this very day. Nor was this

only an act ofmere conscience, but of present self.

denial. For it did very vehemently cross other

great and innocent pleasures, that I promised my

self in a certain order of my studies, which I had

newly proposed to myself at that very time. But

when I was once engaged, I proceeded not with

out some pleasure.”

Dr. More, in a letter to Dr. Worthington,

May 10, 1665.

“I thank you for your freedom both to him and

to me. It never came into my mind to print this

Enchiridion, till his book was out, unless he would

have professed his like of the project. I have new

transcribed it all. Mr. Jenks and Mr. Fullwood

are exceeding earnest to see it, and would tran

scribe it for their present satisfaction. But, if they

should do so, and it be known, it would, it may

be, disgust Dr. Cudworth, whom I am very loth

any way to grieve. But if yourself have a mind

to see it, and could get a fair and true copy tran

scribed of it, I would willingly pay the tran

scriber, and the copy should be your's; for I am

loth, that what I have writ on so edifying a sub

ject should be lost.”

Irreligion began now to lift up its head; but the

progress of it was opposed by no person with

greater force and learning thanby our Author. For

this purpose, in 1678, he published at London,
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in folio, his True Intellectual System of the Uni

verse:–The first part, wherein all the reason and

philosophy of atheism is confuted, and its impos

sibility demonstrated. The imprimatur by Dr.

Samuel Parker, chaplain to Archbishop Sheldon,

is dated May 29, 1671, seven years before the

publication of this work; which met with great

opposition from some of the courtiers of King

Charles II. who endeavoured to destroy the repu

tation of it, when it was first published." Nor has

it escaped the censures of writers of different par

ties since that time.

The first piece, which appeared against it, was

from a Roman catholic, in a Letter to Mr. R. Cud

worth, D.D. printed at the end of a tract, en

titled, Anti-Haman; or, an Answer to Mr. G. Bur

met's Mystery of Iniquity Unveiled; wherein is

shewed the Conformity of the Doctrine, Worship,

and Practice of the Roman Catholic Church, with

those of the purest Times; the Idolatry of the Pa

gans is truly stated, and the Imputation of Pagan

Idolatry clearly confuted; and the Reasons are

given, why Catholics avoid the Communion of the

Protestant Church. To which is annexed, a Letter

to R. Cudworth, D. D. by W. E. Student in Di

vinity. With Leave of Superiors, 1679, in octavo.

This writer attacks Dr. Cudworth's assertion, that

though very few of the ancient philosophers

thought God to be corporeal, as Epicurus, Strato,

&c. yet, that the greatest part of them believed

him to be a pure spirit, and adored the only true

God, under the names of Jupiter, Minerva, Osiris

and Venus. In opposition to which, his antago

* Wide Joannis Clerici Vitam, ad ann. 1711, p. 129, edit. Amstelod,

1711, in octavo, - .
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nist maintains," “that although all Pagans (nay

all men) had naturally a knowledge of the true

-God, yet those they adored, were men;” in sup

port of which, he urges four proofs taken, 1.

From the diversity of their sexes; 2. From

their generation; 3. From their death; 4. From

their rites. He likewise attempts to confute what

Dr. Cudworth has strenuously defended through

out his book, that the unity of God was a prime

article of the Pagan creed. -

But let us now see, in how severe a manner he

was treated, even by a Protestant divine, Mr. John

Turner, in his discourse of the Messiah.” He tells

us," “we must conclude Dr. Cudworth to be him

self a Tritheistic; a sect, for which, I believe, he

may havea kindness, because heloves hard words,

or something else, without either stick or trick,

which I will not name, because his book pretends

to be written against it.” And again," that, “the

most that charity itself can allow the Doctor, if it

were to step forth, and speak his most favourable

character to the world, is, that he is an Arian, a

Socinian, or a Deist.” - -

Mr. Dryden likewise tells us,” that our Author

“has raised such strong objections against the

being of a God and providence, that many think

he has not answered them.” And the late earl of

Shaftesbury, in his Moralists, a rhapsody,' has

the following passage:–“You know the com

a P. 335, &c. - -

b See p. 16, 17, 19, 162. edit. London, 1685, in 8vo.

c P. 17. d P. 19. -

• Dedication of his translation of Virgil's MEneid, vol. ii. p. 378.

edit. London, 1730, in 8vo.

* Part ii. sec. 3. Characteristics, vol. ii. p. 262, edit. London, 1737,

in 8vo.

VOL. I. C
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mon fate of those, who dare to appear fair authors.

What was that pious and learned man's case,

who wrote the Intellectual System of the Uni

verse? I confess, it was pleasant enough to con

sider, that though the whole world were no less

satisfied with his capacity and learning, than with

his sincerity in the cause of the Deity ; yet was he

accused of giving the upper hand to the Atheists,

for having only stated their reasons and those of

their adversaries fairly together.”

Such was the treatment, which our great Author

received for his immortal volume: wherein, as

Mr. Warburton says," with a boldness uncommon

indeed, but very becoming a man conscious of his

own integrity, and of the truth and evidence of his

cause, he launched out into the immensity of the

Intellectual System; and, at his first essay, pene

trated the very darkest recesses of antiquity, to

strip Atheism of all its disguises, and drag up the

lurking monster to conviction. Where, though

few readers could follow him, yet the very slowest

were able to unravel his secret purpose—to tell

the world—that he was an Atheist in his heart, and

an Arian in his book. However, thus ran the po

pular clamour against this excellent person.

Would the reader know the consequence? Why,

the zealots inflamed the bigots:— -

'Twas the time's plague, when madmen led the blind:—

The silly calumny was believed ; the much-in

jured Author grew disgusted; his ardour slack

ened; and the rest and far greatest part of the de

fence never appeared.

The same gentleman, likewise, in his letter to

* Preface to vol. ii. of his Divine Legation ofMoses, p. 10, 11, 12.
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me above cited, observes, that among the other

excellences of this work, “all his translations

from the Greek writers are wonderfully exact,

and a vast judgment and penetration shewn in

explaining their sense.”

In 1706, there was published at London, in

two volumes, in quarto, an abridgment of the In

tellectual System, under this title:–A Confuta

tion of the Reason and Philosophy of Atheism;

being in a great measure, either an abridgment or

an improvement of what Dr. Cudworth offered to

that purpose in his true Intellectual System of

the Universe. Together with an introduction, in

which, among accounts of other matters relating

to this treatise, there is an impartial examination

of what that learned person advanced, touching

the Christian doctrine of a trinity in unity, and the

resurrection of the body. By Thomas Wise, B. D.

fellow of Exeter College, in Oxford, and chaplain

to his Grace, the Duke of Ormond.

In the introduction, Mr. Wise styles Dr. Cud

worth's book, the vastest magazine of reasoning

and learning, that ever singly appeared against

Atheism; and then examines his notions concern

ing the trinity and the resurrection of the body.

With regard to the former, he observes, that Dr.

Cudworth having laid down a general proposi

tion, that the heathens universally held but one

unmade independent God, comes to shew, that

the Platonists, in particular, maintained an unity of

the Godhead, in their three Divine hypostases,

viz. Monad or Good, Mind, and Soul; notwith

standing that they owned these three hypostases

to be numerically distinct, or to have distinct sin

gular essences of their own. To vindicate the

C 2
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Platonists in this point, he tells us, that the an

cient orthodox Fathers of the Christian church,

were generally of no other persuasion than this—

that that essence or substance of the Godhead,

which all the three persons, or hypostases agree

in, as each of them is God, was not one singular

or individual, but only one common or universal

essence or substance.

“This, (says Mr. Wise,) and other assertions of

the like nature in Dr. Cudworth's Intellectual

System, have made so much noise in the world,

that there has hardly been a pamphlet or book

written for some years about the blessed trinity,

especially in England, and in the heterodox way,

which does not bring in Dr. Cudworth upon the

stage, and vouch his name and quotations for its

purpose. While, on the other hand, the truly

orthodox (though often through a misunderstand

ing of his sense) do aim at his doctrine, as a mark

of their invectives; and others, who call them

selves also by that name, entertaining no little ve

neration for the very words used by the ancient

Fathers, especially when repeated and revived by

so learned a person as Dr. Cudworth, and resolv

ing, whatevershould come of it, to stand by them,

have unhappily fallen into a kind of Tritheism.”

Mr. Wise therefore endeavours, as much as possi

ble, to clear up and justify our Author's doctrine.

However, Mr. Robert Nelson, in his life of Bishop

Bull,” declares, that Dr. Cudworth's notion, with

regard to the Trinity, was the same with Dr. Sa

muel Clarke's, and represents it in the following

terms:–That the three persons of the trinity are

three distinct spiritual substances; but that the

* Sec. lxi. p. 339,340, edit, London, 1714, in 8vo.
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Father alone is truly and properly God; that he

alone, in the proper sense, is supreme; that abso

lute supreme honour is due to him only; and that

he, absolutely speaking, is the only God of the

universe, the Son and Spirit being God, but only

by the Father's concurrence with them, and their

subordination and subjection to him. But to re

turn to Mr. Wise: he next considers our Author's

opinion about the resurrection, who, as appears

from several passages of his Intellectual System,

thought, that the resurrection-body will not con

sist of the same substance with that which was

buried; and that it will not be a body of flesh,

but an ethereal one; and that the present body

is only a seed of the resurrection. However, Mr.

Wise shews from other passages in his works, that

he has as plainly asserted the resurrection of the

same numerical body, as in some places he has

denied it. -

In the year 1703, &c. Monsieur le Clerc gave

large extracts of the Intellectual System in his

Bibliotheque Choisie, tom. i. ii. iii. v. vii. viii. ix.

which engaged him in a dispute with Monsieur

Bayle, concerning Dr. Cudworth's notion of plas

tic natures. Monsieur Bayle, in his Continuation

des Pensées diverses sur les Cometes,” had ob

served, that “the Atheists are very much per

plexed, how to account for the formation of ani

mals, which they ascribed to a cause which was

not conscious of what it did, and yet followed a

regular plan, without knowing according to what

plan it went to work. But Dr. Cudworth's Plas

tic Nature, and Dr. Grew's Vital Principle" are

* Tom. i. Sec. 21. "See Dr. Nehemiah Grew's Cosmologia

Sacra, printed at London, 1701, in folio.
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exactly in the same case; and thus they take

away the whole strength of this objection against

the Atheists. For if God could communicate such

a plastic power, it follows, that it is not inconsist

ent with the nature of things, that there be such

agents. They may therefore exist of themselves,

will the adversary say: whence it would also fol

low, that the regularity which we observe in the

universe, may be the effect of a blind cause, which

was not conscious of what it did.” Mr. Bayle,

however, owned, that Dr. Cudworth and Dr.

Grew were not aware of the consequence, which,

according to him, followed from their system.

Monsieur le Clerc returned an answer in the fifth

volume of his Bibliotheque Choisie; wherein he

observed, that the plastic or vital natures, which

those two writers admit, cannot in the least favour

the Atheists; because these natures are only in

struments in the hand of God, and have no power

or efficacy but what they receive from him, who

rules and directs all their actions. That they are

only instrumental causes produced and employed

by the chief and First Cause; and that it cannot

be said, that a palace has been built up without

art, because not only hammers, rules, saws, &c.

but even the arms of men, which made use of

these instruments, are destitute of knowledge. It

is sufficient, that the mind of the builder directed

all these things, and employed them in the exe

cution of his design. It is therefore plain, that

the Atheists, who deny the being of an intelligent

Cause, cannot retort the argument of Dr. Cud

worth and Dr. Grew upon them. Monsieur Bayle,

* P.283, &c.
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in his answer," endeavoured to shew, that if these

writers had considered the plastic natures only as

instruments in the hand of God, this system would

have been exposed to all the difficulties to which

the Cartesian hypothesis is liable, and which they

intend to avoid. That therefore we must suppose

their opinion to have been, that these natures

are active principles, which do not want to be

continually set on and directed ; but that it is

sufficient, if God does but put them in a proper

situation, and superintend their actions, to set

them right, if it be necessary. This being the

case, Monsieur Bayle pretends, that the argu

ment may be retorted against those writers. For,

says he, since when the order and regularity of

this world are alleged as a proof of the being of

a God, it is supposed that a being cannot pro

duce a regular work, without having an idea of

it; yet, according to Dr. Cudworth, the plastic

natures, which produce plants and animals, have

not the least idea of what they do. If it be answer

ed, that they have been created with that faculty

by a Being, who knows all, and whose ideas they

only put in execution; the Stratonician will re

ply, that if they do it only as efficient causes, this

is as incomprehensible as that which is objected

to him; since it is as difficult for any being to

perform a scheme, which it does not understand,

but which another understands, as it is to perform

a scheme which no being at all has any notion of.

Since you acknowledge, will the Stratonician say,

that God could endow some creatures with a

power of producing excellent works, though

without any knowledge: you must also confess,

* Hist, des Ouvrages des Scavans, Août, 1704. Art. 7, p. 380, &c.
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that there is no necessary connexion between the

power of producing excellent works, and the idea

and knowledge of their essence, and of the man

ner of producing them : consequently, you ought

not to assert, that these things cannot subsist se

parately in nature, and that nature cannot have

of itself what, according to you, the plastic beings

received from God. In short, Monsieur Bayle

asked, whether these writers maintained, that

the plastic and vital natures are only passive in

struments in the hand of God, as Monsieur le

Clerc seemed to suppose by his comparison of an

architect. Monsieur le Clerc answered,” that,

according to Dr. Cudworth, the plastic natures

were not passive instruments; but that they are

under God's direction, who conducts them, though

we cannot explain after what manner. Nor can

the Atheists, added he, retort the argument, be

cause God is the author of the regularity and

order with which the plastic natures act; where

as, according to the Atheists, matter moves of it

self, without any cause to direct it, and to give

it a power of moving regularly. This dispute was

carried on still further, with some warmth, and a

great many repetitions on both sides. But what

has been said is sufficient to give the reader a no

tion of this controversy, for the progress of which

he may consult the following books:—Histoire

des Ouvrages des Scavans. Decemb. 1704, art.

12. Bibliotheque Choisie, tom. vii. art. 7. Répons

aux Questions d'un Provincial, tom. iii, chap. 179.

Bibliotheque Choisie, tom. ix. art. 10. Réponse

pour Mr. Bayle à Mr. Le Clerc, p. 31, annexed

to the fourth volume of the Répons, aux Quest.

. . . . * Biblioth, Choisie, tom. vi. art. 7, p. 422.
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d'un Provincial.–Upon the whole, Mr. Warbur

ton, in his letter to me above cited, is of opinion,

that our Author's “Plastic Life of Nature is fully

overthrown by Monsieur Bayle, whose superiority

in that dispute with Monsieur le Clerc, is clear

and indisputable.”

Monsieur le Clerc' expressed his wishes, that

some man of learning would translate the Intel

lectual System into Latin; but this design,

though resolved upon and attempted by several

persons in Germany," was never executed till the

year 1733, when Dr. Mosheim published his

translation of it under the following title:-Ra

dulphi Cudworth, Theologiae Doctoris et in Aca

demiá Cantabrigiensi Professoris, Systema Intel

lectuale hujus Universi, seu de veris Naturae Re

rum originibus Commentarii; quibus omnis eorum

Philosophia, qui Deum esse negant, fundits

evertitur. Accedunt reliqua ejus Opuscula. Jo

annes Laurentius Moshemius, Theologiae Doctor,

serenissimi Ducis Brunswicensis à Consiliis Re

rum sanctionum. Abbas Coenobiorum Wallis S.

Mariae et Lapidis S. Michaelis, omnia ex Anglico

Latinë vertit, recensuit, variis Observationibus et

Dissertationibus illustravit, et auxit. Jenae, 2

vols. in folio. Dr. Mosheim, in his preface, re

presents the difficulties of translating this work to

be very great ; and observes some mistakes, which

Monsieur Le Clerc has committed with regard to

the sense of our Author in his extracts in the Bi

bliotheque Choisie. Monsieur Bourdelin, a mem

ber of the French Academy of Inscriptions and

Belles Lettres, had begun a translation of the In

* Biblioth, Choisie, tom. i. p. 65,

* See Dr. Mosheim's preface.
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tellectual System into French," but was prevent

ed from completing it by his death, which hap

pened in May, 1717. -

But to return to our Author: in 1678, he was

installed prebendary of Gloucester." He died at

Cambridge, June 26, 1688; and was interred in

the chapel of Christ's College, with the following

inscription on his monument:—

“Here lyeth the body of Dr. Ralph Cudworth,

late Master of Christ's College, about thirty years

Hebrew Professor, and Prebendary of Glouces

ter. He died the 26th of June, 1688, in the se

venty-first year of his age.”

He was a man of very extensive learning, ex

cellently skilled in the learned languages and

antiquity, a good mathematician, a subtle philo

sopher, and a profound metaphysician. He em

braced the mechanical or corpuscular philosophy;

but, with regard to the Deity, intelligences, genii,

ideas, and in short the principles of human know

ledge, he followed Plato, and even the latter

Platonists." A great number of writers commend

his piety and modesty; and Bishop Burnet" hav

ing observed, that Dr. Henry More studied to

consider religion as a seed of a deiform nature,

and in order to this, set young students much on

reading the ancient philosophers; chiefly Plato,

Tully, and Plotin; and on considering the Christ

ian religion as a doctrine sent from God both to

elevate and sweeten human nature, tells us, that

* See his Eloge in Hist. de l'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles

Lettres, tom. ii. p. 562, edit. Amsterdam.

* Survey of the Cathedrals of York, &c. by Browne Willis, Esq. p.

743, edit. London, 1727, in 4to. -

* Mosheim, ubi supra. -

* History of his Own Time, vol. i. p. 187.
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“Dr. Cudworth carried this on with a great

strength of genius, and a vast compass of learn

ing;” and that “he was a man of great conduct

and prudence; upon which his enemies did very

falsely accuse him of craft and dissimulation.”

The late earl of Shaftesbury" styles him an ex

cellent and learned divine, of highest authority at

home and fame abroad.

Besides his sermon on 1 John ii. 3, 4, above

mentioned, he published likewise another, on 1

Cor. xv. 57. the third edition of both which was

printed at London, 1676, in folio.

He left several posthumous works, most of

which seem to be a continuation of his Intellec

tual System, of which he had given the world only

the first part. One of these was published by

Dr. Edward Chandler, bishop of Durham, at

London, in 1731, under this title, A Treatise con

cerning eternal and immutable Morality. In the

preface" to which, the Bishop observes, that in

this book our Author “proves the falseness of the

consequences with respect to natural justice and

morality in God, which are deducible from the

principles of those that maintain the second sort

of Fate, denominated by him. Theologic. And thus

it may be reckoned to be a sequel in part of his

first book against Material Fate. Had it come

abroad as early as it was written, it had served

for a proper antidote to the poison in some of

Mr. Hobbes's, and others writings, who revived in

that age the exploded opinions of Protagoras and

other ancient Greeks, and took away the essen

tial and eternal discriminations of moral good and

* Characteristics, vol. iii, chap. 2, p. 64. " P. 9, 10, 11.
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evil, of just and unjust, and made them all arbi

trary productions of Divine or human will. Against

the ancient and modern patrons of this doctrine,

no one hath writ better than Dr. Cudworth. His

book is indeed a demonstration of the truth of

the contrary opinion, and is drawn up with that

beauty, clearness, and strength, as must delight

as well as convince the reader, if I may judge of

the affection of others from the effect it had on

me. It will certainly give a just idea of the writer's

good sense, as well as vast learning. We are not

certain, that this treatise is quoted so perfect as

the Author designed it; but it appears from the

manuscript, that he transcribed the best part of

it with his own hand, as if it was speedily to have

been sent to the press.”

The titles and subjects of the rest of our Au

thor's manuscripts are as follow:

A Discourse of moral Good and Evil, in se

veral folios, containing near 1000 pages.

Heads of the chapters of one of those books.

Chap. 1. The opinions of the ancient adversa

ries of natural justice explained, p. 1.

2. Objections against morality, p. 11.

3. Answers to the 1st objection, p. 29.

4. Answer to the 2d and 3d objections, p. 45.

5. Inconsistencies with a commonwealth, p. 49.

6. Justice by God's arbitrary command, p. 79.

7. The 6th and 7th objections answered, p. 112.

8. Pleasure; wherein the ancient Hedonic phi

losophy is explained, and it is largely debated,

whether pleasure is the summum bonum, p. 117.

9. Answer to the 9th objection, p. 175.

10. Notion of morality settled, p. 198
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11. Happiness; and the philosophy of Epicu

rus concerning it examined and refuted, p. 253.

12. True happiness in Divine life, p. 296.

13. Result of the former discourse; incorpo

real substance Deity, p. 303.

14. Controversy of liberty stated. A new phi

losophical hypothesis, p. 336.

15. Objections against liberty. To dyadév ºat

vöuevov.

16. Argument from the phenomenon of incon

tinency, p. 382.

Heads of anotherbook of Morality, wherein Hobbes's

philosophy is earplained.

Prolegomena; to shew, that if nothing is na

turally just or unjust, nothing can be made so.--

Chap. 2. Not by laws.-Chap. 3. Not by laws of

nature.—Chap. 4. Not by covenants.-Chap. 5.

To explain his doctrine, generally and particu

larly.—Chap. 6. State of nature.—Chap. 7. Laws

of nature.—Chap. 8. Common representative.--

Chap. 9. To discover his equivocations.—Chap.

10. About obligation.—Chap. 11. According to

him, there can be no Ethic.—Chap. 12. Judgment

on his politics, that no politic can be built on

these principles. - -

A Discourse of Liberty and Necessity, in which

the grounds of the Atheistical philosophy are con

futed, and morality vindicated and explained.

This book contains 1000 pages in folio.

Heads of the chapters of one of the books.

Chap. 1. The necessity of all human actions

asserted by three sorts of men, and in different

ways:–First, Some Christian theologers of the
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latter age. Secondly, The old Zenonian Stoics.

Thirdly, The Democritical Physiologers or Athe

istical Fatalists, p. 1.

. Christian Fatalists pleading, p. 37.

3. The Stoical Fatalists pleading, p. 70.

4. Atheistical Fatalists pleading, p. 84.

5. Answer to the phenomena objected, p. 119.

6. Of motion and sense, p. 167.

7

8

9

2

. Of intellection, p. 196.

. Answer to Hobbes's Reflections, p. 305.

. Morality, p. 317.

Heads of the chapters of another book, De libero

Arbitrio.
-

Chap. 1. Dreams.-2. Indifferences.—3. Gene

ral account.—4. Particular or full account.—5.

Definition and particular account.—6. An imper

fection not formally in God.—7. Arguments to

prove such a thing.—8. That that, which rules

all, is not dváykm dirapairmroc, but T£ovoia Aaguóc.

—9. Answer to the objection, uměév dvairtov.–10.

Contingencies.—11.Argument for necessity, taken

from the nature of God.

Upon Daniel's prophecy of the LXX weeks,

wherein all the interpretations of the Jews are

considered and confuted, with several of some

learned Christians. In two volumes, in folio.

Of the verity of the Christian religion against

the Jews. Dr. Cudworth mentions this in his

MSS. but it is not yet found.

A Discourse of the Creation of the World, and

Immortality of the Soul, in 8vo.

Hebrew learning.

An explanation of Hobbes's notion of God, and

of the extension of spirits. lº,
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Our Author had several sons, who probably

died young, but he left one daughter, Damaris,

who was second wife to Sir Francis Masham, of

Oates, in the county of Essex, Bart.” by whom

she had a son, the late Francis Cudworth Ma

sham, Esq." one of the Masters of the High Court

of Chancery, and accountant-general of the said

Court; and foreign apposer in the Court of Ex

chequer. This lady had a great friendship with

Mr. Locke, who died at her house at Oates,

where he had resided for several years before.

She was distinguished for her uncommon genius

and learning; and in the year 1696 published at

London, in 12mo, without her name, A Discourse

concerning the Love of God.” She introduces this

tract with observing, that “whatever reproaches

have been made by the Romanists, on the one

hand, of the want of books of devotion in the

church of England, or by the dissenters, on the

other, of a dead and lifeless way of preaching, it

may be affirmed, that there cannot any where be

found so good a collection of discourses on mo

ral subjects, as might be made of English sermons,

and other treatises of that nature, written by the

divines of our church : which books are certain

ly in themselves of the greatest, and most general

use of any; and do most conduce to that, which

is the chief aim of Christianity—a good life.” She

then animadverts upon those who undervalue mo

rality," and others, who strain the duties of it to

an impracticable pitch, and pretend to ascend by

* He died at his seat at Oates, on Sunday, the 3d of March, 1702-3,

in the 77th year of his age.

* He died May 17, 1731.
-

* It contains 126 pages, besides the preface. * P. 2, 3.
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it to something beyond or above it;" and after

wards proceeds to consider the conduct of those

who build their practical and devotional dis

courses upon principles which will not bear the

test, but which oblige them to lay down such as

sertions of morality, as sober and well-disposed

Christians cannot understand to be practicable.”

And here she applies herself to the examination

of Mr. John Norris's" scheme in his Practical

T)iscourses and other treatises, wherein he main

tains, that “mankind are obliged strictly, as their

duty, to love, with desire, nothing but God only,

every degree of desire of any creature whatsoever

being sinful:” which assertion Mr. Norris defends

upon this ground, that God, not the creature, is

the immediate efficient cause of our sensations;

for whatsoever gives us pleasure has a right to

our love: but God only gives us pleasure, there

fore he only has a right to our love. This hypo

thesis is considered with great accuracy and in

genuity by Lady Masham, and the bad conse

quences of it represented in a strong light. Her

Discourse was translated into French by Mr.

Peter Coste, and printed at Amsterdam, in 1705.

She lies buried in the cathedral church of Bath,

where a monument is erected to her memory, with

the following inscription:

“Near this place lies Dame DAMARIs MASHAM,

daughter of Ralph Cudworth, D. D. and second

wife of Sir Francis Masham, of Oates, in the

county of Essex, Bart. who to the softness and

a P. 3, 4, 5, 6: -

b P. 7. - -

• This divine borrowed his hypothesis from Father Mallebranche.
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elegancy of her own sex added several of the no

blest accomplishments and qualities to the other.

“She possessed these advantages in a degree

unusual to either, and tempered them with an

exactness peculiar to herself.

“Her learning, judgment, sagacity, and pene

tration, together with her candour and love of

truth, were very observable to all that conversed

with her, or were acquainted with those small

treatises she published in her life-time, though she

industriously concealed her name.

“Being mother of an only son, she applied

all her natural and acquired endowments to the

care of his education.

“She was a strict observer of all the virtues

belonging to every station of her life; and only

wanted opportunities to make these talents shine

in the world, which were the admiration of her

friends.

“She was born on the 18th of January, 1658,

and died on the 20th of April, 1708.”

WOL. I. T}
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TO THr

RIGHT HONOURABLE

HENEAGE LORD FINCH,

Baron of Daventry, Lord High Chancellor of England, and

one of his Majesty's most Honourable Privy Council.

MY LORD,

THE many favours I have formerly re

ceived from you, as they might justly challenge,

whenever I had a fit opportunity, a public and

thankful acknowledgment; so have they encou

raged me at this time, to the presumption of this

dedication to your Lordship. Whom, as your

perspicacious wit and solid judgment, together

with your acquired learning, render every way a

most accomplished and desirable patron ; so did

I persuade myself, that your hearty affection to

religion, and zeal for it, would make you not un

willing, to take that into your protection, which

is written wholly in the defence thereof; so far

forth, as its own defects, or miscarriages, should

not render it incapable of the same. Nor can I

think it probable, that in an age of so much de

bauchery, scepticism, and infidelity, an under

taking of this kind should be judged by you use
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less or unseasonable. And now, having so fit an

opportunity, I could most willingly expatiate in

the large field of your Lordship's praise, both that

I might do an act of justice to yourself, and pro

voke others to your imitation. But I am sensible,

that as no eloquence, less than that of your own,

could be fit for such a performance; so the noble

ness and generosity of your spirit is such, that you

take much more pleasure in doing praiseworthy

things, than in hearing the repeated echoes of

them. Wherefore, instead of pursuing encomi

ums, which would be the least pleasing to your

self, I shall offer up my prayers to Almighty

God, for the continuation of your Lordship's life

and health; that so his Majesty may long have

such a loyal subject and wise counsellor; the

church of England such a worthy patron; the

High Court of Chancery such an oracle of impar

tial justice; and the whole nation such a pattern

of virtue and piety. Which shall ever be the

hearty desire of,

My LoRD,

Your Lordship's most humble, and

Most affectionate servant,

R. CUDWORTH.
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Though, I confess, I have seldom taken any

great pleasure in reading other men's apologies,

yet must I at this time make some myself. First,

therefore, I acknowledge, that when I engaged

the press, I intended only a discourse concern

ing liberty and necessity, or, to speak out more

plainly, against the fatal necessity of all actions

and events; which, upon whatsoever grounds or

principles maintained, will, as we conceive, serve

the design of Atheism, and undermine Christ

ianity, and all religion, as taking away all guilt

and blame, punishments and rewards, and plainly

rendering a day of judgment ridiculous: and, it is

evident, that some have pursued it of late, in

order to that end. But afterwards we considered,

that this, which is indeed a controversy concern

ing the True Intellectual System of the Universe,

does, in the full extent thereof, take in other

things; the necessity of all actions and events

being maintained by several persons, upon very

different grounds, according to that tripartite fa

talism, mentioned by us in the beginning of the

first chapter. For first, the Democritic Fate is

nothing but the material necessity of all things

without a God, in supposing senseless matter,

necessarily moved, to be the only original and

principal of all things; which therefore is called

by Epicurus the Physiological, by us the Athe

* Preface to the 2d edit, 4to, 1743.
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istic Fate. Besides which, the Divine Fate is also

bipartite: some Theists supposing God, both to

decree and do all things in us (evil as well as

good), or by his immediate influence to determinate

all actions, and so make them alike necessary to

us. From whence it follows, that his will is no

way regulated or determined by any essential and

immutable goodness and justice; or that he hath

nothing of morality in his nature, he being only

arbitrary will omnipotent. As also that all good

and evil moral, to us creatures, are mere thetical

or positive things: vöup, and not ºſae, by law or

command only, and not by nature. This there

fore may be called the Divine Fate immoral, and

violent. Again, there being other Divine fatalists,

who acknowledge such a Deity, as both suffers

other things, besides itself, to act, and hath an

essential goodness and justice in its nature, and

consequently, that there are things, just and un

just to us naturally, and not by law and arbitrary

constitution only ; and yet nevertheless take away

from men all such liberty as might make them

capable of praise and dispraise, rewards and pu

nishments, and objects of distributive justice;.

they conceiving necessity to be intrinsical to the

nature of every thing, in the actings of it, and

nothing of contingency to be found any where:

from whence it will follow, that nothing could

possibly have been otherwise, in the whole world,

than it is. And this may be called the Divine

Fate moral (as the other immoral) and natural (as

the other violent); it being a concatenation, or

implexed series of causes, all in themselves ne

cessary, depending upon a Deity moral (if we

may so speak); that is, such as is essentially good,
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and naturally just, as the head thereof; the first

contriver and orderer of all. Which kind of Di

vine Fate hath not only been formerly asserted by

the Stoics, but also of late by divers modern

writers. Wherefore, of the three fatalisms, or

false hypotheses of the universe, mentioned in

the beginning of this book, one is absolute Athe

ism, another immoral Theism, or religion without

any natural justice and morality (all just and un

just, according to this hypothesis, being mere the

tical or factitious things, made by arbitrary will

and command only); the third and last, such a

Theism, as acknowledges not only a God, or om

nipotent understanding Being, but also natural

justice and morality, founded in him, and derived

from him; nevertheless no liberty from necessity

any where, and therefore no distributive or re

tributive justice in the world. Whereas these

three things are (as we conceive) the fundamentals

or essentials of true religion., First, that all things

in the world do not float without a head and go

vernor; but that there is a God, an omnipotent

understanding Being, presiding over all. Second

ly, that this God, being essentially good and just,

there is pàost kaAöv kai 8tkalov, something in its own

nature immutably and eternally just and unjust ;

and not by arbitrary will, law, and command

only. And, lastly, that there is something tº juiv,

or, that we are so far forth principles or masters

of our own actions, as to be accountable to jus

tice for them, or to make us guilty and blame

worthy for what we do amiss, and to deserve pu

nishment accordingly. Which three fundamentals

of religion are intimated by the author to the

Hebrews in these words:–“ He that cometh to
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God must believe that he is, and that he is a re

warder of those who seek him out.” For to seek

out God here, is nothing else but to seek a parti

cipation of his image, or the recovery of that

nature and life of his which we have been alienat

ed from. And these three things, namely, that

all things do not float without a head and go

vernor, but there is an omnipotent understanding

Being presiding over all ; that this God hath an

essential goodness and justice; and that the dif

ferences of good and evil moral, honest and dis

honest, are not by mere will and law only, but

by nature; and consequently, that the Deity can

not act, influence, and necessitate men to such

things as are in their own nature evil; and, lastly,

that necessity is not intrinsical to the nature of

every thing, but that men have such a liberty or

power over their own actions, as may render them

accountable for the same, and blameworthy when

they do amiss; and, consequently, that there is a

justice distributive of rewards and punishments

running through the world: I say, these three

(which are the most important things that the

mind of man can employ itself upon), taken all to

gether, make up the wholeness and entireness of

that which is here called by us theTrue Intellectual

System of the Universe, in such a sense as Atheism

may be called a false system thereof; the word

Intellectual being added, to distinguish it from

the other, vulgarly so called, Systems of the

World (that is, the visible and corporeal world),

the Ptolemaic, Tychonic, and Copernican; the

two former of which are now commonly account

ed false, the latter true. And thus our prospect

being now enlarged into a threefold fatalism, or
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spurious and false hypothesis of the intellectual

system, making all things necessary upon several

grounds; we accordingly designed the confuta

tion of them all, in three several books. The

first, against Atheism (which is the Democritic

Fate), wherein all the reason and philosophy there

of is refelled, and the existence of a God demon

strated ; and so that JAtki dváykm, or material ne

cessity of all things, overthrown. The second, for

such a God, as is not mere arbitrary will omnipo

tent, decreeing, doing, and necessitating all ac

tions, evil as well as good, but essentially moral,

good, and just; and for a natural discrimen ho

nestorum et turpium, whereby another ground of

the necessity of all human actions will be re

moved. And the third and last, against necessity

intrinsical and essential to all action, and for such

a liberty, or sui-polestas, in rational creatures, as

may render them accountable, capable of rewards

and punishments, and so objects of distributive or

retributive justice; by which the now only re

maining ground, of the fatal necessity of all ac

tions and events, will be taken away. And all

these three under that one general title of the

True Intellectual System of the Universe; each

book having, besides, its own particular title: as,

against Atheism; for natural justice and morality,

founded in the Deity; for liberty from necessity,

and a distributive justice of rewards and punish

ments in the world. And this we conceive may

fully satisfy, concerning our general title, all those

who are not extremely critical or captious, at least

as many of them as ever heard of the astronomi

cal systems of the world; so that they will not

think us hereby obliged to treat of the hierarchy
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of angels, and of all the several species of ani

mals, vegetables, minerals, &c.; that is, to write

de omni ente, of whatsoever is contained within

the complexion of the universe. Though the whole

scale of entity is here also taken notice of; and

the general ranks of substantial beings, below the

Deity (or trinity of Divine hypostases) considered;

which yet, according to our philosophy, are but

two ; souls of several degrees (angels themselves

being included within that number), and body or

matter; as also the immortality of those souls

proved : which notwithstanding is suggested by

us, only to satisfy some men's curiosity. Never

theless, we confess, that this general title might

well have been here spared by us, and this volume

have been presented to the reader's view, not as a

part or piece, but a whole complete and entire

thing by itself, had it not been for two reasons;

first, our beginning with those three fatalisms, or

false hypotheses of the Intellectual System, and

promising a confutation of them all then, when

we thought to have brought them within the com

pass of one volume ; and secondly, every other

page, throughout this whole volume, accordingly

bearing the inscription of book the first upon the

head thereof. This is therefore that, which, in

the first place, we here apologize for our publish

ing one part or book alone by itself, we being

surprised in the length thereof; whereas we had

intended two more along with it. Notwithstand

ing which, there is no reason why this volume

should be therefore thought imperfect and incom

plete, because it hath not all the three things at

first designed us; it containing all that belongeth

to its own particular title and subject, and being
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in that respect no piece, but a whole. This in

deed must needs beget an expectation of the two

following treatises (especially in such as shall

have received any satisfaction from this first), con

cerning those two other fatalisms, or false hypo

theses mentioned, to make up our whole Intel

lectual System complete; the one to prove, that

God is not mere arbitrary will omnipotent, (with

out any essential goodness and justice) decreeing

and doing all things in the world, as well evil as

good, and thereby making them alike necessary

to us; from whence it would follow, that all good

and evil moral are mere thetical, positive, and ar

bitrary things; that is, not nature, but will ; which

is the defence of natural, eternal, immutable jus

tice or morality. The other, that necessity is not

intrinsical to the nature of every thing, God and

all creatures, or essential to all action; but, that

there is something £4 juiv, or that we have some

liberty or power over our own actions: which is

the defence of a distributive or retributive justice,

dispensing rewards and punishments throughout

the whole world. Wherefore we think fit here to

advertise the reader concerning these, that though

they were and still are, really intended by us, yet

the complete finishing and publication of them

will notwithstanding depend upon many contin

gencies; not only of our life and health, the lat

ter of which, as well as the former, is to us very

uncertain; but also of our leisure, or vacancy from

other necessary employments.

In the next place, we must apologize also for

the fourth chapter; inasmuch as though, in regard

of its length, it might rather be called a book,

than a chapter, yet it doth not answer all the con
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tents prefixed to it. Here therefore must we again

confess ourselves surprised, who, when we wrote

those contents, did not suspect in the least, but

that we should have satisfied them all within a

lesser compass. And our design then was, be

sides answering the objection against the natu

rality of the idea of God, from the Pagan Poly

theism (we having then so fit an occasion), to give

such a further account of the idolatry and reli

gion of the Gentiles, as might prepare our way

for a defence of Christianity, to be subjoined in

the close ; it being not only agreeable to the sense

of ancient doctors, but also expressly declared in

the Scripture, that one design of Christianity was

to abolish and extirpate the Pagan Polytheism

and idolatry. And our reasons for this intended

defence of Christianity were, first, because we

had observed, that some professed opposers of

Atheism had either incurred a suspicion, or at

least suffered under the imputation of being mere

Theists, or natural religionists only, and no hearty

believers of Christianity, or friends to revealed

religion. From which either suspicion or impu

tation therefore we thought it justice to free our

selves, we having so unshaken a belief and firm

assurance of the truth of the whole Christian doc

trine. But, secondly, and principally, because we

had further observed it to have been the method

of our modern Atheists, to make their first assault

against Christianity, as thinking that to be the

most vulnerable: and that it would be an easy

step for them, from thence, to demolish all reli

gion and Theism, However, since the satisfying

the former part of those contents had already

taken up so much room, that the pursuit of the
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remainder would have quite excluded our princi

pally-intended confutation of all the atheistic

grounds; the forementioned objection being now

sufficiently answered, there was a necessity, that

we should there break off, and leave the further

account of the Pagan idolatry and religion, toge

ther with our defence of Christianity, to some

other more convenient opportunity. -

And now we shall exhibit to the reader's view

a brief and general synopsis of the whole follow

ing work, together with some particular reflec

tions upon several parts thereof, either for his

better information concerning them, or for their

vindication ; some of which, therefore, will be of

greater use, after the book has been read, than

before. The first chapter is an account of the

Atomic physiology, as made the foundation of

the Democritic Fate: where the reader is to un

derstand, that this Democritic Fate, which is one

of the three false hypotheses of the Intellectual

System, there mentioned, is the very self-same

thing wib the Atomic Atheism, the only form of

Atheism, that hath publicly appeared upon the

stage, as an entire philosophic system, or hath

indeed been much taken notice of in the world

for these two thousand years past. For, though

it be true, that Epicurus, (who was also an Ato

mic Atheist, as is afterwards declared, having, in

all probability, therefore a mind to innovate some

thing, that he might not seem to have borrowed

all from Democritus,) did by violence introduce

liberty of will into his hypothesis; for the solving

whereof, he ridiculously devised, that his third

motion of Atoms, called by Lucretius—

Exiguum Climanicu Principiorum:
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Yet was this, as Cicero' long since observed, a

most heterogeneous patch, or assumentum of his,

and altogether as contradictious to the tenor of

his own principles, as it was to the doctrine of

Democritus himself. There can be nothing more

absurd, than for an Atheist to assert liberty of

will; but, it is most of all absurd, for an Atomic

one. And, therefore, our modern Atheists do

here plainly disclaim Epicurus, (though otherwise

so much admired by them,) and declare open war

against this liberty of will; they apprehending,

that it would unavoidably introduce incorporeal

substance; as also well knowing, that necessity,

on the contrary, effectually overthrows all reli

gion, it taking away guilt and blame, punish

ments and rewards; to which might be added

also prayers and devotions.

And as there was a necessity for us here, to

give some account of that ancient Atomic physio

logy, with which Atheism now became thus blend

ed and complicated ; so do we, in this first chap

ter, chiefly insist upon two things concerning it.

First, that it was no invention of Democritus nor

Leucippus, but of much greater antiquity; not

only from that tradition transmitted by Posido

nius, the Stoic, that it derived its original from one

Moschus, a Phoenician, who lived before the Tro

jan wars, (which plainly makes it to have been

Mosaical ;) but also from Aristotle's affirmation,

that the greater part of the ancient philosophers

entertained this hypothesis; and further, because

it is certain, that divers of the Italics, and parti

cularly Empedocles, before Democritus, physio

logized atomically, which is the reason he was so

* De Nat, Deor. l. i. c. 25.
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much applauded by Lucretius. Besides which,

it is more than a presumption, that Anaxagoras

his Homoeomery, or similar Atomology, was but

a degeneration from the true and genuine Atomo

logy of the acient Italics, that was an Anomoeo

mery, or doctrine of dissimilar and unqualified

atoms. Wherefore all that is true concerning

Democritus and Leucippus, is only this, that

these men were indeed the first atheizers of this

ancient Atomic physiology, or the inventors and

broachers of the Atomic Atheism. Which is Laer

tius his true meaning, (though it be not commonly

understood,) when he recordeth of them, that they

were the first, who made unqualified atoms the

principles of all things in the universe without ex

ception ; that is, not only of inanimate bodies, (as

the other ancient religious Atomists, the Italics,

before had done,) but also of soul and mind.

And whereas, we conceive this Atomic physio

logy, as to the essentials thereof, to be unques

tionably true, viz.–That the only principles of

bodies are magnitude, figure, sight, motion, and

rest; and that the qualities and forms of inani

mate bodies are really nothing, but several com

binations of these, causing several fancies in us;

(which excellent discovery, therefore, so long ago

made, is a notable instance of the wit and sagacity

of the ancients;) so do we in the next place make

it manifest, that this Atomic physiology, rightly

understood, is so far from being either the mo

ther or nurse of Atheism, or any ways favourable

thereunto, (as is vulgarly supposed) that it is in

deed the most directly opposite to it of any, and

the greatest defence against the same. For, first,

we have discovered, that the principle, upon

WOL. I. E
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which this Atomology is founded, and from

whence it sprung, was no other than this, nothing

out of nothing, in the true sense thereof; or, that

nothing can be caused by nothing; from whence

it was concluded, that in natural generations

there was no new real entity produced, which

was not before: the genuine consequence whereof

was two-fold ; that the qualities and forms of in

animate bodies are no entities really distinct from

the magnitude, figure, sight and motion of parts;

and that souls are substances incorporeal, not ge

nerated out of matter. Where we have shewed,

that the Pythagoric doctrine, of the pre-exist

ence of souls, was founded upon the very same

principles with the Atomic physiology. And it is

from this very principle, rightly understood, that

ourselves afterwards undertake to demonstrate

the absolute impossibility of all Atheism. More

over, we have made it undeniably evident, that the

intrinsic constitution of this Atomic physiology

also is such, as that whosoever admits it, and

rightly understands it, must needs acknowledge

incorporeal substance; which is the absoluteover

throw of Atheism. And from hence alone it is

certain to us, without any testimonies from anti

quity, that Democritus and Leucippus could not

possibly be the first inventors of this philosophy,

they either not rightly understanding it, or else

wilfully depraving the same; and the Atomic Athe

ism being really nothing else, but a rape committed

upon the Atomic physiology. For which reason,

we do by no means here applaud Plato, nor Aris

totle, in their rejecting this most ancient Atomic

physiology, and introducing again, that unintelli

gible first matter, and those exploded qualities
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and forms, into philosophy. For though this were

probably done by Plato, out of a disgust and pre

judice against the Atomic Atheists, which made

him not so well consider nor understand that

physiology; yet was he much disappointed of his

expectation herein, that atomology, which he ex

ploded, (rightly understood,) being really the

greatest bulwark against Atheism ; and, on the

contrary, those forms and qualities, which he es

poused, the natural seed thereof, they, besides

their unintelligible darkness, bringing something

out of nothing, in the impossible sense; which we

shew to be the inlet of all Atheism. And thus, in

this first chapter, have we not only quite disarmed

Atheism of Atomicism, or shewed, that the latter,

(rightly understood) affordeth no manner of shel

ter or protection to the former; but also made it

manifest, that it is the greatest bulwark and de

fence against the same; which is a thing after

wards further insisted on.

As to the Second chapter, we have no more to

say, but only this; that here we took the liberty to

reveal the arcana mysteries of Atheism, and to dis

cover all its pretended grounds of reason, that

we could find any where suggested in writings,

those only excepted, that are peculiar to the Hy

lozoic form (which is directly contrary to the

Atomic), and that to their best advantage too ;

nevertheless to this end, that these being after

wards all baffled and confuted, Theism might, by

this means, obtain the greater and juster triumph

over Atheism. -

In the third chapter, we thought it necessary,

in order to a fuller confutation of Atheism, to con

sider all the other forms thereof, besides the Ato

E 2
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mic. And here do we, first of all, make a dis

covery of a certain form of Atheism, never before

taken notice of by any modern writers, which

we call the Hylozoic : which, notwithstanding,

though it were long since started by Strato, in

way of opposition to the Democritic and Epicu

rean hypothesis, yet because it afterwards slept in

perfect silence and oblivion, should have been

here by us passed by silently, had we not had

certain knowledge of its being of late awakened

and revived by some, who were so sagacious, as

plainly to perceive, that the Atomic form could

never do their business, nor prove defensible, and

therefore would attempt to carry on this cause of

Atheism, in quite a different way, by the life and

perception of matter; as also that this, in all pro

bability, would, ere long, publicly appear upon

the stage, though not bare-faced, but under a dis

guise. Which Atheistic hypothesis is partly con

futed by us, in the close of this chapter, and partly

in the fifth.

In the next place, it being certain, that there

had been other philosophic Atheists in the world

before those Atomics, Epicurus and Democri

tus; we declare, out of Plato and Aristotle, what

that most ancient Atheistic hypothesis was ;

namely, the education of all things, even life and

understanding itself, out of matter, in the way of

qualities, or as the passions and affections thereof,

generable and corruptible. Which form of Athe

ism is styled by us, not only Hylopathian, but also

Anaximandrian; however, we grant some proba

bility of that opinion, that Anaximander held an

Homoeomery of qualified atoms, as Anaxagoras

afterwards did; the difference between them
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being only this, that the latter asserted an unmade

mind, whereas, the former generated all mind and

understanding out of those qualified atoms, hot

and cold, moist and dry, compounded together;

because we judged this difference not to be a suf

ficient ground to multiply forms of Atheism upon.

And here do we give notice of that strange kind

of religious Atheism, or Atheistic Theogonism,

which asserted, not only other understanding

beings, superior to men, called by them gods, but

also, amongst those, one Supreme or Jupiter too;

nevertheless native, and generated at first out of

night and chaos (that is, senseless matter), as also

mortal and corruptible again into the same.

Besides which, there is yet a fourth Atheistic

form taken notice of, out of the writings of the

ancients, (though perhaps junior to the rest, it

seeming to be but the corruption and degeneration

of Stoicism) which concluded the whole world,

not to be an animal (as the Pagan Theists then ge

nerally supposed), but only one huge plant or ve

getable, having an artificial, plantal, and plastic

nature, as its highest principle, orderly disposing .

the whole, without any mind or understanding.

And here have we set down the agreement of all

the Atheistic forms (however differing so much

from one another), in this one general principle,

viz.–That all animality, conscious life and un

derstanding, is generated out of senseless matter,

and corruptible again into it. -

Wherefore, in the close of this third chapter, we

insist largely upon an artificial, regular, and plas

tic nature, devoid of express knowledge and un

‘derstanding, as subordinate to the Deity; chiefly

in way of confutation of those Cosmo-plastic and
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Hylozoic Atheisms. Though we had a further

design herein also, for the defence of Theism; for

asmuch as without such a nature, either God must

be supposed to do all things in the world immedi

ately, and to form every gnat and fly, as it were,

with his own hands ; which seemeth not so be

coming of him, and would render his providence,

to human apprehensions, laborious and distrac

tious; or else the whole system of this corporeal

universe must result only from for tuitous mechan

ism, without the direction of any mind ; which

hypothesis once admitted, would unquestionably,

by degrees, supplant and undermine all Theism.

And now, from what we have declared, it may

plainly appear, that this digression of our's, con

cerning an artificial, regular, and plastic nature,

(subordinate to the Deity) is no wen, or excres

cency in the body of this book; but a natural and

necessary member thereof.

In the fourth chapter, after the idea of God

fully declared, (where we could not omit his es

sential goodness and justice, or, if we may so call

it, the morality of the Deity, though that be a thing

properly belonging to the second book, the confu

tation of the Divine Fate immoral) there is a large

account given of the Pagan Polytheism; to satisfy

a very considerable objection, that lay in our way

from thence, against the naturality of the idea of

God, as including oneliness and singularity in it.

For had that, upon inquiry, been found true,

which is so commonly taken for granted, that the

generality of the Pagan nations had constantly

scattered their devotions amongst a multitude of

self-existent and independent deities, they ac

knowledging no sovereign Numen; this would
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much have stumbled the naturality of the Divine

idea. But now it being, on the contrary, clearly

proved, that the Pagan theologers all along ac

knowledged one sovereign and omnipotent Deity,

from which all their other gods were generated or

created; we have thereby not only removed the

forementioned objection out of the way, but also

evinced, that the generality of mankind have con

stantly had a certain prolepsis or anticipation in

their minds, concerning the actual existence of a

God, according to the true idea of him. And this

was the rather done fully and carefully by us, be

cause we had not met with it sufficiently per

formed before; A. Steuchus Eugubinus having

laboured most in this subject, from whose profit

able industry, though we shall no way detract, yet

whosoever will compare what he hath written

with our's, will find no just cause to think our's

superfluous and unnecessary, much less, a tran

scription out of his. In which, besides other

things, there is no account at all given of the many

Pagan, poetical, and political gods, what they

were; which is so great a part of our perform

ance, to prove them really to have been but the

polyonymy of one God. From whence it follows,

also, that the Pagan religion, though sufficiently

faulty, yet was not altogether so nonsensical, as

the Atheists would represent it, out of design, that

they might from thence infer all religion to be no

thing but a mere cheat and imposture; they wor

shipping only one supreme God, in the several

manifestations of his goodness, power, and pro

vidence throughout the world, together with his

inferior ministers. Nevertheless, we cannot deny,

that being onceengaged in this subject, we thought
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ourselves the more concerned to do the business

thoroughly and effectually, because of that con

troversy lately agitated concerning idolatry (which

cannot otherwise be decided, than by giving a true

account of the Pagan religion), and the so confi

dent affirmations of some, that none could possi

bly be guilty of idolatry, in the scripture sense,

who believed one God, the creator of the whole

world; whereas it is most certain, on the contrary,

that the Pagan Polytheism and idolatry consisted,

not in worshipping many creators, or uncreateds,

but in giving religious worship to creatures, be

sides the Creator; they directing their devotion,

(as Athanasius" plainly affirmeth of them,) vi

dysvirº, kai troX\oic yevnroic, to one uncreated only;

but, besides him, to many created gods. But as

for the polemic management of this controversy,

concerning idolatry, we leave it to other learned

hands, that are already engaged in it.

Moreover, we have, in this fourth chapter,

largely insisted also upon the Trinity. The rea

son whereof was, because it came in our way,

and our contents engaged us thereunto, in order

to the giving a full account of the Pagan theology,

it being certain, that the Platonics and Pythago

reans, at least, if not other Pagans also, had their

trinity, as well as Christians. And we could

not well avoid the comparing of these two toge

ther: upon which occasion, we take notice of a

double Platonic trinity; the one spurious and

adulterated, of some latter Platonists; the other

true and genuine, of Plato himself, Parmenides,

and the ancients. The former of which, though

it be opposed by us to the Christian trinity, and

* Oratione IV. contra Arianos T, I. Operum, p. 469,
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confuted, yet betwixt the latter and that, do

we find a wonderful correspondence; which is

largely pursued in the Platonic Christian apology.

Wherein, notwithstanding, nothing must be look

ed upon, as dogmatically asserted by us, but only

offered, and submitted to the judgment of the

learned in these matters; we confining ourselves

in this mysterious point of the holy trinity,

within the compass of those its three essentials

declared:—First, that it is not a trinity of mere

names and words, or of logical notions only; but

of persons or hypostases.—Secondly, that none of

those persons or hypostases are creatures, but all

uncreated.—And, lastly, that they are all three,

truly and really one God. Nevertheless we ac

knowledge, that we did therefore the more copi

ously insist upon this argument, because of our

then designed defence of Christianity; we con

ceiving, that this parallelism, betwixt the ancient

or genuine Platonic, and the Christian trinity,

might be of some use to satisfy those amongst us,

who boggle so much at the trinity, and look

upon it as the choak-pear of Christianity; when

they shall find, that the freest wits amongst the

Pagans, and the best philosophers, who had no

thing of superstition to determine them that way,

were so far from being shy of such an hypothesis,

as that they were even fond thereof. And that

the Pagans had indeed such a Cabala amongst

them (which some perhaps will yet hardly be

lieve, notwithstanding all that we have said),

might be further convinced, from that memorable

relation in Plutarch," of Thespesius Solensis, who,

• Libro de his, qui sero à Numine puniuntur, tom, ii. Oper, p. 563, s.
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after he had been looked upon as dead for three

days, reviving, affirmed, amongst other things,

which he thought he saw or heard in the mean

time in his ecstasy, this of three gods in the form

of a triangle, pouring in streams into one another;

Orpheus his soul being said to have arrived so far;

accordingly as from the testimonies of other Pagan

writers we have proved, that a trinity of Divine

hypostases was a part of the Orphic Cabala.

True, indeed, our belief of the holy trinity is

founded upon no Pagan Cabala, but only Scrip

ture revelation; it being that, which Christians

are, or should be, all baptized into. Nevertheless

these things are reasonably noted by us to this

end, that that should not be made a prejudice

against Christianity and revealed religion, nor

looked upon as such an affrightful bugbear or

mormo in it, which even Pagan philosophers them

selves, and those of the most accomplished intel

lectuals, and uncaptivated minds, though having

neither councils, nor creeds, nor Scriptures, had

so great a propensity and readiness to entertain,

and such a veneration for.

In this fourth chapter, we were necessitated,

by the matter itself, to run out into philology and

antiquity; as also in the other parts of the book,

we do often give an account of the doctrine of the

ancients; which, however, some over-severe phi

losophers may look upon fastidiously, or under

value and depreciate, yet as we conceived it often

necessary, so possibly may the variety thereof not

be ungrateful to others; and this mixture of phi

lology, throughout the whole, sweeten and allay

the severity of philosophy to them; the main

thing, which the book pretends to, in the mean
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time, being the philosophy of religion. But, for

our parts, we neither call philology, nor yet phi

losophy, our mistress; but serve ourselves of

either, as occasion requireth.

As for the last chapter, though it promise only

a confutation of all the Atheistic grounds, yet we

do therein also demonstrate the absolute impossi

bility of all Atheism, and the actual existence of

a God. We say demonstrate, not d priori, which

is impossible and contradictious; but by neces

sary inference from principles altogether undeni

able. For we can by no means grant to the Athe

ists, that there is no more than a probable per

suasion or opinion to be had of the existence of

a God, without any certain knowledge or science.

Nevertheless, it will not follow from hence, that

whosoever shall read these demonstrations of

our's, and understand all the words of them, must

therefore of necessity be presently convinced,

whether he will or no, and put out of all manner

of doubt or hesitancy, concerning the existence

of a God. For we believe that to be true, which

some have affirmed, that were there any interest

of life, any concernment of appetite and passion,

against the truth of geometrical theorems them

selves, as of a triangle having three angles equal

to two right, whereby men's judgments may be

clouded and bribed, notwithstanding all the de

monstrations of them, many would remain at least

sceptical about them. Wherefore mere specula

tion, and dry mathematical reason, in minds un

purified, and having a contrary interest of carnal

ity, and a heavy load of infidelity and distrust

sinking them down, cannot alone beget an un

shaken confidence and assurance of so high a
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truth as this, the existence of one perfect under

standing Being, the original of all things. As it

is certain, also, on the contrary, that minds cleans

ed and purged from vice may, without syllogistical

reasonings, and mathematical demonstrations,

have an undoubted assurance of the existence of

a God, according to that of the philosopher,

m ká0agaic troteſ ev 'yvögel rtov detarov Eival, Purity pos

sesses men with an assurance of the best things;–

whether this assurance be called a vaticination or

Divine sagacity (as it is by Plato and Aristotle),

or faith, as in the Scripture. For the Scripture

faith is not a mere believing of historical things,

and upon inartificial arguments or testimonies

only; but a certain higher and Divine power in the

soul, that peculiarly correspondeth with the Dei

ty. Notwithstanding which, knowledge or sci

ence added to this faith, according to the Scripture

advice, will make it more firm and stedfast, and

the better able to resist those assaults of sophis

tical reasonings, that shall be made against it.

In this fifth chapter, as sometimes elsewhere,

we thought ourselves concerned, in defence of the

Divine wisdom, goodness, and perfection against

Atheists, to maintain (with all the ancient philoso

phic Theists) the perfection of the creation also:

or, that the whole system of things, taken altoge

ther, conla not have been better made and ordered

than it is. And, indeed, this 1)ivine goodness and

perfection, as displaying and manifesting itself in

the works of nature and providence, is supposed

in Scripture to be the very foundation of our

Christian faith; when that is defined to be the sub

stance and evidence rerum sperandarum; that is,

of whatsoeveris (by a good man) to be hoped for.—
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Notwithstanding which, it was far from our inten

tion therefore to conclude, that nothing neither in

Nature nor Providence could be otherwise than it

is ; or that there is nothing left to the free will

and choice of the Deity. And though we do, in

the third section, insist largely upon that ancient

Pythagoric Cabala, that souls are always united

to some body or other, as also, that all rational

and intellectual creatures consist of soul and

body; and suggest several things from reason and

Christian antiquity in favour of them both ; yet

would we not be understood to dogmatize in

either of them, but to submit all to better judg

ments. -

Again, weshall here advertise the reader (though

we have cautioned concerning it in the book it

self), that in our defence of incorporeal substance

against the Atheists, however we thought our

selves concerned to say the utmostthat possibly we

could, in way of vindication of the ancients, who

generally maintained it to be unextended (which

to some seems an absolute impossibility); yet we

would not be supposed ourselves dogmatically to

assert any more in this point than what all incor

porealists agree in, that there is a substance spe

cifically distinct from body; namely, such as con

sisteth not of parts separable from one another,

and which can penetrate body, and lastly, is self

active, and hath an internal energy, distinct from

that of local motion. And thus much is undeni

ably evinced by the arguments before proposed.

But whether this substance be altogether unex

tended, or extended otherwise than body, we

shall leave every man to make his own judgment

concerning it.
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Furthermore, we think fit here to suggest, that

whereas throughout this chapter and whole book,

we constantly oppose the generation of souls, that

is, the production of life, cogitation, and under

standing, out of dead and senseless matter; and

assert all souls to be as substantial as matter it

self: this is not done by us, out of any fond ad

dictedness to Pythagoric whimseys, nor indeed

out of a merepartial regard to that cause of Theism

neither, which we were engaged in (though we

had great reason to be tender of that too); but

because we were enforced thereunto, by dry ma

thematical reason ; it being as certain to us, as

any thing in all geometry, that cogitation and un

derstanding can never possibly result out of mag

nitudes, figures, sites, and local motions (which is

all that ourselves can allow to body) however

compounded together. Nor indeed in that other

way of qualities, is it better conceivable how they

should emerge out of hot and cold, moist and

dry, thick and thin ; according to the Anaximan

drian Atheism. And they who can persuade

themselves of the contrary, may believe, that any

thing may be caused by any thing; upon which

supposition we confess it impossible to us to

prove the existence of a God from the phenomena.

In the close of this fifth chapter, because the

Atheists do in the last place pretend, Theism and

religion to be inconsistent with civil sovereignty,

we were necessitated briefly to unravel and con

fute all the Atheistic ethics and politics (though

this more properly belong to our second book in

tended); where we make it plainly to appear, that

the Atheists artificial and factitious justice is no

thing but will and words; and that they give to
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civil sovereigns no right nor authority at all, but

only belluine liberty and brutish force. But, on

the contrary, as we assert justice and obligation,

not made by law and commands, but in nature,

and prove this, together with conscience and re

ligion, to be the only basis of civil authority, so

do we also maintain all the rights of civil sove

reigns; giving both to Caesar the things that are

Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's.

And now, having made all our apologies and

reflections, we have no more to add, but only the

retractation or retraction of one passage (Chap.V.);

where mentioning that opinion of a modern Athe

istic writer, that cogitation is nothing else but

local motion, we could not think Epicurus and

Democritus to have sunk to such a degree, either

of sottishness or impudence, as this ; whereas we

found cause afterwards, upon further consider

ation, to change our opinion herein. Foras

much as when Epicurus derived liberty of will in

men, merely from that motion of senseless atoms

declining uncertainly from the perpendicular; it

is evident, that, according to him, volition itself

must be really local motion. As indeed in the

Democritic fate, and material necessity of all

things, it is implied, that human cogitations are

but mechanism and motion. Notwithstanding

which, both Democritus and Epicurus supposed

that the world was made without cogitation,

though by local motion. So that the meaning of

these besotted Atheists (if at least they had any

meaning) seems to have been this, that all cogita

tion is really nothing else but local motion; ne

vertheless all motion not cogitation, but only in
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such and such circumstances, or in bodies so mo

dified.

And now we are not ignorant, that some will

be ready to condemn this whole labour of our's,

and of others in this kind, against Atheism, as

altogether useless and superfluous; upon this pre

tence, that an Atheist is a mere chimera, and there

is no such a thing any where to be found in the

world. And indeed we could heartily wish, upon

that condition, that all this labour of our's were

superfluous and useless. But as to Atheists, these

so confident exploders of them are both unskilled

in the monuments of antiquity, and unacquainted

with the present age they live in ; others having

found too great an assurance, from their own per

sonal converse, of the reality of theim. Never

theless, this labour of our's is not intended only

for the conversion of downright and professed

Atheists (of which there is but little hope, they

being sunk into so great a degree of sottishness),

but for the confirmation of weak, staggering, and

sceptical Theists. And unless these exploders of

Atheists will affirm, also, that all men have con

stantly an unshaken faith and belief of the ex

istence of a God, without the least mixture of a

doubtful distrust or hesitancy (which, if it were

so, the world could not possibly be so bad as now

it is), they must needs grant, such endeavours as

these, for the confirming and establishing of men's

minds in the belief of a God, by philosophic rea

sons, in an age so philosophical, not to be super

fluous and useless. -
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1. The fatal necessity of all human actions and events maintained upon

three several grounds, which are so many false hypotheses of the

intellectual system of the universe.—2. Concerning the mathema

tical or astrological Fate.—3. Concerning the opinion of those, who

suppose a Fate superior to the highest Deity.—4. The moderation

of this discourse.—5. The Atheistical hypothesis or Democritical Fate

being founded upon the Atomical physiology: the necessity of giving

an account of it, and that first briefly described.—6. The antiquity

of this physiology, and the account which is given of it by Aristo

tle.—7. A clear and full record of the same physiology in Plato,

that hath not been taken notice of.-8. That neither Democritus,

nor Leucippus, nor Protagoras, nor any Atheists, were the first invent

ors of this philosophy; and of the necessity of being thoroughly ac

quainted with it, in order to the confutation of Atheism.–9. The

tradition of Posidonius, the Stoic, that Moschus, an ancient Phoe

nician, was the first inventor of the Atomical physiology.—10. That

this Moschus, the inventor of the Atomical physiology, was probably

the same with Mochus, the physiologer, in Jamblichus, with whose

successors, priests, and prophets, Pythagoras conversed at Sidon.—

11. Other probabilities for this, that Pythagoras was acquainted with

the Atomical physiology.-12. That Pythagoras's Monads were

Atoms.-13. Proved plainly, that Empedocles, who was a Pythago

rean, physiologized atomically.—14. The same further convinced

from Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, and Stobaeus-15. That Anaxagoras

was a spurious Atomist, or unskilful imitator of that philosophy.

16. That Ecphantus, the Pythagorean, Xenocrates, Heraclides,

Diodorus, and Metrodorus Chius, were all ancient assertors of the

WOL. I. F
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Atomical physiology; together with Aristotle's testimony, that the

ancient physiologers generally went that way.—17. How Aristotle

is to be reconciled with himself, and the credit of other writers to be

salved, who impute this philosophy to Leucippus and Democritus;

that they were the first Atheizers of it, or the founders of that philoso

phy, which is Atheistically Atomical.—18. That the Atomists, before

Democritus, were assertors of a Deity and substance incorporeal.—

19. A confutation of those neoterics, who deny that incorporeal

substance was ever asserted by any of the ancients, and the anti

quity of that doctrine proved from Plato, who himself professedly

maintained it.—20. That Aristotle likewise asserted incorporeal

substance.—21. That Epicurus endeavoured to confute this opinion,

as that which Plato and others of the ancients had maintained.—

22. That all those philosophers, who held the immortality of the

soul, and a Deity distinct from the world, held incorporeal sub

stance ; and that besides Thales, Pythagoras was a grand champion

for the same, who also asserted a Divine triad.—23. Parmenides an

assertor of incorporeal substance, together with all those, who main

tained that all things did not flow, but something stand.—24. Em

pedocles vindicated from being either an Atheist or Corporealist at

Iarge.—25. Anaxagoras a plain assertor of incorporeal substance.—

26. Inferred that the ancient Atomists before Democritus were both

Theists and Incorporealists.-27. That there is not only no inconsist

ency between Atomology and Theology, but also a natural cognation

proved from the origin of the Atomical physiology, and first a general

account thereof—28. A more particular account ofthe origin of this

philosophy, from that principle of reason, That in nature, nothing

comes from nothing, nor goes to nothing.—29. That the same prin

ciple, which made the ancients discard substantial forms and quali

ties, made them also to assert incorporeal substance.—30. That from

the same ground of reason also they asserted the immortality of

souls.-31. That the doctrine of the pre-existence and transmigra

tion of souls had its original from hence also.-32. That the ancients

did not confine this to human souls only, but extend it to all souls

and lives whatsoever.-33. All this proved from Empedocles, who

asserted the pre-existence as well as the post-existence of all souls

upon that ground.—34. A censure of this doctrine; that the reason

of it is irrefragable for the post-eternity of all human souls; and

that the hypothesis of the creation of human souls, which salves

their immortality without pre-existence, is rational.—35. A new

hypothesis to salve the incorporeity of the souls of brutes, without

their post-existence and successive transmigrations.—36. That this

will not prejudice the immortality of human souls.-37. That the

Empedoclean hypothesis is more rational than the opinion of those,

that would make the souls of brutes corporeal.-38. That the con

stitution of the Atomical physiology is such, that whosoever enter

tains it, and thoroughly understands it, must needs hold incorporeal
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substance, in five particulars.-39. Two general advantages of the

Atomical or mechanical physiology; first, that it renders the corpo

real world intelligible.—40. The second advantage of it, that it pre

pares an easy and clear way for the demonstration of incorporeal

substance.—41. Concluded, that the ancient Moschical philosophy

consisted of two parts, Atomical physiology, and theology or pneu

matology.—42. That this entire philosophy was afterwards mangled

and dismembered, some taking one part of it alone, and some the

other.—43. That Leucippus and Democritus, being atheistically in

clined, took the Atomical physiology, endeavouring to make it sub

servient to Atheism; and upon what occasion they did it, and how

unsuccessfully.—44. That Plato took the theology and pneumato

logy of the ancients, but rejected their Atomical physiology, and

upon what accounts.-45. That Aristotle followed Plato herein,

with a commendation of Aristotle's philosophy.

They, that hold the necessity of all human ac

tions and events, do it upon one or other of

these two grounds—either because they suppose,

that necessity is inwardly essential to all agents

whatsoever, and that contingent liberty is trpäyua

dvoróararov, a thing impossible or contradictious,

which can have no existence any where in na

ture; the sense of which was thus expressed by

the Epicurean poet,” -

Quod res quaque Necessum

Intestinum habeat cunctis in rebus agendis, &c.

That every thing naturally labours under an in

testine necessity:—or else, because, though they

admit contingent liberty not only as a thing possi

ble, but also as that which is actually existent in

the Deity, yet they conceive all things to be so de

termined by the will and decrees of this Deity, as

that they are thereby made necessary to us. The

former of these two opinions, that contingent li

berty is trfayua dvoróararov, such a thing as can

have no existence in nature, may be maintained

a Lucret. lib. ii. v.289, &c.

F 2
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upon two different grounds: either from such an

hypothesis as this, that the universe is nothing else

but body and local motion; and nothing moving

itself, the action of every agent is determined by

some other agent without it; and therefore that

Wiki dváykm, material and mechanical necessity,

must needs reign over all things; or else, though

cogitative beings be supposed to have a certain

principle of activity within themselves, yet that

there can be no contingency in their actions, be

cause all volitions are determined by a necessary

antecedent understanding.

Plotinus" makes another distribution of Fatal

ists, which yet in the conclusion will come to the

same with the former; 3rrowc (tv rig 0éuevoc toirovc

oukövoirov dAmbouc dTorvyyávo, oipëvyde dº věc twoc ra

Távra dragrójaw, oi & our oùro. A man, (saith he) will

not do amiss, that will divide all Fatalists first in

to these two general heads, namely, that they de

rive all things from one principle or not;-the

former of which may be called Divine Fatalists,

the latter Atheistical. Which Divine Fatalists he

again subdivides into such, as first make God by

immediate influence to do all things in us; as in

animals the members are not determined by them

selves, but by that which is the hegemonic in

every one: and, secondly, such as make Fate to be

an implexed series or concatenation of causes, all

in themselves necessary, whereof God is the chief.

The former seems to be a description of that very

Fate, that is maintained by some neoteric Christ

ians; the latter is the Fate of the Stoics.

Wherefore Fatalists, that hold the necessity of

all human actions and events, may be reduced to

* Libro de Fato, Ennead. iii, lib. i. c. 2. p. 230.
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these three heads: first, such as, asserting the

Deity, suppose it irrespectively to decree and

determine all things, and thereby make all actions

necessary to us; which kind of Fate, though phi

losophers and other ancient writers have not been

altogether-silent of it, yet it has been principally

maintained by some neoteric Christians, contrary

to the sense of the ancient church. Secondly, such

as suppose a Deity, that, acting wisely, but ne

cessarily, did contrive the general frame of things

in the world; from whence, by a series of causes,

doth unavoidably result whatsoever is now done

in it: which Fate is a concatenation of causes, all

in themselves necessary, and is that which was

asserted by the ancient Stoics, Zeno and Chry

sippus, whom the Jewish Essenes seemed to fol

low. And, lastly, such as hold the material ne

cessity of all things without a Deity; which Fate

Epicurus" calls riv rºv quoucóv siuaguávnv, the Fate

of the Naturalists—that is, indeed, the Atheists,

the assertors whereof may be called also the De

mocritical Fatalists. Which three opinions con

cerning Fate are so many several hypotheses of

the intellectual system of the universe: all which

we shall here propose, endeavouring to shew the

falseness of them, and then substitute the true

mundane system in the room of them.

II. The mathematical or astrological Fate so

much talked of, as it is a thing no way consider

able for the grounds of it, so whatsoever it be, it

must needs fall under one or other of those two

general heads in the Plotinical distribution last

mentioned, so as either to derive all things from

* Wide Epistol. Epicuriad Menecoeum, apud Diogen. Laertium, lib

x. segm. 134, p. 659, edit. Meibomii.
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one principle, or not. It seems to have had its

first emersion amongst the Chaldeans from a cer

tain kind of blind Polytheism (which is but a bet

ter sort of disguised Atheism), but it was after

wards adopted and fondly nursed by the Stoics,

in a way of subordination to their Divine Fate;

for Manilius, Firmicus, and other masters of that

sect, were great promoters of it. And there was

too much attributed to astrology also by those

that were no Fatalists, both Heathen and Christ

ian philosophers, such as were Plotinus, Origen,

Simplicius, and others; who, though they did not

make the stars to necessitate all human actions

here below, they supposed, that Divine Provi

dence (foreknowing all things) had contrived such

a strange coincidence of the motions and confi

gurations of the heavenly bodies with such ac

tions here upon earth, as that the former might be

prognostics of the latter. Thus Origen" deter

mines, that the stars do not make but signify;

and that the heavens are a kind of Divine volume,

in whose characters they that are skilled may

read or spell out human events. To the same pur

pose, Plotinus,” q}{perat uév rajra éti corneta rôv čAwv,

tapéyeoffat 8: kai d\\ºv Xpelav rºw row etc aurd dotep

ygáuuara BAérovrac, rode rotatºrmv Yeauparukiv st86 rac

dvaywºokstv rá uéA\ovra ék Töv oxmudrov kard rô divá

Aoyov Heffočeňovrac ró amuawówevov' dotrºp st ric Aéyot,

#Tetêſ) ºnMöc ãºvic omuaivet wºnkóc rivac Tºdësic' The

motion of the stars was intended for the physical

good of the whole; but they afford also another

use collaterally in order to prognostication, name

* Wide P. Dan. Huetium Origenianor. lib. ii. c. viii. sec. v. p. 129.

° Libro de Fato, Ennead. iii. lib. i. c. vi. p. 233. videas etiam En

mead. ii. lib. iii. c. i. p. 137, etc. vii. p. 140, 141.
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ly, that they who are skilled in the grammar of

the heavens may be able, from the several confi

gurations of the stars, as it were letters, to spell

out future events, by making such analogical in

terpretations as they use to do in augury; as

when a bird flies high, to interpret this of some

high and noble exploit.—And Simplicius," in like

manner, Xùupovocêariv i studguévm reptºogd rh Teoſło)\n

röv Jºvyºv tº kar’ avrºv £xouévm tic riv yévéow, ouk

dvaykáčovo a Mév tác rovës 6péyeoffat iſ rôvës, oùupovoc

& otoa raic dečeow avròv. The fatal conversion of

the heavens is made to correspond with the pro

duction of souls into generation at such and such

times, not necessitating them to will this or that,

but conspiring agreeably with such appetites and

volitions of theirs.--And these philosophers were

the rather inclinable to this persuasion from a su

perstitious conceit which they had, that the stars,

being animated, were intellectual beings of a far

higher rank than men. And since God did not

make them, nor any thing else in the world,

singly for themselves alone, but also to contribute

to the public good of the universe, their physical

influence seeming inconsiderable, they knew not

well what else could be worthy of them, unless it

were to portend human events. This indeed, is

the best sense that can be made of astrological

prognostication ; but it is a business that stands

upon a very weak and tottering, if not impossible

foundation. -

III. There is another wild and extravagant con.

ceit, which some of the Pagans had, who, though

they verbally acknowledged a Deity, yet sup

* Comment. in Epictetum, c. i. p. 26, cait. Salmasii.
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posed a certain Fate superior to it, and not only to

all their other petty gods, but also to Jupiter him

self. To which purpose is that of the Greek poet

Latined by Cicero,” “Quod fore paratum est, id

summumexuperat.Jovem;” and that of Herodotus,”

Tºv retreouévnv uotpav dèvvarov čarty dropuyêew kai rip

€eº. It is impossible for God himself to avoid the

destined Fate:—and 800Xoceeocdváyknc,“Godhimself

is a servant of necessity.—According to which

conceit, Jupiter in Homer" laments his condition,

in that the Fates having determined, that his be

loved Sarpedon should be slain by the son of

Menaetius, he was not able to withstand it.

Though all these passages may not perhaps imply

much more than what the Stoical hypothesis itself

imported; for that did also in some sense make

God himself a servant to the necessity of the

matter, and to his own decrees, in that he could

not have made the smallest thing in the world

otherwise than now it is, much less was able to

alter any thing: according to that of Seneca,"

“Eadem necessitas et Deos alligat. Irrevocabilis

divina pariter atque humana cursus vehit. Ille

ipse omnium conditor ac rector scripsit quidem

Fata, sed sequitur. Semper paret, semel jussit.”

One and the same chain of necessity ties God

and men. The same irrevocable and unalterable

course carries on Divine and human things. The

very maker and governor of all things, that writ

the fates, follows them. He did but once com

a De Divinat. lib. ii. c. x. p. 3196, edit, Werburgii.

b Lib. i. c. xci. p. 38. ed. Gronovii.

• Vide Menandri et Philemonis reliquiasa Jo. Clerico editas, p. 307.

d Iliad, I. º.

* De Providentia, c. v. p. 195, edit. Jo. Fred. Gronovii.
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mand, but he always obeys.-But if there were

this further meaning in the passages before cited,

that a necessity without God, that was invincible

by him, did determine his will to all things; this

was nothing but a certain confused and contradic

tiousjumbleof Atheism and Theism both together;

or an odd kind of intimation, that however the

name of God be used in compliance with vulgar

speech and opinion, yet indeed it signifies no

thing but material necessity; and the blind mo

tion of matter is really the highest numen in the

world. And here that of Balbus the Stoic, in

Cicero," is opportune: “Non est natura Dei prae

potens et excellens, siquidem ea subjecta est ei

vel necessitativel naturae, quá coelum, maria, ter

raque reguntur. Nihil autem est praestantius

Deo. Nulli igitur est naturae obediens aut sub

jectus Deus.” God would not be the most power

ful and excellent being, if he were subject to that

either necessity or nature, by which the heavens,

seas, and earth are governed. But the notion of a

God implies the most excellent being. Therefore,

God is not obedient or subject to any nature.

Iv. And now we think fit here to suggest, that

however we shall oppose those three Fatalisms be

forementioned, as so many false hypotheses of the

mundane system and economy, and endeavour to

exclude that severe tyranness, as Epicurus calls

it, of Universal Necessity reigning over all, and to

leave some scope for contingent liberty to move

up and down in, without which neither rational

creatures can be blameworthy for any thing they

do, nor God have any object to display his justice

* De Nat. Deor. lib. ii, c. xxx, p. 3000,
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upon, norindeed bejustified in his providence; yet,

as we vindicate to God the glory of all good, so

we do not quite banish the notion of Fate neither,

nor take away all Necessity; which is a thing the

Clazomenian philosopher" of old was taxed for,

affirming time?v Tov ywouévov yivsota, ka0' siuaguévnv,

dXXd sivat Kevöv touro rotºvoua: That nothing at all

was done by Fate, but that it was altogether a vain

name.—And the Sadduceans among the Jews have

been noted for the same:" Tºv učv eiuagliévny dval

Powow, ovëv tival raúrmy détouvrec, oùre kar' avrºv Td dv

026twa ré\oc \außdven, âTavra è? £4' nun, auroic riffèvrec'

They take away all Fate, and will not allow it to

be any thing at all, nor to have any power over

human things, but put all things entirely into the

hands of men's own free will.—And some of our

own seem to have approached too near to this ex

treme, attributing perhaps more to the power of

free will, than either religion or nature will ad

mit. But the hypothesis, that we shall recom

mend as most agreeable to truth, of a trgévota

t\douoc, placable providence—of a Deity essen

tially good, presiding over all, will avoid all ex

tremes, asserting to God the glory of good, and

freeing him from the blame of evil; and leaving a

certain proportionate contemperation and com

mixture of contingency and necessity both toge

ther in the world; as nature requires a mixture of

motion and rest, without either of which there

could be no generation. Which temper was ob

served by several of the ancients; as the Phari

* Anaxagoras, who was censured for this opinion by Alexander

Aphrodisiensis de Fato, sec. ii. p. 11, edit. Lond. 1658, in 12mo.

* Josephi Antiq. Judaic. lib. xiii. c. v. Sec. ix. p. 649, tom. i. edit.

Havercampi.
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saic sect amongst the Jews, who determined,"

rivá kai ou trèvra ric eiuapuśvnc tival #yov, twd & #4'

tavroic virãeyew, That some things and not all were

the effects of Fate, but some things were left in

men's own power and liberty:-and also by Plato"

amongst the philosophers, IIAárov tykows uév eluap

Mévnv ćirl rôv dvflewirivov ºvyov kai 3tov, ovvetodyst &

kai rºv trap' muac airlav' Plato inserts something Of

Fate into human lives and actions, and he joins

with it liberty of will also.-He doth indeed sup

pose human souls to have within themselves the

causes of their own changes to a better or worse

state, and every where declares God to be blame

less for their evils; and yet he somewhere makes

the three fatal sisters, notwithstanding, Clotho,

Lachesis, and Atropos, to be busy about them

also. For according to the sense of the ancients,

Fate is a servant of Divine Providencein the world,

and takes place differently upon the different act

ings of free-willed beings. And how free a thing

soever the will of man may seem to be to some,

yet I conceive it to be out of question, that it may

contract upon itself such necessities and fatali

ties, as it cannot upon a sudden rid itself of at

pleasure. But whatsoever is said in the sequel

of this discourse by way of opposition to that

Fatalism of the neoteric Christians, is intended

only to vindicate what was the constant doctrine

of the Christian church in its greatest purity (as

shall be made manifest), and not to introduce any

new-fangled conceit of our own.

a Id. ibid. -

* Wide Plutarch. de Placitis Philosophorum, lib. i. c. xxvii. p. 844.

t. ii. oper. cdit. Francof. 1599, fol. -

* Wide Platon, de Republica, 1. x, p. 520.
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v. We must now proceed to give a more full and

perfect account of these three several Fates, or hy

potheses of the mundane system beforementioned,

together with the grounds of them, beginning first

with that, which we principally intend the confu

tation of, the Atheistical or Democritical Fate;

which, as it is a thing of the most dangerous con

sequence of all, so it seems to be most spreading

and infectious in these latter times. -

Now this Atheistical system of the world, that

makes all things to be materially and mechani

cally necessary, without a God, is built upon a

peculiar physiological hypothesis, different from

what hath been generally received for many ages;

which is called by some Atomical or corpuscular,

by others Mechanical ; of which we must there

fore needs give a full and perfect account. And

we shall do it first in general, briefly, not descend

ing to those minute particularities of it, which are

disputed amongst these Atomists themselves, in

this manner.

The Atomical physiology supposes, that body

is nothing else but 8taatarów durirvitov, that is, ex

tended bulk ; and resolves, therefore, that nothing

is to beattributed to it, but what is included in the

nature and idea of it, viz.–more or less magni

tude, with divisibility into parts, figure, and posi

tion, together with motion or rest, but so as that

no part of body can ever move itself, but is always

moved by something else. And consequently it

supposes, that there is no need of any thing else

besides the simple elements of magnitude, figure,

site, and motion (which are all clearly intelligible

as different modes of extended substance) to solve

the corporeal phaenomena by ; and therefore, not
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of any substantial forms distinct from the matter;

nor of any other qualities really existing in the

bodies without, besides the results or aggregates

of those simple elements, and the disposition of

the insensible parts of bodies in respect of figure,

site, and motion; nor of any intentional species or .

shows, propagated from the objects to our senses;

nor, lastly, of any other kind of motion or action

really distinct from local motion (such as genera

tion and alteration), they being neither intelligible,

as modes of extended substance, nor any ways

necessary. Forasmuch as the forms and quali

ties of bodies may well be conceived to be nothing

but the result of those simple elements of magni

tude, figure, site, and motion, variously com

pounded together, in the same manner as sylla

bles and words in great variety result from the

different combinations and conjunctions of a few

letters, or the simple elements of speech; and the

corporeal part of sensation, and particularly that

of vision, may be solved only by local motion of

bodies, that is, either by corporeal effluvia (called

simulacra, membrande, and eacuviae) streaming con

tinually from the surface of the objects, or rather,

as the later and more refined Atomists" conceived,

by pressure made from the object to the eye, by

means of light in the medium. So that" oc 8ta

|Sakrmeiac row raffèvroc dépoc rô ĐAeróuevov dwayyéA\eral'

the sense taking cognizance of the object by the

subtle interposed medium, that is tense and

* Wide Cartesii Dioptric, c. i. etii. p. 50. tom. i. oper. ed. Amstelod.

1692, in 4to.

* Apollodorus apud Diogenem Laertium, lib. vii. segm. 157, p. 466. ,

vide etiam Plutarch. de Placitis Philosophor. lib. iv, c. xv. tom. ii.

oper. p. 911.
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stretched (thrusting every way from it upon the

optic nerves), doth by that as it were by a staff

touch it. Again, generation and corruption may

be sufficiently explained by concretion and secre

tion, or local motion, without substantial forms

and qualities. And, lastly, those sensible ideas

of light and colours, heat and cold, sweet and bit

ter, as they are distinct things from the figure, site,

and motion of the insensible parts of the bodies,

seem plainly to be nothing else but our own fan

cies, passions, and sensations, however they be

vulgarly mistaken for qualities in the bodies with

Out us.

v1. Thus much may suffice for a general ac

count of the Atomical physiology. We shall in

the next place consider the antiquity thereof, as

also what notice Aristotle hath taken of it, and

what account he gives of the same. For though

Epicurus went altogether this way, yet it is well

known, that he was not the first inventor of it.

But it is most commonly fathered on Democritus,

who was senior both to Aristotle and Plato, be

ing reported to have been born the year after So

crates; from whose fountains Cicero” saith, that

Epicurus watered his orchards, and of whom Sex.

Empiricus" and Laertius' testify, that he did

isgåAXav rác rotérnrac, cashier qualities;–and Plu

tarch," that he made the first principles of the

whole universe dróuovc dirówovc, kal drafletc, atoms de

void of all qualities and passions.—But Laertius'

* De Nat. Deor. lib. i. c. xliii. p. 2948. t. ix. oper.

* Lib. ii. adv. Logicos, p. 459. Wide etiam lib. vi. adv. Musicos, p.

367. etlib. i. adv. Logicos, p. 399. -

* Lib. ix. segm. 72, p. 586.

* Libro adversus Colotem, tom. ii. oper. p. 1110.

* Lib. ix. segm. 30. p. 567.
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will have Leucippus, who was somewhat senior

to Democritus, to be the first inventor of this phi

losophy, though he wrote not so many books con

cerning it as Democritus did. Aristotle, who often

takes notice of this philosophy, and ascribes it

commonly to Leucippus and Democritus jointly,

gives us this description of it in his Metaphysics:"

Acúkurtroc & kai 6. traipoc avrov Amudkpiroc orotysia pºv

to TAñpec kai ré Kevöv sivat pagi, Aéyovrec otov ré učv čv,

to 8: un öv, kai rāc 8tapopac atriac rôv ć))\ov paqi raiſrac

Hévrov T£etc, oxiud re kai rāštv kai 6éauv, 8tapépetv yde ró

Öv 6voup kai ëtablyń kaiTºoth’ Leucippusand his com

panion Democritus make the first principles of

all things to be Plenum and Vacuum (body and

space), whereof one is Ens, the other Non-ens, and

the differences of the body, which are only figure,

order, and position, to be the causes of all other

things.--Which differences they call by these

names, Rysmus, Diathige, and Trope. And in his

book, De Anima,” having declared that Democri

tus made fire and the soul to consist of round

atoms, he describes those atoms of his after this

manner, otov v rá, dépt td ka)\otimeva Śſouara èv raic ëld

röv 0ugiēov arriot, Öv riv travo Teputav orotycta Aéyet

Amuákºiroc rnc &Amc púaewc, duotoc 8è kai Aeiſkittroc'

They are (saith he,) like those ramenta or dusty

particles which appear in the sun-beams, an om

nifarious seminary whereof Democritus makes to

be the first elements of the whole universe, and so

doth Leucippus likewise.—Elsewhere the same

Aristotle tells us, that these two philosophers ex

plained generation and alteration, without forms

* Lib. i. c. iv. p. 268. tom. iv. oper.

* Lib. i. cap. ii. p. 4. tom. ii. oper.

* De Generat, et Corrupt. lib. i. c. ii. p. 700, tom. i. oper.
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and qualities, by figures and local motion: Amud

Kpiroc kai Asſkirtroc trouígavrécré oxiuara rºv d))\otwow

Kal riv yéveaw #K roºrov trotovou, 8taketost Hèv kai ovykptoet

yéveaw kai 400pdv, ráče º kal 6&ast d\\otoaw: Demo

critus and Leucippus having made figures (or va

riously figured atoms), the first principles, make

generation and alteration out of these; namely,

generation together with corruption from the con

cretion and secretion of them, but alteration from

the change of their order and position.—Again,

he elsewhere" takes notice of that opinion of the

Atomists, that all sense was a kind of touch, and

that the sensible qualities of bodies were to be

resolved into figures, imputing it not only to De

mocritus, but also to the generality of the old phi

losophers, but very much disliking the same:—

Amuákpiroc kai of TAétarot rôv ºvatoxóyov drotraºrarov ri

trotovot, trávra yde rd atoffmrd arra trotovot kai sic axiuara

dváyoval rouc xijuovc' Democritus and most of the

physiologers here commit a very great absurdity,

in that they make all sense to be touch, and re

solve sensible qualities into the figures of insensi

ble parts or atoms.-And this opinion he endea

vours to confute by these arguments. First, be

cause there is contrariety in qualities, as in black

and white, hot and cold, bitter and sweet, but

there is no contrariety in figures; for a circular fi

gure is not contrary to a square or multangular;

and therefore there must be real qualities in bo

dies distinct from the figure, site, and motion of

parts. Again, the variety of figures and disposi

tions being infinite, it would follow from thence,

that the species of colours, odours, and tastes

should be infinite likewise, and reducible to no

* De Sensu et Sensibili, c. iv. p. 70, tom. ii. oper.
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certain number. Which arguments I leave the

professed Atomists to answer. Furthermore, Aris

totle somewhere also censures that other funda

mental principle of this Atomical physiology, that

the sensible ideas of colours and tastes, as red,

green, bitter, and sweet, formally considered, are

only passions and fancies in us, and not real qua

lities in the object without. For as in a rainbow

there is really nothing without our sight, but a

rorid cloud diversely refracting and reflecting the

sun-beams, in such an angle; nor are there really

such qualities in the diaphanous prism ; when re

fracting the light, it exhibits to us the same co

lours of the rainbow; whence it was collected,

that those things are properly the phantasms ofthe

sentient, occasioned by different motions on the

optic nerves ; so they conceived the case to be the

same in all other colours, and that both the co

lours of the prism and rainbow were as real as

other colours, and all other colours as fantastical

as they ; and then by parity of reason they extend

ed the business further to the other sensibles. But

this opinion Aristotle condemns in these words:"

Oi trøðrepov $votoMáyot touro ou kaSoc {\eyov, Asuków otºrs

ověv otóuevo, otre uéAav âvev &\lewc, oùrs Xùnov ăvév yet

asoc' The former physiologers were generally out

in this, in that they thought there was no black or

white without the sight, nor no bitter or sweet

without the taste.—There are other passages in

Aristotle concerning this philosophy, which I

think superfluous to insert here; and I shall have

occasion to cite some of them afterward for other

purposes.

v1.1. But in the next place it will not be amiss to

* De Anima. lib. ii. c. i. p. 43. tom. ii. oper.

VOL. I. G
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shew, that Plato also hath left a very full record

of this mechanical or Atomical physiology (that

hath hardly been yet taken notice of), which not

withstanding he doth not impute either to Demo

critus (whose name Laertius' thinks he purposely

declined to mention throughout all his writings,)

or to Leucippus, but to Protagoras. Wherefore,

in his Theaetetus, having first declared in general,”

that the Protagorean philosophy made all things

to consist of a commixture of parts (or atoms), and

local motion, he represents it, in particular, con

cerning colours, after this manner; wiróAage rolvvv

ourwai kard td. ðuuara Totorov, 6 & ka)\gic X96ua Asukov

un tival auró trºpóv rt ééo rov gov duuárov, umě $v roic

êunagi, dXXd MéXav Te kai \evkov kai oriouv &\\o Xploua £k

rnc Tpoc;30Ånc rów duuárov Tpóc rºv Tpooikovoav $opdu

paveira, 'yeyevvmuévov, Kal 6 §§ *kaarov tival papaev Xpoua,

oùrs to Tpocſ}d^\ov oùre to Tpocła)\óuevov dAAd usraé'ſ

ri trčare ſºlov yeyovoc First, as to that which belongs

to the sight, you must conceive that which is call

ed a white or a black colour not to be any thing

absolutely existing, either without your eyes or

within your eyes: but black and white, and every

other colour, is caused by different motions made

upon the eye from objects differently modified :

so that it is nothing either in the agent nor the pa

tient absolutely, but something which arises from

between them both.-Where it follows immedi

ately, # and 8way uploalo āv Øc oióv got ‘patveral kaorov

oxpoſua rotovrov Kai kuvi kai orpowv Zºo; Can you or

any man else be confident, that as every colour

appears to him, so it appears just the same to

every other man and animal, any more than tastes

and touches, heat and cold do?—From whence it

* Lib. ix. segm. 40. p. 571. h P. 118. • Ibid, p. 119.
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is plain, that Protagoras made sensible qualities

not to be all absolute things existing in the bodies

without, but to be relative to us, and passions in

us; and so they are called presently after riva gy

nuiv påguara, certain fancies, seemings, or appear

ances in us. But there is another passage," in

which a fuller account is given of the whole Pro

tagorean doctrine, beginning thus; 'Agxi) & 3 ºc

& vov 8m &\{youev trávra #prural #8s avrov, oc to trav kivm

oic iv, kal &\\o trapd Touro ow8èv, Tmc & Kwiatoc 860 stèm,

TAñ0s. tºv ūtrapov trárºpov, ëtivauw 8: ro uèv Towev #xov,

rd & Tágyav' #K 8: tnc rotºrov ouixiac Te Kal Tpilcoc Tpóc

&\\m\a yiyveral éryova, TAñ0s. pºv âtelpa, 8tèvua &, ro

aëv atoffmrov, ro & aloffmaic del avvskirtirtovo a Kal yevva

uévn uérd row atoſhirov, &c. The principle upon

which all these things depend, is this, that the

whole universe is motion (of atoms) and nothing

else besides; which motion is considered two

ways, and accordingly called by two names, ac

tion and passion ; from the mutual congress, and

as it were attrition together of both which, are be

gotten innumerable offsprings, which though infi

nite in number, yet may be reduced to two general

heads, sensibles and sensations, that are both ge

nerated at the same time; the sensations are seeing

and hearing, and the like, and the correspondent

sensibles, colours, sounds, &c. Wherefore when

the eye, or such a proportionate object meet toge

ther, both the atoffmrov and the aloffmaic, the sensible

idea of white and black, and the sense of seeing,

are generated together, neither of which would

have been produced, if either of those two had not

met with the other. Kai r &A\a & otro livXpov kal

6spudu kai Távra rov avrov rpétrov wroxmirríov, aird uh,

* Lib. ix. segm. 40. p. 120.
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Kaff' avrò unèv sival, év & rh trpóc ãAAmAa duxlq, trévra

ytyveoffat, kai travrota diró rnc kivmasoc' The like is to

be conceived of all other sensibles, as hot and cold,

&c. that none of these are absolute things in them

selves, or real qualities in the objects without, but

they are begotten from the mutual congress of

agent and patient with one another, and that by

motion; so that neither the agent has any such

thing in it before its congress with the patient, nor

the patient before its congress with the agent. "Ek

& duºpor:pov roo Totovuroc kai Too Táoyovroc Todc ra àX

f \ w r r w w > V 2

AmXa avvytyvousvov Kat rac aiothiasic kai ta atothyrd atro

r v v ~ x/ r v Nºv * p -

rukrovtwv, ra puev Tota atta yiyveaflat, Ta & atoflavóueva -

But the agent and patient meeting together, and

begetting sensation and sensibles, both the object

and the sentient are forth with made to be so and

so qualified, as when honey is tasted, the sense of

tasting and the quality of sweetness are begotten

both together, though the sense be vulgarly attri

buted to the taster, and the quality of sweetness

to the honey.—The conclusion of all which is

summed up thus, ouëv ćival avrò ka0 auró, dAXà rive

aid ytyveaffa, That none of those sensible things is

any thing absolutely in the objects without, but

they are all generated or made relatively to the

sentient.—There is more in that dialogue to this

purpose, which I here omit; but I have set down

so much of it in the author's own language, be

cause it seems to me to be an excellent monu

ment of the wisdom and sagacity of the old philo

sophers; that which is the main curiosity in this

whole business of the mechanical or Atomical

philosophy being here more fully and plainly ex

pressed, than it is in Lucretius himself, viz. that

sensible things, according to those ideas that we
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have of them, are not real qualities absolutely ex

isting without us, butév juiv påguara, fancies orphan

tasms in us : so that both the Latin interpreters

Ficinus and Serranus, though probably neither

of them at all acquainted with this philosophy, as

being not yet restored, could not but understand

it after the same manner; the one expressing

it thus—“Color ex aspectu motuque medium

quiddam resultans est. Talis circa oculos pas

sio:” and the other, “Ex varia aspicientis diathesi,

variaque sensilis specie colores varios et videri et

fieri. ita tamen ut sint pavraord, nec nisi in animo

subsistant.” However, it appears by Plato's man

ner of telling the story, and the tenour of the

whole dialogue, that himself was not a little pre

judiced against this philosophy. In all probabi

lity the rather, because Protagoras had made it a

foundation both for Scepticism and Atheism.

v1.11. We have now learnt from Plato, that De

mocritus and Leucippus were not the sole pro

prietaries in this philosophy, but that Protagoras,

though not vulgarly taken notice of for any such

thing (being commonly represented as a Sophist

only) was a sharer in it likewise; which Prota

goras, indeed, Laertius,” and others, affirm to have

been an auditor of Democritus; and so he might

be, notwithstanding what Plutarch tells us,” that

Democritus wrote against his taking away the

absolute nature of things. However, we are of

opinion, that neither Democritus, nor Prota

goras, nor Leucippus, was the first inventor of

this philosophy; and our reason is, because

they were all three of them Atheists (though

* * Lib. ix. segm. 50. p. 575, 576. Videas etiam A. Gellium Noct.

Attic. lib. v. c. iii. et Suidam voce IIparrayépz:.

° Libro adversus Colotem, tom. ii. oper. p. 1108, 1109.
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Protagoras alone was banished for that crime by

the Athenians) and we cannot think, that any

Atheists could be the inventors of it, much less

that it was the genuine spawn and brood of Athe

ism itself, as some conceit, because, however these

Atheists adopted it to themselves, endeavouring

to serve their turns of it, yet, if rightly understood,

it is the most effectual engine against Atheism that

can be. And we shall make it appear afterwards,

that never any of those Atheists, whether ancient

or modern (how great pretenders soever to it) did

thoroughly understand it, but perpetually contra

dicted themselves in it. And this is the reason,

why we insist so much upon this philosophy here,

not only because without the perfect knowledge

of it, we cannot deal with the Atheists at their own

weapon; but also because we doubt not but to

make a sovereign antidote against Atheism out of

that very philosophy, which so many have used as

a vehiculum to convey this poison of Atheism by.

Ix. But besides reason, we have also good his

torical probability for this opinion, that this philo

sophy was a thing of much greater antiquity than

either Democritus or Leucippus. And first, be

cause Posidonius, an ancient and learned philo

sopher, did (as both Empiricus" and Strabo" tell

us) avouch it for an old tradition, that the first in

ventor of this Atomical philosophy, was one Mos

chus, a Phoenician, who, as Strabo also notes,

lived before the Trojan wars.

x. Moreover, it seems not altogether improba

ble, but that this Moschus, a Phoenician philoso

pher, mentioned by Posidonius, might be the same

with that Mochus, a Phoenician physiologer, in

* Lib. ix. advers, Mathemat. p.621. ° Lib. xvi. p. 718.
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Jamblichus, with whose successors, priests, and

prophets, he affirms that Pythagoras, sometimes

sojourning at Sidon (which was his native city),

had conversed: which may be taken for an inti

mation, as if he had been by them instructed in

that Atomical physiology, which Moschus, or

Mochus, the Phoenician, is said to have been the

inventor of Mochus, or Moschus, is plainly a

Phoenician name, and there is one Mochus, a

Phoenician writer, cited in Athenaeus, whom the

Latin translator calis Moschus; and Mr. Seldon

approves of the conjecture of Arcerius, the pub

lisher of Jamblichus, that this Mochus was no

other man than the celebrated Moses of the Jews,

with whose successors, the Jewish philosophers,

priests, and prophets, Pythagoras conversed at

Sidon. Some fantastic Atomists perhaps would

here catch at this, to make their philosophy to

stand by Divine right, as owing its original to re

velation ; whereas philosophy being not a matter

of faith, but reason, men ought not to affect (as I

conceive) to derive its pedigree from revelation,

and by that very pretence, seek to impose it ty

rannically upon the minds of men, which God hath

here purposely left free to the use of their own fa

culties, that so finding out truth by them, they

might enjoy that pleasure and satisfaction, which

arises from thence. But we aim here at nothing

more, than a confirmation of this truth, that the

Atomical physiology was both older than Demo

critus, and had no such atheistical original nei

ther. And there wants not other good authority

for this, that Pythagoras did borrow many things

from the Jews, and translate them into his philo

sophy. S. -
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x 1. But there are yet other considerable proba

bilities for this, that Pythagoras was not unac

quainted with the Atomical physiology. And

first from Democritus himself, who, as he was of

the Italic row, or Pythagoric succession, so it is

recorded of him in Laertius,” that he was a great

emulator of the Pythagoreans, and seemed to

have taken all his philosophy from them, inso

much that if chronology had not contradicted it,

it would have been concluded, that he had been

an auditor of Pythagoras himself, of whom he

testified his great admiration in a book entitled by

his name. Moreover, some of his opinions had a

plain correspondency with the Pythagoric doc

trines, forasmuch as Democritus" did not only

hold, {{peoffat dréuovc v tº 6\p &ivovačvac, that the

atoms were carried round in a vortex;-but alto

gether with Leucippus, rºv ymv dyeiðat tºpi to uéoov

ërvovuévnv, that the earth was carried about the

middle or centre of this vortex (which is the sun)

turning in the meantime round upon its own axis.

– And just so the Pythagoric opinion is expressed

by Aristotle, rºv yńv ev rov ãorpov oùgav Kök\p ºpepo

Mévnv Tepi 70 uédov vſkra kai riv muépav troteivº That the

earth, as one of the stars (that is a planet), being

carried round about the middle or centre (which

is fire or the sun), did in the meantime by its cir

cumgyration upon its own axis make day and

night.—Wherefore it may be reasonably from

hence concluded, that as Democritus's philoso

phy was Pythagorical, so Pythagoras's philoso

phy was likewise Democritical, or Atomical.

* Lib. ix. segm. 38. p. 570.

° Lib. ix. segm, 44, p. 573. et segm. 30. p. 567.

* De Coelo, lib. ii. c. xiii. p. 658. tom. i. oper.
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xII. But that which is of more moment yet, we

have the authority of Ecphantus, a famous Py

thagorean for this, that Pythagoras's Monads,

so much talked of, were nothing else but corpo

real Atoms. Thus we find it in Stobaeus," rac IIv

0ayopucac Mováðac oùroc Tporoc direprivaro gouarikác,

Ecphantus (who himself" asserted the doctrine of

Atoms)first declared, that the Pythagoric Monads

were corporeal,—i.e. Atoms. And this is further

confirmed from what Aristotle' himself writes of

these Pythagoreans and their Monads, ràc Mo

váðac viroMaugévovow #yetv Héyéffoc' they suppose their

Monads to have magnitude.—And from that he

elsewhere" makes Monads and Atoms to signify

the same thing, ow&v 8tapépst Mováðac \{yetv # owuária

outkpá. It is all one to say monades or small cor

puscula.-And Gassendus" hath observed out of

the Greek epigrammatist,' that Epicurus's Atoms

were sometimes called Monads too :

pºrny 'Enikoupov iárow

IIci ºr xevèy &ntaſy waſ rive; ai Moyá3s;.

xIII. But to pass from Pythagoras himself;

that Empedocles, who was a Pythagorean also,

did physiologize atomically, is a thing that could

hardly be doubted of, though there were no more

proof for it than that one passage of his in his

philosophic poems:

—péat, où8:Vá; irriy #xárrow

'Axx& Łóvoy wiłis re 3iaxxaft; tº payávray'

* Eclog. Phys. lib. i. cap. xiii. p. 27. edit. Plantin. 1575, fol.

* Stob. ubi supra, lib. i. c. xxv. p. 48.

* Metaphys. lib. xi. c. vi. tom. iv. oper. p. 424.

* De Anima, lib. ii. c. vi. p. 13. tom. ii. oper.

• Physices sect. i. lib. iii. c. iv. p. 256. tom. i. oper. et in Notis ad

lib. ix. Diog. Laertii, p. 70. tom. v. oper.

* Antholog. Graecor. Epigram. lib. i. xv. p. 32. edit. Francof. 1600. fol.

* Wide Plut. de Placitis Philos. lib. i. c. xxx. p. 885. tom. ii. oper.
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Nature is nothing but the mixture and separation

of things mingled ; or thus, There is no produc

tion of any thing anew, but only mixture and

separation of things mingled.—Which is not only

to be understood of animals, according to the Py

thagoric doctrine of the transmigration of souls,

but also, as himself expounds it, universally of

all bodies, that their generation and corruption is

nothing but mixture and separation; or, as Aris

totle' expresses it, aſykolaic kai čičkptoic, concretion

and secretion of parts, together with change of

figure and order. It may perhaps be objected,

that Empedocles held four elements, out of which

he would have all other bodies to be compounded;

and that as Aristotle affirms," he made those ele

ments not to be transmutable into one another

neither. To which we reply, that he did indeed

make four elements, as the first general concre

tions of atoms, and therein he did no more than

Democritus himself, who, as Laertius writes, did

from atoms moving round in a vortex, Távra avy

kpiuara yevvav Tup, tºop, dépa, ymv, tival yap kai ravra

ă ărónov rivov avoriuara, generate all concretions,

fire, water, air, and earth, these being systems

made out of certain atoms.-And Plato further

confirms the same ; for in his book De Legibus"

he describes (as I suppose) that very Atheistical

hypothesis of Democritus, though without men

tioning his name, representing it in this manner;

that by the fortuitous motion of senseless matter

were first made those four elements, and then out

- * De Generat. et Corrupt. lib. ii. c. vi. p. 739. tom. i. oper.

* Ibid. p. 734. etlib. i. c. iii. p. 699.

° Lib. ix. segm.44. p. 573.

* Lib. x. p. 666. oper.
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of them afterward sun, moon, stars, and earth.

Now both Plutarch" and Stobaeus' testify, that

Empedocles compounded the four elements them

selves out of atoms. "Eutrečok\nc 8é šk ukporépov

êykov rd arolysia ovykpivs, âtrip to riv {Adytara, kai otovel

grouxsia orotystov. Empedocles makes the elements

to be compounded of other small corpuscula,

which are the least, and as it were the elements of

the elements.--And the same Stobaeus again ob

serves," "EutrečokAnc Tpd rtov reogápov orotystov 0paſo

para Adytara Empedocles makes the smallest

particles and fragments of body (that is, atoms),

to be before the four elements.--But whereas

Aristotle affirms, that Empedocles denied the

transmutation of those elements into one another,

that must needs be either a slip in him, or else a

fault in our copies; not only because Lucretius,

who was better versed in that philosophy, and

gives a particular account of Empedocles's

doctrine (besides many others of the ancients),

affirms the quite contrary; but also because him

self, in those fragments of his still preserved, ex

pressly acknowledges this transmutation.

Kai #0sive si; &xxºxa, x&i ağsrai yºgāt alºng.

xIv. Besides all this, no less author than Plato

affirms, that according to Empedocles, vision and

other sensations were made by droppoal oxmudrov,

the defluxions of figures,--or effluvia of atoms

(for so Democritus's Atoms are called in Aristotle
p e e

oxſwara, because they were bodies which had only

figure without qualities), he supposing, that some

* De Placitis Philos. lib. i. c. xvii. p. 883. tom. ii. oper. Wide etiam

c. xiii. p. 883.

• " Eclog. Physic. lib. i. c. xx. p. 36.

* Ibid. lib. i. c. xvii. p. 33.
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of these figures or particles corresponded with

the organs of one sense, and some with the organs

of another. “Oukovy Aéyers droppoſic rivac rov čvrov

kard 'Eutrečok\{a, kal trópouc, etc otic, kal 8 ºv at drop

goal Topetſovrai, kai rov droppoſov rác uèv dpuðrretv eviour

rtov trópov, tdc & Adrzovc iſ usičovc sivat You Say,

then, according to the doctrine of Empedocles,

that there are certain corporeal effluvia from bo

dies of different magnitudes and figures, as also

several pores and meatus's in us diversely corre

sponding with them : so that some of these corpo

real effluvia agree with some pores, when they are

either too big or too little for others.-By which it

is evident, that Empedocles did not suppose sen

sations to be made by intentional species or quali

ties, but as to the generality, in the Atomical way;

in which notwithstanding there are some differ

ences among the Atomists themselves. But Em

pedocles went the same way here with Demo

critus, for Empedocles's droppoal gymuárov, de

fluxions of figured bodies, are clearly the same

thing with Democritus's dºwv takplosic, insinua

tions of simulachra; or, exuvious images of bo

dies.—And the same Plato adds further," that ac

cording to Empedocles, the definition of colour

WaS this, droppon oxmudrov &le; aſſumerpoc Kal atoffmroc,

The defluxion of figures, or figured corpuscula

(without qualities) commensurate to the sight and

sensible.—Moreover, that Empedocles's physio

logy was the very same with that of Democritus,

is manifest also from this passage of Aristotle,"

Oi uèv obv trºpi 'EutrečokAéa kai Amudkotrow Xav0ávovatv

auroi tavrovc ow ºysvěow #é àAAñAov trotovvrec, d\\d pat

* Plato in Menone, p. 14, b Ibid.

* De Coelo, lib. iii. cap. vii. p. 680. tom. i, oper.
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wouevnv Yêveaw' {vutrāpyov ydp traorov #KKplveoffat paow

dairsp #3 dyyslov rnc yevéoewc očanc' Empedocles and

Democritus deceiving themselves, unawares de

stroy all generation of things out of one another,

leaving a seeming generation only : for they say,

that generation is not the production of any new

entity, but only the secretion of what was before

inexistent; as when divers kinds of things con

founded together in a vessel, are separated from

one another.—Lastly, we shall confirm all this by

the clear testimony of Plutarch, or the writer De

Placitis Philosophorum :" "Eutrečok\nc kai "Etikoupoc

kai trávrec ôoot kard ovvaſſpotguóv rov Aerroupov owuárov

kosuotrotovoi, ovykptosic pièv kai 8takplosic etcáyoval, 'yevé

ostc & kai 400pdc ow Kvpioc, ow 'ydp kard rotov čá áAAotº

geoc, kard & régov oux avva6potouov raúrac ylveoffat' Em

pedocles and Epicurus, and all those that com

pound the world of small atoms, introduce con

cretions and secretions, but no generations or cor

ruptions properly so called; neither would they

have these to be made according to quality by al

teration, but only according to quantity by ag

gregation.—And the same writer sets down the

order and method of the Cosmopoeia, according to

Empedocles * 'EutrečokAnc, tov pºv aibépa trptorov 8takpt

6mvat, 8sſrepov& ro trup, tº' 6 rºv ymv #3 âyav treptablyyo

Hévmc rh púun rmg trepipopac, dvaſ?\ºga rö #8wp, *č oš 0w

puaôrva röv dépa, Kai Yevtabat rôv učv otpavov čk row afft

poc, rov & #Atov čk rvedcº Empedocles writes, that

ether was first of all secreted out of the confused

chaos of atoms, afterwards the fire, and then the

earth, which being constringed, and as it were,

squeezed by the force of agitation, sent forth wa

ter bubbling out of it; from the evaporation of

* Lib. i. c. xxiv. p. 884. oper. ° Lib. ii. cap. vi. p. 887.
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which did proceed air; and from the ether was

made the heavens, from fire the sun.—We see,

therefore, that it was not without cause, that Lu

cretius" did so highly extol Empedocles, since his

physiology was really the same with that of Epi

curus and Democritus; only that he differed from

them in some particularities, as in excluding a va

cuum, and denying such physical minima as were

indivisible.

xv. As for Anaxagoras, though he philoso

phized by Atoms, substituting concretion and se

cretion, in the room of generation and corruption,

insisting upon the same fundamental principle,

that Empedocles, Democritus, and the other

Atomists did ; which was (as we shall declare

more fully afterward) that nothing could be made

out of nothing, nor reduced to nothing; and there

fore, that there were neither any new productions,

nor destructions of any substances or real entities:

yet, as his Homoeomeria is represented by Aristo

tle, Lucretius, and other authors, that bone was

made of bony atoms, and flesh of fleshy, red

things of red atoms, and hot things of hot atoms:

these atoms being supposed to be endued origi

nally with so many several forms and qualities es

sential to them, and inseparable from them, there

was indeed a wide difference between his philoso

phy and the Atomical. However, this seems to

have had its rise from nothing else but this philo

sopher's not being able to understand the Atomi

cal hypothesis, which made him decline it, and

substitute this spurious and counterfeit Atomism

of his own in the room of it.

xvi. Lastly, I might add here, that it is record

* Lib. i. vers. 744,745.
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ed by good authors, concerning divers other an

cient philosophers, that were not addicted to De

mocriticism or Atheism, that they followed this

Atomical way of physiologizing, and therefore

in all probability did derive it from those religi

ous Atomists before Democritus. As for ex

ample; Ecphantus, the Syracusian Pythagorist,

who, as Stobaeus writes, made rā dòuaipera gºuara

Kai to kevöv, indivisible bodies and vacuum, the

principles of physiology, and as Theodoret also

testifies, taught ék Töv dróuov avvearáva row kóguov,

that the corporeal world was made up of atoms;

—Xenocrates," that made uéyé0m dèaipera, indivisi

ble magnitudes, the first principles of bodies;

Heraclides," that resolved all corporeal things

into lifyuara kai 0paſſauará Tulya #Adytara, certain

smallest fragments of bodies;–Asclepiades," who

supposed all the corporeal world to be made té

avouotov kai avaputov êykov, not of similar parts (as

Anaxagoras) but of dissimilar and inconcinn mo

leculae, i.e. atoms of different magnitude and fi

gures; and Diodorus," that solved the material

phaenomena by duºpm rd Adytara, the smallest indi

visibles of body. And lastly, Metrodorus" (not

Lampsacenus, the Epicurean, but) Chius, who is

reported also to have made indivisible particles

and atoms the first principles of bodies. But

what need we any more proof for this, that the

* Wide Georg. Pachymer. libellum regi 3réaay yºukºwy, qui extat inter

Aristotelis opera, tom. ii. cap. i. p. 819.

* Wide Plutarch. de Placitis Philos. lib. i. cap. xiii. p. 883, tom. ii.

ODer. t

P. Vide Sextum Empiric. Hypotypos. Pyrrhon. lib. iii. cap. iv. p. 136.

* Sext. Empiric. lib. i. adv. Physicos, sect. 363. p. 621. vide etiam

lib. iii. Hypothes. cap. iv. p. 136,

* Wide Stobaei Eclog. Physic. lib. i. cap. xiii. p. 27.
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Atomical physiology was ancienter than Demo

critus and Leucippus, and not confined only to

that sect, since Aristotle himself" in the passages

already cited, doth expressly declare, that besides

Democritus, the generality of all the other physi

ologers went that way: Amuákpiroc kai of TAstarot

rtov $vatoxáyov, &c. Democritus and the most of

the physiologers make all sense to be touch, and

resolvesensible qualities, as the tastes of bitter and

sweet, &c. into figures.—And again," he imputes

it generally to all the physiologers that went be

fore him, of Tpdrºpov quotoxóyot, the former physio

logers (without any exception) said not well in

this, that there was no black and white without

the sight, nor bitter and sweet without the taste.—

Wherefore, I think, it cannot be reasonably

doubted, but that the generality of the old physio

logers before Aristotle and Democritus, did pur

sue the Atomical way, which is to resolve the cor

poreal phaenomena, not into forms, qualities, and

species, but into figures, motions, and fancies.

xv.11. But then there will seem to be no small

difficulty in reconciling Aristotle with himself,

who doth in so many places plainly impute this

philosophy to Democritus and Leucippus, as the

first source and original of it; as also in salving

the credit of Laertius, and many other ancient

writers, who do the like, Democritus having had

for many ages almost the general cry and vogue

for Atoms. However, we doubt not but to give

a very good account of this business, and recon

cile the seemingly different testimonies of these

ancient writers, so as to take away all contradic

* Lib. de Sensu et Sensibili, cap. iv. p. 70. tom. ii. oper.

* De Animo, lib. ii. cap. i. p. 43. tom. ii. oper.
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tion and repugnancy between them. For al

though the Atomical physiology was in use long

before Democritus and Leucippus, so that they

did not make it, but find it ; yet these two, with

their confederate Atheists (whereof Protagoras

seems to have been one) were undoubtedly the

first, that ever made this physiology to be a com

plete and entire philosophy by itself, so as to de

rive the original of all things in the whole universe

from senseless atoms, that had nothing but figure

and motion, together with vacuum, and made up

such a system of it, as from whence it would fol

low, that the e could not be any God, not so much

as a corporeal one. These two things were both

of them before singly and apart. For there is no

doubt to be made, but that there hath been Athe

ism lurking in the minds of some or other in all

ages; and perhaps some of those ancient Atheists

did endeavour to philosophize too, as well as they

could, in some other way. And there was Ato

mical physiology likewise before, without Athe

ism. But these two thus complicated together,

were never before Atomical Atheism, or Atheisti

cal Atomism. And therefore, Democritus and

his comrade Leucippus, need not be envied the

glory of being reputed the first inventors or found

ers of the Atomical philosophy atheized and

adulterated.

xv.111. Before Leucippus and Democritus, the

doctrine of Atoms was not made a whole entire

philosophy by itself, but looked upon only as a

part or member of the whole philosophic system,

and that the meanest and lowest part too, it being

only used to explain that which was purely cor

poreal in the world; besides which, they acknow

WOL. I, H
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-

ledged something else, which was not mere bulk

and mechanism, but life and self activity, that is,

immaterial or incorporeal substance; the head and

summity whereof, is the Deity distinct from the

world. So that there have been two sorts of Ato

mists in the world, the one Atheistical, the other

Religious. The first and most ancient Atomists

holding incorporeal substance, used that physio

logy in a way of subordination to theology and me

taphysics. The other, allowing no other sub

stance but body, made senseless atoms and fi

gures, without any mind and understanding (i. e.

without any God) to be the original of all things;

which latter is that, that was vulgarly known by

the name of Atomical philosophy, of which De

mocritus and Leucippus were the source.

XIx. It hath been indeed of late confidently as

serted by some, that never any of the ancient phi

losophers dreamed of any such thing as incorpo

real substance; and therefore they would bear

men in hand, that it was nothing but an upstart

and new-fangled invention of some bigotical reli

gionists; the falsity whereof, we shall here briefly

make to appear. For though there have been

doubtless, in all ages, such as have disbelieved the

existence of any thing but what was sensible,

whom Plato" describes after this manner; of Stareſ

voivr' du Tāv 0 un Suvaroi raic Xipai ovºtičew eigh, dic āpa

Touro ovév Tó Tapdºravčari That would contend, that

whatsoever they could not feel or grasp with their

hands, was altogether nothing:—yet this opinion

was professedly opposed by the best of the an

cient philosophers, and condemned for a piece of

sottishness and stupidity. Wherefore, the same

In Sophista, p. 160. \
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Plato tells us, that there had been always, as well

as then there was, a perpetual war and contro

versy in the world, and, as he calls it, a kind of

gigantomachy betwixt these two parties or sects

of men; the one, that held there was no other sub

stance in the world besides body; the other, that

asserted incorporeal substance. The former of

these parties or sects is thus described by the phi

losopher; Oi uév etc yńv #3 oùpavov kai row dopſirou

Trávra *Akova, raic Xegoiv dreyvöc Tërpac Kal 8ptic trept

Åaugavovrec, rtov ydp rotodrov ãparróuevot Távrov, 8wayv

pičovrat Touro tivat nóvov § tragéxel Tpocſ}oXºv kai £ira

ºffv ruva, ravrov adua kai ovoiav opičáuevot rôv & d\\ov

elric $noi An otoua #yov cival, karaºpovouvréc rô trapáirav,

kai ověv č0{\ovrec àAAo droſew' These(saith he)pull all

things down from heaven and the invisible region,

with their hands to the earth, laying hold of rocks

and oaks; and when they grasp all these hard and

gross things, they confidently affirm, that that

only is substance, which they can feel, and will re

sist their touch; and they conclude, that body

and substance are one and the self-same thing;

and if any one chance to speak to them of some

thing which is not body, i.e. of incorporeal sub

stance, they will altogether despise him, and not

hear a word more from him. And many such the

philosopher there says he had met withal. The

other he represents in this manner; Oi Tpóc aurowc

dubioſ3nrojvree uá\a cºaſăc àvotev š dopárov rátov

duávovrat vonrd ărra kal docudra élèn, Bačuevo riv d'Am

6ivºv ovalay cival. v Miaº & Tepi ravra dirAcroc duſporéptov

náyn ric de évvéarnke. The adversaries of these

Corporealists do cautiously and piously assault

them from the invisible region, fetching all things

from above by way of descent, and by strength of

H 2
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reason convincing, that certain intelligible and in

corporeal forms are the true or first substance, and

not sensible things. But betwixt these two there

hath always been (saith he) a great war and con

tention.—And yet in the sequel of his discourse,

he adds, that those Corporealists were then grown

a little more modest and shame-faced than for

merly their great champions had been, such as

Democritus and Protagoras; for however they

still persisted in this, that the soul was a body,

yet they had not, it seems, the impudence to

affirm, that wisdom and virtue were corporeal

things, or bodies, as others before and since too

have done. We see here, that Plato expressly

asserts a substance distinct from body, which

sometimes he calls oustav dadºuarov, incorporeal sub

stance,—and sometimes ovatav vonrºv, intelligible

substance,—in opposition to the other which he

calls atabarºv, sensible.—And it is plain to any one,

that hath had the least acquaintance with Plato's

philosophy, that the whole scope and drift of it,

is to raise up men's minds from sense to a belief of

incorporeal things as the most excellent: rd yap

daguara káAAtara övra kai uéyiota Aé)to uévov, d\\0 &

ověevi, gap&c &eikvurat, as he writes in another place;’

for incorporeal things, which are the greatest and

most excellent things of all, are (saith he) disco

verable by reason only, and nothing else.--And

his subterraneous cave, so famously known, and so

elegantly described by him," where he supposes

men tied with their backs towards the light,

placed at a great distance from them, so that they

could not turn about their heads to it neither,

and therefore could see nothing but the shadows

* In Politico, p. 182, oper, * De Repub, lib, vii. p. 483,
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(of certain substances behind them) projected

from it, which shadows they concluded to be the

only substances and realities, and when they

heard the sounds made by those bodies that were

betwixt the light and them, or their reverberated

echoes, they imputed them to those shadows which

they saw ; I say, all this is a description of the

state of those men, who take body to be the only

real and substantial thing in the world, and to do

all that is done in it; and therefore often impute

sense, reason, and understanding, to nothing but

blood and brains in us. -

xx. I might also shew in the next place, how

Aristotle did not at all dissent from Plato herein,

he plainly asserting," &\\mv ouatav trapd rd aioffmrd,

another substance besides sensibles, ovatav yopt

army kai key optoſuévnv Tov atoffmrów, a substance separ

able and also actually separated from sensibles, .

dklunrow ovatav, an immoveable nature or essence—

(subject to no generation or corruption) adding,

that the Deity was to be sought for here: nay,

such a substance, #v Héyé00c ouëv êvèyeral #xetv, dX

Xd dueptic kai d'étateeróc tort, as hath no magnitude at

all, but is impartible and indivisible.—He also

blaming Zeno (not the Stoic, who was junior to

Aristotle, but an ancienter philosopher of that

name) for making God to be a body, in these

words :* auróc ydp adjua Aéyst elva röv esāv' sire & réðerd

trav, sire &rt êitors auróc \{yov' dadºuaroc ydo &v tróc dv

apatpostěřic sin; örav oſſroc oir àv Kivoiro, oùr' āv rigenot,

* */... ? w w * * > ºf > * p - e

puméauov ºre (a) 19 87Tel 8: owpua Gott, Tu av auto kwxwel Kweitau

* Metaphys. lib. xiv. cap. vii. p. 480. tom, iv. oper. et in multis aliis

locis.

° Libro de Zenone, Xenophane, et Gorgia, cap. iv. p. 844. tom. ii.

oper. * - - -
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Zeno implicitly affirms God to be a body, whe

ther he mean him to be the whole corporeal uni

verse, or some particular body; for if God were

incorporeal, how could he be spherical? nor could

he then either move or rest, being not properly

in any place: but if God be a body, then nothing

hinders but that he may be moved.— From which

and other places of Aristotle, it is plain enough

also, that he did suppose incorporeal substance to

be unextended, and as such, not to have relation

to any place. But this is a thing to be disputed

afterwards. Indeed some learned men conceive

Aristotle to have reprehended Zeno without cause,

and that Zeno made God to be a sphere, or sphe

rical, in no other sense, than Parmenides did in

that known verse of his :" -

IIávroffey exºov a pai;a; áva Myxiow ºxy.

Wherein he is understood to describe the Divine

etermity. However, it plainly appears from hence,

that according to Aristotle's sense, God was doº

paroc, an incorporeal substance distinct from the

world.

xxi. Now this doctrine, which Plato especially

was famous for asserting, that there was ouala doº

paroc, incorporeal substance,—and that the souls

of men were such, but principally the Deity;

Epicurus taking notice of it, endeavoured with

all his might to confute it, arguing sometimes

after this manner:” There can be no incorporeal

God (as Plato maintained), not only because no

man can frame a conception of an incorporeal

* Apud Aristot. in libro jam laudato, cap. iv. p. 843. tom. ii. oper.

et apud Platonem in Sophista, et veterum alios.

* Cicero de Natur, Deor, lib, i, cap. xii. p. 2897, tom. ix. oper.
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substance, but also because whatsoever is incor

poreal must needs want sense, and prudence, and

pleasure, all which things are included in the no

tion of God; and therefore, an incorporeal Deity

is a contradiction.—And concerning the soul of

man : *ot \{yovrac dodºuarov that riv ilvXiv paratáčoval,

&c. They who say, that the soul is incorporeal, in

any other sense, than as that word may be used to

signify a subtile body, talk vainly and foolishly:

for then it could neither be able to do nor suffer

any thing. It could not act upon any other thing,

because it could touch nothing; neither could it

suffer from any thing, because it could not be,

touched by any thing ; but it would be just like

to vacuum or empty space, which can neither do

nor suffer any thing, but only yield bodies a pas

sage through it.—From whence it is further evi

dent, that this opinion was professedly maintain

ed by some philosophers before Epicurus's time.

xxII. But Plato and Aristotle were not the first

inventors of it; for it is certain, that all those phi

losophers, who held the immortality of the hu

man soul, and a God distinct from this visible

world (and so properly the Creator of it and all

its parts), did really assert incorporeal substance.

For that a corporeal soul cannot be in its own

nature immortal and incorruptible, is plain to

every one's understanding, because of its parts

being separable from one another; and whosoever

denies God to be incorporeal, if he make him any

thing at all, he must needs make him to be either

the whole corporeal world, or else a part of it.--

Wherefore, if God be neither of these, he must

then be an incorporeal substance. Now Plato

* Vide Diog, Laert.lib. x, segm, 67,68, p. 630,
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was not the first who asserted these two things,

but they were both maintained by many philoso

phers before him. Pherecydes Syrus, and Thales,

were two of the most ancient philosophers among

the Greeks; and it is said of the former of them,”

that by his lectures and disputes concerning the

immortality of the soul, he first drew off Pytha.

goras from another course of life to the study of

philosophy. Pherecydes Syrus (saith Cicero)"

“primus dixit animos hominum esse sempiternos.”

And Thales, in an epistle," directed to him, con

gratulates his being the first, that had designed to

write to the Greeks concerning Divine things;

which Thales also (who was the head of the Ionic

succession of philosophers, as Pythagoras of the

Italic) is joined with Pythagoras and Plato, by the

writer “De Placitis Philosophorum,” after this

Inanner, oùrot Távrec ot Teoretayuévot daguarov tiv lv

w e f / / » r w 2 r

Xnv Jiroriſsyrat, ‘puast Aéyovrec autoktvmtov kat ovoſtav

vonrºv. All these determined the soul to be in

corporeal, making it to be naturally self-moving

(or self-active) and an intelligible substance,—

that is, not sensible. Now he, that determines

the soul to be incorporeal, must needs hold the

Deity to be incorporeal much more. “Aquam

dixit Thales esse initium rerum (saith Cicero,)"

Deum autem eam mentem, quae ex aqua cuncta

fingeret.” Thales said that water was the first

principle of all corporeal things, but that God was

that mind, which formed all things out of water.

* Vide Augustin, cap. cxxxvii. p. 308, tom. ii. oper.

* Tusculan. Quaest. lib, i. c. xvi. p. 2586, tom. viii. oper.

* Apud Diogen. Laert, lib. i. segm. 43. p. 25.

° Lib. iv. cap. iii. p. 908.

* De Natur, Deor, lib. i cap. x. p. 2894, tom. ix, oper.
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—ForThales was a Phoenician by extraction, and

accordingly seemed to have received his two

principles from thence, water, and the Divine

Spirit moving upon the waters. The first whereof

is thus expressed by Sanchoniathon," in his de

scription of the Phoenician theology, yāoc 00Xépôv,

*geſłóēec, a turbid and dark chaos;–and the se

cond is intimated in these words, ipáoffm rò Tveijua

røv (8tov daytov, the Spirit was affected with love

towards its own principles;–perhaps expressing

the force of the Hebrew word, Merachepheth, and

both of them implying an understanding prolifical

goodness, forming and hatching the corporeal

world into this perfection ; or else a plastic power,

subordinate to it. Zeno (who was also originally

a Phoenician) tells us,” that Hesiod's chaos was

water; and that the material heaven as well as

earth was made out of water (according to the

judgment of the best interpreters) is the genuine

sense of Scripture, 2 Pet. iii. 5. by which water

some perhaps would understand a chaos of

atoms confusedly moved. But whether Thales

were acquainted with the Atomical physiology or

no, it is plain that he asserted, besides the soul's

immortality, a Deity distinct from the corporeal

world.

We pass to Pythagoras, whom we have proved

already to have been an Atomist; and it is well

known, also, that he was a professed Incorpore

alist. That he asserted the immortality of the

soul, and consequently its immateriality, is evi

* Apud Euseb. de Praeparatione Evangelica, lib. ii. cap. x. p. 33.

* Wide Scholiast. in Apollon. Argonautic. lib. iv. vers. 676. s. cita

tum ab Hug. Grotio, in Notis ad lib. i. de Veritate Relig. Christ. sec.

xvi. p. 30, 31. -

* Wide Plutarch. de Placitis Philos. lib. i, cap. xvi. p. 883,
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dent from his doctrine of pre-existence and trans

migration: and that he likewise held an incorpo

real Deity distinct from the world, is a thing not

questioned by any. But if there were any need of

proving it (because there are no monuments of his

extant), perhaps it might be done from hence, be

cause he was the chief propagator of that doc

trine amongst the Greeks, concerning three hy

postases in the Deity.

For, that Plato and his followers held, retic de

Yukác wroaractic, three hypostases in the Deity, that

were the first principles of all things—is a thing

very well known to all; though we do not affirm,

that these Platonic hypostases are exactly the

same with those in the Christian trinity. Now

Plato himself sufficiently intimates this not to have

been his own invention; and Plotinus tells us,

that it was traXad 86%a, an ancient opinion before

Plato's time, which had been delivered down by

some of the Pythagorics. Wherefore, I conceive,

this must needs be one of those Pythagoric mon

strosities, which Xenophon covertly taxes Plato

for entertaining, and mingling with the Socratical

philosophy, as if he had thereby corrupted the

purity and simplicity of it. Though a Corpore

alist may pretend to be a Theist, yet I never heard

that any of them did ever assert a trinity, respec

tively to the Deity, uniess it were such an one as

I think not fit here to mention.

xxIII. That Parmenides, who was likewise a

Pythagorean, acknowledged a Deity distinct from

the corporeal world, is evident from Plato." And

Plotinus tells us also, that he was one of them

that asserted the triad of Divine hypostases.

* In Parmenide.
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Moreover, whereas there was a great controversy

amongst the ancient philosophers before Plato's

time," between such as held all things to flow

(as namely Heraclitus and Cratylus), and others,

who asserted that some things did stand, and that

there was drivnroc ovata, a certain immutable na

ture—to wit, an eternal mind, together with eter

nal and immutable truths (amongst which were

Parmenides and Melissus); the former of these

were all Corporealists (this being the very reason

why they made all things to flow, because they

supposed all to be body), though these were not,

therefore, all of them Atheists. But the latter

were all both Incorporealists and Theists; for

whosoever holds incorporeal substance, must

needs, according to reason, also assert a Deity.

And although we did not before particularly

mention Parmenides amongst the Atomical philo

sophers, yet we conceive it to be manifest from

hence, that he was one of that tribe, because he

was an eminent assertor of that principle, ovºv

oùre yiveſ at oùrs ºffsigeflat rtov čvrov, that no real en

tity is either made or destroyed, generated or

corrupted.—Which we shall afterwards plainly

shew, to be the grand fundamental principle of

the Atomical philosophy.

xxiv. But whereas we did evidently prove be

fore, that Empedocles was an Atomical physiolo

ger, it may, notwithstanding, with some colour of

probability, be doubted, whether he were not an

Atheist, or at least a Corporealist, because Aris

totle accuses him of these following things. First,"

of making knowledge to be sense, which is, in

* Vide Platon. in Theaeteto, p. 130, 131.

* Aristot, de Anima, lib. iii, cap. iii. p. 45. tom, ii. oper.
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deed, a plain sign of a Corporealist; and, there

fore, in the next place also,” of compounding the

soul out of the four elements, making it to un

derstand every corporeal thing by something of

the same within itself, as fire by fire, and earth

by earth; and lastly," of attributing much to for

tune, and affirming, that divers of the parts of

animals were made such by chance, and that

there were at first certain mongrel animals, fortui

tously produced, that were Bovyevn kai dvěpátroopa,

such as had something of the shape of an ox, to

gether with the face of a man (though they could

not long continue);-which seems to give just

cause of suspicion, that Empedocles atheized in

the same manner that Democritus did.

To the first of these we reply, that some others,

who had also read Empedocles's poems, were of

a different judgment from Aristotle as to that,

conceiving Empedocles not to make sense but

reason the criterion of truth. Thus Empiricus

informs us: Others say, that, according to Em

pedocles, the criterion of truth is not sense, but

right reason; and also that right reason is of two

sorts, the one 0-loc, or Divine, the other dyſpoſitivoc,

or human : of which the Divine is inexpressible,

but the human declarable.—And there might be

several passages cited out of those fragments of

Empedocles's poems yet left, to confirm this; but

we shall produce only this one:

rview tri-ry guns, vist 3 # 85Xoy ºzarrow.”

To this sense; Suspend thy assent to the corpo

* Arist. lib. i. cap. ii. p. 5. tom. ii. oper. -

* Id. de Partibus Animal. lib. i. cap. i. p. 470, tom. ii. oper, et Phy

sicor, lib. ii. cap. viii. p. 475. et 477.

° Lib, vii, adv. Math. sec. 122, p. 396.

* Ib, sec. 125, p. 347.
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real senses, and consider every thing clearly with

thy mind or reason.

And as to the second crimination, Aristotle"

has much weakened his own testimony here, by

accusing Plato also of the very same thing. IIXa

rºv riv bvyºv £k rtov grouxstov troteſ, ywºokeral yā; duoup

duotov, rd & Tºdyuara krov dºxov givat Plato com

pounds the soul out of the four elements, because

like is known by like, and things are from their

principles.—Wherefore it is probable, that Em

pedocles might be no more guilty of this fault (of

making the soul corporeal, and to consist of earth,

water, air, and fire) than Plato was, who, in all

men's judgments, was as free from it as Aristotle

himself, if not more. For Empedocles" did, in the

same manner as Pythagoras before him, and

Plato after him, hold the transmigration of souls,

and consequently both their future immortality

and pre-existence; and therefore must needs as

sert their incorporeity: Plutarch' rightly declar

ing this to have been his opinion: Eival kai rouc

uměštro yeyovérac kai roëc 78m reſhmkórac' That as well

those who are yet unborn, as those that are dead,

have a being.—He also asserted human souls to

be here in a lapsed state;" usravágrac, Kai čvovc, kai

quyáčac, wanderers, strangers, and fugitives from

God; declaring, as Plotinus tells us,” that it was

a Divine law, duapravoſaac Taic $vXaic treasiv £vravba,

that souls sinning should fall down into these

earthly bodies. But the fullest record of the

* De Anima, l. i. c. ii. p. 5. tom. ii. op.

* Diogen. Laert. lib. viii. segm. 78. p. 359. et Plut. de Solertia Ani

mal. tom. ii. p. 964, oper.

° Libro Adv. Colotem, p. 1113. tom. ii. oper.

* Plutarch. de Exilio, p. 607.

* De Animae Descensu in Corpora, En. iv. lib, viii, cap. i. p. 468,
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Empedoclean philosophy concerning the soul is

contained in this of Hierocles," Káreiot kal drotriºrst

rnc evealuovoc X&pac o ăv(potoc, dic 'EutrečokAnc ºpmow o

IIv0ayópstoc,-ºvyde 0.60sv Kai d\frnç Neikti uatuouévip
r >/ w w w > f tf > w

triovvoc.—'Avetot & Kai riv apxatav čw airoMaugévet,

E: $8%s rā ºrigi živ xai rºy &regºría X3;oy,

"Eyða pſyo; Ts wāºro; re zai &XXoy #9, a xnçãº.

Eic ovoi Kırcadvrec-'Armc

—āyā Astºva as wai o Káro; #xázkova'iy.

‘H & épéatc roo ©ayovroc roy Tmc "Armc \equova Tpóc rov

rnc d\nſkiac retycrat Aeluſova, ôv droMitºv th opuſ, ric

Tripoſºvia.soc sic yńivov Épyeral adua, "OAGlov—atovoc

dueX0etc. Man falleth from his happy state, as Em

pedocles the Pythagorean saith, by being a fu

gitive, apostate, and wanderer from God, actuated

with a certain mad and irrational strife or conten

tion.—But he ascends again, and recovers his

former state, if he decline, and avoid hese earth

ly things, and despise this unpleasant and wretch

ed place, where murder, and wrath, and a troop

of all other mischiefs reign. Into which place,

they who fall, wander up and down through the

field of Ate and darkness. But the desire of him

that flees from this field of Ate carries him on

towards the field of truth ; which the soul at first

relinquishing, and losing its wings, fell down into

this earthly body, deprived of its happy life.—

From whence it appears that Plato's irrepoggºmaic

was derived from Empedocles and the Pytha

goreans. -

Now, from what hath been already cited, it is

sufficiently manifest, that Empedocles was so far

from being either an Atheist or Corporealist, that

he was indeed a rank Pythagorist, as he is here

called. And we might add hereunto, what Cle

* In Aurea Pythagorae Carmina, p. 186,
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mens Alexandrinus observes,” that, according to

Empedocles, fiv ocioc kai 8tkalog ëtagićaouev, uakáplot

pºv čvrav0a, uakaptºrspot & usrd rºv čv0évès dtraXXayńv'

ow Xpóvº rivi rºv aſſauovíav #xovric, dXX& £v aiovi ava

tradeoffat 8vváuevo, 'A0avárote &\\otaw outariot, £v & rpa

trážaic, &c. If we live holily and justly, we shall

be happy here, and more happy after our depar

ture hence; having our happiness not necessarily

confined to time, but being able to rest and fix in

it to all eternity; feasting with the other immortal

beings, &c.—We might also take notice, how,

besides the immortal souls of men, he acknow

ledged demons or angels; declaring that some of

these fell from heaven, and were since prosecuted

by a Divine Nemesis. For these in Plutarch" are

called of 0s;Narot kai oligavotrersic ëkáivot row 'Eutrºëo

KAéovc Satuovec. Those Empedoclean demons lapsed

from heaven, and pursued with Divine vengeance;

—whose restless torment is there described in se

veral verses of his.” And we might observe, like

wise, how he acknowledged a natural and immu

table justice, which was not topical and confined

to places and countries, and relative to particular

laws, but catholic and universal, and every where

the same, through infinite light and space; as he

expresses it with poetic pomp and bravery:

d’AXX& ºr ºfty Trávroy yºkoy, 3:3 tº eigwºoyro;
** a , • y a ~ 2 × a * -

A:0:0:, #yszáo; rérarat, 8:3 r" &rAérov aixãº.

And the asserting of natural morality is no small

argument of a Theist.

But what then shall we say to those other

things, which Empedocles is charged with by

a stromatum, lib. v. p. 722.

” De vitando aere alieno, tom. ii. oper. p. 830.

* Apud Plut. de Exilio, t. ii. oper. p. 607.

* Apud Aristot. Rhetoric, lib, i. cap. xiii. p. 737. tom. iii. oper.
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Aristotle, that seem to have so rank a smell of

Atheism? Certainly those mongrel and biform

animals, that are said to have sprung up out of

the earth by chance, look as if they were more

akin to Democritus than Empedocles; and proba

bly it is the fault of the copies, that it is read

otherwise, there being no other philosopher that I

know of, that could ever find any such thing in

Empedocles's poems." But for the rest, if Aristo

tle do not misrepresent Empedocles, as he often

doth Plato, then it must be granted, that he be

ing a mechanical physiologer, as well as theolo

ger, did something too much indulge to fortuitous

mechanism; which seems to be an extravagancy,

that mechanical philosophers and Atomists have

been always more or less subject too. But Aris

totle doth not charge Empedocles with resolving

all things into fortuitous mechanism, as some phi

losophers have done of late, who yet pretend to

be Theists and Incorporealists, but only that he

would explain some things in that way. Nay, he

clearly puts a difference betwixt Fmpedocles and

the Democritic Atheists, in these words subjoin

ed;" Etol & rivec, &c. which is as if he should have

said, “Empedocles resolved some things in the

fabric and structure of animals into fortuitous

mechanism; but there are certain other philoso

phers, namely, Leucippus and Democritus, who

would have all things whatsoever in the whole

world, heaven, and earth, and animals, to be made

by chanceand the fortuitous motion of atoms, with

out a Deity.” It seems very plain, that Empedo

* Some verses of Empedocles, wherein he expressly maintains that

opinion, are extant in AElian de Natura Animalium, lib. xvi. c. xxix, *

* Physicor, lib, ii. cap. iv. p. 470, oper,
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cles's Philia and Neikos, his friendship and dis

cord, which he makes to be the dex: 8paarietoc, the

active cause,_and principle of motion in the uni

verse, was a certain plastic power, superior to for

tuitous mechanism : and Aristotle himself ac

knowledges somewhere as much. And Plutarch

tells us,” that, according to Empedocles, the

order and system of the world is not the result of

material causes and fortuitous mechanism, but of

a Divine wisdom, assigning to every thing oux àv m

‘piſowc 88wat X&pav, dXX v ) Tpoc to kowov #yov troffet

aſvračic' not such a place as nature would give it,

but such as is most convenient for the good of the

whole.—Simplicius,” who had read Empedocles,

acquaints us, that he made two worlds, the one

intellectual, the other sensible; and the former of

these to be the exemplar and archetype of the

latter. And so the writer De Placitis Philosopho

rum observes," that Empèdocles made 800 mAtovc,

Töv učv dºyèrvitov, röv 8* patváuevov, two suns, the one

archetypal and intelligible, the other apparent or

sensible.—

But I need take no more pains to purge Empe

docles from those two imputations of Corporeal

ism and Atheism, since he hath so fully confuted

them himself in those fragments of his still extant.

First, by expressing such a hearty resentment of

the excellency of piety, and the wretchedness and

sottishness of Atheism in these verses:

"ox30; 3:0slow ºrgani8wy in rhaavo Trxºrov,

Asix}; 3' 6 a.kovászaa 0:29 ºrép 3%a &#&nxty.

* Symposiac. lib. i. Quaest. ii. p. 618.

* Commentar. ad Aristot. libr. Physicor. p. 74. b. edit. Graec. Al

dinas.

° Lib. ii. cap. xx. p. 900. tom. ii. oper. Plutarchi.

* Apud Clement, Alexandrin. Stromat. lib, v, cap. xiv. p. 733.

VOL, I. I
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To this sense: He is happy, who hath his mind

richly fraught and stored with the treasures of

T)ivine knowledge; but he miserable, whose mind

is darkened as to the belief of a God.—And, se

condly, by denying God to have any human form,

or members,

* Oü ºfty yā; 3:0ts; xe?axi, Kará yuſa ºftwarras, &c.

Or otherwise to be corporeal,

b oëx fºrw trixáza-6" ot?' 349axpººrly ifixty

‘Hºwe'régoi;, # Xigai Aaffäy.

And then positively affirming what he is,

• 'Axxâ $gºv tíº, wai 30&paro; it?ero ºvov,

o;oyria, kāakaoy &rayra xaraíazova a 0.7-y.

Only a holy and ineffable mind, that by swift

thoughts agitates the whole world.—

xxv. And now we shall speak something also

of Anaxagoras, having shewed before, that he

was a spurious Atomist. For he likewise agreed

with the other Atomists in this, that he asserted

incorporeal substance in general, as the active

cause and principle of motion in the universe, and

particularly an incorporeal Deity distinct from

the world; affirming, that there was besides

atoms, Novco &lakoguſov rekai Távrov airwoc, (as it is

expressed in Plato") An ordering and disposing

mind, that was the cause of all things.--Which

mind (as Aristotle tells us") he made to be uávov

* Apud Tzetz. Chiliad. xiii. Hist, cocclxiv. v. 80. et Ammonium in

Comment. in Aristotel. Tragi #pºnysia;, fol. 107. edit. Aldin.

* Apud Clem. Alexandr. Stromat, lib. v. p. 694. -

• Apud Tzetz. et Ammonium, ubi supra.

* In Phaedon. p. 393. oper. -

* De Anima, lib. i. cap. ii. p. 6. tom. ii. oper.
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rov čvrov dirãouv kai dutyn kai Kaffapóv, the only sim

ple, unmixed, and pure thing—in the world. And

he supposed this to be that, which brought the

confused chaos of omnifarious atoms into that or

derly compages of the world that now is.

xxvi. And by this time we have made it evi

dent, that those Atomical physiologers, that were

before Democritus and Leucippus, were all of

them Incorporealists: joining theology and pneu

matology, the doctrine of incorporeal substance

and a Deity, together with their Atomical physio

logy. This is a thing expressly noted concern

ing Ecphantus, the Pythagorean, in Stobaeus,”

"Expavroc #K uév rov dréuov avvcordval rôv Kóguov, 8tot

ketofla & diró trºovoiac' Ecphantus held the corpo

real world to consist of atoms, but yet to be or

dered and governed by a Divine providence:–

that is, he joined atomology and theology both

together. And the same is also observed of Ar

cesilaus, or perhaps Archelaus, by Sidonius Apol

linaris;” - - -

Post hos Arcesilaus divina mente paratam

Conjicit hanc molem, confectam partibus illis,

Quas atomos vocat ipse leves.

Now, I say, as Ecphantus and Archelaus asserted

the corporeal world to be made of atoms, but yet,

notwithstanding, held an incorporeal Deity dis

tinct from the same, as the first principle of acti

vity in it; so in like manner did all the other an

cient Atomists generally before Democritus, join

theology and incorporealism with their Atomical

* Eclog. Physic. lib. i. cap. xxv. p. 48.

* Carm. xv. in Epithalamio Polemi et Araneolae, v. 94, p. 132. edit.

Savaronis. -
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physiology. They did atomize as well as he, but

they did not atheize; but that Atheistical atomo

logy was a thing first set on foot afterward by

Leucippus and Democritus.

xxvii. But because many seem to be so

strongly possessed with this prejudice, as if

Atheism were a natural and necessary appendix

to Atomism, and therefore will conclude, that the

same persons could not possibly be Atomists, and

Incorporealists or Theists, we shall further make

it evident, that there is not only no inconsistency

betwixt the Atomical physiology and theology,

but also that there is, on the contrary, a most na-.

tural cognation between them. -

And this we shall do two manner of ways; first,

by inquiring into the origin of this philosophy,

and considering what grounds or principles of

reason they were, which first led the ancients into

this Atomical or mechanical way of physiologiz

ing. And secondly, by making it appear, that

the infrinsical constitution of this physiology is

such, that whosoever entertains it, if he do but

thoroughly understand it, must of necessity ac

knowledge, that there is something else in the

world besides body.

First, therefore, this Atomical physiology seems,

to have had its rise and origin from the strength

of reason, exerting its own inward active power

and vigour, and thereby bearing itself up against

the prejudices of sense, and at length prevailing

over them, after this manner. The ancients con

sidering and revolving the ideas of their own

minds, found that they had a clear and distinct

conception of two things, as the general heads

and principles of whatsoever was in the universe;
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the one whereof was passive matter, and the other

active power, vigour, and virtue. To the latter

of which belongs both cogitation, and the power

of moving matter, whether by express conscious

ness or no. Both which together may be called

by one general name of life; so that they made

these two general heads of being or entity, passive

matter and bulk, and self-activity or life. The

former of these was commonly called by the an

cients the to iráoyov, that which suffers and re

ceives, –and the latter the rô rotojv,

the active principle, and the rô 60ev iſ air, aerº

kivmaic, that from whence motion springs. .ºr

—“In rerum natura (saith Cicero” ac

cording to the general sense of the ancients) duo

quaerenda sunt; unum, quae materia sit, ex qua

quaequeres efficiatur; alterum, quae res sit quae

quicque efficiat:” There are two things to be in

quired after in nature; one, what is the matter out

of which every thing is made; another, what is the

active cause or efficient.—To the same purpose

Seneca,” “Esse debet aliquid unde fiat, deinde

à quo fiat ; hoc est causa, illud materia:” There

must be something out of which a thing is made,

and then something by which it is made; the latter

is properly the cause, and the former the matter.

—Which is to be understood of corporeal things

and their differences, that there must be both

matter, and an active power, for the production

of them. And so also that of Aristotle," of anc
> * t 3. y * - y

airiac puaç wev 60ev riv dpyiv tival ſpaluev Tng kivmorewg,

* De Finibus bonorum et malorum, lib. i. cap. vi. p. 2346, tom. viii.

oper.

* Epistol. Ixv. tom. ii. oper. p. 160.

* Physicor, lib. ii, cap. iii. p. 465. tom. i. oper.
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puac & rºc &Amc' That, from whence the principle

of motion is, is one cause, and the matter is ano

ther.—Where Aristotle gives that name of cause

to the matter also, though others did appropriate

it to the active power. And the writer De Pla

citis Philosophorum" expresses this as the general

sense of the ancients: déſwarov apx?iv ulav tºmy rov

&vrov #3 ic rd trávra wroarnval, &\\d kai ro trotovv airtov

Xpm viroriſºval, olov ovk ãpyvpoc dpkei Todc ro *kiroua ye

včaſław ãv un kai ro trotoov ń, rouréortv o dpyvpokówoc,

duotoc kai étri row XaXkov, kai row &\ov, kai rnc ã\\mc

5Xnc. It is impossble, that matter alone should

be the sole principle of all things, but there must

of necessity be supposed also an agent or efficient

cause: as silver alone is not sufficient to make a

cup, unless there be an artificer to work upon it.

And the same is to be said concerning brass,

wood, and other natural bodies.—

Now as they apprehended a necessity of these

two principles, so they conceived them to be

such, as could not be confounded together into

one and the same thing or substance, they having

such distinct ideas and essential characters from

one another; the Stoics being the only persons,

who, offering violence to their own apprehensions,

rudely, and unskilfully attempted to make these

two distinct things to be one and the same sub

stance. Wherefore, as the first of these, viz. mat

ter, or passive extended bulk, is taken by all for

substance, and commonly called by the name of

body; so the other, which is far the more noble of

the two, being that, which acts upon the matter,

and hath a commanding power over it, must

needs be substance too, of a different kind from

* Lib. i. cap. iii. p. 876. tom. i. oper. Plutarchi.
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matter or body; and therefore immaterial or incor

poreal substance. Neither did they find any other

entity to be conceivable, besides these two, passive

bulk or extension, which is corporeal substance,

and internal self-activity or life, which is the es

sential character of substance incorporeal; to

which latter belongs not only cogitation, but also

the power of moving body. -

Moreover, when they further considered the

first of these, the material or corporeal principle,

they being not able clearly to conceive any thing

else in it, besides magnitude, figure, site, and mo

tion or rest, which are all several modes of extend

ed bulk, concluded therefore, according to rea

son, that there was really nothing else existing in

bodies without, besides the various complexions

and conjugations of those simple elements, that is,

nothing but mechanism. Whence it necessarily

followed, that whatsoever else was supposed to be

in bodies, was, indeed, nothing but our modes of

sensation, or the fancies and passions in us begot

ten from them, mistaken for things really existing

without us. And this is a thing so obvious, that

some of those philosophers, who had taken little

notice of the Atomical physiology, had notwith

standing a suspicion of it; as for example, Plo

tinus,” who, writing of the criterion of truth, and

the power of reason, hath these words, Kai rā ār;

rnc atoffiosoc à è? §okéi triarw #ysiv êvagysorárnv, diſtoreira,

Hiſtore ouk v roic virokeiuévoic, d\\'év roic trá0sow #yn rºv

8okovoav viróaraow, kai vow &ei ? 8tavoiac rtov kpwévrov.

Though the things of sense seem to have so clear

a certainty, yet, notwithstanding, it is doubted

* Libro, quod intelligibilia non sint extra intellectum, Ennead. v.

lib. v. cap. i. p. 520.
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concerning them, whether (the qualities of them)

have any real existence at all in the things with

out us, and not rather a seeming existence only,

in our own passions; and there is need of mind

or understanding to judge in this case, and to de

termine the controversy, which sense alone cannot

decide.—But the ancient physiologists concluded

without any hesitancy, où ré avrò fort to uéAt ris YAu

káčeoffat us, kai to diplv0tov tº trucpáčeoffat, That the

nature of honey in itself, is not the same thing

with my being sweetened, nor of wormwood with

that sense of bitterness which I have from it:

8tapéptivê to Tá00c row croc virokaſtëvov, kai rāc atoſhiasic,

rd utv £króc wrokeiueva ow karaXauſdvav, Höva §§ st āpa

rd tavrov tá0n' But that the passion of sense dif

fered from the absolute nature of the thing itself

without; the senses not comprehending the ob

jects themselves, but only their own passions from

them.—

I say, therefore, that the ancients concluded the

absolute nature of corporeal things in themselves

to be nothing but a certain disposition of parts, in

respect of magnitude, figure, site, and motion,

which in tastes cause us to be differently affect

ed with those senses of sweetness and bitterness,

and in sight with those fancies of colours, and

accordingly in the other senses with other fan

cies; and that the corporeal world was to be ex

plained by these two things, whereof one is absolute

in the bodies without us, the various mechanism

of them; the other relative only to us, the different

fancies in us, caused by the respective differences

of them in themselves. Which fancies, or fan

tastic ideas, are no modes of the bodies without

us, but of that only in ourselves, which is cogita
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tive or self-active, that is, incorporeal. For the

sensible ideas of hot and cold, red and green, &c.

cannot be clearly conceived by us as modes of

the bodies without us, but they may be easily ap

prehended as modes of cogitation, that is, of sen

sation, or sympathetical perception in us.

The result of all which was, that whatsoever is

either in ourselves, or the whole world, was to be

reduced to one or other of these two principles;

passive matter and extended bulk, or self-active

power and virtue; corporeal or incorporeal sub

stance; mechanism or life; or else to a complica

tion of them both together.

xxvi II. From this general account, which we

have now given of the origin of the Atomical phy

siology, it appears, that the doctrine of incorpo

real substance sprung up together with it. But

this will be further manifest from that which fol

lows. For we shall in the next place shew, how

this philosophy did, in especial manner, owe its

original to the improvement of one particular

principle of reason, over and besides all the rest;

namely, that famous axiom, so much talked of

amongst the ancients,

• Denihilo nihil, in nihilum nil posse reverti;

That nothing can come from nothing, nor go to

nothing.—For though Democritus, Epicurus, and

Lucretius abused this theorem, endeavouring to

carry it further than the intention of the first Atom

ists, to the disproving of a Divine creation of any

thing out of nothing by it; “Nullam rem à nihilo

gigni divinitàs unquam;” and consequently of

* Persii Satir, iii, ver, 84. * Lucret...lib. i. ver, 151.
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a Deity: yet as the meaning of it was at first con

fined and restrained, that nothing of itself could

come from nothing, nor go to nothing, or that

according to the ordinary course of nature (with

out an extraordinary Divine power) nothing could

be raised from nothing, nor reduced to nothing;

it is not only an undoubted rule of reason in itself,

but it was also the principal original of that Ato

mical physiology, which, discarding forms and

qualities, acknowledged really nothing else in

body besides mechanism. - -

Wherefore, it was not in vain, or to no purpose,

that Laertius, in the life of Democritus," takes no

tice of this as one of his Dogmata, uměv čk row un

ãvroc yivsabal, unès etc to un öv 40elpeoffat, that nothing

was made or generated out of nothing, nor cor

rupted into nothing;-this being a fundamental

principle, not only of his Atheism, but also of

that very Atomical physiology itself, which he

pursued. And Epicurus, in his epistle to Hero

dotus," plainly fetches the beginning of all his

philosophy from hence: IIptorov učv črt ovév 'yiveral

£k row An ëvroc, kai ovºv 40elperat etc to un Öv. El pºv ydp

tyivero ró tkpatvöuevov £k row uñ ëvroc, Tav čk rāvroc tyi

ver' àv, otspudrovye ouëv Tpocèeóuevov' kai et £40sípero 8:

ro dpavičuevov etc to un öv, travra àv droMáAet ré Tpá

juara ovk &vrov rov etc à èleMero' We fetch the be

ginning of our philosophy (saith he) from hence,

that nothing is made out of nothing or destroyed

to nothing; for if things were made out of nothing,

then every thing might be made out of every thing,

neither would there be any need of seeds. And

if whatsoever is corrupted were destroyed to no

* Lib. ix, segm. 44, p. 572.

* Apud Diog, Laert, lib. x, segm. 38, 39, p. 619, &c.
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thing, then all things would at length be brought

to nothing.—Lucretius in like manmer beginning

here, insists more largely upon those grounds of

reason hinted by Epicurus. And first, that mo

thing can be made out of nothing he proves thus:

^ Nam si de nihilo fierent, ex omnibus rebus

Omne genus nasci posset: nil semine egeret:

IE mare primum homines et terra posset oriri

Squamigerum genus, &c.

INec fructus iidem arboribus constare solerent,

Sed mutarentur: ferre omnes omnia possent.

Præterea cur vere rosam, frumenta calore,

Vites autumno fundi suadente videmus? &c.

Quod si de nihilo fierent, subito cxorerentur

Incerto spatio atque alienis partibus anni.

In like manner he argues, to prove that nothing

is corrupted into nothing:

b Huc accedit uti quicque in sua corpora rursum

Dissolvat matura; neque ad nihilum interimatres:

Nam si quid mortale a cunctis partibus esset,

Ex oculis res quæque repente erepta periret.

Praeterea quæcunque vetustate amovet ætas,

Si penitus perimit, consumens materiam omnem,

'Unde animale genusgeneratim in lumina vitæ

Redducit Venus? aut redductum Dædala tellus

Unde alit atque auget? generatim pabulapræbens,&c.

e Haud igitur penitus pereunt quæcunque videntur,

Quando aliud ex alio reficit natura; mec ullam

Rem gigni patitur nisi morte adjutam aliena.

In which passages, though it be plain, that Lu

cretius doth not immediately drive at Atheism,

and nothing else, but primarily at the establishing

of a peculiar kind of Atomical physiology, upom

which indeed these Democritics afterward endea

voured to graft Atheism ; yet, to take away that

suspicion, we shall in the next place shew, that,

* Lucret. lib. i. ver. 160, &c. ° Id. lib. i. ver. 216, &c.

* Id. lib. i. ver. 263, &c.
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generally, the other ancient physiologers also,

who were Theists, did likewise build the struc

ture of their philosophy upon the same founda

tion, that nothing can come from nothing, nor go

to nothing: as, for example, Parmenides, Melis

sus, Zeno, Xenophanes, Anaxagoras, and Empe

docles. Of Parmenides and Melissus Aristotle

thus writes,” ovév ove? 'ylveoffat pagw ow8: 40elpeoffat

röv Švrov. They say that no real entity is either

generated or corrupted,—that is, made anew out

of nothing, or destroyed to nothing. And Sim

plicius tells us,” that Parmenides gave a notable

reason for the confirmation of this assertion, that

nothing in nature could be made out of nothing,

atriav roo Serv trávrwc §§ ëvroc, ºylveoffat ró ywóuevov, 6av

Haaróc o IIapuevième Tpooriſhkev, ÖAwc yáp qmow, et ék

row un övroc, ric n dirok\ſigacic row Tórs yevčaſław ôre #yève

ro, d\\d untpérepov i ögrºpov' Because if any thing

be made out of nothing, then there could be no

cause, why it should then be made, and neither

sooner nor later.—Again Aristotle' testifies of Xe

nophanes and Zeno, that they made this a main

principle of their philosophy, ui, w8extoffat yºveoffat

pnºw k uměevoc, that it cannot be, that any thing

should be made out of nothing:—and of this

Xenophanes, Sextus the philosopher tells us,"

*

a De Coelo, lib. iii. cap. i. p. 668. tom. i. oper.

* Commentar. in Libros physicos Aristot. fol. 22, b. edit. Graec.

• Libro de Xenophane, Gorgia, et Zenone, cap. i. p. 834. tom. ii.

oper.

* Dr. Cudworth was led into a mistake by Henry Stephens, who, in

his Poesis Philosophica, p. 36, where he states this opinion of Xeno

phanes concerning the Deity, and produces the verses which contain

it, tells us, that he had borrowed them from Sextus the philosopher,

by whom he undoubtedly means Sextus Empiricus. But though this

latter writer, in his Hypotypos. Pyrrhon. lib. i. cap. xxxiii. p. 59. gives

a large account of Xenophanes's opinion concerning God; yet we do
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that he held &rt tic kal daguaroc 0sóc. That there was

but one God, and that he was incorporeal,—

speaking thus of him:

eſ; 6:3; #yrs Óscſai was 3,033roic, ºftytaro;,

Ośrs 3%a; 0,nºroſaw poiſos, oùre vohºa.

Aristotle also writes in like manner concerning

Empedocles, ătravra rajra Kákévoc duoxoyet ðrt K re

ful ëvroc duńXavów tort 'yevčoffat, ró re ović6\\vaſ)at dvivv

orov kal appmkrov. Empedocles acknowledges the

very same with other philosophers, that it is im

possible any thing should be made out of nothing,

or perish into nothing.—And as for Anaxagoras,

it is sufficiently known to all, that his Homoeome

ria, or doctrine of similar atoms (which was a

certain spurious kind of Atomism) was nothing

but a superstructure made upon this foundation.

Besides all which, Aristotle" pronounces univer

sally concerning the ancient physiologers, without

any exception, that they agreed in this one thing,

trºpi raúrmc duoyvouovovot ric 86ánc ot trºpi qugeoc, dri rd.

Yiyváuevov #K un ëvrov ytyvcoffat dèëvarov' The physio

logers generally agree in this (laying it down for

a grand foundation) that it is impossible, that any

thing should be made out of nothing.—And again,

he calls this kowiv 86%av rôv quoucöv, the common

opinion of naturalists;–intimating, also, that they

concluded it the greatest absurdity, that any phy

siologer could be guilty of, to lay down such prin

ciples, as from whence it would follow, that any

not find in any part of his writings what is quoted from him by Ste

phens, who should have cited to that purpose Clemens Alexandrin.

Stromat. lib. v. c. xiv. p. 714.

* De Xenophane, &c. cap. ii. p. 836.

* Physicor. lib. i. cap. v. p. 451. tom. i. oper.
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real entity in nature did come from nothing, and

go to nothing.

Now, it may well be supposed, that all these

ancient physiologers (the most of which were also

Theists) did not keep such a stir about this busi

ness for nothing; and therefore we are in the next

place to shew, what it was that they drove at in

it. And we do affirm, that one thing, which they

all aimed at, who insisted upon the forementioned

principle, was the establishing some Atomical

physiology or other, but most of them at such as

takes away all forms and qualities of bodies (as

... entities really distinct from the matter and sub

stance), and resolves all into mechanism and fan

cy. For it is plain, that if the forms and qualities

of bodies be entities really distinct from the sub

stance, and its various modifications, of figure,

site, and motion, that then, in all the changes and

transmutations of nature, all the generations and

alterations of body (those forms and qualities be

ing supposed to have no real existence any where

before), something must of necessity be created

or produced miraculously out of nothing; as like

wise reduced into nothing in the corruptions of

them, they having no being any where afterward.

As for example; whenever a candle is but lighted

or kindled into a flame, there must needs be a

new form of fire, and new qualities of light and

heat, really distinct from the matter and sub

stance, produced out of nothing, that is, created;

and the same again reduced into nothing, or anni

hilated, when the flame is extinguished. Thus,

when water is but congealed at any time into

snow, hail, or ice, and when it is again dissolved;

when wax is by liquefaction made soft and trans
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parent, and changed to most of our senses; when

the same kind of nourishment taken in by animalsº

is turned into blood, milk, flesh, bones, nerves,

and all the other similar parts; when that which

was in the form of bright flame, appears in the

form of dark smoke ; and that which was in the

form of vapour, in the form of rain or water, or

the like; I say, that in all these mutations of bo

dies, there must needs be something made out of

nothing. But that in all the Protean transforma

tions of nature, which happen continually, there

should be real entities thus perpetually produced

out of nothing and reduced to nothing, seemed to

be so great a paradox to the ancients, that they

could by no means admit of it. Because, as we

have already declared, first they concluded it

clearly impossible by reason, that any real entity .

should of itself rise out of nothing ; and secondly,

they thought it very absurd to bring God upon the

stage, with his miraculous extraordinary power,

perpetually at every turn ; as also, that every thing

might be made out of everything, and there would

be no cause in nature for the production of one

thing rather than another, and at this time rather

than that, if they were miraculously made out of

nothing. Wherefore they sagaciously apprehend

ed, that there must needs be some other mystery

or intrigue of nature in this business, than was

commonly dreamed of, or suspected; which they

concluded to be this, that in all these transforma

tions there were no such real entities of forms

and qualities distinct from the matter, and the va

rious disposition of its parts, in respect of figure,

site, and motion (as is vulgarly supposed) pro

duced and destroyed; but that all these feats
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were done, either by the concretion and secretion

of actually inexistent parts, or else by the differ

ent modifications of the same pre-existent matter,

or the insensible parts thereof. This only being

added hereunto, that from those different modifi

cations of the small particles of bodies (they

being not so distinctly perceived by our senses),

there are begotten in us certain confused phasma

ta or phantasmata, apparitions, fancies, and pas

sions, as of light and colours, heat and cold, and

the like, which are those things, that are vulgarly

mistaken for real qualities existing in the bodies.

without us; whereas, indeed, there is nothing ab

solutely in the bodies themselves like to those

fantastic ideas that we have of them; and yet

they are wisely contrived by the Author of nature

for the adorning and embellishing of the corporeal

world to us. -

So that they conceived, bodies were to be con

sidered two manner of ways, either as they are

absolutely in themselves, or else as they are

relatively to us: and as they are absolutely in

themselves, that so there never was any entity

really distinct from the substance produced in

them out of nothing, nor corrupted or destroyed

to nothing, but only the accidents and modifica

tions altered. Which accidents and modifications

are no entities really distinct from their substance;

forasmuch as the same body may be put into

several shapes and figures, and the same man

may successively stand, sit, kneel, and walk,

without the production of any new entities really

distinct from the substance of his body. So that

the generations, corruptions, and alterations of

inanimate bodies are not terminated in the pro

-
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duction or destruction of any substantial forms,

or real entities distinct from the substance, but

only in different modifications of it. But secondly,

as bodies are considered relatively to us, that so

besides their different modifications and mecha

nical alterations, there are also different fancies,

seemings, and apparitions begotten in us from

them; which unwary and unskilful philosophers

mistake for absolute forms and qualities in bo

dies themselves. And thus they concluded, that

all the phenomena of inanimate bodies, and their

various transformations, might be clearly resolved

into these two things; partly something that is

real and absolute in bodies themselves, which is

nothing but their different mechanism, or disposi

tion of parts in respect of figure, site, and motion;

and partly something that is fantastical in the

sentient.

That the Atomical physiology did emerge after

this manner from the principle of reason, that

nothing comes from nothing, nor goes to nothing,

might be further convinced from the testimony

of Aristotle," writing thus concerning it: 'Ek roº

*tveoffat té d'AA#Awv r" avavria ăvurnpyev ãpa' st ydp trav

ro ywóuevov dváykm ylveoffat if §§ ëvrov * #3 an ëvrov.

roºrov & ré usv, *k un övrov yivsofla dévvarov, trºpi ydp

raúrmc duoyvouovovot rmg 86émc äravric ot trºpi $vasoc'

ró Astrov #8s ovuſ?aivetv £3. dváyknc #véugav' £3. ëvrov

pºv kai évvirapyávrov yivsoffat, 8td & guikpórnra rov

&ykov té dwatoſhirov juiv. The ancient physiologers

concluded, that because contraries were inad

out of one another, that therefore they were

fore (one way or other) inexistent; arguin

manner, that if whatsoever be made, r

* Physicor. lib. i. cap. v : ; , ,

WQL. I. K
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be made out of something or out of nothing, and

this latter (that any thing should be made out of

nothing) is impossible, according to the general

consent of all the ancient physiologers; then it

follows of necessity, that all corporeal things are

made or generated out of things that were really

before and inexistent, though by reason of the

smallness of their bulks they were insensible to

us.--Where Aristotle plainly intimates, that all

the ancient philosophers, whosoever insisted upon

this principle, that nothing comes from, nor goes

to nothing, were one way or other Atomical, and

did resolve all corporeal things into 3./Kovc rivac

Sid rºv outkpórnra dvataſhirovc nuiv, certain moleculae

or corpuscula, which by reason of their smallness

were insensible to us, that is, into atoms. But

yet there was a difference between these Atomists,

forasmuch as Anaxagoras was such an Atomist,

as did notwithstanding hold forms and qualities

really distinct from the mechanical modifications

of bodies. For he not being able (as it seems)

well to understand that other Atomical physio

logy of the ancients, that, exploding qualities,

solved all corporeal phenomena by mechanism

and fancy; and yet acknowledging, that that

principle of their's, which they went upon, must

needs be true, that nothing could of itself come

from nothing, nor go to nothing, framed a new

kind of atomology of his own, in supposing the

whole corporeal world or mass of matter to con

ist of similar atoms, that is, such as were ori

*ly endued with all those different forms and .

that are vulgarly conceived to be in bo

bony, some fleshy, some fiery, some

white, some black, some bitter,
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ºs---

some sweet, and the like, so that all bodies what

soever had some of all sorts of these atoms (which

are in a manner infinite) specifically differing from

one another in them. "Tav čv travr, usuły (al, Štárt trav

ir travròc yiveral, paiveoffat 8: 8tapipovra, kai irporayo

psûsofla Érpa d\\{\ov čk row uéAtara wrepéxovroc 3d ré

TAñ0oc iv rm uſéet røv direigov, &c. That all things

were in every thing mingled together, because

they saw, that every thing was made of every

thing; but that things seemed to differ from one

another, and were denominated to be this or that,

from those atoms, which are most predominant in

the mixture, by reason of their multiplicity:—

whence he concluded, that all the generations,

corruptions, and alterations of bodies were made

by nothing but the concretions and secretions of

inexistent and pre-existent atoms of different forms

and qualities, without the production of any new

form and quality out of nothing, or the reduction

of any into nothing. This very account Aris

totle gives of the Anaxagorean hypothesis: touce

'Avačayápac oùroc âtelpa otmönvat ra arouxsia, &ld ré wro

Åaugávetv, riv kownv 86&nv rtov ºvatkov tivat d\m0n, dic

où 'yuvouévov očevöc *k row lin ëvroc. Anaxagoras

seemeth, therefore, to make infinite atoms endued

with several forms and qualities to be the ele

ments of bodies, because he supposed that com

mon opinion of physiologers to be true, that no

thing is made of nothing.—But all the other an

cient physiologers that were before Anaxagoras,

and likewise those after him, who, insisting upon

the same principle of nothing coming from no

thing, did not Anaxagorize, as Empedocles, De

mocritus, and Protagoras, must needs make Öykovc

* Ibid. -

K 2
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divojsołovc, dissimilar moleculae, and dréuove drolovc,

atoms unformed and unqualified, otherwise than

by magnitude, figure, and motion, to be the prin

ciples of bodies, and cashiering forms and quali

ties (as real entities distinct from the matter), re

solve all corporeal phenomena into mechanism

and fancy. Because, if no real entity can come

from nothing, nor go to nothing, then one of these

two things is absolutely necessary, that either

these corporeal forms and qualities, being real

entities distinct from the matter, should exist

before generations and after corruptions, in cer

tain insensible atoms originally such, according

to the Anaxagorean doctrine; or else, that they

should not be real entities distinct from the mat

ter, but only the different modifications and me

chanisms of it, together with different fancies.

And thus we have made it evident, that the ge

nuine Atomical physiology did spring originally

from this principle of reason, that no real entity

does of itself come from nothing, nor go to no

thing.

xxix. Now we shall in the next place shew,

how this very same principle of reason, which in

duced the ancients to reject substantial forms and

qualities of bodies, and to physiologize atomical

ly, led them also unavoidably to assert incorpo

real substances; and that the souls of men and

animals were such, neither generated nor cor

rupted. They had argued against substantial

forms and qualities, as we have shewed, in this

manner, that since the forms and qualities of bo

dies are supposed by all to be generated and cor

rupted, made anew out of nothing, and destroyed

to nothing, that therefore they could not be real
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entities distinct from the substance of matter, but

only different modifications of it in respect of fi

gure, site, and motion, causing different sensations

in us; and were all to be resolved into mechanism

and fancy. For as for that conceit of Anaxago

ras, of pre and post-existent atoms, endued with

all those several forms and qualities of bodies in

generably and incorruptibly, it was nothing but

an adulteration of the genuine Atomical philoso

phy, and a mere dream of his, in which very few

followed him. And now they argue contrariwise

for the souls of men and animals, in this manner;

because they are plainly real entities distinct from

the substance of matter and its modification;

and men and brutes are not mere machines, nei

ther can life and cogitation, sense and conscious

ness, reason and understanding, appetite and will,

ever result from magnitudes, figures, sites, and

motions; that therefore they are not corporeally

generated and corrupted, as the forms and quali

ties of bodies are. 'Aëtivarov ylveoffat rt ºr plmöevoc

Tpoutrāpyovroc. It is impossible for a real entity to

be made or generated from nothing pre-existing.

—Now, there is nothing of soul and mind, rea

son and understanding, nor indeed of cogitation

and life, contained in the modifications and me

chanism of bodies; and, therefore, to make soul

and mind to rise out of body whensoever a man is

génerated, would be plainly to make a real entity

to come out of nothing, which is impossible. I

say, because the forms and qualities of bodies are

generated and corrupted, made and unmade, in

the ordinary course of nature, therefore they con

cluded, that they were not real entities distinct

from the substance of body and its various modi
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fications; but because soul and mind is plainly a

real entity distinct from the substance of body,

its modification and mechanism; that therefore

it was not a thing generated and corrupted, made

and unmade, but such as had a being of its own,

a substantial thing by itself. Real entities and

substances are not generated and corrupted, but

only modifications. -

Wherefore these ancients apprehended, that

there was a great difference betwixt the souls of

men and animals, and the forms and qualities of

other inanimate bodies, and consequently betwixt

their several productions: forasmuch as in the

generation of inanimate bodies there is no real

entity acquired distinct from the substance of the

thing itself, but only a peculiar modification of it.

The form of stone, or of timber, of blood, flesh,

and bone, and such other natural bodies generat

ed, is no more a distinct substance or entity from

the matter, than the form of a house, stool, or

table is: there is no more new entity acquired in

the generation of natural bodies, than there is in

the production of artificial ones. When water is

turned into vapour, candle into flame, flame into

smoke, grass into milk, blood, and bones, there

is no more miraculous production of something

out of nothing, than when wool is made into cloth,

or flax into linen; when a rude and unpolished

stone is hewn into a beautiful statue; when brick,

timber, and mortar, that lay together before dis

orderly, is brought into the form of a stately pa

lace; there being nothing neither in one nor other

of these, but only a different disposition and mo

dification of pre-existent matter. Which matter

of the universe is always substantially the same,
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and neither more nor less, but only Proteanly

transformed into different shapes. Thus we see,

that the generation of all inanimate bodies is no

thing but the change of accidents and modifica

tions, the substance being really the same, both

before and after. But in the generations of men

and animals, besides the new disposition of the

parts of matter and its organization, there is also

the acquisition and conjunction of another real

entity or substance distinct from the matter, which

could not be generated out of it, but must needs

come into it some other way. Though there be

no substantial difference between a stately house

or palace standing, and all the materials of the

same ruinated and demolished, but only a differ

ence of accidents and modifications; yet, between

a living man and a dead carcass, there is, besides

the accidental modification of the body, another

substantial difference, there being a substantial

soul and incorporeal inhabitant dwelling in the

one and acting of it, which the other is now de

serted of. And it is very observable, that Anax

agoras" himself, who made bony and fleshy atoms,

hot and cold, red and green, and the like, which

he supposed to exist before generations and after

corruptions, always immutably the same (that so

nothing might come from nothing, and go to no

thing), yet he did not make any animalish atoms

sensitive and rational. The reason whereof could

not be, because he did not think sense and under

standing to be as real entities as hot and cold, red

and green; but because they could not be sup

posed to be corporeal forms and qualities, but

* Vide Aristot, de Anima, lib, i.eap. ii. p. 5, tom. ii. et Metaphysic.

lib. i. c. iii. tom. iv. p. 266.
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must needs belong to another substance that was

incorporeal. And therefore Anaxagoras could

not but acknowledge, that all souls and lives did

pre and post-exist by themselves, as well as those

corporeal forms and qualities, in his similar atoms.

xxx. And now it is already manifest, that from

the same principle of reason before mentioned,

that nothing of itself can come from nothing, nor

go to nothing, the ancient philosophers were in

duced likewise to assert the soul's immortality, ,

together with its incorporiety or distinctness from

the body. No substantial entity ever vanisheth

of itself into nothing; for if it did, then in length

of time all might come to be nothing. But the

soul is a substantial entity, really distinct from

the body, and not the mere modification of it;

and, therefore, when a man dies, his soul must

still remain and continue to have a being some

where else in the universe. All the changes that

are in nature, are either accidental transformations

and different modifications of the same substance,

or else they are conjunctions and separations, or

anagrammatical transpositions of things in the

universe; the substance of the whole remaining

always entirely the same. The generation and

corruption of inanimate bodies is but like the

making of a house, stool, or table, and the un

making or marring of them again; either different

modifications of one and the same substance, or

else divers mixtures and separations, concretions

and secretions. And the generation and corrup

tion of animals is likewise nothing but

(więtº re 34xxaši; ºre payávrov,

The conjunction of souls together with such par

ticular bodies, and the separation of them again
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from one another, and so as it were the ana

grammatical transposition of them in the universe.

That soul and life, that is now fled and gone from

a lifeless carcass, is only a loss to that particular

body or compages of matter, which by means

thereof is now disanimated ; but it is no loss to

the whole, it being but transposed in the universe,

and lodged somewhere else. -

xxxi. It is also further evident, that this same

principle, which thus led the ancients to hold the

soul's immortality, or its future permanency after

death, must needs determine them likewise to

maintain its rºotſtrapčic, or pre-existence, and con

sequently its usrevowuárwatc, or transmigration. For

that which did pre-exist before the generation of

any animal, and was then somewhere else, must

needs transmigrate into the body of that animal

where now it is. But as for that other transmi

gration of human souls into the bodies of brutes,

though it cannot be denied but that many of these

ancients admitted it also, yet Timaeus Locrus,”

and divers others of the Pythagoreans, rejected

it, any otherwise than as it might be taken for an

allegorical description of that beastly transforma

tion that is made of men's souls by vice. Aris

totle tells us again,” agreeably to what was de

clared before, &rt HáAtara $oſłońuevot 8teréAmaav of tra

Aatoi rô #k Améevöc ylveoffat ru Tpoutrāpyovroc' that the

ancient philosophers were afraid of nothing more

than this one thing, that any thing should be

made out of nothing pre-existent:—and therefore

they must needs conclude, that the souls of all

* De Anima Mundi et Natura, inter Scriptores Mythologicos a Tho.

Gale editos, p. 566.

* De Generatione et Corruption, lib, i, cap,iii, p. 704, tom, i. oper.
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animals pre-existed before their generations. And

indeed it is a thing very well known, that, accord

ing to the sense of philosophers, these two things

were always included together in that one opi

nion of the soul's immortality, namely, its pre

existence as well as its post-existence. Neither

was there ever any of the ancients before Christ

ianity, that held the soul's future permanency

after death, who did not likewise assert its pre

existence; they clearly perceiving, that if it were

once granted, that the soul was generated, it

could never be proved but that it might be also

corrupted. And, therefore, the assertors of the

soul's immortality commonly begun here: first, to

prove its pre-existence, proceeding thence after

ward to establish its permanency after death. This

is the method used in Plato,” ºv trou muſov iſ ilvyn

trfiv tv rø88 tºp dv6ptotrivip ałęst yevéoffat, dºors kai raúrn

dôāvaróv ri toucev i livy; sivat Our soul was some

where, before it came to exist in this present

human form; and from thence it appears to be

immortal, and such as will subsist after death.

—And the chief demonstration of the soul's pre

existence to the ancients before Plato, was this,

because it is an entity really distinct from body

or matter, and the modifications of it; and no real

substantial entity can either spring of itself out of

nothing, or be made out of any other substance

distinct from it, because nothing can be made.

#K undevöc evvirápyovroc i) trooutrāpyovroc, from nothing

either in-existing or pre-existing;-all natural ge

nerations being but the various dispositions and

modifications of what was before existent in the

universe. But there was nothing of soul and

- * In Phaedone, p. 382.
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mind in-existing and pre-existing in body before,

there being nothing of life and cogitation in mag

nitude, figure, site, and motion. Wherefore this

must needs be, not a thing made or generated, as

corporeal forms and qualities are, but such as

hath a being in nature ingenerably and incorrup

tibly. The mechanism of human body was a

thing made and generated, it being only a differ

ent modification of what was before existent, and

having no new entity in it distinct from the sub

stance: and the totum or compositum of a man

or animal may be said to be generated and cor

rupted, in regard of the union and disunion, con

junction and separation of those two parts, the

soul and body. But the soul itself, according to

these principles, is neither a thing generable nor

corruptible, but was as well before the generation,

and will be after the deaths and corruptions of

men, as the substance of their body, which is sup

posed by all to have been from the first creation,

and no part of it to be annihilated or lost after

death, but only scattered and dispersed in the

universe. Thus the ancient Atomists concluded,

that souls and lives being substantial entities by

themselves, were all of them as old as any other

substance in the universe, and as the whole mass

of matter, and every smallest atom of it is: that

is, they who maintained the eternity of the world,

did consequently assert also acternitatem animorum

(as Cicero calls it), the eternity of souls and

minds. But they, who conceived the world to

have had a temporary beginning or creation, held

the coevity of all souls with it, and would by no

means be induced to think, that every atom of

senseless matter and particle of dust had such a
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privilege and pre-eminency over the souls of men

and animals, as to be the senior to them. Synesius,

though a Christian, yet having been educated in

this philosophy, could not be induced by the

hopes of a bishopric to stifle or dissemble this

sentiment of his mind,” duéAst rºv ilvyāv ouk dišušao

troré gºuaroc worspoyevn vout.euv' I shall never be per

suaded to think my soul to be younger than my

body.—But such, it seems, was the temper of

those times, that he was not only dispensed with

al as to this, but also as to another heterodoxy of

his concerning the resurrection.

xxx11. It is already plain, also, that this doc

trine of the ancient Atomists concerning the im

materiality and immortality, the pre and post-ex

istence of souls, was not confined by them to hu

man souls only, but extended universally to all

souls and lives whatsoever ; it being a thing that

was hardly ever called into doubt or question by

any before Cartesius, whether the souls of brutes

had any sense, cogitation, or consciousness in

them or no: Now all life, sense, and cogitation

was undoubtedly concluded by them to be an

entity really distinct from the substance of body,

and not the mere modification, motion, or mecha

nism of it; life and mechanism being two distinct

ideas of the mind, which cannot be confounded

together. Wherefore they resolved, that all lives

and souls whatsoever, which now are in the

world, ever were from the first beginning of it, and

ever will be; that there will be no new ones pro

duced, which are not already, and have not, al

ways been, nor any of those, which now are, de

* Epistol. cw. p. 249, oper.
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*

stroyed, any more than the substance of any mat

ter will be created or annihilated. So that the

whole system of the created universe, consisting

of body, and particular incorporeal substances

or souls, in the successive generations and corrup

tions, or deaths of men and other animals, was,

according to them, really nothing else but one and

the same thing perpetually anagrammatized, or

but like many different syllables and words vari

ously and successively composed out of the same

pre-existent elements or letters.

xxx1II. We have now declared, how the same

principle of reason, which made the ancient phy

siologers to become Atomists, must needs induce

them also to be Incorporealists; how the same

thing, which persuaded them, that corporeal

forms were no real entities distinct from the sub

stance of the body, but only the different modifi

cations and mechanisms of it, convinced them

likewise, that all cogitative beings, all souls and .

lives whatsoever, were ingenerable and incorrup

tible, and as well pre-existent before the genera

tions of particular animals, as post-existent after

their deaths and corruptions. Nothing now re

mains but only to shew more particularly, that it

was de facto thus; that the same persons did,

from this principle (that nothing can come from

nothing, and go to nothing), both atomize in their

physiology, taking away all substantial forms and

qualities, and also theologize or incorporealize,

asserting souls to be a substance really distinct

from matter, and immortal, as also to pre-exist.

And this we shall do from Empedocles, and first

from that passage of his cited before in part:
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*"AxNo 33 cot #2, 4 ſci; oièsyé, Éarty inárrº

©ynråy, où8% rig oixdºwäyn 6ayárcio yºvá6xn (al, lect. Tºxtºrn),

'Axx& ºvoy ºzići; re 34xxaši; ts pºlyávrov

'Eati, páriº 3' ini roſ; yogāśirat āv6;&rotat.

Which I find Latined thus:

Ast aliud dico; nihil est mortalibus ortus,

Est nihil interitus, qui rebus morte panatur;

Mistio sed solum est, et conciliatio rerum

Mistilium; haec dici solita est mortalibus ortus.

The full sense whereof is plainly this, that there

is no pſaic, or production of anything, which was

not before; no new substance made, which did

not really pre-exist; and, therefore, that in the

generations and corruptions of inanimate bodies,

there is no form or quality really distinct from

the substance produced and destroyed, but only

a various composition and modification of matter.

But in the generations and corruptions of men

and animals, where the souls are substances

really distinct from the matter, that there, there

is nothing but the conjunction and separation of

souls and particular bodies, existing both before

and after, not the production of any new soul

into being, which was not before, nor the absolute

death and destruction of any into nothing.—

Which is further expressed in these following

VerSéS :

- "Nátriot, où yāg cºpy 30xx64 toys; slai ºftgºwal,

Of 35 yívea flat rāgo; oix #3, #xtrićovaty,

"Hroi xavaøyhawely rewal #8AAva Gas &máyrn.

To this sense; that they are infants in understand

ing, and short-sighted, who think any thing to be

* Apud Plutarch. advers. Colotem, p. iv. tom. ii. oper. et ex parte

apud Aristot. de Generatione et Corruptione, lib. i. c. i. p. 698. tom. i.

oper.

* Apud Plutarch. adv. Colotem, p. 1113. tom. ii. oper.
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made, which was nothing before, or any thing to

die, so as to be destroyed to nothing.—Upon

which Plutarch glosses after this manner: oºk

avaipei Yêveaw, dAAd rºv čk un ovròc, où8. 40opdu d\\d

riv távrm, touréort riv etc rô an Öv diroMovgav’ Empe

docles does not here destroy generation, but only

such as is out of nothing; nor corruption, but such

as is into nothing.—Which, as we have already

intimated, is to be understood differently in re

spect to inanimate and animate things; for in

things inanimate, there is nothing produced or

destroyed, because the forms and qualities of

them are no entities really distinct from the sub

stance, but only diverse mixtures and modifica

tions. But in animate things, where the souls

are real entities really distinct from the substance

of the body, there is nothing produced nor de

stroyed neither, because those souls do both exist

before their generations, and after their corrup

tions; which business, as to men and souls, is

again more fully expressed thus:--

* Oix y áyºg rotatºra cope; pºsal way reſa'airo,

“2; 3:53a ºfty re 33di, ºr 3; 3iorow xaxéovci,

Tépéa ºivody siz, zai ºn waga 3slyā wai Ha-6x3,

IIgly 3: Trayávre 880 roi wai xuévre; ot?āyāg stat.

That good and ill did first us here attend,

And not from time before, the soul descend;

That here alone we live, and when

Hence we depart, we forthwith then

Turn to our old non-entity again;.

Certes ought not to be believed by wise and learned men.

Wherefore, according to Empedocles, this is to

be accounted one of the vulgar errors, that men

then only have a being and are capable of good

• Apud Plutarch. adv. Colotem, p. 1113. tom. ii. oper.
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and evil, when they live here that which is called

life; but that both before they are born, and after

they are dead, they are perfectly nothing.

And besides Empedocles, the same is repre

sented by the Greek tragedian also," as the sense

of the ancient philosophers;

Oyhrxst 3' otºy rºy yºvoºvoy,

Ataxévép.svoy 3’ &AX0 trº; 3xxo

Máčºny #rígay &miès:#y.

That nothing dies or utterly perisheth; but things

being variously concreted and secreted, trans

posed and modified, change their form and shape

only, and are put into a new dress.

Agreeably whereunto, Plato also tells us,” that

it was traXadc X&Yoc, an ancient tradition or doc

trine before his time, touc Zövrac {k rov reflved vrov

'yeyovéval, ovëv irrov i roëc reflved rac {k róv Čºvrov.

that as well the living were made out of the dead,

as the dead out of the living;-and that this was

the constant circle of nature. Moreover, the

same philosopher acquaints us, that some of those

ancients were not without suspicion, that what is

now called death, was to men more properly a

nativity or birth into life, and what is called ge

neration into life, was comparatively rather to be

accounted a sinking into death ; the former being

the soul's ascent out of these gross terrestrial bo

dies to a body more thin and subtile, and the latter

its descent from a purer body to that which is

more crass and terrestrial. ‘ric oičev et rô (iv uév tort

* Euripid. in Chrysippo apud Clement. Alexandr. Stromat. lib. vi.

p. 750.

* In Phaedone, p. 381. -

* This passage of Euripides is cited by many of the ancients, as Plato,

Cicero, Clemens Alex. and Sextus Empiricus. See the notes of Dr.
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i xarfiavsiv; rò kar0av£iv δε άν' who knows whether

that which is called living be not indeed rather

dying ; and that which is called dying, living?—

Moreover, that this was the doctrine of Pytha

goras himself, that no real entity perishes in cor

ruptions, nor is produced in generations, but only

new modifications and transpositions made ; is

fully expressed by the Latin poet,* both as to im

animate, and to animate things. Ofthe first thus:

Nec perit in tanto quicquam (mihi credite) mundo,

Sed variat, faciemque novat: nascique vocatur

Incipere esse aliud, quam quod fuit ante ; morique

Desinere illud idem. Cum sint huc forsitan illa,

Hæc translata illuc : summa tamen omnia constant.

Of the second, that the souis of animals are im

mortal, did pre-exist and do transmigrate, from

the same ground, after this manmer:

Omnia mutantur; nihil interit: errat et illinc,

Huc venit, hinc illuc, et quoslibet occupat artus

Spiritus, eque feris humana in corpora transit,

Inque feras noster, nec tempore deperit ullo.

Utque movis facilis signatur cera figuris,

Nec manet ut fuerat, nec formas servat easdem,

Sed tamen ipsa eadem est; animam sic semper eandein

Esse, sed in varias doceo migrare figuras.

Wherefore though it be a thing, which hath not

been commonly taken notice of, of late, yet we.

conceive it to be unquestionably true, that all

those ancient philosophers, who insisted so much

upon this principle, oùèèv οὐδέ viveo6av oùè φθείρεσθat

róv άντων• that no real entity is either generated or

Potter, mow Archbishop of Canterbury, on Clem. Alexand. Stromat.

lib. iii. cap. iii. p. 517. et Jo. Albert Fabricius on Sextus Empiric. Hy

potyp. Pyrrhom. lib. iii. cap. xxiv. p. 185.

^ ()vid. Metam, lib. xv. ver. 254. et ver. 165.

VOI,. I. - I.
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corrupted,—did therein at once drive at these

two things: first, the establishing of the immorta

lity of all souls, their pre and post-existence, for

asmuch as being entities really distinct from the

body, they could neither be generated nor cor

rupted; and secondly, the making of corporeal

forms and qualities to be no real entities distinct

from the body and the mechanism thereof, because

they are things generated and corrupted, and have

no pre and post-existence. Anaxagoras, in this lat

ter, being the only dissenter; who supposing those

forms and qualities to be real entities likewise,

distinct from the substance of body, therefore at

tributed perpetuity of being to them also, pre and

post-existence, in similar atoms, as well as to the

souls of animals. -

And now we have made it sufficiently evident,

that the doctrine of the incorporeity and immor

tality of souls, we might add also, of their pre

existence and transmigration, had the same ori

ginal, and stood upon the same basis with the

Atomical physiology; and therefore it ought not

at all to be wondered at (what we affirmed be

fore) that the same philosophers and Pythagore

ans asserted both those doctrines, and that the

ancient Atomists were both Theists and Incorpo

realists.

xxxiv. But now to declare our sense freely

concerning this philosophy of the ancients, which

seems to be so prodigiously paradoxical, in re

spect of that pre-existence and transmigration of

souls; we conceive indeed, that this ratiocination

of theirs from that principle, that nothing naturally

or of itself, comes from nothing, nor goes to no

thing, was not only firmly conclusive against sub
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stantial forms and qualities of bodies, really dis

tinct from their substance, but also for substantial

incorporeal souls, and their ingenerability out of .

matter, and particularly for the future immortality

or post-existence of all human souls. For since

it is plain, that they are not a mere modification

of body or matter, but an entity and substance

really distinct from it, we have no more reason to

think, that they can ever of themselves vanish into

nothing, than that the substance of the corporeal

world, or any part thereof, can do so. For that,

in the consumption of bodies by fire, or age, or

the like, there is the destruction of any real sub

stance into nothing, is now generally exploded as

an idiotical conceit; and certainly it cannot be a

jót less idiotical to suppose, that the rational soul

in death is utterly extinguished.

Moreover, we add also, that this ratiocination

of the ancients would be altogether as firm and

irrefragable likewise for the pre-existence and

transmigration of souls, as it is for their post-ex

istence and future immortality, did we not (as in

deed we do) suppose souls to be created by God

immediately, and infused in generations. For

they being unquestionably a distinct substance

from the body, and no substance, according to

the ordinary course of nature, coming out of no

thing, they must of necessity either pre-exist in

the universe before generations, and transmigrate

into their respective bodies; or else come from

God immediately, who is the fountain of all,

and who at first created all that substance that

now is in the world besides himself. Now the

latter of these was a thing, which those ancient

philosophers would by no means admit of; they

L 2
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judging it altogether incongruous to bring God -

upon the stage perpetually, and make him imme

diately interpose every where, in the generations

of men, and all other animals, by the miraculous

production of souls out of nothing. Notwith

standing which, if we well consider it, we shall

find, that there may be very good reason on the

other side for the successive Divine creation of

souls; namely, that God did not do all at first,

that ever he could or would do, and put forth all

his creative vigour at once, in a moment, ever af.

terwards remaining a spectator only of the conse

quent results, and permitting nature to do all

alone, without the least interposition of his at any

time, just as if there were no God at all in the

world. For this may be and indeed often hath.

been, the effect of such an hypothesis as this, to

make men think, that there is no other God in the

world but blind and dark nature. God might also,

for other good and wise ends unknown to us, re

serve to himself the continual exercise of this

his creative power, in the successive production

of new souls. And yet these souls nevertheless,

after they are once brought forth into being, will,

notwithstanding their juniority, continue as firmly

in the same, without vanishing of themselves into

nothing, as the substance of senseless matter, that

was created many thousand years before, will do.

And thus our vulgar hypothesis of the new

creation of souls, as it is rational in inself, so it

doth sufficiently solve their incorporeity, their fu

ture immortality, or post-eternity, without intro

ducing those offensive absurdities of their pre

existence and transmigration.

xxxv. But if there be any such, who, rather
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than they would allow a future immortality or

post-existence to all souls, and therefore to those

of brutes, which consequently must have their

successive transmigrations, would conclude the

souls of all brutes, as likewise the sensitive soul

in man, to be corporeal, and only allow the ra

tional soul to be distinct from matter ; to these we

have only thus much to say, that they, who will

attribute life, sense, cogitation, consciousness, and

self-enjoyment, not without some footsteps of rea

son many times, to blood and brains, or mere or

ganized bodies in brutes, will never be able clear

ly to defend the incorporeity and immortality of

human souls, as most probably they do not intend

any such thing. For either all conscious and co

gitative beings are incorporeal, or else nothing can

be proved to be incorporeal. From whence it

would follow also, that there is no Deity distinct

from the corporeal world. But though there seem

to be no very great reason, why it should be

thought absurd, to grant perpetuity of duration

to the souls of brutes, any more than to every

atom of matter, or particle of dust that is in the

whole world; yet we shall endeavour to suggest

something towards the easing the minds of those,

who are so much burthened with this difficulty;

viz. that they may, if they please, suppose the

souls of brutes, being but so many particular era

diations or effluxes from that source of life above,

whensoever and wheresoever there is any fitly

prepared matter capable to receive them, and to

be actuated by them, to have a sense and fruition

of themselves in it, so long as it continues such ;

but as soon as ever those organized bodies of

, theirs, by reason of their indisposition, become
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incapable of being further acted upon by them,

then to be resumed again and retracted back to

their original head and fountain. Since it cannot

be doubted, but what creates any thing out of

nothing, or sends it forth from itself by free and

voluntary emanation, may be able either to retract

the same back again to its original source, or else

to annihilate it at pleasure.

And I find, that there have not wanted some

among the gentile philosophers themselves, who

have entertained this opinion, whereof Porphyry

is one : \ſcrat Káarm &ºvaulc âAoyoc etc rºv &Amv Čonv

row travroc, every irrational power is resolved into

the life of the whole.—

xxxvi. Neither will this at all weaken the fu

ture immortality or post-eternity of human souls.

For if we be, indeed, Theists, and do in very

good earnest believe a Deity, according to the

true notion of it, we must then needs acknow

ledge, that all created being whatsoever owes the

continuation and perpetuity of its existence, not

to any necessity of nature without God, and in

dependently upon him, but to the Divine will

only. And, therefore, though we had never so

much rational and philosophical assurance, that

our souls are immaterial substances, distinct from

the body, yet we could not, for all that, have any

absolute certainty of their post-eternity, any other

wise than as it may be derived to us from the im

mutability and perfection of the Divine nature

and will, which does always that which is best.

For the essential goodness and wisdom of the

Deity is the only stability of all things. And for

aught we mortals know, there may be good rea--

son, why that grace or favour of future immorta
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lity and post-eternity, that is indulged to human

souls, endued with reason, morality, and liberty

of will (by means whereof they are capable of

commendation and blame, reward and punish

ment), that so they may be objects for Divine

justice to display itself upon after this life, in

different retributions, may, notwithstanding, be

denied to those lower lives and more contemptible

souls of brutes, alike devoid both of morality and

liberty.

xxxvii. But if any, for all this, will still obsti

nately contend for that ancient Pythagoric and

Empedoclean hypothesis, that all lives and souls

whatsoever are as old as the first creation, and

will continue to eternity, or as long as the world

doth, as a thing more reasonable and probable

than our continual creation of new souls, by

means whereof they become juniors both to the

matter of the world and of their own bodies, and

whereby also (as they pretend) the Divine crea

tive power is made too cheap and prostituted a

thing, as being famulative always to brutish, and

many times to unlawful lusts and undue con

junctions; but especially than the continual de

creation and annihilation of the souls of brutes;

we shall not be very unwilling to acknowledge

thus much to them, that, indeed, of the two, this

opinion is more reasonable and tolerable than

that other extravagancy of those, who will either

make all souls to be generated, and consequently

to be corporeal, or at least the sensitive soul, both

in men and brutes. For, besides the monstrosity

of this latter opinion, in making two distinct

souls and perceptive substances in every man,

which is a thing sufficiently confuted by internal
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sense, it leaves us also in an absolute impossibi

lity of proving the immortality of the rational

soul, the incorporeity of any substance, and, by

consequence, the existence of any Deity distinct

from the corporeal world.

And as for that pretence of theirs, that sense

less matter may as well become sensitive, and,

as it were, kindled into life and cogitation, as a

body, that was devoid of life and heat, may be

kindled into fire and flame; this seems to argue

too much ignorance of the doctrine of bodies in

men otherwise learned and ingenious; the best

naturalists having already concluded, that fire

and flame is nothing but such a motion of the

insensible parts of a body, as whereby they are

violently agitated, and many times dissipated and

scattered from each other, begetting in the mean

time those fancies of light and heat in animals.

Now, there is no difficulty at all in conceiving,

that the insensible particles of a body, which were

before quiescent, may be put into motion; this

being nothing but a new modification of them, and

no entity really distinct from the substance of

body, as life, sense, and cogitation are. There is

nothing in fire and flame, or a kindled body, dif

ferent from other bodies, but only the motion or

mechanism, and fancy of it. And, therefore, it

is but a crude conceit, which the Atheists and

Corporealists of former times have been always

so fond of, that souls are nothing but fiery or

flammeous bodies. For, though heat in the bo

dies of animals be a necessary instrument for

soul and life to act by in them, yet it is a thing

really distinct from life; and a red-hot iron hath

not, therefore, any nearer approximation to life
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than it had before, nor the flame of a candle than

the extinguished snuff or tallow of it; the differ

ence between them being only in the agitation of

the insensible parts. We might also add, that,

according to this hypothesis, the souls of animals

could not be numerically the same throughout the

whole space of their lives; since that fire, that

needs a pabulum to prey upon, doth not continue

always one and the same numerical substance.

The soul of a new-born animal could be no more

the same with the soul of that animal several years

after, than the flame of a new-lighted candle is

the same with that flame that twinkles last in the

socket; which, indeed, are no more the same than

a river or stream is the same at several distances

of time. Which reason may be also extended

further to prove the soul to be no body at all, since

the bodies of all animals are in a perpetual flux.

xxxvi II. We have now sufficiently performed

our first task, which was to shew, from the origin

of the Atomical physiology, that the doctrine of

incorporeal substance must needs spring up toge

ther with it. We shall, in the next place, make

it manifest, that the inward constitution of this

philosophy is also such, that whosoever really

entertains it, and rightly understands it, must of

necessity admit incorporeal substance likewise.

First, therefore, the Atomical hypothesis, allow

ing nothing to body, but what is either included

in the idea of a thing impenetrably extended, or

can clearly be conceived to be a mode of it, as

more or less magnitude, with divisibility, figure,

site, motion, and rest, together with the results of

their several combinations, cannot possibly make

Jife and cogitation to be qualities of body; since
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they are neither contained in those things before

mentioned, nor can result from any ovčuyia, or

conjugations of them. Wherefore it must needs

be granted, that life and cogitation are the attri

butes of another substance distinct from body,

or incorporeal.

Again, since according to the tenour of this

physiology, body hath no other action belonging

to it but that of local motion, which local motion,

as such, is essentially heterokinesy, that which

never springs originally from the thing itself

moving, but always from the action of some other

agent upon it; that is, since no body could ever

move itself, it follows undeniably, that there must

be something else in the world besides body, or

else there could never have been any motion in it.

Of which we shall speak more afterwards.

Moreover, according to this philosophy, the

corporeal phenomena themselves cannot be

solved by mechanism alone without fancy. Now

fancy is no mode of body, and therefore must

needs be a mode of some other kind of being in

ourselves, that is, cogitative and incorporeal.

Furthermore, it is evident from the principles

of this philosophy, that sense itself is not a mere

corporeal passion from bodies without, in that it

supposeth, that there is nothing really in bodies

like to those fantastic ideas that we have of sen

sible things, as of hot and cold, red and green,

bitter and sweet, and the like, which, therefore,

must needs owe their being to some activity of

the soul itself; and this is all one as to make it

incorporeal.

Lastly, from this philosophy, it is also mani

fest, that sense is not the keiriptov of truth con
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cerning bodies themselves, it confidently pro

nouncing, that those supposed qualities of bo

dies, represented such by sense, are merely fan

tastical things; from whence it plainly follows,

that there is something in us superior to sense,

which judges of it, detects its fantastry, and

condemns its imposture; and determines what

really is and is not, in bodies without us, which

must needs be a higher self-active vigour of the

mind, that will plainly speak it to be incorpo

real.

xxxix. And now this Atomical physiology of

the ancients seems to have two advantages or pre

eminences belonging to it, the first whereof is this,

that it renders the corporeal world intelligible to

us; since mechanism is a thing that we can clear

ly understand, and we cannot clearly and dis

tinctly conceive any thing in bodies else. To say

that this or that is done by a form or quality, is

nothing else but to say, that it is done we know

not how ; or, which is yet more absurd, to make

our very ignorance of the cause, disguised under

those terms of forms and qualities, to be itself

the cause of the effect.

Moreover, hot and cold, red and green, bitter

and sweet, &c. formally considered, may be

clearly conceived by us as different fancies and

vital passions in us, occasioned by different mo

tions made from the objects without upon our

nerves; but they can never be clearly under

stood as absolute qualities in the bodies them

selves, really distinct from their mechanical dis

positions; nor is there, indeed, any more reason,

why they should be thought such, than that,

when a man is pricked with a pin, or wounded
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with a sword, the pain which he feels should be

thought to be an absolute quality in the pin or

sword. So long as our sensible ideas are taken

either for substantial forms or qualities in bodies

without us, really distinct from the substance of

the matter, so long are they perfectly unintelligi

ble by us. For which cause, Timaeus Locrus,”

philosophizing (as it seemeth) after this manner,

did consentaneously thereunto determine, that

corporeal things could not be apprehended by

us, otherwise than atoſhiget kai v604, Aoyaguiº, by

sense and a kind of spurious or bastardly reason;

—that is, that we could have no clear conceptions

of them in our understanding. And, for the

same reason, Plato" himself distinguisheth be

twixt such things as are voříast usrd Aóyov Tspi}\ntrá'

comprehensible by the understanding with rea

son, and those which are only 86&n uer atoſhigeoc

&\áyov, which can only be apprehended by opinion,

together with a certain irrational sense;—meaning

plainly, by the latter, corporeal and sensible

things. And accordingly the Platonists frequent

ly take occasion, from hence, to enlarge them

selves much in the disparagement of corporeal

things, as being, by reason of that smallness of

entity that is in them, below the understanding,

and not having so much ovatav as yivsaw," essence

as generation,--which, indeed, is fine fancy.

Wherefore, we must either, with these philoso

phers, make sensible things to be drardxntra or

* De Anima Mundi, inter Scriptor. Mytholog. a Tho. Gale editos.

p. 545.

* Vide Theaetetum, p. 139, s, oper. Sophistam. p. 166, 167, et de

Repub. lib, vii. p. 484.

* Plato de Republica, ubi supra.
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drºpſ) mitra, altogether incomprehensible and incon

ceivable—by our human understandings (though

they be able, in the meantime, clearly to conceive

many things of a higher nature), or else we must

entertain some kind of favourable opinion con

cerning that which is the ancientest of all phy

siologies, the Atomical or mechanical, which alone

renders sensible things intelligible.

x L. The second advantage, which this Atomi

cal physiology seems to have, is this, that it pre

pares an easy and clear way for the demonstra

tion of incorporeal substances, by settling a dis

tinct notion of body. He that will undertake to

prove, that there is something else in the world

besides body, must first determine what body is,

for otherwise he will go about to prove, that there

is something besides he knows not what. But

now, if all body be made to consist of two sub

stantial principles, whereof one is matter devoid

of all form (and therefore of quantity as well as

qualities), from whence these philoso

phers” themselves conclude, that it is jº.”xai h tºn’—

incorporeal ; the other, form, which, sº

being devoid of all matter, must needs Plain. p.

be incorporeal likewise. (And thus Sto. “

bacus" sets down the joint doctrine both of Plato

and Aristotle; Öv reóirov ró sièoc rnc tºne dpapetºv

dodºuarov, oùroc kal riv tºmy row sièovc Xwptaffèvroc ou

adua tival, 8stv ydo dupoiv rnc ovvóēov, T90c riv row gaſ

paroc wiróaragu' That in the same manner, as form

alone separated from matter is incorporeal, so

neither is matter alone, the form being separated

from it, body. But there is need of the joint con

currence of both these, matter and form together,

* Eclog. Phys. lib. i. cap. xiv. p. 29.
> - | i
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to make up the substance of the body.)—More

over, if to forms qualities be likewise superadd

ed, of which it is consentaneously also resolved

by the Platonists, 3rt at trotórmrec dodºuarot, that qua

lities are incorporeal,—as if they were

Alcinºus, so many spirits possessing bodies; I say,
cap. 11. [In- . • • e e

ridi, Bhi in this way of philosophizing, the no

rººm. tions of body and spirit, corporeal and

- incorporeal, are so confounded, that it

is impossible to prove any thing at all concerning

them; body itself being made incorporeal (and

therefore every thing incorporeal); for whatso

ever is wholly compounded and made up of in

corporeals, must needs be itself also incorporeal.

Furthermore, according to this doctrine of

matter, forms, and qualities in body, life and un

derstanding may be supposed to be certain forms

or qualities of body. And then the souls of men

may be nothing else but blood or brains, endued

with the qualities of sense and understanding;

or else some other more subtle, sensitive, and ra

tional matter, in us. And the like may be said of

God himself also ; that he is nothing but a cer

tain rational, or intellectual, subtile and fiery body,

pervading the whole universe; or else that he is

the form of the whole corporeal world, together

with the matter making up but one substance.

Which conceits have been formerly entertained

by the best of those ancients, who were captivated

under that dark infirmity of mind, to think, that

there could be no other substance besides body.

But the ancient Atomical philosophy, settling

a distinct notion of body, that it is 8tagrarów durirv

trov, a thing impenetrably extended,—which hath

nothing belonging to it but magnitude, figure, site,
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rest, and motion, without any self-moving power,

takes away all confusion; shews clearly how far

body can go, where incorporeal substance begins;

as also, that there must of necessity be such a

thing in the world.

Again, this discovering not only that the doc

trine of qualities had its original from men's mis

taking their own fancies for absolute realities in

bodies themselves; but also, that the doctrine of

matter and form sprung from another fallacy or

deception of the mind, in taking logical notions,

and our modes of conceiving, for modes of being,

and real entities in things without us; it shew

ing, likewise, that because there is nothing else

clearly intelligible in body, besides magnitude,

figure, site, and motion, and their various con

junctions, there can be no such entities of forms

and qualities really distinct from the substance

of body; makes it evident, that life, cogitation,

and understanding can be no corporeal things,

but must needs be the attributes of another kind

of substance distinct from body.

xli. We have now clearly proved these two

things: first, that the physiology of the ancients,

before, not only Aristotle and Plato, but also

Democritus and Leucippus, was Atomical or me

chanical. Secondly, that as there is no incon

sistency between the Atomical physiology and

theology, but indeed a natural cognation: so the

ancient Atomists, before Democritus, were nei

ther Atheists nor Corporealists, but held the in

corporeity and immortality of souls, together with

a Deity distinct from the corporeal world. Where

fore, the first and most ancient Atomists did not

make dréuouc dayāc Töv 6Awv, they never endea
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voured to make up an entire philosophy out of

Atomology; but the doctrine of Atoms was to

them only one part or member of the whole philo

sophic system, they joining thereunto the doc

trine of incorporeal substance and theology, to

make it up complete; accordingly, as Aristotle

hath declared in his Metaphysics, that the an

cient philosophy consisted of these two parts,

pugioxolyta and fleoAoyia or m Tpºrn ‘pi}\ogopia, physio

logy, and theology or metaphysics. Our ancient

Atomists never went about, as the blundering

Democritus afterwards did, to build up a world

out of mere passive bulk, and sluggish matter,

without any dexa. 88aarieto, any active principles,

or incorporeal powers; understanding well, that

thus they could not have so much as motion, me

chanism, or generation in it; the original of all

that motion that is in bodies springing from some

thing that is not body, that is, from incorporeal

substance. And yet, if local motion could have

been supposed to have risen up, or sprung in upon

this dead lump and mass of matter, nobody

knows how, and without dependence upon any

incorporeal being, to have actuated it fortuitous

ly ; these ancient Atomists would still have

thought it impossible for the corporeal world it

self to be made up, such as now it is, by fortui

tous mechanism, without the guidance of any

higher principle. But they would have concluded

it the greatest impudence or madness, for men to

assert, that animals also consisted of mere mecha

mism; or, that life and sense, reason and under

standing, were really nothing else but local mo

tion, and consequently, that themselves were but

machines and automata. Wherefore, they joined
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both active and passive principles together, the

corporeal and incorporeal nature, mechanism and

life, Atomology and Pneumatology; and, from

both these united, they made up one entire system

of philosophy, correspondent with, and agreeable

to, the true and real world without them. And

this system of philosophy, thus consisting of the

doctrine of incorporeal substance (whereof God is

the head), together with the Atomical and mecha

nical physiology, seems to have been the only ge

nuine, perfect, and complete. -

xLII. But it did not long continue thus; for,

after a while, this entire body of philosophy came

to be mangled and dismembered, some taking

one part of it alone, and some another; some

snatching away the Atomical physiology, without

the pneumatology and theology; and others, on

the contrary, taking the theology and doctrine of

incorporeals, without the Atomical or mechanical

physiology. The former of these were Democri

tus, Leucippus, and Protagoras, who took only

the dead carcass or skeleton of the old Moschi

cal philosophy, namely, the Atomical physiology;

the latter, Plato and Aristotle, who took, indeed,

the better part, the soul, spirit, and quintessence

of it, the theology and doctrine of Incorporeals,

but unbodied, and divested of its most proper

and convenient vehicle, the Atomical physiology,

whereby it became exposed to sundry inconve

niences.

x LIII. We begin with Leucippus and Demo

critus; who, being atheistically inclined, quickly

perceived, that they could not, in the ordinary

way of physiologizing, sufficiently secure them

selves against a Deity, nor effectually urge Athe

WOL, I. M
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ism upon others; forasmuch as Heraclitus and

other philosophers, who held that all substance

was body, as well as themselves, did, notwith

standing, assert a corporeal Deity, maintaining,

that the form of the whole corporeal world was

God, or else that he was 5An iroc （youga, a certain

kind of body or matter, as (for example) a me

thodical and rational fire, pervading (as a soul)

the whole universe; the particular souls of men

and animals being but, as it were, so many pieces

cut and sliced out of the great mundane soul:

so that, according to them, the whole corporeal

universe, or mass of body, was one way or other

a God, a most wise and understanding animal,

that did frame all particularities within itself in

the best manner possible, and providently govern

the same. Wherefore, those Atheists now appre

hending, upon what ticklish and uncertain terms

their Atheistical philosophy then stood, and how

that those very forms and qualities, and the self

moving power of body, which were commonly

made a sanctuary for Atheism, might, notwith

standing, chance to prove, contrariwise, the lati

bulum and asylum of a Deity, and that a corpo

real God (do what they could) might lie lurking

under them, assaulting men's minds with doubtful

fears and jealousies; understanding, moreover,

that there was another kind of physiology set on

foot, which, banishing those forms and qualities

of body, attributed nothing to it but magnitude,

figure, site, and motion, without any self-moving

power; they seemed presently to apprehend some

great advantage to themselves and cause from it;

and therefore, greedily entertained this Atomical

or mechanical physiology, and violently cutting it
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off from that other part, the doctrine of Incorpo

reals, which it was naturally and vitally united

to, endeavoured to serve their turns of it. And

now joining these two things together, the Ato

mical physiology, which supposes, that there is

nothing in body but magnitude, figure, site, and

motion, and that prejudice or prepossession of

their own minds, that there was no other sub

stance in the world besides body; between them

both they begat a certain mongrel and spurious

philosophy, atheistically Atomical, or atomically

Atheistical. -

But though we have so well proved, that Leu

cippus and Democritus were not the first invent

ors, but only the depravers and adulterators of

the Atomical philosophy; yet, if any will, not

withstanding, obstinately contend, that the first

invention thereof ought to be imputed to them,

the very principles of their Atheism seeming to

lead them naturally to this, to strip and divest

body of all those forms and qualities, it being

otherwise impossible for them, surely and safely,

to exclude a corporeal Deity; yet so, as that the

wit of these Atheists was also much to be ad

mired, in the managing and carrying on of those

principles in such a manner, as to make up so

entire a system of philosophy out of them, all

whose parts should be so coherent and consistent

together; we shall only say thus much : that if

those Atheists were the first inventors of this

philosophy, they were certainly very unhappy

and unsuccessful in it, whilst endeavouring by it

to secure themselves from the possibility and

danger of a corporeal God, they unawares laid

a foundation for the clear demonstration of an

- M 2
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incorporeal one, and were indeed so far from

making up any such coherent frame as is pre

tended, that they were forced every where to con

tradict their own principles. So that nonsense

lies at the bottom of all, and is interwoven

throughout their whole Atheistical system; and

that we ought to take notice of the invincible

power and force of truth, prevailing irresistibly

against all endeavours to oppress it; and how des

perate the cause of Atheism is, when that very

Atomical hypothesis of their's, which they would

erect and build up for a strong castle to garrison

themselves in, proves a most effectual engine

against themselves, for the battering of all their

Atheistical structure down about their ears.

XLIv. Plato's mutilation and interpolation of

the old Moschical philosophy was a great deal

more excusable, when he took the theology and

metaphysics of it, the whole doctrine of Incorpo

reals, and abandoned the Atomical or mechani

cal way of physiologizing. Which in all proba

bility he did, partly because those forementioned

Atheists having so much abused that philosophy,

adopting it as it were to themselves, he thereupon

began to entertain a jealousy and suspicion of it;

and partly, because he was not of himself so in

clinable to physiology as theology, to the study of

corporeal as of Divine things; which some think

to be the reason, why he did not attend to the Py

thagoric system of the corporeal world, till late

in his old age. His genius was such, that he was

naturally more addicted to ideas than to atoms,

to formal and final than to material causes. To

which may be added, that the way of physiologiz

ing by matter, forms, and qualities, is a more huffy
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and fanciful thing than the other; and lastly, that

the Atomical physiology is more remote from

sense and vulgar apprehension, and therefore not

so easily understood. For which cause many

learned Greeks of later times, though they had

read Epicurus's works, and perhaps Democri

tus's too, yet they were not able to conceive, how

the corporeal and sensible phenomena could pos

sibly be solved without real qualities; one in

stance whereof might be given in Plutarch, writ

ing against Colotes, the Epicurean. Wherefore

Plato, that was a zealous assertor of an incorpo

real Deity, distinct from the world, and of immor

tal souls, seriously physiologized only by matter,

forms, and qualities, generation, corruption, and

alteration; and he did but play and toy some

times a little with atoms and mechanism ; as

where he would compound the earth of cubical,

and fire of pyramidal atoms, and the like. For

that he did therein imitate the Atomical physio

logy, is plain from these words of his; "rávra of v 8tſ

ravra 8tavostoffat oukpd oùroc, dic kaff ºv traorov ow8&v

dpęuevov up jutov, avvaſ potaffèvrov & Tox\ov, rouc &y

kovc aurov opāoffat' All these cubical and pyra

midal corpuscula of the fire and earth, are in

themselves so small, that by reason of their par

vitude, none of them can be perceived singly and

alone, but only the aggregations of many of them

together.— -

xLv. And Aristotle here trod in Plato's foot

steps, not only in the better part, in asserting an in

corporeal Deity, and an immoveable First Mover;

but also in physiologizing by forms and qualities,

and rejecting that mechanical way by atoms,

• In Time. p. 537, oper,
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which had been so generally received amongst the

ancients. Wherefore, though the genius of these

two persons was very different, and Aristotle of

ten contradicteth Plato, and really dissents from

him in several particularities; yet, so much I think

may be granted to those reconcilers (Porphyry,

Simplicius, and others), that the main essentials

of their two philosophies are the same.

Now, I say, the whole Aristotelical system of

philosophy is infinitely to be preferred before the

whole Democritical ; though the former hath been

so much disparaged, and the other cried up of

late amongst us. Because, though it cannot be

denied, but that the Democritic hypothesis doth

much more handsomely and intelligibly solve the

corporeal phenomena, yet in all those other things,

which are of far the greatest moment, it is rather a

madness than a philosophy. But the Aristotelic

system is right and sound here, as to those greater

things; it asserting incorporeal substance, a Deity

distinct from the world, the naturality of morality,

and liberty of will. Wherefore, though a late

writer of politics does so exceedingly disparage

Aristotle's Ethics, yet we shall do him this right

here to declare, that his ethics were truly such,

and answered their title ; but that new model of

ethics, which hath been obtruded upon the world

with so much fastuosity, and is indeed nothing but

the old Democritic doctrine revived, is no ethics

at all, but a mere cheat, the undermining and sub

version of all morality, by substituting something

like it in the room of it, that is a mere counterfeit

and changeling, the design whereof could not be.

any other than to debauch the world. -

We add further, that Aristotle's system of phi
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losophy seems to be more consistent with piety,

than the Cartesian hypothesis itself, which yet

plainly supposeth incorporeal substance. Foras

much as this latter makes God to contribute no

thing more to the fabric of the world, than the

turning round of a vortex or whirlpool of matter;

from the fortuitous motion of which, according to

certain general laws of nature, must proceed all

this frame of things that now is, the exact organi

zation and successive generation of animals, with

out the guidance of any mind or wisdom. Whereas

Aristotle's nature is no fortuitous principle, but

such as doth nothing in vain, but all for ends,

and in everything pursues the best; and therefore

can be no other than a subordinate instrument of

the Divine wisdom, and the manuary opificer or

executioner of it.

However, we cannot deny, but that Aristotle

hath been taxed by sundry of the ancients, Christ

ians and others, for not so explicitly asserting

these two things, the immortality of human souls,

and providence over men, as he ought to have

done, and as his master Plato did. Though to

do him all the right we can, we shall observe here,

that in his Nicomachian Ethics," he speaks fa

vourably for the latter; e. yáp ric TuéAsia rºw dvflow

trivov viró 0sov yiveral, dotrºp 80ket, kai sińoyov Xaigetv

auroic rº dplor:g kai rip ovyyevsorárip (rouro yde in 6

vouc) kai rode dyatrouvrac náAtara kai rouc ruſovrac div

revroleſv, §c rtov pi\ov auroic triusXovuévovc, 6906c TE

kaAtoc ſparrowrac' If God take any care of human

things, as it seems he doth, then it is reasonable to

think also, that he is delighted with that which is

the best, and nearest akin to himself (which is

• Lib. x. cap. ix. p. 185, tom. iii, oper.
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mind or right reason), and that he rewards those

who most love and honour it (as taking care of such

things as are most pleasing to him), in doing rightly

and honestly.—A very good sentence, were it not

ushered in with too much of scepticism. And as

for the point of the soul's immortality, it is true,

that whereas other philosophers, before Aristotle,

asserted the pre-existence, incorporeity, and im

mortality of all souls, not only the rational, but the

sensitive also (which in men they concluded to be

one and the same substance), according to that of

Plato's traga buyi, d04varoc, every soul is immortal,

—they resolving that no life nor cogitation could

be corporeal; Aristotle, on the contrary, doth ex

pressly deny the pre-existence, that is, the separa

bility, incorporeity, and immortality, of all sensi

tive souls, not in brutes only, but also every where,

giving his reason for it in these words; "3rt utv

oux otów Tre Túaac TPoutrāpyav, £dvěpáv tariv £k rtov rotov

Twy, ôoov ydp tariv doxºv m #vépysia owuaruch, Smºov &rt

raúrac àvew odºuaroc dèſvarov witáexeiv, otov ſłačićiv ãvew

tro8&v' &are kai 0ápaffew clotéval děºvarov' ours ydp aúrdc
9 & * > / * / * y 3& * > y &

kaff &avtaç Eloueval otoy re axwptorovc ovoaç, out Ev owplatt

statival. That all souls cannot pre-exist, is mani

fest from hence, because those principles, whose

action is corporeal, cannot possibly exist without

the body, as the power of walking without the

feet. Wherefore it is impossible, that these sensi

tive souls (pre-existing) should come into the body

from without, since they can neither come alone

by themselves naked and stripped of all body, they

being inseparable from it: neither can they come

in with a body, that is, the seed.—This is Aristo

tle's argument, why all sensitive souls must needs

* De Generat. et Corruptione, lib. ii. cap. iii. p. 618. tom. ii. oper.
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be corporeal, because there is no walking without

feet, nor seeing without eyes. But at the same

time he declares, that the mind or intellect does

pre-exist and come in from without, that is, is in

corporeal, separable, and immortal, giving his rea

son for it in like manner:* Aetirera & row vouv učvov

0.jpaflew treateva, kal 0:Iov ćival uávov ove: ydp aurov rh

#v=pyrig Koivovel owuaruki #véeysta' It remains, that

the mind or intellect, and that alone (pre-existing)

enter from without, and be only Divine; since its

energy is not blended with that of the body's, but

it acts independently upon it.—Notwithstanding

which, Aristotle elsewhere" distinguishing con

cerning this mind or intellect, and making it to

be twofold, agent and patient, concludesthe former

of them only to be immortal, but the latter cor

I'll ptible; Touro uévov affāvarov kai diètov, 68. traffmrukóc

vouc pſaproc, the agent intellect is only immortal

and eternal, but the passive is corruptible:–where

some interpreters, that would willingly excuse

Aristotle, contend, that by the passive intellect

is not meant the patient, but the fantasy only, be

cause Aristotle should otherwise contradict him

self, who had before affirmed the intellect to be se

parable, unmixed, and inorganical, which they con

ceive must needs be understood of the patient.

But this salvo can hardly take place here, where

the passive intellect is directly opposed to the

agent. Now what Aristotle's agent understanding

is, and whether it be anything in us, any faculty of

our human soul or no, seems to be a thing very

questionable, and has therefore caused much dis

pute amongst his interpreters; it being resolved

by many of them to be the Divine intellect, and

* Ibid. * De Anima, lib. iii. cap. vi. p. 50, tom. ii. oper,
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commonly by others, a foreign thing. Whence it

must needs be left doubtful, whether he acknow

ledged any thing incorporeal and immortal at all

in us. And the rather because, laying down this,

principle, that nothing is incorporeal, but what

acts independently upon the body, he somewhere

plainly determines, that there is no intellection

without corporeal phantasms. That, which led

Aristotle to all this, positively to affirm the cor

poreity of sensitive souls, and to stagger so much

concerning the incorporeity of the rational, seems

to have been his doctrine of forms and qualities,

whereby corporeal and incorporeal substance are

confounded together, so that the limits of each

could not be discerned by him. Wherefore

we cannot applaud Aristotle for this; but that

which we commend him for, is chiefly these four

things: first, for making a perfect incorporeal in

tellect to be the head of all ; and secondly, for re

solving, that nature, as an instrument of this in

tellect, does not merely act according to the ne

cessity of material motions, but for ends and pur

poses, though unknown to itself; thirdly, for

maintaining the naturality of morality; and lastly,

for asserting the rô tº juiv, autexousy, or liberty

from necessity,



CHAPTER II.

In this chapter are contained all the grounds of reason for the Athe

istic hypothesis.-1. That the Democritic philosophy, which is made

up of these two principles, Corporealism and Atomism complicated

together, is essentially Atheistical.—2. Though Epicurus, who was

an Atomical Corporealist, pretended to assert a democracy of gods,

yet he was, for all that, an absolute Atheist; and that Atheists

commonly equivocate and disguise themselves.—3. That the Demo

critical philosophy is nothing else but a system of Atheology, or

Atheism swaggering under the glorious appearance of philosophy.

And, though there be another form of Atheism, which we call

Stratonical, yet the Democritic Atheism is only considerable; all

whose dark mysteries will be here revealed.—4. That we being

to treat concerning the Deity, and to produce all that profane and

unhallowed stuff of Atheists in order to a confutation, the Divine

assistance and direction ought to be implored.—5. That there are

two things here to be performed; first, to shew what are the Athe

ists’ pretended grounds of reason against the Deity; and, secondly,

how they endeavour either to solve or confute the contrary pheno

mena. The first of those grounds, that no man can have an idea or

conception of God, and that he is an incomprehensible nothing.—

6. The second Atheistic argument, that there can be no creation out

of nothing, nor no omnipotence, because nothing can come from

nothing; and, therefore, whatsoever substantially is, was from eter

mity self-existent, and uncreated by any Deity.—7. The third pre

tended reason against a Deity, that the strictest motion of a God

implying him to be incorporeal, there can be no such incorporeal

Deity, because there is no other substance but body.—8. The Athe

ists' pretence, that the doctrine of incorporeal substances sprung

from a ridiculous mistaking of abstract names and notions for reali

ties. They impudently make the Deity to be but the chief of spec

tres, and an Oberon or prince of fairies and fancies. Their fourth

argument against a Deity, that to suppose an incorporeal mind to be

the original of all things, is but to make a mere accident and abstract

motion to be the first cause of all.—9. Their fifth argument; a con

futation of a corporeal Deity from the principles of Corporealism
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itself, that matter being the only substance, and all other differences

of things nothing but accidents, generable and corruptible, no living

understanding being can be essentially incorruptible. The Stoical

God incorruptible, only by accident.—10. Their sixth ratiocination

from a complication of Atomicism; that the first principle of alk

things whatsoever in the universe is Atoms, or corpuscula devoid of

all qualities, and consequently of sense and understanding (which

spring up afterwards from a certain composition of them), and there

fore mind or Deity was not the first original of all.—11. In the sc

venth place they disprove the world's animation, or its being govern

ed by a living, understanding, animalish nature, presiding over the

whole; because sense and understanding are a peculiar appendix

to flesh, blood, and brains, and reason is no where to be found but

in human form.—12, The eighth Atheistic ground, that God being

taken by all for a most happy, eternal, and immortal animal (or liv

ing being), there can be no such thing, because all living beings are

concretions of atoms, that were at first generated, and are liable to

death and corruption by the dissolution of their compages. And that

life is no simple primitive nature, but an accidental modification of

compounded bodies, which, upon the disunion of their parts, va

misheth into nothing.—13. The ninth pretended Atheistic demon

stration, that by God is meant a first cause or mover, which was not

before moved by any thing else without it; but nothing can move

itself, and therefore there can be no unmoved mover, nor any first in

the order of causes, that is, a God.—14. Their further proof of this

principle, that nothing can move itself, with an Atheistic corollary

from thence, that no thinking being could be a first cause, no cogita

tion arising of itself without a cause; which may be reckoned a

tenth argument.—15. Another mystery of Atheism, that all know

ledge and mental conception is the information of the things them

selves known, existing without the knower, and a passion from

them; and, therefore, the world must needs be before any know

ledge or conception of it, and no knowledge or conception before

the world, as its cause.—16. The twelfth argumentation, that things

could not be made by a God, because they are so faulty and ill

made, that they were not contrived for the good of man; and that

the deluge of evils, that overflows all, shews that they did not pro

cced from any Deity.—17. The thirteenth instance of the Atheists

against a Deity, from the defect of Providence, that, in human affairs,

all is Tohu and Bohu, chaos and confusion.—18. The fourteenth

Atheistic ground, that it is not possible for any one being to animad
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vert and order all things in the distant places of the whole world at

once: but, if it were possible, that such infinite negotiosity would

be absolutely inconsistent with happiness.-19. Several bold but

slight queries of Atheists, why the world was not made sooner? and

what God did before? why it was made at all, since it was so long

unmade? and, how the architect of the world could rear up so huge

a fabric 1–20. The Atheists' pretence, that it is the great interest of

mankind, that there should be no God; and that it was a noble and

heroical exploit of the Democritics, to chase away that affrightful

spectre out of the world, and to free men from the continual fear of

a Deity and punishment after death, embittering all the pleasures of

life.—21. Another pretence of their's, that Theism is inconsistent

with civil sovereignty, it introducing a fear greater than the fear of

the leviathan ; and that any other conscience allowed of besides the

civil law (being private judgment), is, ipso facto, a dissolution of the

body politic, and a return to the state of nature.—22. The Atheists'

conclusion from the former premises, as set down in Plato and Lu

cretius, that all things sprung originally from nature and chance,

without any mind or God, that is, proceeded from the necessity of

material motions, undirected for ends; that infinite atoms, devoid

of life and sense, moving in infinite space from etermity, by their for

tuitous rencounters and entanglements, produced the system of the

whole universe, and as well animate as inanimate things.

1. HAVING, in the former chapter, given an ac

count of the genuine and primitive Atomical phi

losophy, which may be called the Moschical ; we

are, in the next place, to consider the Democri

tical, that is, the atheized and adulterated Atom

ology: which had its origin from nothing else

but the joining of this heterogeneous and contra

dictious principle to the Atomical physiology,

that there is no other substance in the world be

sides body. Now we say, that that philosophy,

which is thus compounded and made up of these

two things, Atomicism and Corporealism compli

cated together, is essentially Atheistical, though

neither of them alone be such. For the Atomical

physiology, as we have declared already, is in its
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own nature sufficiently repugnant to Atheism.

And it is possible for one, who holds, that there

is nothing in the world besides body, to be per

suaded, notwithstanding, of a corporeal Deity,

and that the world was at first framed and is still

governed by an understanding nature lodged in

the matter. For thus some of these Corporealists

have fancied the whole universe itself to be a God,

that is, an understanding and wise animal, that or

dered all things within itself, after the best manner

possible, and providently governed the same. In

deed, it cannot be denied, but that this is a very

great infirmity of mind, that such persons lie

under, who are not able to conceive any other

substance besides body, by which is under

stood that which is impenetrably extended, or

else, in Plato's language, which hath irpocſ}oXºv Kal

trapºv, that thrusts against other bodies, and re

sists their impulse ;-or, as others express it,

which is rôtrov TAmporikov, that so fills up place—as

to exclude any other body or substance from

co-existing with it therein; and such must needs

have, not only very imperfect, but also spurious

and false conceptions of the Deity, so long as

they apprehend it to be thus corporeal; but yet

it does not, therefore, follow, that they must

needs be accounted Atheists. But, whosoever

holds these two principles (before-mentioned)

together, that there is no other substance besides

body, and that body hath nothing else belonging

to it but magnitude, figure, site, and motion,

without qualities: I say, whosoever is that con

founded thing of an Atomist and Corporealist

jumbled together, he is essentially and unavoida

bly that which is meant by an Atheist, though he
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should in words never so much disclaim it, be

cause he must needs fetch the original of all

things from senseless matter; whereas, to assert

a God, is to maintain, that all things sprung ori

ginally from a knowing and understanding na

ture. -

II. Epicurus, who was one of those mongrel

things before-mentioned (an Atomical Corpore

alist, or Corporeal Atomist), did, notwithstand

ing, profess to hold a multifarious rabble and de

mocracy of gods, such as though they were dw

6porčuopºol," of human form, yet were so thin

and subtile, as that, comparatively with our terres

trial bodies, they might be called incorporeal;

they having not so much carnem as quasi-carnem,

nor sanguinem as quasi-sanguinem, a certain kind

of aerial or etherial flesh and blood; which gods

of his were not to be supposed to exist any where

within the world, upon this pretence, that there

was no place in it fit to receive them:

* Illud item non est, ut possis credere sedes

Esse Deûm sanctas, in mundi partibus ullis.

And, therefore, they must be imagined to subsist

in certain intermundane spaces, and Utopian re

gions without the world, the deliciousness where--

of is thus elegantly described by the poet:

* Quas neque concutiunt venti, neque nubila nimbis

Adspergunt, neque mix acri concreta pruina

Cana cadens violat, semperdue innubilus aether

Integit, et large diffuse lumine ridet.

Whereunto was added, that the chief happiness

of these gods consisted “in omnium vacatione

* Wide Ciceron. de Natur. Deor, lib. i. cap. xviii. p. 2907, tom. ix,

oper. -

* Lucret. lib. v. ver, 147. • Id. lib. iii. ver. 19,
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munerum,” in freedom from all business and em

ployment, and doing nothing at all, that so they

might live a soft and delicate life. And, lastly,

it was pretended, that though they had neither

any thing to do with us, nor we with them, yet

they ought to be worshipped by us for their own

excellent natures' sake and happy state.

But whosoever had the least sagacity in him

could not but perceive, that this theology of Epi

curus was but romantical, it being directly con

trary to his avowed and professed principles, to

admit of any other being, than what was con

creted of atoms, and consequently corruptible;

and that he did this upon a politic account,

thereby to decline the common odium, and those

dangers and inconveniences which otherwise he

might have incurred by a downright denial of a

God, to which purpose it accordingly served his

turn. Thus Posidonius' rightly pronounced, “Nul

los esse deos Epicuro videri; quaeque is de diis

immortalibus dixerit, invidiae detestandae gratia

dixisse.” Though he was partly jocular in it also,

it making no small sport to him, in this manner,

to delude and mock the credulous vulgar;”

“Deos jocandi causa induxit Epicurus perlucidos

et perflabiles, et habitantes tanquam inter duos

lucos, sic inter duos mundos propter metum rui

narum.” However, if Epicurus had been never

so much in earnest in all this, yet, by Gassendus's

leave, we should pronounce him to have been not

a jot the less an Atheist, so long as he maintain

ed, that the whole world was made uměevdc Starár

“Apud Ciceron. de Natur, Deor. lib. i. cap. xliv. p. 2949. tom. ix.

oper.

* Cicero de Divin. l. ii. c. xvii. p. 3202. tom, ix. oper.
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tovroc i &iaráčovroc riv Tagav wakapiérra #xovroc Herd

dp0apatac, without the ordering and direction of

any understanding being, that was perfectly

happy and immortal:—and fetched the original

of all things in the universe, even of soul and

mind, aird røv dréuſov couárov drpovónrov kai rvyatav

#xávrov riv Klonow, from senseless atoms fortuitous

ly moved.—He, together with Democritus, here

by making the world to be, in the worst sense,

Jóv ric vukróc, an egg of the night, that is, not

the offspring of mind and understanding, but of

dark, senseless matter, of Tohu and Bohu, or

confused chaos; and deriving the original of all

the perfections in the universe from the most im

perfect being, and the lowest of all entities, than

which nothing can be more atheistical. And as

for those romantic monogramous gods of Epi

curus, had they been seriously believed by him,

they could have been nothing else but a certain

kind of aerial and spectrous men, living by them

selves, nobody knows where, without the world:

*Firikovpoc oc utv Tpóc rojc troXXojc atroAelirst €sov ºc

& Tpoc rov £dow Tpayuárov ow8apoc' Epicurus, aC

cording to vulgar opinion, leaves a God; but, ac

cording to the nature of things, none at all.—

And as Epicurus, so other Atheists, in like

manner, have commonly had their vizards and

disguises; Atheism, for the most part, prudently

choosing to walk abroad in masquerade. And,

though some over-credulous persons have been

so far imposed upon hereby, as to conclude, that

there was hardly any such thing as an Atheist

any where in the world, yet they that are saga

cious may easily look through these thin veils and

* Vide Sext. Empir, adv. Mathemat. lib, ix. p. 565, edit, Fabricii.

W () L. I. N
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disguises, and perceive these Atheists oftentimes

insinuating their Atheism even then, when they

most of all profess themselves Theists, by affirm

ing, that it is impossible to have any idea or con

ception at all of God; and that, as he is not

finite, so he cannot be infinite, and that no know

ledge or understanding is to be attributed to him;

which is, in effect, to say, that there is no such

thing. But whosoever entertains the Democritic

principles, that is, both rejects forms and quali

ties of body, and makes all things to be body,

though he pretend never so much to hold a cor

poreal Deity, yet he is not at all to be believed

in it, it being a thing plainly contradictious to

those principles.
-

III. Wherefore, this mongrel philosophy, which

Leucippus, Democritus, and Protagoras were the

founders of, and which was entertained after

wards by Epicurus, that makes (as, Laertius

writes)" āpxic row 6.Now dróuouc, senseless atoms to

be the first principles—-not only of all bodies (for

that was a thing admitted before by Empedocles

and other Atomists that were Theists), but also of

all things whatsoever in the whole universe, and

therefore of soul and mind too; this, I say, was

really nothing else but a philosophical form of

Atheology, a gigantical and Titanical attempt to

dethrone the Deity, not only by solving all the

phenomena of the world without a God, but also

by laying down such principles, from whence it

must needs follow, that there could be neither an

incorporeal nor corporeal Deity. It was Atheism

openly swaggering under the glorious appearance

of wisdom and philosophy. - -

• Lib. x, segm, 41. p. 620. et alias.
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There is, indeed, another form of Atheism,

which (insisting on the vulgar way of philosophiz

ing by forms and qualities) we, for distinction

sake, shall call Stratonical; such as, being too

modest and shamefaced to fetch all things from

the fortuitous motion of atoms, would, therefore,

allow to the several parts of matter a certain kind

of natural (though not animal) perception, such

as is devoid of reflexive consciousness, together

with a plastic power, whereby they may be able

artificially and methodically to form and frame

themselves to the best advantage of their respec

tive capabilities; something like to Aristotle's

nature, but that it hath no dependance at all upon

any higher mind or Deity. And these Atheists

may be also called Hylozoic (as the other Ato

mic), because they derive all things in the whole

universe, not only sensitive, but also rational

souls, together with the artificial frame of animals,

from the life of matter. But this kind of Atheism

seems to be but an unshapen embryo of some

dark and cloudy brains, that was never yet di

gested into an entire system, nor could be brought

into any such tolerable form, as to have the con

fidence to shew itself abroad in full and open

view. But the Democritic and Atomic Atheism,

as it is the boldest and rankest of all Atheisms, it

not only undertaking to solve all phenomena by

matter fortuitously moved, without a God, but

also to demonstrate, that there cannot be so much

as a corporeal Deity; so it is that alone, which,

pretending to an entire and coherent system, hath

publicly appeared upon the stage, and therefore

doth, in a manner, only deserve our consideration.

And now we shall exhibit a full view and

N 2
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prospect of it, and discover all its dark myste

ries and profundities; we being much of this

persuasion, that a plain and naked representation

of them will be a great part of a confutation at

least; not doubting but it will be made to appear,

that though this monster, big swoln with a puffy

shew of wisdom, strut and stalk so gigantically,

and march with such a kind of stately philosophic

grandeur, yet it is, indeed, but like the giant Or

goglio, in our English poet, a mere empty blad

der, blown up with vain conceit, an Empusa,

phantasm, or spectre, the offspring of night and

'darkness, nonsense and contradiction. -

And yet, for all that, we shall not wrong it the

least in our representation, but give it all possi

ble advantages of strength and plausibility, that

so the Atheists may have no cause to pretend (as

they are wont to do, in such cases) that either we

did not understand their mysteries, nor appre

hend the full strength of their cause, or else did

purposely smother and conceal it. Which, in

deed, we have been so far from, that we must con

fess we were not altogether unwilling this busi

ness of their's should look a little like something,

that might deserve a confutation. And whether

the Atheists ought not rather to give us thanks

for mending and improving their arguments, than

complain that we have any way impaired them,

we shall leave it to the censure of impartial judg

ments. -

Iv. Plato" tells us, that even amongst those Pa

gans in his time there was generally such a religi

ous humour, that rāvrec àgot kard £paxi, owºpogſvnc.

peréyoval, firl tráon opuſ, kai guikeov kai MeyáMov Teſtyna

* In Timaeo, p. 235.
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roc, 9e3v del row tiruca)\ovav Whosoever had but the

least of seriousness and sobriety in them, whenso

ever they took in hand any enterprise, whether

great or small, they would always invoke the

Deity for assistance and direction.—Adding more

over, that himself should be very faulty, if in his

Timaeus, when he was to treat about so grand a

point, concerning the whole world, si yt yovev i kai

dyevic art, whether it were made or unmade,-he

should not make his entrance thereinto by a reli

gious invocation of the Deity. Wherefore cer

tainly it could not be less than a piece of impiety

in a Christian, being to treat concerning the Deity

itself, and to produce all that profane and unhal

lowed stuff of Atheists out of their dark corners,

in order to a confutation, and the better confirma

tion of our faith in the truth of his existence, not

to implore his direction and assistance. And I

know no reason, but that we may well do it in

that same litany of Plato's, kard vouv čkstvo utv uá

Xiara, trouévoc & juv triv, that we may first speak

agreeably to his own mind, or becomingly of his

nature, and then consentaneously with ourselves.

v. Now there are these two things here to be

performed by us, first to discover and produce

the chief heads of arguments, or grounds of rea

son, insisted on by the Atheists, to disprove a

Deity, evincing withal briefly the ineffectualness

and falseness of them: and secondly, to shew how

they endeavour either to confute or solve, con

sistently with their own principles, all those phe

nomena, which are commonly urged against them

to prove a Deity and incorporeal substance; ma

nifesting likewise the invalidity thereof. -

The grounds of reason alleged for the Atheist
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ical hypothesis are chiefly these that follow. First,

That we have no idea of God, and therefore can

have no evidence of him; which argument is fur

ther flourished and descanted upon in this man

ner. That notion or conception of a Deity, that

is commonly entertained, is nothing but a bundle

of incomprehensibles, unconceivables, and impos

sibles; it being only a compilement of all imagina

ble attributes of honour, courtship, and compli

ment, which the confounded fear and astonish

ment of men's minds made them huddle up toge

ther, without any sense or philosophic truth.

This seems to be intimated by a modern writer"

in these words: “The attributes of God signify

not true nor false, nor any opinion of our brain,

but the reverence and devotion of our hearts; and

therefore they are not sufficient premises to infer

truth, or convince falsehood.” And the same

thing again is further set out, with no small pre

tence to wit, after this manner: “They that ven

ture to dispute philosophically, or reason of God's

nature from these attributes of honour, losing their

understanding in the very first attempt, fall from

one inconvenience into another, without end, and

without number; in the same manner, as when

one, ignorant of the ceremonies of court, coming

into the presence of a greater person than he is

used to speak to, and stumbling at his entrance,

to save himself from falling, lets slip his cloak, to

recover his cloak lets fall his hat, and with one

disorder after another, discovers his astonishment

and rusticity.” The meaning of which, and other

like passages of the same writer, seems to be this;

that the attributes of God (by which his nature

- - - * Hobbes.
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is supposed to be expressed) having no philoso

phic truth or reality in them, had their only ori

ginal from a certain rustic astonishment of mind,

proceeding from excess of fear, raising up the

phantasm of a Deity, as a bugbear for an object

to itself, and affrighting men into all manner of

confounded nonsense, and absurdity of expres:

sions concerning it, such as have no signification,

nor any conception of the mind answering to them.

This is the first argument, used especially by our

modern Democritics, against a Deity, that be

cause they can have no fantastic idea of it, nor

fully comprehend all that is concluded in the no

tion thereof, that therefore it is but an incompre

hensible nothing. - - -

v1. Secondly, another argument much insist

ed on by the old Democritic Atheists, is directed

against the Divine omnipotence and creative power,

after this manner. By God is always understood

a creator of something or other out of nothing. For

however the Theists be here divided amongst

themselves, some of them believing, that there was

once nothing at all existing in this whole space,

which is now occupied by the world, besides the

Teity, and that he was then a solitary being, so

that the substance of the whole corporeal uni

verse had a temporary beginning, and novity of

existence, and the duration of it hath now conti

nued but for so many years only: others, per

suading themselves, that though the matter and

substance at least (if not the form also) of the cor

poreal world, did exist from eternity, yet neverthe

less, they both alike proceeded from the Deity by

way of emanation, and do continually depend

upon it, in the same manner as light, though co
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eval with the sun, yet proceeded from the sun, and

depends upon it, being always, as it were, made

anew by it; wherefore, according to this hypothe

sis, though things had no antecedent non-entity

in time, yet they were as little of themselves, and

owed all their being as much to the Deity, as if

they had been once actually nothing, they being,

as it were, perpetually created out of nothing by

it. Lastly, others of those Theists resolving, that

the matter of the corporeal universe was not only

from eternity, but also self-existent and uncreated

or independent upon any Deity as to its being ;

but yet the forms and qualities of all inanimate

bodies, together with the souls of all animals in

the successive generations of them (being taken

for entities distinct from the matter), were created

by the Deity out of nothing. We say, though

there be such difference among the Theists them

selves, yet they all agree in this, that God is, in

some sense or other, the creator of some real en

tity out of nothing, or the cause of that which

otherwise would not have been of itself, so that no

creation out of nothing (in that enlarged sense),

no Deity. Now it is utterly impossible, that any

substance or real entity should be created out of

nothing, it being contradictious to that indubita

ble axiom of reason, de nihilo nihil, from nothing

nothing, The argument is thus urged by Lucre

tius, according to the minds of Epicurus and De

mocritus:

a Principium hinc cujus nobis exordia sumet,

Nullam reme nihilo gigni divinitus unquam.

Quippe ita formido mortales continet omnes,

Quod multa in terris fieri coeloque tuentur,

* Lib. i. vers. 150, &c.
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Quorum operum causas nulla ratione videre

Possunt, ac fieri divino numine rentur:

Quas ob res, ubi viderimus nil posse creari

De nihilo, tum quod sequimur, jam tutius inde

Perspiciemus, et unde queat res quaeque creari,

Et quo quaeque modo fiant opera sine divum.

It is true, indeed, that it seems to be chiefly le

velled by the poet against that third and last sort

of Theists before-mentioned, such as Heraclitus

and the Stoics (which latter were contemporary

with Epicurus), who held the matter of the whole

world to have been from eternity of itself un

created, but yet the forms of mundame things in

the successive generations of them (as entities dis

tinct from the matter) to be created or made by

the Deity out of nothing. But the force of the

argument must needs lie stronger against those

other Theists, who would have the very substance

and matter itself of the world, as well as the

forms, to have been created by the Deity out of

nothing. Since nothing can come out of nothing,

it follows, that not so much as the forms and qua

lities of bodies (conceived as entities really distinct

from the matter), much less the lives and souls of

animals, could ever have been created by any

Deity, and therefore certainly not the substance

and matter itself. But all substance and real en

tity, whatsoever is in the world, must needs have

been from eternity, uncreated and self-existent.

Nothing can be made or produced but only the

different modifications of pre-existent matter. And

this is done by motions, mixtures, and separations,

concretions and secretions of atoms, without the

creation of any real distinct entity out of nothing ;

so that there needs no Deity for the effecting of it,

according to that of Epicurus, m flata púaic ſpöc raûra
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pnbaum Tpodaytoffo, no Divine power ought to be

called in for the solving of those phenomena.-To

conclude, therefore, if no substance, nor real en

tity can be made, which was not before, but all

whatsoever is, will be, and can be, was from eter

nity self-existent; then creative power, but espe

cially that attribute of omnipotence, can belong to

nothing ; and this is all one as to say, there can be

no Deity. . .

v11. Thirdly, the Atheists argue against the

stricter and higher sort of Theists, who will have

God to be the creator of the whole corporeal uni

verse and all its parts out of nothing, after this

manner: that which created the whole mass of

matter and body, cannot be itself body; where

fore this notion of God plainly implies him to be

incorporeal. But there can be no incorporeal

T)eity, because by that word must needs be un

derstood, either that which hath no magnitude nor

extension at all, or else that which is indeed ex

tended, but otherwise than body. If the word

be taken in the former sense, then nothing at all

can be so incorporeal, as to be altogether unex

tended and devoid of geometrical quantity, be

eause extension is the very essence of all exist

ent entity, and that which is altogether unex

tended is perfectly nothing. There can neither

be any substance, nor mode or accident of any

substance, no nature whatsoever unextended. But

if the word incorporeal be taken in the latter

sense, for that which is indeed extended, but

otherwise than body, namely so as to penetrate

bodies and co-exist with them, this is also a thing

next to nothing; since it can neither act upon any
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other thing, nor be acted upon by, or sensible of,

any thing ; it can neither do nor suffer any thing.

• Nam facere et fungi nisi corpus nulla potest res.

Wherefore, to speak plainly, this can be nothing

else but empty space, or vacuum, which runs

through all things, without laying hold on any

thing, or being affected from any thing. This is

the only incorporeal thing, that is or can be in na

ture, space, or place; and therefore to suppose an

incorporeal Deity is to make empty space to be

the creator of all things.

This argument is thus proposed by the Epicu

rean poet:

b
Quodcunque emit esse aliquid, debebit id ipsum

Augmine vel grandi vel parvo

Cui si tactus erit, quamvis levis exiguusque,

Corporum augebit numerum summamque sequetur:

Sin intactile erit, nulla de parte quod ullam

Rem prohibere queat per se transire meantem,

Scilicet hoc id erit vacuum quod inane vocamus.

Whatsoever is, is extended or hath geometrical

quantity and mensurability in it; which, if it be

tangible, then it is body, and fills up a place in the

world, being part of the whole mass; but if it be

intangible, so that it cannot resist the passage of

any thing through it, then it is nothing else but

empty space or vacuum.—There is no third thing

besides these two, and therefore whatsoever is

not body, is space or nothing:

-

c Praeter inane et corpora tertia per se,

Nulla potest rerum in numero natura relinqui.

• Lucret, lib. i. vers, 444, &c. • Id.lib.ivers, 434, &c.

- • Id.lib. i. vers, 446. -
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Thus the ancient Epicureans and Democritics ar

gued ; there being nothing incorporeal but space,

there can be no incorporeal Deity. -

But, because this seems to give advantage to

the Theists, in making space something, or that

which hath a real nature or entity without our

conception, from whence it will follow, that it

must needs be either itself a substance, or else a

mode of some incorporeal substance; the modern

Democritics are here more cautious, and make

space to be no nature really existing without us,

but only the phantasm of a body, and, as it were,

the ghost of it, which has no reality without our

imagination. So that there are not two natures

of body and space, which must needs infer two

distinet substances, one whereof must be incor

poreal, but only one nature of body. The con

sequence of which will be this, that an incorpo

real substance is all one with an incorporeal body,

and therefore nothing. • '

v III. But because it is generally conceived,

that an error cannot be sufficiently confuted, with

out discovering to airtov row leiſèovc, the cause of

the mistake;—therefore, the Atheists will, in the

next place, undertake to shew likewise the ori

ginal of this doctrine of incorporeal substances,

and from what misapprehension it sprung; as

also take occasion, from thence, further to dis

prove a Deity.

Wherefore they say, that the original of this

doctrine of incorporeal substances proceeded

chiefly from the abuse of abstract names, both of

substances (whereby the essences of singular bo

dies, as of a man or a horse, being abstracted

from those bodies themselves, are considered uni
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versally) as also of accidents, when they are con

sidered alone without their subjects or sub

stances. The latter of which is a thing, that men

have been necessitated to in order to the compu

tation or reckoning of the properties of bodies,

the comparing of them with one another, the

adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing of

them ; which could not be done, so long as they

are taken concretely together with their subjects,

But yet, as there is some use of those abstract

names, so the abuse of them has been also very

great; forasmuch as, though they be really the

names of nothing, since the essence of this and

that man is not any thing without the man, nor is

an accident any thing without its substance, yet

men have been led into a gross mistake by them,

to imagine them to be realities existing by them

selves. Which infatuation hath chiefly proceed

ed from scholastics, who have been so intemperate

in the use of these words, that they could not

make a rational discourse of any thing, though

never so small, but they must stuff it with their

quiddities, entities, essences, haecceities, and the

like. Wherefore, these are they, who, being first

deluded themselves, have also deluded the world,

introducing an opinion into the minds of men,

that the essence of every thing is something with

out that thing itself, and also eternal ; and, there

fore, when any thing is made or generated, that

there is no new being produced, but only an ante

cedent and eternal essence clothed (as it were)

with a new garment of existence; as, also, that

the mere accidents of bodies may exist alone by

themselves without their substances. As, for

example, that the life, sense, and understanding
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of animals, commonly called by the names of

soul and mind, may exist without the bodies

or substances of them by themselves, after the

animals are dead; which plainly makes them to

be incorporeal substances, as it were the separate

and abstract essences of men. This hath been

observed by a modern writer in these words:–

“Est hominum abstractorum tum in omni vita,

tum in philosophia, magnus et usus et abusus.

Abusus in eo consistit, quod cum videant aliqui,

considerari posse, id est, inferri in rationes, acci

dentium incrementa et decrementa, sine conside

ratione corporum, sive subjectorum suorum (id

quod appellatur abstrahere), loquuntur de acci

dentibus, tanquam possent ab omni corpore sepa

rari: hinc enim originem trahunt quorundam

metaphysicorum crassi errores. Nam exeo, quod

considerari potest cogitatio, sine consideratione

corporis, inferre solent non esse opus corporis

cogitantis.” It is a great abuse, that some meta

physicians make of these abstract names, because

cogitation can be considered alone without the

consideration of body, therefore, to conclude,

that it is not the action or accident of that body

that thinks, but a substance by itself—And the

same writer elsewhere observes, that it is upon

this ground, that when a man is dead and buried,

they say his soul (that is, his life) can walk, sepa

rated from his body, and is seen by night amongst

the graves.—By which means the vulgar are con

firmed in their superstitious belief of ghosts,

spirits, demons, devils, fairies, and hobgoblins,

invisible powers and agents, called by several

mames, and that by those persons whose work it

ought to be, rather to free men from such super
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stition. Which belief at first had another origi

nal, not altogether unlike the former; namely,

from men's mistaking their own fancies for things

really existing without them. For, as in the sense

of vision, men are commonly deceived, in sup

posing the image behind the glass to be a real

thing existing without themselves, whereas it is,

indeed, nothing but their own fancy: in like man

ner, when the minds of men, strongly possessed

with fear, especially in the dark, raise up the

phantasms of spectres, bugbears, or affrightful

apparitions to them, they think them to be ob

jects really existing without them, and call them

ghosts and spirits, whilst they are indeed nothing

but their own fancies; so the phantasm, or fancy

of a Deity (which is, indeed, the chief of all spec

tres), created by fear, has upon no other account

been taken for a reality. To this purpose, a mo

dern writer, “From the fear, that proceeds from

the ignorance itself, of what it is that hath the

power to do men good or harm, men are inclined

to suppose and feign to themselves several kinds

of powers invisible, and to stand in awe of their

own imaginations, and in time of distress to in

voke them, as also in the time of an unexpected

good success to give them thanks, making the

creatures of their own ſancies their gods.” Which,

though it be prudently spoken in the plural num

ber, that so it might be diverted and put off to

the heathen gods; yet he is very simple, that does

not perceive the reason of it to be the same con

cerning that one Deity which is now commonly

worshipped; and that, therefore, this also is but

the creature of men's fear and fancy, the chief of

all fantastic ghosts and spectres, as it were an
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Oberon or prince of fairies and fancies. This

(we say) was the first original of that vulgar be

lief of invisible powers, ghosts, and gods; men's

taking their own fancies for things really existing

without them. And as for the matter and sub

stance of these ghosts, they could not, by their

own natural cogitation, fall into any other con

ceit, but that it was the same with that which ap

peareth in a dream to one that sleepeth, or in a

looking-glass to one that is awake, thin aeriel bo

dies, which may appear and vanish when they

please. But the opinion, that such spirits were

incorporeal and immaterial, could never enter into

the minds of men by nature, unabused by doc

trine; but it sprung up from those deceiving and

deceived literati, scholastics, philosophers, and

theologers, enchanting men's understandings, and

making them believe, that the abstract notions of

accidents and essences could exist alone by them

selves, without the bodies, as certain separate

and incorporeal substances.

To conclude, therefore, to make an incorporeal

mind to be the cause of all things, is to make our

own fancy, an imaginary ghost of the world, to

be a reality; and, to suppose the mere abstract

notion of an accident, and a separate essence, to

be not only an absolute thing by itself, and a real

substance incorporeal, but also the first original

of all substances, and of whatsoever is in the

universe. And this may be reckoned for a fourth

Atheistic ground.

Ix. Fifthly, the Atheists pretend further to

prove, that there is no other substance in the

world besides body: as also, from the principles

of Corporealism itself to evince, that there can
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be no corporeal Deity after this manner. No man

can devise any other notion of substance, than

that it is a thing extended, existing without the

mind, not imaginary, but real and solid magni

tude; for, whatsoever is not extended, is no

where and nothing. So that res eartensa is the only

substance, the solid basis and substratum of all.

Now this is the very self-same thing with body;

for durirviria, or resistance, seems to be a necessary

consequence and result from extension, and they

that think otherwise can shew no reason why bo

dies may not also penetrate one another, as some

Corporealists think they do; from whence it is

inferred, that body or matter is the only substance

of all things. And whatsoever else is in the world,

that is, all the differences of bodies, are nothing

but several accidents and modifications of this

extended substance, body, or matter. Which

accidents, though they may be sometimes called

by the names of real qualities and forms, and

though there be different apprehensions concern

ing them amongst philosophers, yet generally they

agree in this, that there are these two properties

belonging to them ; first, that none of them can

subsist alone by themselves, without extended

substance or matter, as the basis and support of

them; and, secondly, that they may be all de

stroyed without the destruction of any substance.

Now, as blackness and whiteness, heat and cold,

so likewise life, sense, and understanding, are

such accidents, modifications, or qualities of body,

that can neither exist by themselves, and may be

destroyed without the destruction of any sub

stance or matter. For if the parts of the body

of any living animal be disunited and separated

VOL. I. O
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from one another, or the organical disposition of

the matter altered, those accidents, forms, or qua

lities of life and understanding, will presently

vanish away to nothing, all the substance of the

matter still remaining one where or other in the

universe entire, and nothing of it lost. Wherefore,

the substance of matter and body, as distinguish

ed from the accidents, is the only thing in the

world that is incorruptible and undestroyable.

And of this it is to be understood, that nothing

can be made out of nothing, and destroyed to no

thing, i. e. that every entire thing, that is made

or generated, must be made of some pre-existent

matter; which matter was from eternity self-ex

istent and unmade, and is also undestroyable,

and can never be reduced to nothing. It is not

to be understood of the accidents themselves,

that are all makeable and destroyable, generable

and corruptible. Whatsoever is in the world is

but ÖAm tróc ºxovca, matter so and so modified or

qualified, all which modifications and qualifica

tions of matter are in their own nature destroya

ble, and the matter itself (as the basis of them,

not necessarily determined to this or that acci

dent) is the only dyévvmtov kai dvºsºpov, the only

necessarily existent. The conclusion, therefore,

is, that no animal, no living understanding body,

can be absolutely and essentially incorruptible,

this being an incommunicable property of the

matter; and, therefore, there can be no corporeal

Deity, the original of all things, essentially unde

stroyable.

Though the Stoics imagined the whole corpo

real universe to be an animal or Deity, yet this

corporeal God of theirs was only by accident in
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corruptible and immortal; because they supposed

that there was no other matter, which, existing

without this world, and making inroads upon it,

could disunite the parts of it, or disorder its com

pages. Which, if there were, the life and under

standing of this Stoical God, or great mundame

animal, as well as that of other animals in like

cases, must needs vanish into nothing. Thus,

from the principles of Corporealism itself, it plain

ly follows, that there can be no corporeal Deity,

because the Deity is supposed to be dyivvurov kai

avºsópov, a thing that was never made, and is es

sentially undestroyable, which are the privileges

and properties of nothing but senseless matter.

x. In the next place, the Atheists undertake

more effectually to confute that corporeal God of

the Stoics and others, from the principles of the

Atomical philosophy, in this manner. All corpo

real Theists, who assert, that an understanding

nature or mind, residing in the matter of the whole

universe, was the first original of the mundane

system, and did intellectually frame it, betray no

small ignorance of philosophy and the nature of

body, in supposing real qualities, besides magni

tude, figure, site, and motion, as simple and pri

mitive things, to belong to it; and that there was

such a quality or faculty of understanding in the

matter of the whole universe, co-eternal with the

same, that was an original thing uncompounded

and underived from any thing else. Now, to sup

pose such original qualities and powers, which

are really distinct from the substance of extended

matter and its modifications, of divisibility, figure,

site, and motion, is really to suppose so many dis

tinct substances, which, therefore, must needs be

O 2
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incorporeal. So that these philosophers fall una

wares into that very thing, which they are so ab

horrent from. For this quality or faculty of un

derstanding, in the matter of the universe, origi

nal and underived from any other thing, can be

indeed nothing else but an incorporeal substance.

Epicurus suggested a caution against this vulgar

mistake, concerning qualities, to this purpose:–

“Non sic cogitandae sunt qualitates, quasi sint

quaedam per se existentes naturae seu substantiae,

siquidem id mente assequinon licet; sed solum

modo ut varii modi sese habendi corporis consi

derandae sunt.”

Body, as such, hath nothing else belonging to

the nature of it, but what is included in the idea

of extended substance, divisibility, figure, site,

motion, or rest, and the results from the various

compositions of them, causing different fancies.

Wherefore, as vulgar philosophers make their

first matter (which they cannot well tell what

they mean by it), because it receives all qualities,

to be itself devoid of all quality; so we conclude,

that atoms (which are really the first principles

of all things) have none of those qualities in them,

which belong to compounded bodies; they are

not absolutely of themselves black or white, hot

or cold, moist or dry, bitter or sweet, all these

things arising up afterwards from the various ag

gregations and contextures of them, together with

different motions. Which Lucretius confirms by

this reason, agreeable to the tenour of the Atom

ical philosophy, that if there were any such

real qualities in the first principles, then, in the

various corruptions of nature, things would at

last be reduced to nothing: . .
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* Immutabile enim quiddam superare necesse est,

Ne res ad mihilum redigantur funditus omnes;

Proinde colore cave contingas semina rerum,

Ne tibi res redeant ad nilum funditus omnes,

Wherefore, he concludes, that it must not be

thought, that white things are made out of white

principles, nor black things out of black princi

ples :

° —— Ne ex albis alba rearis

Principiis esse,

Aut ea quæ nigrant, nigro de semine nata:

Neve alium quemvis, quæ sunt induta, colorem,

Propterea gerere hunc credas, quod materiai

Corpora consimili sint ejus tincta colore ;

Nullus emim color est omnino materiaî ,

Corporibus, neque par rebus, neque denique dispar.

Adding, that the same is to be resolved likewise

concerning all other sensible qualities as well as

colours:

• Sed me forte putes solo spoliata colore

Corpora prima manere ; etiam secreta teporis

Sunt, ac frigoris omnino, calidique vaporis:

Et sonitu sterila, et succo jejuna feruntur,

Nec jaciunt ullum proprio de corpore odorem.

Lastly, he tells us, in like manner, that the same

is to be understood also concerning life, sense, and

understanding ; that there are no such simple

qualities or natures in the first principles, out of

which animals are compounded, but that these

are in themselves altogether devoid of life, sense,

and understanding: - -

a Lucret. lib. ii. ver. 750, 761. 754, 755.

' Id. lib. ii. ver. 730, &c.

* Id. lib. ii. ver. 841, &c.
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• Nunc ea, quae sentire videmus cunque, necesse'st

Ex insensilibus tamen omnia confiteare

Principiis constare: neque id manifesta refutant,

Sed magis ipsa manu ducunt, et credere cogunt,

Ex insensilibus, quod dico, animalia gigni.

Quippe videre licet, vivos existere vermes

Stercore de tetro, putrorem cum sibi nacta 'st

Intempestivis ex imbribus humida tellus.

All sensitive and rational animals are made of

irrational and senseless principles, which is proved

by experience, in that we see worms are made

out of putrefied dung, moistened with immoderate

showers.

Some, indeed, who are no greater friends to a

JDeity than ourselves, will needs have that sense

and understanding, that is in animals and men,

to be derived from an antecedent life and under

standing in the matter. But this cannot be, be

cause if matter as such had life and understand

ing in it, then every atom of matter must needs

be a distinct percipient animal and intelligent

person by itself; and it would be impossible for

any such men and animals as now are to be com

pounded out of them, because every man would

be variorum animalculorum acervus, a heap of in

numerable animals and percipients.

Wherefore, as all the other qualities of bodies,

so likewise life, sense, and understanding arise

from the different contextures of atoms devoid of

all those qualities, or from the composition of

those simple elements of magnitudes, figures, sites,

and motions, in the same manner as from a few

letters variously compounded all that infinite va

riety of syllables and words is made:

* Id.lib. ii. ver. 684, &c.
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* Quin etiam refert mostris in versibus ipsis

Cum quibus et quali positura contineantur;

Namque eaderm coelum, mare, terras, flumina, solem

Significant, eagem, fruges, arbusta, animantes;

Sic ipsis in rebus item jam materiai

Intervalla, viae, connexus, pondera, plagae,

Concursus, motus, ordo, positura, figurae,

Cum permutantur, mutari res quoque debent.

From the fortuitous concretions of senseless un

knowing atoms did rise up afterwards, in certain

parts of the world called animals, soul, and mind,

sense and understanding, counsel and wisdom.

But to think, that there was any animalish nature

before all these animals, or that there was an ante

cedent mind and understanding, counsel and wis

dom, by which all animals themselves, together

with the whole world, were made and contrived,

is either to run round in a senseless circle, making

animals and animality to be before one another

infinitely; or else to suppose an impossible be

ginning of an original understanding quality in the

matter. Atoms in their first coalitions together,

when the world was making, were not then di

rected by any previous counsel or preventive un

derstanding, which were things as yet unborn and

unmade,

* Nam certe neque consilio primordia rerum

Ordine se quaeque atque sagaci mente locarunt,

Nec quos quaeque darent motus, pepigere profecto.

Mind and understanding, counsel and wisdom, did

not lay the foundations of the universe; they are

no archical things, that is, they have not the na

ture of a principle in them ; they are not simple,

original, primitive, and primordial, but as all other

* Id, lib. ii. ver, 1012, * Id, lib, i. ver, 1020,
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qualities of bodies, secondary, compounded, and

derivative, and therefore they could not be archi

tectonical of the world. Mind and understand

ing is no God, but the creature of matter and

motion.

The sense of this whole argument is briefly this.

The first principle of all things in the whole uni

verse is matter, or atoms devoid of all qualities,

and consequently of all life, sense, and understand

ing; and therefore the original of things is no un

derstanding nature, or Deity.

XI. Seventhly, the Democritic Atheists argue

further after this manner: they who assert a

Deity, suppose ulvyov eval rôv kóguov, the whole

world to be animated,—that is, to have a living,

rational, and understanding nature presiding over

it. Now it is already evident from some of the

premised arguments, that the world cannot be

animated, in the sense of Platonists, that is, with

an incorporeal soul, which is in order of nature

before body, it being proved already, that there

can be no substance incorporeal ; as likewise that

it cannot be animated neither in the Stoical sense,

so as to have an original quality of understanding

or mind in the matter; but yet nevertheless some

may possibly imagine, that as in ourselves and

other animals, though compounded of senseless

atoms, there is a soul and mind, resulting from the

contexture of them, which being once made, do

mineers over the body, governing and ordering it.

at pleasure; so there may be likewise such a liv

ing soul and mind, not only in the stars, which

many have supposed to be lesser deities, and in

the sun, which has been reputed a principal deity;

but also in the whole mundane system, made up
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of earth, seas, air, ether, sun, moon, and stars alto

gether; one general soul and mind, which, though

resulting at first from the fortuitous motion of

matter, yet being once produced, may rule, govern,

and sway the whole, understandingly, and in a

more perfect manner than our souls do our bo

dies; and so long as it continues, exercise a prin

cipality and dominion over it. Which, although

it will not amount to the full notion of a God, ac

cording to the strict sense of Theists, yet it will

approach very near unto it, and endanger the

bringing in of all the same inconveniences along

with it. Wherefore they will now prove, that

there is no such soul or mind as this (resulting

from the contexture of atoms), that presides over

the corporeal universe, that so there may not be

so much as the shadow of a Deity left.

It was observed before, that life, sense, reason,

and understanding, are but qualities of concreted

bodies, like those other qualities of heat and cold,

&c. arising from certain particular textures of

atoms. Now as those first principles of bodies,

namely, single atoms, have none of those qualities

in them, so neither hath the whole universe any

(that it can be denominated from) but only the

parts of it. The whole world is neither black nor

white, hot nor cold, pellucid nor opake, it contain

ing all those qualities in its several parts. In like

manner, the whole has no life, sense, nor under

standing in it, but only the parts of it, which are

called animals. That is, life and sense are quali

ties, that arise only from such a texture of atoms

as produceth soft flesh, blood, and brains, in bo

dies organized, with head, heart, bowels, nerves,

muscles, veins, arteries, and the like: -
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* ———————Sensusjumgitur omnis

Visceribus, nervis, venis, quæcumque videmus,

Mollia mortali consistere corpore creta;

Andreasonand understanding, properly so called,

are peculiar appendices to human shape;* “ Ratio

musquam esse potest nisi in hominis figura." From

whence it is concluded, that there is no life, soul,

nor understanding acting the whole world, be

cause the world hath mo blood nor brains, nor any

animalish or human form.* “ Qui mundum ipsüm

animantem sapientemque esse dixerunt, nullo

modo viderunt animi naturam, in quam figuram

cadere posset.” Therefore the Epicurean poet

concludes upon this ground, that there is no Di

vine sense in the whole world:

a Dispositum videtur ubi esse et crescere possit

Seorsim anima atque animus; tanto magis inficiandum,

Totum posse extra corpus formamque animalem,

Putribus in glebis terrarum, aut solis in igni,

Aut in aqua durare, aut altis ætheris oris.

Haud igitur constant divino prædita sensu,

Quandoquidem mequeunt vitaliter esse animata.

Now ifthere be nolife nor understanding above

us, mor round about us, not any where else in the

world, but only in ourselves and fellow-animals,

and we be the highest of all beings ; if neither the

whole corporeal system be animated, mor those

greater parts ofit, sun, moon, nor stars, then there

can be no danger of any Deity.

xII. Eighthly, the Democritic Atheists dispute

further against a Deity in this manner: the Deity

a Id. lib. ii. ver. 903, &c.

b Velleius apud Ciceron. de Nat. Deor. lib. i. cap. xviii. p. 2907.

e Id. ibid. lib. i. cap. x. p. 2893. tom. ix. oper.

* Lucret. lib. v. ver. 143, &c.
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is generally supposed to be £ov wakáptov kai ºpflaprov,

a perfectly happy animal, incorruptible and im

mortal. Now there is no living being incorrupti

ble and immortal, and therefore none perfectly

happy neither. For, according to that Demo

critic hypothesis of atoms in vacuity, the only

incorruptible things will be these three: first of all

vacuum or empty space, which must needs be

such, because it cannot suffer from any thing,

since it is plagarum earpers,

* Et manet intactum, nec abictu fungitur hilum.

Secondly, the single atoms, because by reason of

their parvitude and solidity they are indivisible:

and lastly, the summa summarum of all things, that

is, the comprehension of all atoms dispersed every

where throughout infinite space.

b Quia nulla loci stat copia certum

Quo quasi res possint discedere dissoluique.

But according to that other hypothesis of some

modern Atomists (which also was entertained of

old by Empedocles) that supposes a plenity, there

is nothing at all incorruptible, but the substance of

matter itself. All systems and compages of it,

all ovykpiuara and d0ºotouara, all concretions and

coagmentations of matter divided by motion, to

gether with the qualities resulting from them, are

corruptible and destroyable: ‘quae est coagmenta

tio rerum non dissolubilis? Death destroys not the

substance of any matter; for as no matter came

from nothing, but was self eternal, so none of it

* Id.lib. v. vers. 358. Addas etiam lib. iii. vers. 814.

* Id.lib. iii. vers. 815.

* Cicero de Nat. Deor, lib. i. cap. viii. p. 2891, tom. ix, opcr.
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can ever vanish into nothing; but it dissolves all.
the aggregations of it. - r

* Non sic interimit mors res, ut materiai

Corpora conficiat, sed coetum dissupat ollis.

Life is no substantial thing, nor any primitive

or simple nature; it is only an accident or qua

lity arising from the aggregation and contexture

of atoms or corpuscula, which when the compages

of them is disunited and dissolved, though all the

substance still remain scattered and dispersed,

yet the life utterly perishes and vanisheth into no

thing. No life is immortal ; there is no immortal

soul, nor immortal animal, or Deity. Though

this whole mundane system were itself an animal,

yet being but an aggregation of matter, it would

be both corruptible and mortal. Wherefore, since

no living being can possibly have any security of

its future permanency, there is none that can be

perfectly happy. And it was rightly determined

by our fellow-atheists, the Hedonics and Cyre

naics," eveauovía dvºraprov, perfect happiness is a

mere notion,--a romantic fiction, a thing which

can have no existence any where. This is re

corded to have been one of Democritus's chief ar

guments against a Deity, because there can be no

living being immortal, and consequently none per

fectly happy. ““Cum Democritus, quia nihil

semper suo statu maneat, neget esse quicquam

sempiternum, nonne Deum ita tollit omnino, ut

nullam opinionem ejus reliquam faciat?”

xIII. A ninth pretended demonstration of the

* Lucret. lib. ii. vers. 1001.

* Diog. Laert. lib. ii. segm.94. p. 135.

* Cicero de Nat. Deor. lib. i. cap. xii. p. 2897.
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Democritic Atheists is as followeth. By God is

understood a first cause or mover, which being

not before acted upon by any thing else, but act

ing originally from itself, was the beginning of all

things. Now it is an indubitable axiom, and ge

nerally received among philosophers, that nothing

can move itself, but quicquid movetur, ab alio mo

vetur, whatsoever is moved, is moved by some

thing else;—nothing can act otherwise than it is

made to act by something without it, acting upon

it. The necessary consequence whereof is this,

that there can be no such thing as any first mover,

or first cause, that is, no God. This argumentis

thus urged by a modern writer," agreeably to the

sense of the ancient Democritics; “Ex eo quod

nihil potest movere seipsum, non inferretur, id

quod inferri solet, nempe Eternum Immobile, sed

contra AEternum Motum, siquidem ut verum est,

nihil moveriaseipso, itaetiam verum estnihil moveri

nisi a moto.” From hence, that nothing can move

itself, it cannot be rightly inferred, as commonly

it is, that there is an eternal immoveable mover

(that is, a God), but only an eternal moved mover;

or that one thing was moved by another from eter

nity, without any first mover. Because as it is

true, that nothing can be moved from itself; so it

is likewise true, that nothing can be moved but

from that which was itself also moved by some

thing else before:–and so the progress upwards

must needs be infinite, without any beginning or

first mover. The plain drift and scope of this ra

tiocination is no other than this, to shew that the

argument commonly taken from motion, to prove

* Hobbes's Element. Philosoph. part iv. sive Physic. cap. xxvi.

sec. i. p. 204.
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a God (that is, a first mover or cause), is not only

ineffectual and inconclusive ; but also that, on the

contrary, it may be demonstrated from that very

topic of motion, that there can be no absolutely

first mover, no first in the order of causes, that

is, no God.

xiv. Tenthly, because the Theists conceive that

though no body can move itself, yet a perfect co

gitative and thinking being might be the beginning

of all, and the first cause of motion ; the Atheists

will endeavour to evince the contrary, in this man

ner. No man can conceive how any cogitation,

which was not before, should rise up at any time,

but that there was some cause for it, without the

thinker. For else there can be no reason given,

why this thought rather than that, and at this time

rather than another, should start up. Wherefore

this is universally true of all motion and action

whatsoever, as it was rightly urged by the Stoics,

that there can be no kivmaic dvairwoc, no motion with

out a cause, i.e. no motion, which has not some

cause without the subject of it, or, as the same

thing is expressed by a modern writer, “Nothing

taketh beginning from itself, but from the action of

some other immediate agent without it.” Where

fore, no thinking being could be a first cause, any

more than an automaton or machine could. To

this purpose, it is further argued, that these two

notions, the one of a knowing understanding be

ing, the other of a perfectly happy being, are con

tradictious, because all knowledge essentially im

plies dependance upon something else, as its

cause; “scientia et intellectus signum est poten

tiae ab alio dependentis, id quod non est beatissi

mum.” They conclude, that cogitation, and all
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action whatsoever, is really nothing else but local

motion, which is essentially heterokinesy, that

which can never rise of itself, but is caused by

some other agent without its subject.

xv. In the eleventh place, the Democritic Athe

ists reason thus: if the world were made by any

antecedent mind or understanding, that is, by a

Deity; then there must needs be an idea, platform,

and exemplar of the whole world before it was

made; and consequently actual knowledge, both

in order of time and nature, before things. But

all knowledge is the information of the things

themselves known; all conception of the mind is

a passion from the things conceived, and their ac

tivity upon it; and is therefore junior to them.

Wherefore, the world and things were beforeknow

ledge and the conception of any mind, and no

knowledge, mind, or Deity before the world as its

cause. This argument is thus proposed by the

Atheistic poet:

* Exemplum porro gignundis rebus et ipsa

Notities hominum Divis unde insita primum,

Quid vellent facere, ut scirent, animoque viderent?

Quove modo est unquam vis cognita principiorum,

Quidnam inter sese permutato ordine possent,

Simon ipsa dedit specimen natura creandi:

How could the supposed Deity have a pattern or

platform in his mind, to frame the world by, and

whence should he receive it? How could he have

any knowledge of men before they were made, as

also what himself should will to do, when there

was nothing How could he understand the force

and possibility of the principles, what they would

* Lucret. lib. v. wer. 182.
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produce when variously combined together, be

fore nature and things themselves, by creating,

had given a specimen 2– - -

xvi. A twelfth argumentation of the Democri

tic and Epicurean Atheists against a Deity is to

this purpose: that things could not be made by a

Deity, that is supposed to be a being every way

perfect, because they are so faulty and so ill made:

the argument is thus propounded by Lucretius:"

Quod si jam rerum ignorem primordia quae sint,

Hoc tamen ex ipsis coeli rationibus ausin

Confirmare, aliisque ex rebus reddere multis,

Nequaquam nobis divinitus esse paratam

Naturam rerum, tanta stat praedita culpa.

This argument, a caeli rationibus, from astro

nomy, or the constitution of the heavens, is this :

* that the mundane sphere is so framed, in respect

of the disposition of the equator and ecliptic, as

renders the greatest part of the earth uninhabita

ble to men and most other animals; partly by that

excess of heat in the torrid zone (containing all be

tween the tropics), and partly from the extremity

of cold in both the frigid zones, towards either

pole. Again, whereas the Stoical Theists con

temporary with Epicurus concluded, that the

whole world was made by a Deity, only for the

sake of men, -

*——Horum omnia causa

Constituisse Deum fingunt—

it is urged on the contrary, that a great part of the

habitable earth is taken up by seas, lakes, and

* Lib. ii. ver, 177. etlib. v. ver, 196.

* Vid. Lucret. lib. v. ver. 205, 206, et Cicer, in Somnio Scipionis

cap. vi. p. 3981. tom. xi. oper.

* Lucret. lib. ii. ver. 174, 175.
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rocks, barren heaths and sands, and thereby made

useless for mankind ; and that the remainder of it

yields no fruit to them, unless expunged by ob

stinate labour; after all which, men are often dis

appointed of the fruits of those labours by unsea

sonable weather, storms, and tempests. Again,

that nature has not only produced many noxious

and poisonous herbs, but also destructive and de

vouring animals, whose strength surpasseth that

of men's ; and that the condition of mankind is so

much inferior to that of brutes, that nature seems

to have been but a step-mother to the former,

whilst she hath been an indulgent mother to the

latter. And to this purpose, the manner of men's

coming into the world is thus aggravated by the

poet:

* Tum porro puer, ut savis projectus ab undis

Navita, nudus humijacet, infans, indigus omni

Vitai auxilio, cum primum in luminis oras

Nixibus ex alvo matris natura profudit:

Vagitugue locum lugubri complet, ut aequum 'st,

Quoi tantum in vita restet transire malorum.

But on the contrary, the comparative advantages

of brutes and their privileges, which they have

above men, are described after this manner:

At variae crescunt pecudes, armenta, feraeque:

Nec crepitacula eis opu' sunt nec quoiquam adhibenda 'st

Almae nutricis blanda atque infracta loquela;

Nec varias quaerunt vestes pro tempore coeli.

Denique non armis opus est, non moenibus altis,

Queis sua tutentur, quando omnibus omnia large

Tellus ipsa parit, naturaque Daedala rerum.

And lastly, the topic of evils in general, is in

sisted upon by them, not those which are called

* Id, lib, v. ver, 223. b Jd, ibid,

VOL, I. P
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culpa, evils of fault (for that is a thing which the

Democritic Atheists utterly explode in the genu

ine sense of it), but the evils of pain and trouble;

which they dispute concerning, after this man

ner. “The supposed Deity and maker of the

world was either willing to abolish all evils, but

not able; or he was able, but not willing; or ,

thirdly, he was neither willing nor able; or else

lastly, he was both able and willing. This latter

is the only thing that answers fully to the notion

of a God. Now that the supposed creator of all

things was not thus both able and willing to abo

lish all evils, is plain, because then there would

have been no evils at all left. Wherefore, since

there is such a deluge of evils overflowing all, it

must needs be, that either he was willing and not

able to remove them, and then he was impotent;

or else he was able and not willing, and then he

was envious; or lastly, he was neither able nor

willing, and then he was both impotent and en

vious.

xv.11. In the twelfth place, the Atheists further

dispute in this manner. If the world were made

by any Deity, then it would be governed by a

providence ; and if there were any providence, it

must appear in human affairs. But here it is

plain, that all is Tohu and Bohu, chaos and con

fusion ; things happening alike to all, to the wise

and foolish, religious and impious, virtuous and

vicious. (For these names the Atheist cannot

choose but make use of, though, by taking away

natural morality, they really destroy the things.)

From whence it is concluded, that all things float

up and down, as they are agitated and driven by

• vide Lactat, de Ira Dei, cap. xiii. p. 942. edit. Walchii.
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thetumbling billows of careless fortuneand chance.

The impieties of Dionysius,” his scoffing abuses of

religion, and whatsoever was then sacred, or wor

shipped under the notion of a God, were most no

torious; and yet it is observed, that he fared never

a jot the worse for it. “Hunc mec Olympius Ju

piter fulmine percussit, mec AEsculapius misero

diuturnoque morbo tabescentem interemit; verum

in suo lectulo mortuus, in Tympanidis rogum il

latus est, eamque potestatem, quam ipse per sce

lus nactus erat, quasi justam et legitimam, haere

ditatis loco tradidit:” Neither did Jupiter Olym

pius strike him with a thunderbolt, nor Æscu

lapius inflict any languishing disease upon him ;

but he died in his bed, and was honourably in

terred, and that power, which he had wickedly ac

quired, he transmitted, as a just and lawful inhe

ritance, to his posterity.—And Diogenes the Cy

nic, though much a Theist, could not but acknow

ledge, that Harpalus, a famous robber or pirate

in those times, who, committing many villanous

actions, notwithstanding lived prosperously, did

thereby “Testimonium dicere contra deos,” bear

testimony against the gods."—Though it has been

objected by the Theists, and thought to be a

strong argument for providence, that there were

so many tables hung up in temples, the monu

ments of such as, having prayed to the gods in

storms and tempests, had escaped shipwreck;

yet, as Diagoras observed, “Nusquam picti sunt,

qui naufragium fecerunt,” there are no tables ex

tant of those of them who were shipwrecked.— .

Wherefore, it was not considered by these Theists,

* Cicer. de Nat. Deor. lib. iii. cap. xxxv. p. 3101.

* Id. ib. cap. xxxiv. p. 3099. ° Ibid, cap. xxxviii. p. 3104.

P 2
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how many of them that prayed as well to the gods,

did notwithstanding suffer shipwreck; as also how

many of those, which never made any devotional

addresses at all to any Deity, escaped equal dan

gers of storms and tempests.

Moreover, it is consentaneous to the opinion of

a God, to think, that thunder, rattling in the clouds

with thunderbolts, should be the immediate sig

nifications of his wrath and displeasure: whereas

it is plain that these are flung at random, and that

the fury of them often lights upon the innocent,

whilst the notoriously guilty escape untouched;

and therefore we understand not, how this can be

answered by any Theists. -

a Cur, quibus incautum scelus aversabile cumque est,

Non faciunt, icti flammas ut fulguris halent,

Pectore perfixo; documen mortalibus acre 2

Et potius nullae sibi turpis conscius reii,

Wolviturin flammis innoxius, inque peditur,

Turbine coelesti subito correptus, et igniº º

Now the force of this argument appears to be

very powerful, because it hath not only staggered

and confounded Theists in all ages, but also hath

effectually transformed many of them into Athe

ists. For Diagoras Melius" himself was once a

superstitious religionist, insomuch that, being a

dithyrambic poet, he began one of his poems

with these words, kard 8aiuova kai rūymy Távra rexeira,

all things are done by God and fortune.—But,

being injured afterwards by a perjured person,

that suffered no evil nor disaster thereupon, he

therefore took up this contrary persuasion, that

there was no Deity. And there have been innu

a Lucret, lib. vi. ver, 389, &c.

* Wide Sext. Empiric, lib. ix. adver. Mathemat, sec., liii. p. 561,
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?

merable others, who have been so far wrought

upon by this consideration, as if mot absolutely

to disclaim and discard a Deity, yet utterly to

deny providence, and all care of humam affairs by

any invisible powers. Amongst whom the poet

was one, who thus expressed his sense: -

• Sed cum res hominum tanta caligine volvi

Aspicerem, lætosque diu florere nocentes,

Vexarique pios, rursus labefacta cadebat

' Relligio, causæque viam non sponte sequebar

- Alterius, vacuo quæ currere semina motu

Affirmat, magnumque novas per inane figuras,

Fortuna, non arte regi; quæ numina sensu

Ambiguo vel nulla putat, vel nescia nostri,

xvIII. A thirteenth argumentation of the De

mocritic and Epicuream Atheists, is to this pur

pose: that whereas the Deity is supposed to be

such a being, as both knows all thatis done every

where in the most distant places of the world at

once, and doth himself immediately order all

things ; this is, first, impossible for any one being

thus to animadvert and order all things in the

whole universe: -

b Quis regere immensi summam, quis habere profundi

Imdu manu validas potis est moderanter habemas?

Quis pariter coelos omneis convertere ? et omneis

Ignibus ætheriis terras suffire feraceis?

Omnibus inque locis esse omni tempore præsto;

Nubibus ut tenebras faciat, coelique serena -

Concutiat sonitu ? &c.

And, secondly, if it were supposed to be possi

ble, yet such infinite negotiosity would be abso

lutely inconsistent with a happy state ; nor could

• Claudian. iii Rufinum, lib. i. ver. 12, &c.

* Lucret. lib. ii. ver. 1094, &c.
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such a Deity ever have any quiet enjoyment of

himself, being perpetually filled with tumult and

hurliburly : "ow ovulptovovot treayuartial kai ºpovrièsc

kai dºyal kai Xápursc uakaptórmri, dXX’ doffevelº kai $639

kai trºocèeſiast rov tràngtov taura 'ylveral' T)istraction

of business and solicitous cares, displeasures and

favours, do not at all agree with happiness, but

they proceed from imbecility, indigency, and fear:

—"To uakáptov kai âq,0aprov oùre auró Tpáyuara #xel, oùrs

#A\p rapixel, dors oute 69 yarc oùre Xàplot ovvéxeral, ev

doffeveig yde Trav ro rotoorov That which is happy

and incorruptible, would neither have itself any

business to do, nor create any to others; it would

neither have displeasure nor favour towards any

other persons, to engage it in action; all this pro

ceeding from indigency.—That is, favour and be

nevolence, as well as anger and displeasure, arise

only from imbecility. That which is perfectly

happy, and wanteth nothing, ÖAov čv trºpi riv ovvo

Xiv rnc têtag subautoviac, being wholly possessed

and taken up in the enjoyment of its own happi

mess—would be regardless of the concernments of

any others; and mind nothing besides itself, either

to do it good or harm. Wherefore, this curiosus

et plenus negotii deus,” this busy, restless, and

pragmatical Deity, that must needs intermeddle

and have to do with every thing in the whole

world, is a contradictious notion, since it cannot

but be the most unhappy of all things.

xix. In the next place, the Atheists dispute

further by propounding several bold queries,

* Epicur. in Epist, ad Herodotum apud Diog. Laert. lib. x. segm.

77. p. 634.

b Vide Diog. Laert. lib. x. segm. 139, 661.

* Welleius apud Cicer. de Natur. Deor, lib. i. cap. xx. p. 2911.
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which they conceive unanswerable, after this

manner. If the world were made by a Deity,

why was it not made by him sooner? or, since it

was so long unmade, why did he make it at

all? “Cur mundi aedificator repente extiterit,

innumerabilia ante saccula dormierit?” How came

this builder and architect of the world to start

up upon a sudden, after he had slept for infinite

ages—and bethink himself of making a world?

For, certainly, if he had been awake all that

while, he would either have made it sooner, or

not at all ; because, there was either something

wanting to his happiness before, or nothing: if

there had been any thing wanting before, then

the world could not have been so long unmade;

but, if he were completely happy in himself with

out it, then unºv \\simov kevaic ºut&Aév Štriyaptiv Tºd

£eal, wanting nothing, he vainly went about to

make superfluous things.--All desire of change

and novelty argues a fastidious satiety, proceed

ing from defect and indigency:

b Quidve novi potuit tanto post, ante quietos

Inlicere, ut cuperent vitam mutare priorem:

Nam gaudere novis rebus debere videtur

Quoi veteres obsunt; sed quoinil accidit aegri

Tempore in anteacto, cum pulchre degeret aevum,

Quid potuit novitatis amorem accendere tali?

Did this Deity, therefore, light up the stars, as so

many lamps or torches, in that vast abyss of infi

nite darkness, that himself might thereby have

a more comfortable and cheerful habitation? Why

would he then content himself from eternity, to

dwell in such a melancholic, horrid, and forlorn

dungeon?

* Id. ibid. lib. i. cap. ix. p. 2891. " Lucret, lib. v. ver, 169, &c.
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* An, credo, in tenebris vita et moerore jacebat,

Donec diluxit rerum genitalis origo?

Was company and that variety of things, by

which heaven and earth are distinguished, desira

ble to him? Why then would he continue solitary

so long, wanting the pleasure of such a specta

cle? Did he make the world and men in it to

this end, that himself might be worshipped and

adored, feared and honoured by them? But what

could he be the better for that, who was suffi

ciently happy alone in himself before? Or did he

do it for the sake of men, to gratify and oblige

them P

b—Atquid immortalibus atque beatis

Gratia nostra queat largirier emolumenti,

Ut nostra quicquam causa gerere aggrediantur?

Again, if this were done for the sake of men,

then it must be either for wise men or for fools:

if for wise men only, then all that pains was

taken but for a very few; but if for fools, what

reason could there be, why the Deity should seek

to deserve so, well at their hands P. Besides this,

what hurt would it have been to any of us (whe

ther wise or foolish) never to have been made?

* Quidve mali fuerat nobis non esse creatis?

Natus enim debet quicumque est, velle manere

In vita, donec retinebit blanda voluptas:

Quinunquam vero vitae gustavit amorem,

Nec fuit in numero, quid obest non esse creatum ?

Lastly," if this Deity must needs go about mo

liminously to make a world, ºpyárov číknv kai rékro

a Id. ibid, ver, 175, 176. • Id, ibid, ver, 166.

• Id. ibid. ver. 177, &c.

* Wide Ciceron. de Nat. Dcor. lib. i. cap. viii. p. 2890.
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voc, like an artificer and carpenter,<-what tools

and instruments could he have to work withal P

what ministers and subservient opificers? what

engines and machines for the rearing up of so

huge a fabric P. How could he make the matter

to understand his meaning, and obey his beck 2

how could he move it, and turn it up and down 2

for if incorporeal, he could neither touch nor be

touched, but would run through all things, with

out fastening upon any thing; but if corporeal,

then the same thing was both materials and archi

tect, both timber and carpenter, and the stones

must hew themselves, and bring themselves toge

ther, with discretion, into a structure. -

xx. In the last place, the Atheists argue from

interest (which proves many times the most effec

tual of all arguments) against a Deity ; endea

vouring to persuade, that it is, first, the interest of

private persons, and of all mankind in general ;

and, secondly, the particular interest of civil sove

reigns, and commonwealths, that there should

neither be a God, nor the belief of any such thing

entertained by the minds of men; that is, no reli

gion. First, they say, therefore, that it is the in

terest of mankind in general; because, so long as

men are persuaded, that there is an understand

ing being infinitely powerful, having no law but

his own will (because he has no superior), that

may do whatever he pleases at any time to them,

they can never securely enjoy themselves or any

thing, nor be ever free from disquieting fear and

solicitude. What the poets fable of Tantalus in

hell, being always in fear of a huge stone hanging

over his head, and ready every moment to tumble

down upon him, is nothing to that true fear, which
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men have of a Deity, and religion, here in this

life, which, indeed, was the very thing mytholo

gized in it:

* Nec miser impendens magnum timet aere saxum

Tantalus, (ut fama est) cassa formidine torpens:

Sed magis in vita, divum metus urget inamis

Mortales, casumque timent, quemcumque ferat fors.

For, besides men's insecurity from all manner of

present evils, upon the supposition of a God, the

immortality of souls can hardly be kept out, but

it will crowd in after it; and then the fear of eter

mal punishments after death will unavoidably fol

low thereupon, perpetually embittering all the

solaces of life, and never suffering men to have the

least sincere enjoyment.

b
- Si certum finem esse widerent

AErumnarum homines, aliquo ratione valerent

Religionibus, atque minis obsistere vatum.

Nunc ratio nulla est restandi, nulla facultas:

AEternas quomiam poenas in morte timendum.

Ignoraturenim, quae sit natura animai,

Natasit, an contra nascentibus insinuetur;

Et simul intereat nobiscum morte dirempta,

Antenebras Orci visat vastasque lacunas.

Wherefore it is plain, that they who first intro

duced the belief of a Deity and religion, whatever

they might aim at in it, deserved very ill of all

mankind, because they did thereby infinitely de

base and depress men's spirits under a servile fear:

* Efficiunt animos humiles, formidine divum,

Depressosque premunt ad terram:

As also cause the greatest griefs and calamities,

that now disturb human life,

* Lucret, lib. iii. ver, 993. * Id.lib. i. ver, 108, &c.

* Id.lib. vi. ver, 51.
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* Quantos tum gemitus ipsi sibi, quantoque nobis

Volnera, quas lachrymas peperere minoribu' nostris?

There can be no comfortable and happy living,

without banishing from our mind the belief of

these two things, of a Deity, and the soul's im

mortality ;

“ Et metus ille foras præceps Acheruntis agendus

Funditus, humanam qui vitam turbat ab imo,

Omnia suffundens mortis nigrore, neque ullam

Esse voluptatem liquidam puramque relinquit.

It was, therefore, a noble and heroical exploit

of Democritus and Epicurus, those two good

natured men, who, seeing the world thus oppress

ed under the grievous yoke of religion, the fear

of a Deity, and punishment after death, and

taking pity of this sad condition of mankind, did

manfully encounter that affrightful spectre, or

empusa, of a providential Deity ; and, by clear

philosophic reasons, chase it away, and banish it

quite out of the world ; laying down such princi

ples, as would solve all the phenomena of mature

without a God :

c Quæ bene cognita si teneas, matura videtur

Libera continuo, dominis privata superbis,

Ipsa sua per se sponte omnia dis agere expers.

So that Lucretius does not, without just cause,

erect a triumphal arch or monument to Epicurus,

for this conquest or victory of his obtained over

the Deity and religion, in this manner:

* Humana ante oculos foede quum vita jaceret

In terris, oppressa gravi sub relligione,

Quae caput a coeli regionibus ostendebat,

Horribili super aspectu mortalibus instans;

a Id. lil). v. ver. 1195. b Id. lib. iii. vcr. 37.

* Id. lib. ii. wcr. 1089. d Id. lib. i, vcr. 63.
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Primum Graius homo mortales tendere contra

JEst oculos ausus, primusque obsistere contra;

Quem nec ſama deum nec fulmina, nec minitanti * * * *

Murmure compressit coelum, &c. -

xxi. That it is also the interest of civil sove

reigns and of all commonwealths, that there

should neither be Deity nor religion, the Demo

critic Atheists would persuade in this manner: .

A body politic or commonwealth is made up of

parts, that are all naturally dissociated from one

another, by reason of that principle of private

self-love, who therefore can be no otherwise held

together than by fear. Now, if there be any

greater fear than the fear of the leviathan, and

civil representative, the whole structure and ma

chine of this great coloss must needs fall a-pieces

and tumble down. The civil sovereign reigns

only in fear; wherefore, unless his fear be the

king and sovereign of all fears, his empire and

dominion ceases. But, as the rod of Moses de

voured the rods of the magicians, so certainly

will the fear of an omnipotent Deity, that can

punish with eternal torments after death, quite

swallow up and devour that comparatively petty

fear of civil sovereigns, and consequently destroy

the being of commonwealths, which have no foun

dation in nature, but are mere artificial things,

made by the enchantment and magical art of

policy. Wherefore, it is well observed by a mo

dern writer, That men ought not to suffer them

selves to be abused by the doctrine of separated

essences and incorporeal substances (such as

God and the soul), built upon the vain philosophy

of Aristotle, that would fright men from obeying

the laws of their country, with empty names (as
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of hell, damnation, fire, and brimstone), as men

fright birds from the corn with an empty hat, dou

blet, and a crooked stick. And again: if the fear

of spirits (the chief of which is the Deity) were

taken away, men would be much more fitted than

they are for civil obedience.

Moreover, the power of civil sovereigns is per

fectly indivisible; it is either all or nothing; it must

be absolute and infinite, or else it is none at all.

Now it cannot be so, if there be any other power

equal to it, to share with it, much less if there be

any superior (as that of the Deity) to check it and

control it. Wherefore, the Deity must of neces

sity be removed and displaced, to make room for

the Leviathan to spread itself in.

Lastly, it is perfectly inconsistent with the na

ture of a body politic, that there should be any

private judgment of good or evil, lawful or unlaw.

ful, just or unjust allowed. But conscience (which

Theism and religion introduces) is private judg

ment concerning good and evil; and therefore the

allowance of it, is contradictious to civil sovereign

ty and a commonwealth. There ought to be no

other conscience (in a kingdom or commonwealth)

besides the law of the country; the allowance of

private conscience being, ipso facto, a dissolution

of the body politic, and a return to the state of na

ture. Upon all these accounts it must needs be

acknowledged, that those philosophers, who un

dermine and weaken Theism and religion, do

highly deserve of all civil sovereigns and com

monwealths. - -

xx II. Now from all the premised considerations,

the Democritics confidently conclude against a

Deity ; that the system and compages of the uni
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verse had not its original from any understanding

nature; but that mind and understanding itself,

as well as all things else in the world, sprung up

from senseless nature and chance, or from the un

guided and undirected motion of matter. Which

is therefore called by the name of nature, because

whatsoever moves is moved by nature and neces

sity; and the mutual occursions and rencounters

of atoms, their plaga, their strokes and dashings

against one another, their reflections and repercus

sions, their cohesions, implexions, and entangle

ments, as also their scattered dispersions and

divulsions, are all natural and necessary; but it

is called also by the name of chance and fortune,

because it is all unguided by any mind, counsel,

or design. -

Wherefore, infinite atoms of different sizes and

figures, devoid of all life and sense, moving fortu

itously from eternity in infinite space, and making

successively several encounters, and consequently

various implexions and entanglements with one

another, produced first a confused chaos of these

omnifarious particles, jumbling together with infi

nite variety of motions, which afterward, by the

tugging of their different and contrary forces,

whereby they all hindered and abated each other,

came, as it were, byjoint conspiracy, to be conglo

merated into a vortex or vortexes; where, after

many convolusions and evolutions, molitions and

essays (in which all manner of tricks were tried,

and all forms imaginable experimented), they

chanced, in length of time, here to settle, into this

form and system of things, which now is, of earth,

water, air, and fire; sun, moon, and stars; plants,

animals, and men; so that senseless atoms, fortuit
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ously moved, and material chaos, were the first

original of all things.

This account of the cosmopaeia, and first origi

nal of the mundane system, is represented by Lu

cretius according to the mind of Epicurus, though

without any mention of those vortices, which were

yet an essential part of the old Democritic hypo

thesis.

Sed quibus ille modis conjectus materiai

Fundarit coelum, ac terram, pontique profunda,

Solis, lunai cursus, ex ordine ponam.

Nam certe neque consilio primordia rerum

Ordine se quaeque atque sagaci mente locarunt:

Nec, quos quaeque darent motus, pepigere profecto.

Sed quia multa modis multis primordia rerum,

Ex infinito jam tempore percita plagis,

Ponderibusque suis consuerunt concita ferri,

Omni-modisque coire, atque omnia perfentare,

Quaecunque interse possent congressa creare:

Propterea fit, uti magnum volgata per aevum,

Omnigenos coetus, et motus experiundo,

Tandem ea conveniant, quae ut convenere, repente

Magnarum rerum fiant exordia saepe,

Terrai, maris, et coeli, generisque animantum.

But because some seem to think that Epicurus

was the first founder and inventor of this doctrine,

we shall here observe, that this same Atheistic

hypothesis was long before described by Plato,

when Epicurus was as yet unborn; and therefore

doubtless according to the doctrine of Leucippus,

Democritus, and Protagoras; though that philo

sopher, in a kind of disdain (as it seems) refused

to mention either of their names: "rop kal 58op kat

ymv kai dipa, pvoet travra ervat kat roxn ſpaat' táxvn 8ë

ov8ev roorov. kat ra werd ravra aij ooſmara, ync Tre kat -

* N / v p »/ f v p p

mAtov KOll oeAijvmc, aorpov Tre Tept, èta TOU7 (01) yeyovevat,

* Lib. v. ver. 417, &c. b Plato, de Legibus, lib. x. p. 666. oper,
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rºc &vrov dili, ſyn & deodueva rh ric 8vváTavr&A(og ovrov diluyov. rvyn oe 'pºpoueva Tn rºc ovva

ef e r º / / » f

pastog &Kaora &Kao Tony, n ŠvuTétrokev, apporrowra Oth Eltog

p V w * f / w -

Tog, &c. Tavrm kai kata Tauta oùrø 'yeyevvmkeval TOy TE

4.

• w / w a t p y y f w - •r

oveavoy ôXov K. at T0.1970 OTOOO. KOIT ovpavov' KOtt Zaja O.U.

w w p e - * y f A e z

KClt ºvrd ščuTavra, optov TCU001) EK TOUT(019 yevousvov OU)

8td vowy (#aaw) ouë 3rd Twa 0edv, ow8: 8td Téxumv, dXXd,

8 \{youev, púast Kal Túxn, téxymy 8: to repov čk rotºrov

worépav yevouévnv, &c. The Atheists say, that fire,

water, air, and earth (i. e. the four elements) were

all made by nature and chance; and none of them

by art or mind (that is, they were made by the for

tuitous motion of atoms, and not by any Deity),

and that those other bodies, of the terrestrial

globe, of the sun, the moon, and the stars (which

by ali, except these Atheists, were, in those times,

generally supposed to be animated, and a kind of

inferior Deities), were afterwards made out of the

aforesaid elements, being altogether inanimate.

For they being moved fortuitously, or as it hap

pened, and so making various commixtures toge

ther, did, by that means, at length produce the

whole heavens and all things in them, as likewise

plants and animals here upon earth ; all which

were not made by mind, nor by art, nor by any

God; but, as wesaid before, by natureand chance;

art, and mind itself, rising up afterwards from the

same senseless principles in animals.



CHAPTER III.

An introduction to the confutation of the Atheistic grounds, in which

is contained a particular account of all the several forms of Atheism.

—l. That the grounds of the Hylozoic Atheism could not be in

sisted on in the former chapter, together with those of the Atomic,

they being directly contrary each to other; with a further account

of this Hylozoic Atheism.—2. A suggestion, by way of caution,

for the preventing of all mistakes, that every Hylozoist must not

therefore be condemned for an Atheist, or a mere counterfeit his

trionical Theist.—3. That, nevertheless, such Hylozoists as are also

Corporealists, can by no means be excused from the imputation of

Atheism, for two reasons.—4. That Strato Lampsacenus, common

ly called Physicus, seems to have been the first assertor of the

Hylozoic Atheism, he holding no other God but the life of nature

in matter.—5. Further proved, that Strato was an Atheist, and that

of a different form from Democritus, he attributing an energetic

nature, but without sense and animality, to all matter—6. That

Strato, not deriving all things from a mere fortuitous principle, as the

Democritic Atheists did, nor yet acknowledging any one plastic

nature to preside over the whole, but deducing the original of things

from a mixture of chance and plastic nature both together in the

several parts of matter, must therefore needs be an Hylozoic Atheist.

–7. That the famous Hippocrates was neither an Hylozoic nor De

mocritic Atheist, but rather an Heraclitic corporeal Theist.—8.

That Plato took no notice of the Hylozoic Atheism, nor of any other

than what derives the original of all things from a mere fortuitous

mature; and, therefore, either the Democritical or the Anaximan

drian Atheism, which latter will be next declared.—9. That it is

hardly imaginable, there should have been no philosophic Atheists

in the world before Democritus and Leucippus, there being in all

ages, as Plato observes, some or other sick of the Atheistic disease.

That Aristotle affirms many of the first philosophers to have assign

ed only a material cause of the mundane system, without either

efficient or intending cause; they supposing matter to be the only

substance, and all things else nothing but the passions and accidents

of it, generable and corruptible.—10. That the doctrine of these

Materialists will be more fully understood from the exceptions which

Aristotle makes against them: his first exception, that they assign

ed no cause of motion, but introduced it into the world unaccount

ably.—11. Aristotle's second exception, that these Materialists did

assign no cause tº tº kai waxºs, of well and fit, and give no account

VOL. I. Q
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of the orderly regularity of things. That Anaxagoras was the first

Ionic philosopher who made mind and good a principle of the uni

verse.—12. Concluded, that Aristotle's Materialists were downright

Atheists, not merely because they held all substance to be body,

since Heraclitus and Zeno did the like, and yet are not therefore

accounted Atheists (they supposing their fiery matter to be originally

intellectual, and the whole world to be an animal); but because

these made stupid matter, devoid of all understanding and life, to

be the only principle.—13. As also, because they supposed every

thing besides the substance of matter, life and understanding, and

all particular beings, to be generable and corruptible, and, conse

quently, that there could be no other God, than such as was native

and mortal. That those ancient Theologers, who were Theogo

mists, and generated all the gods out of night and chaos, were only

verbal Theists, but real Atheists; senseless matter being to them

the highest Numen.—14. The great difference observed betwixt

Aristotle's Atheistical Materialists and the Italic philosophers, the

former determining all things, besides the substance of matter, to

be made or generated, the latter, that no real entity was either ge

nerated or corrupted; thereupon both destroying qualities and forms

of body, and asserting the ingenerability and incorporeity of souls.

—15. How Aristotle's Atheistic Materialists endeavoured to baffle

and elude that axiom of the Italic philosophers, that nothing can

come from nothing nor go to nothing; and that Anaxagoras was the

first amongst the Ionics, who yielded so far to that principle, as from

thence to assert incorporeal substance, and the pre-existence of qua

lities and forms in similar atoms, forasmuch as he conceived them to

be things really distinct from the substance of matter.—16. The

error of some writers, who, because Aristotle affirms, that the an

cient philosophers did generally conclude the world to have been

made, from thence infer, that they were all Theists, and that Aris

totle contradicts himself in representing many of them as Atheists.

That the ancient Atheists did generally work.oroisſy, assert the world

to have been made, or have had a beginning; as also some Theists

did maintain its eternity, but in a way of dependency upon the Deity.

That we ought here to distinguish betwixt the system of the world,

and the substance of the matter, all Atheists asserting the matter to

have been, not only eternal, but also such independently upon any

other being.—17. That Plato and others concluded this Materialism,

or Hylopathian Atheism, to have been at least as old as Homer,

who made the ocean (or fluid matter) the father of all the gods.

And that this was indeed the ancientest of all Atheisms, which, ver

bally acknowledging gods, yet derived the original of them all from

might and chaos. The description of this Atheistic hypothesis in

Aristophanes, that night and chaos first laid an egg, out of which

sprung forth love, which afterwardsmingling with chaos, begat hea

ven and earth, animals, and all the gods,-18. That, notwithstand
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ing this, in Aristotle's judgment, Parmenides, Hesiod, and others,

... who made love, in like manner, senior to all the gods, were to be

exempted out of the number of Atheists; they understanding this

love to be an active principle, or cause of motion in the universe,

which therefore could not rise from an egg of the night, nor be the

offspring of chaos, but must be something in order of nature before

matter. Simmias Rhodius's Wings, a poem in honour of this hea

venly love. This not that love which was the offspring of Penia and

Porus in Plato. In what rectified sense it may pass for true theo

logy, that love is the supreme Deity and original of all things.-19.

That though Democritus and Leucippus be elsewhere taxed by

Aristotle for this verything, that they assigned only a material cause

of the universe; yet they were not the persons intended by him in

the fore-cited accusation, but certain ancienter philosophers, who

also were not Atomists, but Hylopathians.—20. That Aristotle's

Atheistic Materialists were all the first Ionic philosophers before

Anaxagoras, Thales being the head of them. But that Thales is

acquitted from this imputation of Atheism by several good authors

(with an account how he came to be thus differently represented);

and, therefore, that his next successor, Anaximander, is rather to be

ºccounted the prince of this Atheistic philosophy.—21. A passage

Jut of Aristotle objected, which, at first sight, seems to make

Anaximander a Divine philosopher, and therefore hath led both mo

dern and ancient writers into that mistake. That this place well

considered proves the contrary, that Anaximander was the chief of

the old Atheistic philosophers.-22. That it is no wonder, if Anax

imander called senseless matter the ºr 65ſov, or God, since to all Athe

ists that must needs be the highest Numen; also how this is said to

be immortal, and to govern all; with the concurrent judgment of

the Greek scholiasts upon this place.—23. A further account of the

Anaximandrian philosophy, manifesting it to have been purely Athe

istical.—24. What ill judges the vulgar have been of Theists and

Atheists; as also that learned men have commonly supposed fewer

Atheists than indeed there were. . Anaximander and Democritus

Atheists both alike, though philosophizing different ways. That

some passages in Plato respect the Anaximandrian form of Atheism,

rather than the Democritical.-25. Why Democritus and Leucippus

new modelled Atheism into the Atomic form.—26. That besides the

three forms of Atheism already mentioned, we sometimes meet with

a fourth, which supposes the universe, though not to be an animal,

yet a kind of plant or vegetable, having one plastic nature in it, de

void of understanding and sense, which disposes and orders the

whole.—27. That this form of Atheism, which makes one plastic

life to preside over the whole, is different from the Hylozoic, in that

it takes away all fortuitousness, and subjects all to the fate of one

plastic methodical nature.—28. Though it be possible, that some in

all ages might have entertained this Atheistical conceit, that things

Q 2
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are dispensed by one regular and methodical, but unknowing sense

Jess nature, yet it seems to have been chiefly asserted by certain

spurious Heraclitics and Stoics. And, therefore, this form of Athe

ism, which supposes one cosmoplastic nature, may be called Pseudo

Zenonian.—29. That, besides the philosophic Atheists, there have

been always enthusiastic and fanatical Atheists, though in some

sense all Atheists may be said also to be both enthusiasts and fana

tics, they being led by an eań &Moyoc, or irrational impetus.-30. That

there cannot easily be any other form of Atheism, besides those four

already mentioned, because all Atheists are Corporealists, and yet

all Corporealists not Atheists, but only such as make the first prin

ciple of all things not to be intellectual.—31. A distribution of

Atheisms producing the former quaternio, and shewing the differ

ence between them.—32. That they are but bunglers at Atheism

who talk of sensitive and rational matter; and that the canting as

trological Atheists are not at all considerable, because not under

standing themselves.—33. Another distribution of Atheisms; that

they either derive the original of things from a merely fortuitous

principle, the unguided motion of matter, or else from a plastic and

methodical, but senseless mature. What Atheists denied the eter

mity of the world, and what asserted it—34. That of these four

forms of Atheism, the Atomic or Democritical, and the Hylozoic or

Stratonical, are the chief; and that these two being once confuted,

all Atheism will be confuted.—35. These two forms of Atheism

being contrary to one another, how we ought in all reason to insist

rather upon the Atomic; but that afterwards we shall confute the

Hylozoic also, and prove against all Corporealists, that no cogitation

nor life belongs to matter.—36. That, in the meantime, we shall

not neglect any form of Atheism, but confute them all together, as

agreeing in one principle; as also shew, how the old Atomic Athe

ists did sufficiently overthrow the foundation of the Hylozoists.-37.

Observed here, that the Hylozoists are not condemned merely for

asserting a plastic life, distinct from the animal (which, with most

other philosophers, we judge highly probable, if taken in a right

sense), but for grossly misunderstanding it, and attributing the same

to matter. The plastic life of nature largely explained.—38. That

though the confutation of the Atheistic grounds, according to the

laws of method, ought to have been reserved for the last part of .

this discourse; yet we having reasons to violate those laws, crave

the reader's pardon for this preposterousness. A considerable ob

servation of Plato's, that it is not only moral vitiosity, which in

clines men to atheize, but also an affectation of seeming wiser than

the generality of mankind; as likewise, that the Atheists, making

such pretence to wit, it is a seasonable undertaking to evince, that

they fumble in all their ratiocinations. That we hope to make it

appear, that the Atheists are no conjurors; and that all forms of

Atheism are nonsense and impossibility.
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making this a sun, and that an earth or planet,

and fabricating the bodies of animals most artifi

cially, but also can improve itself into sense and

self-enjoyment; it may as well be thought able to

advance itself higher, into all the acts of reason

and understanding in men; so that there will be

no need either of an incorporeal immortal soul in

men, or a Deity in the universe. Nor indeed is it

easily conceivable, how any should be induced to

admit such a monstrous paradox as this is, that

every atom of dust or other senseless matter is

wiser than the greatest politician and the most

acute philosopher that ever was, as having an in

fallible omniscience of all its own capabilities and

congruities; were it not by reason of some strong

prepossession, against incorporeal substance and

a Deity: there being nothing so extravagant and

outrageously wild, which a mind once infected

with atheistical sottishness and disbelief will not

rather greedily swallow down, than admit a Deity,

which to such is the highest of all paradoxes ima

ginable, and the most affrightful bugbear. Not

withstanding all which, it may not be denied, but

that it is possible for one, who really entertains

the belief of a Deity and a rational soul immortal,

to be persuaded, first, that the sensitive soul in

men as well as brutes is merely corporeal; and

then that there is a material plastic life in the

seeds of all plants and animals, whereby they do

artificially form themselves; and from thence af.

terward to descend also further to Hylozoism, that

all matter, as such, hath a kind of natural, though

not animal life in it: in consideration whereof, we

ought not to censure every Hylozoist, professing

to hold a Deity and a rational soul immortal, for
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a mere disguised Atheist, or counterfeit histrioni

cal Theist.

III. But though every Hylozoist be not there

fore necessarily an Atheist, yet whosoever is an

Hylozoist and Corporealist both together, he that

both holds the life of matter in the sense before

declared, and also that there is no other substance

in the world besides body and matter, cannot be

excused from the imputation of Atheism, for two

reasons; first, because though he derive the origi

nal of all things, not from what is perfectly dead

and stupid as the Atomic Atheist doth, but from

that which hath a kind of life or perception in it,

may an infallible omniscience, of whatsoever itself

can do or suffer, or of all its own capabilities and

congruities, which seems to bear some semblance

of a Deity; yet all this being only in the way of

natural, and not animal perception, is indeed no

thing but a dull and drowsy, plastic and sperma

tic life, devoid of all consciousness and self-enjoy

ment. The Hylozoists' nature is a piece of very

mysterious nonsense, a thing perfectly wise, with

out any knowledge or consciousness of itself;

whereas a Deity, according to the true notion of

it, is such a perfect understanding being, as with

full consciousnessand self-enjoyment is completely

happy. Secondly, because the Hylozoic Corpo

realist, supposing all matter, as such, to have life

in it, must needs make infinite of those lives, (for

asmuch as every atom of matter has a life of its

own) co-ordinate and independent on one another,

and consequently, as many independent first prin

ciples, no one common life or mind ruling over the

whole. Whereas, to assert a God, is to derive all

things dº věc rivoc, from some one principle, -or

+
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1. WE have now represented the grand myste

ries of Atheism, which may be also called the

mysteries of the kingdom of darkness; though in

deed some of them are but briefly hinted here,

they being again more fully to be insisted on af

terward, where we are to give an account of the

Atheists' endeavours to solve the phenomenon of

cogitation. Wehave represented the chief grounds

of Atheisms in general, as also of that most noto

rious form of Atheism in particular, that is called

Atomical. But whereas there hath been already

mentioned another form of Atheism, called by us

Hylozoical; the principles hereof could not pos

sibly be insisted on in this place, where we were

to make the most plausible plea for Atheism, they

being directly contrary to those of the Atomical,

so that they would have mutually destroyed each

other. For, whereas the Atomic Atheism sup

poses the notion or idea of body to be nothing but

extended resisting bulk, and consequently to in

clude no manner of life and cogitation in it; Hylo

zoism, on the contrary, makes all body, as such,

and therefore every smallest atom of it, to have

life essentially belonging to it (natural perception

and appetite) though without any animal sense or

reflexive knowledge, as if life, and matter or ex

tended bulk, were but two incomplete and inade

quate conceptions of one and the same substance,

called body. By reason of which life (not animal,

but only plastical), all parts of matter being sup

posed able to form themselves artificially and me

...thodically (though without any deliberation or at

tentive consideration) to the greatest advantage

of their present respective capabilities, and there

fore also sometimes by organization to improve
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themselves further into sense and self-enjoyment

in all animals, as also to universal reason and re

flexive knowledge in men; it is plain, that there

is no necessity at all left, either of any incorporeal

soul in men to make them rational, or of any Deity

in the whole universe to solve the regularity

thereof. One main difference betwixt these two

forms of Atheism is this, that the Atomical sup

poses all life whatsoever to be accidental, genera

ble, and corruptible; but the Hylozoic admits of a

certain natural or plastic life, essential and sub

stantial, ingenerable and incorruptible, though at

tributing the same only to matter, as supposing no

other substance in the world besides it.

II. Now to prevent all mistakes, we think fit

here by way of caution to suggest, that as every

Atomist is not therefore necessarily an Atheist, so

neither must every Hylozoist needs be accounted

such. For whoever so holds the life of matter,

as notwithstanding to assert another kind of sub

stance also, that is immaterial and incorporeal, is

no ways obnoxious to that foul imputation. How

ever, we ought not to dissemble, but that there is

a great difference here betwixt these two, Atomism

and Hylozoism, in this regard; that the former of

them, namely Atomism (as hath been already de

clared) hath in itself a natural cognation and con

junction with Incorporeism, though violently cut

off from it by the Democritic Atheists; whereas

the latter of them, Hylozoism, seems to have alto

gether as close and intimate a correspondence with

Corporealism; because, as hath been already sig

nified, if all matter, as such, have not only such a

life, perception, and self-active power in it, as

whereby it can form itself to the best advantage,
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mo?” Shall I endure either Plato, or the Peripa

tetic Strato, whereof the one made God to be

without a body, the other without a mind?—In

which words Seneca taxes these two philosophers,

as guilty of two contrary extremes; Plato, be

cause he made God to be a pure mind, or a per

fectly incorporeal being ; and Strato, because he

made him to be a body without a mind, he ac

knowledging no other Deity than a certain stupid

and plastic life, in all the several parts of matter,

without sense. Wherefore, this seems to be the

only reason, why Strato was thus sometimes reck

oned amongst the Theists, though he were indeed

an Atheist, because he dissented from that only

form of Atheism, then so vulgarly received, the

Democritic and Epicurean, attributing a kind of

life to nature and matter.

v. And that Strato was thus an Atheist, but of

a different kind from Democritus, may further

appear from this passage of Cicero's;”
“Strato Lampsacenus negat opera deo- * Acad.

- e Quaest. l. 4.

rum se uti ad fabricandum mundum ; cap.3%
- e p. 2318.

quaecungue sint docet omnia esse effecta tom. viii.

natura, nec utille, qui asperis, et lavi- *

bus, et hamatis uncinatisque corporibus concreta

haec esse dicat, interjecto inani; somnia censet

haec esse Democriti, non docentis, sed optantis.”

Strato denies, that he makes any use of a God,

for the fabricating of the world, or the solving the

phenomena thereof; teaching all things to have

been made by nature; but yet not in such a man

ner, as he who affirmed them to be all concreted

out of certain rough and smooth, hookey and

crooked atoms, he judging these things to be no

thing but the mere dreams and dotages of Demo
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critus, not teaching but wishing.—Here we see,

that Strato denied the world to be made by a

Deity or perfect understanding nature, as well as

Democritus: and yet that he dissented from De

mocritus notwithstanding, holding another kind

of nature, as the original of things, than he did,

who gave no account of any active principle and

cause of motion, nor of the regularity that is in

things. Democritus's nature was nothing but the

fortuitous motion of matter; but Strato's nature

was an inward plastic life in the several parts of

matter, whereby they could artificially frame them

selves to the best advantage, according to their se

veral capabilities, without any conscious or reflex

ive knowledge. “Quicquid autsit aut fiat, (says

the same author) naturalibus fieri, aut factum esse

docet ponderibus et motibus.” Strato teaches

whatsoever is, or is made, to be made by certain

inward natural forces and activities.— -

v1. Furthermore it is to be observed, that though

Strato thus attributed a certain kind of life to

matter, yet he did by no means allow of any one

common life, whethersentient and rational, or plas

tic, and spermatic only, as ruling over the whole

mass of matter and corporeal universe; which is a

thing in part affirmed by Plutarch,” and
* * -

-

... may in part be gathered from these

º words of his ; rôv kóguov aurov ou &ov ćivat

oper. ºnal, réðe kard piſow reaflat rip kard rūym,

dpx.lv ydp #vētēóvat ró avröuarov, tira oira,

irspalveoffat rów $voukov traffºv čkaarov. Strato affirmeth

that the world is no animal (or god), but that what

is natural in every thing, follows something fortu

itous antecedent, chance first beginning, and na

a Ibid.
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to suppose one perfect living and understanding

being to be the original of all things, and the ar

chitect of the whole universe.

Thus we see, that the Hylozoic Corporealist is

really an Atheist, though carrying more the sem

blance and disguise of a Theist, than other Athe

ists, in that he attributes a kind of life to matter.

For indeed every Atheist must of necessity cast

some of the incommunicable properties of the

Deity, more or less, upon that which is not God,

namely, matter; and they, who do not attribute life

to it, yet must needs bestow upon it necessary

self-existence, and make it the first principle of

all things, which are the peculiarities of the Deity.

The Numen, which the Hylozoic Corporealist

pays all his devotions to, is a certain blind she-god

or goddess, called Nature, or the life of matter;

which is a very great mystery, a thing that is per

fectly wise, and infallibly omniscient, without any

knowledge or consciousness at all; something

like to that rôv traičov atviyua (in" Plato) * De Rep. 1.5.

trºpi row suvoixov {30}\nc ric vukrºptèoc, that p. 468.

vulgar enigma or riddle of boys concerning an

eunuch striking a bat; a man and not a man, seeing

and not seeing, did strike and not strike, with a

stone and not a stone, a bird and not a bird, &c.

the difference being only this, that this was a thing

intelligible, but humorsomely expressed; whereas

the other seems to be perfect nonsense, being no

thing but a misunderstanding of the plastic power,

as shall be shewed afterwards.

Iv. Now the first and chief assertor of this Hy

lozoic Atheism was, as we conceive, Strato Lamp

sacenus," commonly called also Physicus, that had

• Vidc Diogen. Lacrt, segm.58, p. 298.
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been once an auditor of Theophrastus, and a fa

mous Peripatetic, but afterwards degenerated

from a genuine Peripatetic into a new-formed kind

of Atheist. For Welleius, an Epicurean Atheist

in Cicero, reckoning up all the several sorts of

Theists, which had been in former times, gives

such a character of this Strato, as whereby he

makes him to be a strange kind of Atheistical

Theist, or Divine Atheist, if we may use such a

contradictious expression: his words are these,

* “Nec audiendus Strato, qui Physicus

ºappellatur, qui omnem vim divinam in

p. 2902. natura sitam esse censet, quae causas

gignendi, augendi, minuendive habeat,

sed careat omni sensu.” Neither is Strato, com

monly called the Naturalist or Physiologist, to

be heard, who places all Divinity in nature, as

having within itself the causes of all generations,

corruptions, and augmentations, but without any

manner of sense.—Strato's Deity therefore was a

certain living and active, but senseless nature. He

did not fetch the original of all things, as the De

mocritic and Epicurean Atheists, from a mere for

tuitous motion of atoms, by means whereof he

bore some slight semblance of a Theist; but yet

he was a downright Atheist for all that, his God

being no other than such a life of nature in matter,

as was both devoid of sense and consciousness,

and also multiplied together with the several parts

of it. He is also in like manner described by

Seneca in St. Augustineſ as a kind of

łº"mongrel thing, betwixt an Atheist and a

...}. º: Theist; “Ego feram aut Platonem, aut

... Benedict. Peripateticum Stratonem, quorum alter

deum sine corpore fecit, alter sine ani
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ture acting consequently thereupon.—The full

sense whereof seems to be this, that though Strato

did not derive the original of all mundane things

from mere fortuitous mechanism, as Democritus

before him had done, but supposed a life and na

tural perception in the matter, that was directive

of it; yet, not acknowledging any one common

life, whether animal or plastic, as governing and

swaying the whole, but only supposing the seve

ral parts of matter to have so many plastic lives

of their own, he must needs attribute something to

fortune, and make the mundane system to depend

upon a certain mixture of chance and plastic or

orderly nature both together, and consequently

must be an Hylozoist. Thus we see, that these

are two schemes of Atheism, very different from

one another;" that, which fetches the original of

all things from the mere fortuitous and unguided

motion of matter, without any vital or directive

principle ; and that, which derives it from a cer

tain mixture of chance and the life of matter both

together, it supposing a plastic life, not in the

whole universe, as one thing, but in all the several

parts of matter by themselves; the first of which

is the Atomic and Democritic Atheism, the second

the Hylozoic and Stratonic.

v11. It may perhaps be suspected by some, that

the famous Hippocrates, who lived long

before Strato, was an assertor of the Yº".
sect. 5. Sect, 2.

Hylozoic Atheism, because of such pas-ºper.
p. 1184.

sages in him as these, dračevroc i pºgic ºr * Allect.
: " ...# aw v ºr * wai º ºxafloº

TOU o'clou pabova'a rà èovra trousiv' Nature a'a, rà. 850/ºra.

is unlearned or untaught, but it learneth *

from itself what things it ought to do :—and again

* Wide Lactant. de Ira Dei, cap. x. p. 918.
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aveuptakes iſ pſaic auri tavrº rác #68ovc, oùk ék 8tavotac"

Nature finds out ways to itself, not by ratiocina

tion.—But there is nothing more affirmed here

concerning nature by Hippocrates, than what

might be affirmed likewise of the Aristotelic and

Platonic nature, which is supposed to act for ends,

though without consultation and ratiocination.

And I must confess, it seems to me no way mis

becoming of a Theist, to acknowledge such a na

ture or principle in the universe, as may act ac

cording to rule and method for the sake of ends,

and in order to the best, though itself do not un

derstand the reason of what it doth ; this being

still supposed to act dependently upon a higher

intellectual principle, and to have been first set a

work and employed by it, it being otherwise non

sense. But to assert any such plastic nature, as

is independent upon any higher intellectual prin

ciple, and so itself the first and highest principle

of activity in the universe, this indeed must needs

be, either that Hylozoic Atheism already spoken

of, or else another different form of Atheism,

which shall afterwards be described. But though

Hippocrates were a Corporealist, yet we conceive

he ought not to lie under the suspicion of either of

those two atheisms; forasmuch as himself plainly

asserts a higher intellectual principle, than such a

plastic nature, in the universe, namely an Hera

clitic corporeal God, or understanding fire, im

mortal, pervading the whole world, in

:§. these words; Aokia è uot 5 ka)\touev 0:puðv,
sect. 1. p. :04 p º: w º p * * * * w

; :... avavarov restva, kal votiv Tavra, kat opnv, Kat- • * * » a V 2 & / p w ºf w w f

oper. akovstv, kai etőéval travra rà èvra kai rā uéA

Xovra aeoffat’ It seems to me, that that

which is called heat or fire is immortal and om
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niscient, and that it sees, hears, and knows all

things, not only such as are present, but also fu

ture.—Wherefore, we conclude, that Hippocrates

was neither an Hylozoic nor Democritic Atheist,

but an Heraclitic corporeal Theist.

v1.11. Possibly it may be thought also, that,

Plato, in his Sophist, intends this Hylozoic athe

ism, where he declares it as the opinion of many,

*rºv púaiv trávra 'yevvav, diró rwoc airiac arouérmc kai

àveu 8tavotac ºvočanc' That nature generates all

things from a certain spontaneous principle, with

out any reason and understanding.—But here the

word arouármc may be as well rendered fortuitous

as spontaneous; however, there is no necessity,

that this should be understood of an artificial or

methodical unknowing nature. It is true, indeed,

that Plato himself seems to acknowledge a certain

plastic or methodical nature in the universe, sub

ordinate to the Deity, Ör that perfect mind, which

is the supreme governor of all things; as may be

gathered from these words of his, rºu pſaw usrd

Aóyou kai adv Xóyº kai vig rd rávra ètakogueiv. that na

ture does rationally (or orderly) together with

reason and mind, govern the whole universe.—

Where he supposes a certain regular nature to be

a partial and subordinate cause of things under

the Divine intellect. And it is very probable,

that Aristotle derived that whole doctrine of his

concerning a regular and artificial nature, which

acts for ends, from the Platonic school. But as

for any such form of Atheism, as should suppose

a plastic or regular, but senseless nature either in

the whole world, or the several parts of matter by

themselves, to be the highest principle of all things,

* P. 168, oper.
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we do not conceive, that there is any intimation of

it to be found any where in Plato. For in his De

Legibus, where he professedly disputes against

Atheism, he states the doctrine of it after this man

Lib. 10. p. her, rd uèv uéytara Kai KáAAtara airspyáčeoffat

665,666. ‘piſow kai Túxmv, rd & outkpórspa téxvnv' that

nature and chance produceth all the first, greatest,

and most excellent things, but that the smaller

things were produced by human art.—The plain

meaning whereof is this, that the first original of

things, and the frame of the whole universe, pro

ceeded from a mere fortuitous nature, or the mo

tion of matter unguided by any art or method.

And thus it is further explained in the following

words, Top kai iſèop kai 'yny kai dépa £iſast Trávra tivat

Kal Tüyn pack réyvn & ow8?v roºrov, &c. That the

first elements, fire, water, air, and earth, were all

made by nature and chance, without any art or

method ; and then, that the bodies of the sun,

moon, and stars, and the whole heavens, were af

terward made out of those elements, as devoid of

all manner of life, and only fortuitously moved

and mingled together; and lastly, that the whole

mundane system, together with the orderly seasons

of the year, as also plants, animals, and men, did

arise after the same manner, from the mere fortuit

ous motion of senseless and stupid matter. In

the very same manner does Plato state this contro

versy again, betwixt Theists and Atheists, in his

- Philebus; IIórepov, & TIgºrapys, td Šiuravra,
P. 28. ed. Ser. kai ré8s - to Kaxoſuèvov ôAov, #Tirporeſcu, pø- -

puev riv row dAóyov kai sikm 8üvauv, kai rā ôtm érvyev; m

ravavria, kafláirsp ot Tºdatev muſov *Aeyov, vouv Kal ‘ppévn

giv riva avuaorºv ovvrárrovoav 8takuſ?spvāv; Whether

shall we say, O Protarchus, that this whole uni
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verse is dispensed and ordered, by a mere irra

tional, temerarious, and fortuitous principle, and

so as it happens; or contrariwise (as our forefa

thers have instructed us) that mind, and a certain

wonderful wisdom, did at first frame, and does

still govern all things?—

Wherefore we conclude, that Plato took no no

tice of any other form of Atheism, as then set on

foot, than such as derives all things from a mere

fortuitous principle, from nature and chance; that

is, the unguided motion of matter, without any

plastic artificialness or methodicalness, either in

the whole universe, or the parts of it. But be

cause this kind of Atheism, which derives all

things from a mere fortuitous nature, had been ma

naged two manner of ways, by Democritus in the

way of Atoms, and by Anaximander and others

in the way of Forms and Qualities (of which we

are to speak in the next place); therefore the

Atheism, which Plato opposes, was either the

Democritic or the Anaximandrian Atheism ; or

else (which is most probable) both of them to

gether.

Ix. It is hardly imaginable, that there should

be no philosophic Atheists in the world before

Democritus and Leucippus. Plato' longress...s.

since concluded, that there have been

Atheists, more or less, in every age, when he be

speaks his young Atheist after this manner; O at

póvoc ové got pºol Tptorot kai Tptorov raúrmv 86%av Tepi

6sſov to Xere, ytyvovrat 8è del TAetovc à éAárrowc raúrmy tºv

vágov #yovreć' The full sense whereof seems to be

* De Legibus, lib. x. p. 665.

VOL. I. R
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this: Neither you, my son, nor your friends (De

mocritus, Leucippus, and Protagoras)are the first,

who have entertained this opinion concerning the

gods, but there have been always some more or

less sick of this atheistic disease.—Wherefore,

we shall now make a diligent search and in

quiry, to see if we can find any other philoso

phers, who atheized before Democritus and Leu

cippus, as also what form of Atheism they enter

tained. - -

Aristotle, in his Metaphysics, speaking of the

quaternio of causes, affirms, that many of those,

who first philosophized, assigned only a material

cause of the whole mundane system, without ei

ther intending or efficient cause. The reason

whereof he intimates to have been this, because

they asserted matter to be the only substance;

and that whatsoever else was in the world, besides

the substance or bulk of matter, were all nothing

else but Tă0m, different passions and affections, ac

cidents and qualities of matter, that were all ge

nerated out of it, and corruptible again into it; the

substance of matter always remaining the same,

neither generated nor corrupted, butfrom

• Lib. 1. c. 3. eternity unmade; Aristotle's words are”
tom. iv. oper. - , , p w *

p.264. these : row Tºwrov ſpi}\ogopmodvrov oi TXetarot

rdcºv tºmc sięst uévov giffngav dpXäc tival trav

Twy, tà oð yde to riv Štravra rá čvra, kai à oð yiyveral

Tºrov, kai cic 6 ºffsiperat TeXèvratov, ric pºv ouaiac wro

usvočanc, roic 88 Tráffect HeraſºaXAoûanc, touro arouxetov,

kai raúrny rov ëvrov riv dexív pagw tival' Most of

those, who first philosophized, took notice of no

other principle of things in the universe, than what

is to be referred to the material cause; for that,
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out of which all things are, and out of which all

things are first made, and into which they are all

at last corrupted and resolved, the substance al

ways remaining the same, and being changed

only in its passions and qualities; this they con

cluded to be the first original and principle of all

things.

x. But the meaning of these old Material phi

losophers will be better understood by those ex

ceptions, which Aristotle makes against them,

which are two : first, that because they acknow

ledged no other substance besides matter, that

might be an active principle in the universe, it

was not possible for them to give any account of

the original of motion and action. E:

'ydp &rt uáAtara traga ºfford kai yévêque ék rivoc, Arist. Met.

& vºc i kai Advoy iariv, 33 r roºro avº. º.""

Øaivet, kai ti to airtov; ow yde 8) ró ye virokeius

vov avrò trotti usra34\\ew tavré Aéyo & otov, oùre ro

&\ov, oùre rê XaXkóc airtov row utragáA\elv Kárºpov ad

rtov' ow8: Totel to pièv &\ov k\ivnv, 0 & XaXkóc divěptávra,

dXX' £rspóv Tu. rnc peraſ?oxnc airwov' ro §§ touro &nretv #art

rd rºv trépav &nterv dexiv, ºc àv music painuev, 60ev i

dpxi ric kivſaewc' Though all generation be made

never so much out of something as the matter,

yet the question still is, by what means this

cometh to pass, and what is the active cause

which produceth it? because the subject matter

cannot change itself; as, for example, neither tim

ber, nor brass, is the cause, that either of them

are changed; for timber alone does not make a

bed, nor brass a statue, but there must be some

thing else as the cause of the change; and to in

quire after this is to inquire after another princi

R 2
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ple besides matter, which we would call that,

from whence motion springs.--In which words

Aristotle intimates, that these old Material philo

sophers shuffled in motion and action into the

world unaccountably, or without a cause ; foras

much as they acknowledged no other principle of

things besides passive matter, which could never

move, change, or alter itself.

x1. And Aristotle's second exception against

these old Material philosophers is this: that since

there could be no intending causality in senseless

and stupid matter, which they made to be the only

principle of all things, they were notable to assign

row tº kai kaxóc airtav, any cause of well and fit,

and so could give no account of the regular and

Met 1.1.e. 3. orderly frame of this mundane system ;

p. 266. toū sº kai kaAóc rā uév #xeiv, ra 8: yêyveoffat

róv Švrov, toocotre ymv, oir àA\o róv rotoirov ov6èv,

sikóc airtov cival' ow8’ aurº avrouárw, kal Túxn togourov

trirpétat Teayua ka)\oc #yer That things partly are

so well in the world, and partly are made so well,

cannot be imputed either to earth or water, or

any other senseless body; much less is it reason

able to attribute so noble and excellent an effect

as this to mere chance or fortune.—Where Aristo

tle again intimates, that as these Material philoso

phers shuffled in motion into the world without a

cause, so likewise they must needs suppose this

motion to be altogether fortuitous and unguided;

and thereby in a manner make fortune, which is

nothing but the absence or defect of an intending

cause, to supply the room both of the active and

intending cause, that is, efficient and final. Where

upon Aristotle subjoins a commendation of Anax



-

agoras, as the first of the Ionic philosophers, who

introduced mind or intellect for a principle in the

universe; that in this respect he alone seemed to

be sober and in his wits, comparatively with those

others that went before him, who talked so idly

and atheistically. For Anaxagoras's principle

was such, saith Aristotle, as was āua toû KaXóc at

ria, kai rotatºrm 60ev m kivmaic viráoxet, at Once a cause

of motion, and also of well and fit —of all the

regularity, aptitude, pulchritude, and order, that

is in the whole universe. And thus it seems

Anaxagoras himself had determined: . .

'Avačayápac ré airlov row raxic kai dºc vow º

Atya, Anaxagoras saith, that mind is the ..."
e - - per.

only cause of right and well;-this being

proper to mind to aim at ends and good, and to

order one thing fitly for the sake of another.

Whence it was, that Anaxagoras concluded good

also, as well as mind, to have been a principle of

the universe, 'Avačayópac oc kivojv rô dya

NO CAUSE OF WELL AND FIT. 249

* > w t w * - * > w • ty , Arist. Met. 1.

66w doxºv, 6 yde vouc Kwei, dAAd kıvel ºverá "...".

rwoc, jars trigov Anaxagoras makes good ..."

a principle, as that which moves; for,

though mind move matter, yet it moves it for the

sake of something, and being itself, as it were, first

moved by good: so that good is also a principle.

—And we note this the rather, to shew how well

these three philosophers, Aristotle, Plato, and

Anaxagoras, agreed all together in this excellent

truth, that mind and good are the first principle

of all things in the universe. -

xII. And now we think it is sufficiently evi

dent, that these old Materialists in Aristotle,

whoever they were, were downright Atheists; not
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so much because they made all substance to be

body or matter, for Heraclitus first, and after him

Zeno, did the like, deriving the original of all

things from fire, as well as Anaximenes did from

air, and Thales is supposed by Aristotle' to have

done from water, and that with some little more

seeming plausibility, since fire, being a more sub

tile and moveable body than any other, was there

fore thought by some ancients to be dowuardºrarov,

the most incorporeal of all bodies, as earth was

for that cause rejected by all those corporeal phi

losophers from being a principle, by reason of the

grossness of its parts. But Heraclitus and Zeno,

notwithstanding this, are not accounted Atheists,

because they supposed their fiery matter to have

not only life, but also a perfect understanding

originally belonging to it, as also the whole world

to be an animal : whereas those Materialists of

Aristotle made senseless and stupid matter, de

void of all understanding and life, to be the first

principle and root of all things. For, when they

supposed life and understanding, as well as all

other differences of things, to be nothing but mere

passions and accidents of matter, generable out

of it, and corruptible again into it, and indeed to

be produced, but in a secondary way, from the

fortuitous commixture of those first elementary

qualities, heat and cold, moist and dry, thick and

thin, they plainly implied the substance of matter

in itself to be devoid of life and understanding.

Now, if this be not Atheism, to derive the origi

mal of all things, even of life and mind itself, from

* Metaphysic. lib. i. c. iii. p. 265. tom, iv. oper.
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dead and stupid matter fortuitously moved, then

there can be no such thing at all.

xIII. Moreover, Aristotle's Materialists con

cluded every thing besides the substance of mat

ter (which is in itself indifferent to all things), and

consequently all particular and determinate be

ings, to be generable and corruptible. Which is

a thing, that Plato takes notice of as an Atheistic

principle, expressing it in these words: art uév

ydp ow8éror' ověv, del 8: 'ytyveral, that no- In Theaet.

thing ever is, but every thing is made

and generated.—Forasmuch as it plainly follows,

from hence, that not only all animals and the

souls of men, but also if there were any gods,

which some of those Materialists would not stick,

at least verbally, to acknowledge (meaning there

by certain understanding beings superior to men),

these likewise must needs have been all gene

rated, and consequently be corruptible. Now, to

say that there is no other God, than such as was

made and generated, and which may be again un

made, corrupted, and die, or that there was once

no God at all till he was made out of the matter,

and that there may be none again, this is all one

as to deny the thing itself. For a native and mor

tal God is a pure contradiction. There

fore, whereas Aristotle, in his Metaphy- ºft"

sics, tells us of certain theologers, ot tº

vukróc trévra yevvövrec, such as did generate all

things (even the gods themselves) out of night

and chaos, --we must needs pronounce of such

theologers as these, who were Theogonists, and

generated all the gods (without exception) out of

senseless and stupid matter, that they were but a

kind of atheistical Theologers, or theological
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Atheists. For, though they did admit of certain

beings, to which they attributed the name of gods,

yet, according to the true notion of God, they

really acknowledged none at all (i. e. no under

standing nature as the original of things), but

Night and Chaos, senseless and stupid matter,

fortuitously moved, was to them the highest of all

Numens. So that this theology of their's was a

thing wholly founded in atheistical nonsense.

XIV. And now we think it seasonable here to

observe, how vast a difference there was betwixt

these old Materialists in Aristotle, and those

other philosophers, mentioned before in the first

chapter, who determined, ovºv ow88 ytyveoffat ow8?

$0s!peoffat rôv čvrov That no real entity at all was

generated or corrupted,—for this reason, because

nothing could be made out of nothing. These

were chiefly the philosophers of the Italic or Py

thagoric succession; and their design in it was

not, as Aristotle was pleased somewhere to affirm,

dvdAsiv Tagav rºv yéveaw, to contradict common sense

and experience, in denying all natural generations

and alterations; but only to interpret nature

rightly in them, and that in way of opposition

to those Atheistic Materialists, after this manner:

that in all the mutations of nature, generations,

and alterations, there was neither any new sub

stance made, which was not before, nor any entity

really distinct from the pre-existing substances,

but only that substance which was before, diverse

ly modified; and so nothing produced in genera

tions, but new modifications, mixtures, and sepa

rations of pre-existent substances.

Now this doctrine of their's drove at these two

things: first, the taking away of such qualities
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and forms of body, as were vulgarly conceived to

be things really distinct from the substance of

extended bulk, and all its modifications of more

or less magnitude, figure, site, motion, or rest.

Because, if there were any such things as these,

produced in the natural generations and altera

tions of bodies, there would then be some real

entity made #K Améevöc #vvirágyovroc # Tpourapyovroc,

out of nothing inexistent or pre-existent.—Where

fore they concluded, that these supposed forms

and qualities of bodies were really nothing else

but only the different modifications of pre-exist

ent matter, in respect of magnitude, figure, site

and motion, or rest; or different concretions and

secretions, which are no entities really distinct

from the substance, but only cause different phas

mata, fancies, and apparitions in us.

The second thing, which this doctrine aimed

at, was the establishing the incorporeity and in

generability of all souls. For, since life, cogita

tion, sense, and understanding, could not be re

solved into those modifications of matter, magni

tude, figure, site, and motion, or into mechanism

and fancy, but must needs be entities really dis

tinct from extended bulk, or dead and stupid

matter; they concluded, that therefore souls could

not be generated out of matter, because this would

be the production of some real entity out of no

thing inexisting or pre-existing; but that they

must needs be another kind of substance incor

poreal, which could no more be generated or cor

rupted, than the substance of matter itself; and,

therefore, must either pre-exist in nature, before

generations, or else be divinely created and in

fused in them.
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It hath been already proved in the first chap

ter, that the upshot of that Pythagoric doctrine,

that nothing could be generated out of nothing

pre-existing, amounted to those two things men

tioned, viz. the asserting of the incorporeity and

ingenerability of souls, and the rejecting of those

fantastic entities of forms and real qualities of

bodies, and resolving all corporeal phenomena

into figures or atoms, and the different apparitions

or fancies caused by them. But the latter of these

may be further confirmed from this passage of

Aristotle's, where, after he had declared that De

mocritus and Leucippus made the soul and fire

to consist of round atoms or figures, like those

ty rip dépt &ſquara, those ramenta that appear in the

air when the sunbeams are transmitted through

crannies; he adds, toucs & kal rô trapd

Nat. Ausc. l. * y w w > * >/

1. c. 2. [This Tov IIv0ayopetov Asyóuevov, riv aurºv exeiv

reference is a

mistake, for

i.F.º Év rip dipt §ouara, of 88, to ravra kwouv. And

... cap. i. that which is said amongst the Pytha

rººm " goreans seems to have the same sense,

for some of them affirm, that the soul is

those very &guara, ramenta, or atoms; but others

of them, that it is that which moves them :--which

latter doubtless were the genuine Pythagoreans.

However, it is plain, from hence, that the old

Pythagoreans physiologized by §guara, as well as

Democritus; that is, figures and atoms, and not

qualities and forms.

But Aristotle's Materialists, on the contrary,

taking it for granted, that matter, or extended

bulk, is the only substance, and that the qualities

and forms of bodies are entities really distinct

from those modifications of magnitude, figure,

p »f p 3 * v ºr w

8távotav, épagav Yap tivec avTwy, ilvy ºv 8:11/0tt Tot
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site, motion, or rest; and finding also, by expe

rience, that these were continually generated and

corrupted, as likewise that life, sense, and under

standing were produced in the bodies of such

animals, where it had not been before, and again

extinguished at the death or corruption of them,

concluded, that the souls of all animals, as well

as those other qualities and forms of bodies, were

generated out of the matter, and corrupted again

into it; and, consequently, that every thing that

is in the whole world, besides the substance of

matter, was made or generated, and might be

again corrupted. -

Of this Atheistic doctrine, Aristotle L, 3. c. 1. p.

speaks elsewhere, as in his book De ** 1.

Caelo. stat yáp tweg ot pagiv, où0}v dyévvetov

tival rôv Tpayuárov, d\\d tâvra yiyveoffat’ ué\tora usv

ol Tepi röv Holočov, stra è? kal rôv d\\ov, ot trºorot ju

gto\oyńaavrec' ot ë, rd pºv &\\a trávra ylveoffat TE pagi,

kai 6eiv, elva è traytoc off{v. v 8é ri uévov Jirouévetv, Šá

où Taura Távra usraoy muaričeoffat répukev. There are

some who affirm, that nothing is ingenerable, but

that all things are made; as Hesiod especially,

and also among the rest they who first physiolo

gized, whose meaning was, that all other things

are made (or generated) and did flow, none of

them having any stability ; only that there was

one thing (namely, matter) which always remain

ed, out of which all those other things were trans

formed and metamorphosed.—Though, as to He

siod, Aristotle afterwards speaks differently. So

likewise in his Physics, after he had declared,

that some of the ancients made air, some water,

and some other matter, the principle of . I. a. s. 1.

all things; he adds, *rooro kai road ºrny P. 463, oper,
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©agiv tival rºv dragav ouatav. rā & #AAa trávra trá0m row

Twy, kai Éetc, kai Stafféasic’ kai Tourov uèv oriouv cival

dièlov' rd & d\\a yiyveoffat kai p0=(peoffat direpákic' This

they affirmed to be all the substance or essence

that was ; but all other things, the passions, af

ſections, and dispositions of it; and that this,

therefore, was eternal, as being capable of no

change, but all other things infinitely generated

and corrupted.— . -

xv. But these Materialists being sometimes as

saulted by the other Italic philosophers, in the

manner before declared, that no real entities, dis

tinct from the modifications of any substance,

could be generated or corrupted, because nothing

could come from nothing, nor go to nothing; they

would not seem plainly to contradict that theorem,

but only endeavoured to interpret it into a com

pliance with their own hypothesis, and distinguish

concerning the sense of it in this manner: that it

ought to be understood only of the substance of

matter, and nothing else, viz. that no matter could

be made or corrupted, but that all other things

whatsoever, not only forms and qualities of bo

dies, but also souls; life, sense, and understand

ing, though really different from magnitude, fi

gure, site, and motion, yet ought to be accounted

only the tré0m, the passions and accidents of this

matter, and therefore might be generated out of

it, and corrupted again into it, and 'that without

the production or destruction of any real entity,

matter being the only thing that is accounted

such. All this we learn from these words of

Metaph. 1.1. Aristotle, kal &id roºro oërs yiyveaflat outſºv

c. 3. p. 264. olovrat, oùre diróA\voffat, wc tnc rotatºrmc pū

tom.iv. oper. > * f ef v \ p

aewc (id ow.ouávnç, fºotrºp & rôv >wkfarm ſpa
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pèv offre yiyveoffat dirAſic, 3rav yiyveral Kaxdc à uovatkóc,

oirs aróAAwaffa, §rav diroſłóA\n raúrac rac {éetc, Šid ro

wrouévetv ro wrokeiuevov, tov >oxgårn avrov, oùroc ové

rov &\\ov ovëév' &ei yde tival riva piſow, à utav, TAetovc

luac, #é Öv yiyveral rd &\\a, ow’ouévnc treamcº The

sense whereof is this: And, therefore, as to that

axiom of some philosophers, that nothing is either

generated or destroyed, these Materialists admit

it to be true in respect of the substance of matter

only, which is always preserved the same; as,

say they, we do not say, that Socrates is simply

or absolutely made, when he is made either hand

some or musical, or that he is destroyed when he

loseth those dispositions, because the subject So

crates still remains the same; so neither are we to

say, that any thing else is absolutely either gene

rated or corrupted, because the substance or mat

ter of every thing always continues. For there

must needs be some certain nature, from which

all other things are generated, that still remaining

one and the same.—

We have noted this passage of Aristotle's the

rather, because this is just the very doctrine of

Atheists at this day; that the substance of matter

or extended bulk is the only real entity, and

therefore the only unmade thing, that is neither

generable nor creatable, but necessarily existent

from eternity; but whatever else is in the world,

as life and animality, soul and mind, being all

but accidents and affections of this matter (as if

therefore they had no real entity at all in them),

are generable out of nothing and corruptible into

nothing, so long as the matter, in which they are,

still remains the same. The result of which is

no less than this, that there can be no other gods
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or god, than such as was at first made or generated

out of senseless matter, and may be corrupted

again into it. And here indeed lies the grand

mystery of Atheism, that every thing besides the

substance of matter is made or generated, and may

be again unmade or corrupted

However, Anaxagoras, though an Ionic philo

sopher, and therefore, as shall be declared after

ward, successor to those Atheistic Materialists,

was at length so far convinced by that Pythagoric

doctrine, that no entity could be naturally gene

rated out of nothing, as that he departed from his

predecessors herein, and did for this reason ac

knowledge mind and soul, that is, all cogitative

being, to be a substance really distinct from mat

ter, neither generable out of it nor corruptible into

it; as also that the forms and qualities of bodies

(which he could not yet otherwise conceive of

than as things really distinct from those modifica

tions of magnitude, figure, site, and motion), must

for the same cause pre-exist before generations in

certainsimilar atoms, and remain after corruptions,

being only secreted and concreted in them. By

means whereof he introduced a certain spurious

Atomism of his own; for whereas the genuine

Atomists before his time had supposed by covc

avouotovc, dissimilar atoms, devoid of all forms

and qualities, to be the principles of all bodies,

Anaxagoras substituted in the room of them his

duotouépsta, his similar atoms, endued from eter

nity with all manner of forms and qualities incor

ruptibly.

xvi. We have made it manifest, that those Mate

rial philosophers, described by Aristotle, were ab

solute Atheists, not merely because they madebody
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to be the only substance, though that be a thing,

which Aristotlehimselfjustly reprehends

them for also in these words of his, égot**

pºv obv v re to trav kal utav tival riva piſow, tom.iv. ºper.

oc #Anv rifféaou, kai raúrmy gouarukºv, kai Mé

'yeſ}oc #xovaav, 8m)ov Črt troXXaxóc duaprávoval, rov ydp

owuárov rd arolysia Tifféaat Hóvov, røvěe dowuárov où,

ëvrov kai daouárov They who suppose the world

to be one uniform thing, and acknowledge only

one nature as the matter, and this corporeal or in

dued with magnitude, it is evident, that they err

many ways, and particularly in this, that they set

down only the elements of bodies, and not of in

corporeal things, though there be also things in

corporeal.-I say, we have not concluded them

Atheists, merely for this reason, because they de

nied incorporeal substance, but because they de

duced all things whatsoever from dead and stupid

matter, and made every thing in the world, be

sides the bare substance of matter, devoid of all

quality, generable and corruptible.

Now we shall take notice of an objection, made

by some late writers, against this Aristotelic ac

cusation of the old philosophers, founded upon a

passage of Aristotle's own, who else

where, in his book De Carlo, speaking . . .

of the heaven or world, plainly affirms, i. ºper.

yevépèvov pºv oùv ătravréc tival puouv, that all

the philosophers before himself did assert the

world to have been made, or have had a begin

ning.—From whence these writers infer, that

therefore they must needs be all Theists, and hold

the Divine creation of the world; and consequently,

that Aristotle contradicts himself, in representing

many of them as Atheists, acknowledging only
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one material principle of the whole universe,

without any intending or efficient cause. But we

cannot but pronounce this to be a great error in

these writers, to conclude all those, who held the

world to have been made, therefore to have been

Theists; whereas it is certain on the contrary, that

all the first and most ancient Atheists did (in

Aristotle's language) koguoirotéiv i yewvāv rôv kóguov,

make or generate to the world,—that is, suppose

it not to have been from eternity, but to have had

a temporary beginning; as likewise that it was

corruptible, and would, some time or other, have

an end again. The sense of which Atheistic

philosophers is represented by Lucretius in this

manner :"

Et quoniam docui, mundi mortalia templa .**

Esse, et nativo consistere corpore coelum,

Et quacunque in eo finnt, fientgue, necesse

Esse ea dissolvi.

And there seems to be indeed a necessity, in rea

son, that they, who derive all things from a fortu

itous principle, and hold every thing besides the

substance of matter to have been generated, should

suppose the world to have been generated likewise,

as also to be corruptible. Wherefore, it may well

be reckoned for one of the vulgar errors, that all

Atheists held the eternity of the world.

Moreover, when Aristotle subjoins immediately

after, d\\d yevéuevov, ot uév dièlov, oi & 40agrów, that

though the ancient philosophers all held the world

to have been made, yet, notwithstanding, they

were divided in this, that some of them supposed,

for all that, that it would continue to etermity such

* Lib, vi, ver, 43. Adde lib, v. ver, 236.
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as it is, others, that it would be corrupted again;

the former of these, who conceived the world to

be ysvöuevov, but aftov, made, but eternal, were

none of them Atheists, but all Theists. Such as

Plato, whom Aristotle seems particularly to per

stringe for this, who in his Timaeus introduceth the

supreme Deity bespeaking those inferior gods, the

sun, moon, and stars (supposed by that philoso

pher to be animated) after this manner:

y Timae. p. 41.
ev > y - f y > * /

à è uov yevöueva, āAvra, ćuovºys 9&Aovroc, to §.

Hèv oùv 8affèv trav Avrávº róye unv kaAóc dpuo

offèv kai #xov sū, Aſsiv 80%av, kakov 8 & kal #Teitrºp yeyt

vmaſs, d0ávarot uévouk tort, ow8 &Avrot rô Táutav. oºrt utv

8) Xv0ñasoffé ye, ow8; reiſéea.0s flavárov notpac" Tng £unc ſ3ov

Xſjaeocusićovocłr 8squov kai kvpurépov \ayóvrec' Those

things, which are made by me, are indissoluble by

my will; and though every thing which is com

pacted, be in its own nature dissolvable, yet it is

not the part of one that is good, to will the dissolu

tion or destruction of any thing that was once

well made. Wherefore, though you are not abso

lutely immortal, nor altogether indissolvable, yet

notwithstanding you shall not be dissolved, nor

ever die; my will being a stronger band to hold

you together, than any thing else can be to loosen

you.-Philo and other Theists followed Plato in

this, asserting, that though the world was made,

yet it would never be corrupted, but have a post

eternity. Whereas all the ancient Atheists, namely,

those who derived the original of things from ra

ture and fortune, did at once deny both eternities

to the world, past and future. Though we can

not say, that none but Atheists did this; for Em

pedocles and Heraclitus, and afterward the Stoics,

did not only suppose the world likewise generated,

VOL. I. S
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and to be again corrupted, but also that this had

been, and would be done over and over again, in

infinite vicissitudes.

Furthermore, as the world's eternity was gene

rally opposed by all the ancient Atheists, so it

was maintained also by some Theists, and that

not only Aristotle," but also before him, by Ocel

lus Lucanus" at least, though Aristotle thought

not fit to take any notice of him ; as likewise the

latter Platonists universally went that way, yet

so, as that they always supposed the world to

have as much depended upon the Deity, as if it

had been once created out of nothing by it.

To conclude, therefore: neither they, who as

serted the world's generation and temporary be

ginning, were all Theists, nor they, who maintain

ed its eternity, all Atheists; but before Aristotle's

time, the Atheists universally, and most of the

Theists, did both alike conclude the world to

have been made; the difference between them ly

ing in this, that the one affirmed the world to

have been made by God, the other by the fortuit

ous motion of matter.

Wherefore, if we would put another difference

betwixt the Theists and Atheists here, as to this

particular, we must distinguish betwixt the system

of the world and the substance of the matter. For

the ancient Atheists, though they generally de

nied the eternity of the world, yet they supposed

the substance of the matter, not only to have

been eternal, but also self-existent and indepen

dent upon any other Being; they making it the

first principle and original of all things, and con

* Physic. Auscultat. lib. viii. -

* Trºi ºrávray ºrias, inter Scriptor. Mythol, a Tho. Gale editos, p. 501.
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sequently the only Numen. Whereas the genuine

Theists, though many of them maintained the

world's eternity, yet they all concluded, both the

form and substance of it to have always depended

upon the Deity, as the light doth upon the sun;

the Stoics with some others being here excepted.

xv.11. Aristotle tells us, some were of opinion,

that this Atheistic philosophy, which derives all

things from senseless and stupid matter in the way

of forms and qualities, was of great antiquity, and

as old as any records of time amongst the Greeks;

and not only so, but also that the ancient

Theologers themselves entertained it: Eiaº Met 1.1. c. 3.
8é rivec, oi kai touc trautraXalovc, Kai troA) Ted ..". oper.

rnc vov yevéococ, kai Tpºrovc 00Xoyńaavrac,

oùrocotovrat, trºpi ric pigsoc. 8taXaffeiv" Qksavöv re Yáp

kai Túðuv troinoav Tric yevéostoc Tarápac, kai Tov ôpkov rów

{}stov iſèap, Túv ka)\ovuévny vir aurov >rºya rtov troumrøv.

Tutºratov učv yāp ro Tpeogirarov' öpkoç ê to rutºratów

£arty. There are some who conceive, that even the

most ancient of all, and the most remote from this

present generation, and they also who first theo

logized, did physiologize after this manner; foras

much as they made the Ocean and Tethys to have

been the original of generation; and for this cause

the oath of the gods is said to be by water (called

by the poets Styx), as being that from which they

all derived their original. For an oath ought to

be by that, which is most honourable; and that

which is most ancient, is most honourable.—In

which words it is very probable, that Aristotle

aimed at Plato; however, it is certain, that Plato, in

his Theaetetus," affirms this Atheistic doctrine to

have been very ancient, 3rt Trévra kyowa ponc re kai

* P. 118.

S 2
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kiviſotoc, that all things were the offspring of flux

and motion,--that is, that all things were made

and generated out of matter; and that he chargeth

Homer with it, in deriving the original of the gods

themselves in like manner from the Ocean (or

floating matter) in this verse of his,

'oxeatáv re 653, yāyszty, wai &ntéga. Th999,

The father of all gods the Ocean is,

Tethys their mother.

Wherefore, these indeed seem to have been the

ancientest of all Atheists, who, though they ac

knowledged certain beings superior to men, which

they called by the name of gods, did notwith

standing really deny a God, according to the true

notion of him, deriving the original of all things

whatsoever in the universe from the ocean, that is,

fluid matter, or, which is all one, from night and

chaos; and supposing all their gods to have been

made and generated, and consequently to be mor

tal and corruptible. Of which Atheistic theology

Aristophanes gives us the description in his Aves,”

after this manner: “That at first was nothing but

Night and Chaos, which laying an egg, from thence

was produced Love, that mingling again with

Chaos, begot heaven, and earth, and animals, and

all the gods.”

xáo; #y, xa, wº, #86; re ºftway ºrpätov, wai Tàptape; eipú.

tº 3’, cº’ &c, où3' otpayā; #v. #pé8ov; 3 v 3rsipov, xáxtrol;

T(wres orpátia row innvápºtov vić h ºxayárrego; &év.

'e: ct repºrexxop,ávaig &gai; #3xaarty"Egw; 3 ºrcésivá.

x-rix8w värov ºr repáyolyxpvaaïv. six&; áysºxia, 8twatc.

otro; 3: Xási wrºpéeyr, wiyā; vuxia, xvrā Tágrapov ºpy,

'Evérriva's yávo, huárepoy, wai Tºrov &yºyayev is pàº,

IIbárspoy 3’ oix #y yávo, 30avárov, trºv "Egwº avyškićev &ravra.

* Ver. 694. p. 404, edit. Kusteri.
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First, all was chaos, one confused heap;

Darkness enwrapt the disagreeing deep;

In a mixt crowd the jumbling elements were,

Nor earth, nor air, nor heaven did appear;

Till on this horrid vast abyss of things,

Teeming Night, spreading o'er her coal-black wings,

Laid the first egg; whence, after time's due course,

Issu'd forth Love (the world's prolific source)

Glistering with golden wings; which fluttering o'er

Dark Chaos, gendered all the numerous store

Ofanimals and gods, &c,

And whereas the poet there makes the birds to

have been begotten between love and chaos before

all the gods; though one might think this to have

been done jocularly by him, merely to humour his

plot; yet Salmasius" conceives, and not without

some reason, that it was really a piece of the old

Atheistic cabala, which therefore seems to have

run thus: That chaos or matter confusedly moved

being the first original of all, things did from

thence rise up gradually from lesser to greater

perfection. First, inanimate things, as the ele

ments, heaven, earth, and seas; then brute ani

mals; afterwards men, and last of all the gods.

As if not only the substance of matter, and those

inanimate bodies of the elements, fire, water, air,

and earth, were, as Aristotle somewhere speaks,

according to the sense of those Atheistic -

theologers, *@wost ſpörspa row 0:00,0sol & kai ..º.º. º

raºra, first in order of nature before God, .*†.

as being themselves also gods,--but also

brute animals at least, if not men too. And this

is the Atheistic creation of the world, gods and

all, out of senseless and stupid matter, or dark

chaos, as the only original Numen; the perfectly

inverted order of the universe.

* Excrcitat. Plinian, in Solinum, tom. i. p. 309.
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xv.111. But though this hypothesis be purely

atheistical, that makes Love, which is supposed

to be the original Deity, to have itself sprung at

first from an egg of the night; and, consequent

ly, that all deity was the creature or offspring of

matter and chaos, or dark fortuitous nature; yet

Aristotle somewhere conceives, that not only

Parmenides, but also Hesiod, and some others,

who did in like manner make Love the supreme

deity, and derive all things from Love and Chaos,

were to be exempted out of the number of those

Atheistic Materialists before described ; foras

much as they seemed to understand by love, an

active principle and cause of motion in the uni

verse; which, therefore, could not spring from an

egg of the night, nor be the creature of matter,

but must needs be something independent on it,

and in order of nature before it: “Jarotreiſaste § 31,

ric, 'Hotočov Tptorov &nrnoat ro rotovrov, kāv st ric &AAoc,

"Epora * "Etrifluutav, tv roſcowow 0nkev ºc dpxiv, otov

kai IIappeviènc. Kal Yap ouroc karaokéváčov riv roi,

w r

Tavrog Yuvéow,

IIgºria roy Faiv ($ncy) igwra 05:w ºwnrivaro ºrávrov.
l

Hotočoc 88,

IIávray wiv trgériora xào; yívar' airãº meira.

Taï sigðarsºvo;;−

'H3' go;, & Trávrea at Kasraºrgéme: 30avároſcºw.

oc 8tov v roic odow virápxelv rivd atriav, #ric kiviae, kai

ovvée, rd trpáyuara. rotºrovc ſºv oiv Tóc Xen 8avõiua

Tepi row ric Tporoc, #aro Kpivav dorspov' One would

suspect, that Hesiod, and if there be any other

* Aristot. Metaphys, lib, i. cap, iv. p. 267.
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who made love or desire a principle of things in

the universe, aimed at this very thing (namely,

the settling of another active principle besides

matter): for Parmenides, describing the genera

tion of the universe, makes Love to be the senior

of all the gods; and Hesiod, after he had men

tioned chaos, introduced Love as the supreme

Deity. As intimating herein, that besides matter,

there ought to be another cause or principle, that

should be the original of motion and activity, and

also hold and conjoin all things together. But

how these two principles are to be ordered, and

which of them was to be placed first, whether

Love or Chaos, may be judged of afterwards.--In

which latter words Aristotle seems to intimate,

that Love, as taken for an active principle, was

not to be supposed to spring from Chaos, but ra

ther to be in order of nature before it; and, there

fore, by this Love of their's must needs be meant

the Deity. And, indeed, Simmias Rhodius, in

his Wings, a hymn made in honour of this Love,

that is senior to all the gods, and a principle in

the universe, tells us plainly, that it is not Cupid,

Venus's soft and effeminate son, but another kind

of love: >

Oüri ye Kūrgºo; rat;"

'ºxviríra; 3' airè, "Egw; waxeiga,

Oüri yag #nglya Bláðsly, tragáyo, 33 reiði.

Taia, 6añázaac refauxoi, oùgavíow rā; re 6:6; woi inst.
- -A- > * * * . . . ... • * - > * / r

Tây 3 #y&y Éxyocºpia &pany &yºytoy cºrreov, #xpanyá 'ré cºpy 6 pºlo ra;.

I'm not that wanton boy,

The sea-froath goddess's only joy.

Pure heavenly Love I hight, and my

Soft magic charms, not iron bands, fast tye

Heaven, earth, and seas. The gods themselves do readily

Stoop to my laws. The whole world dances to my harmony.
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Moreover, this cannot be that Love neither,

which is described in Plato's Symposium (as some

learned men have conceived), that was begotten

between Penia and Porus, this being not a divine

but demoniac thing (as the philosopher there de

clares), no God, but a demon only, or of a middle

nature. For it is nothing but pi\okaxia, or the

love of pulchritude as such, which, though rightly

used, may perhaps wing and inspire the mind to

noble and generous attempts, and beget a scorn

ful disdain in it of mean, dirty, and sordid things:

yet is capable of being abused also, and then it

will strike downward into brutishness and sensu

ality. But at best it is an affection belonging

only to imperfect and parturient beings; and

therefore could not be the first principle of all

things. Wherefore, we see no very great reason

but that, in a rectified and qualified sense, this

may pass for true theology; that Love is the su

preme Deity and original of all things; namely,

if by it be meant eternal, self-originated, intellec

tual Love, or essential and substantial goodness,

that having an infinite overflowing fulness and fe

cundity, dispenses itself uninvidiously, according

to the best wisdom, sweetly governs all, without

any force or violence (all things being naturally

subject to its authority, and readily obeying its

laws), and reconciles the whole world into har

mony. For the Scripture telling us, that God is

love, seems to warrant thus much to us, that love

in some rightly qualified sense is God.

xix. But we are to omit the fabulous age, and

to descend to the philosophical, to inquire there,

who they were among the professed philosophers,

who atheized in that manner before described. It
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is true, indeed, that Aristotle, in other places, ac

cuses Democritus and Leucippus of the very

same thing, that is, of assigning only a material

cause of the universe, and giving no account of

the original of motion; but yet it is certain, that

these were not the persons intended by him here;

those which he speaks of being ruvic rov trgºrov

pºooopmadvrov, some of the first and most ancient

philosophers of all.—Moreover, it appears by the

description of them, that they were such as did

not philosophize in the way of atoms, but resolved

all things whatsoever in the universe into WXm

and Trá0m rmc tºmc, matter, and the passions or af

fections, qualities and forms of matter; so that

they were not Atomical, but Hylopathian philo

sophers. These two, the old Materialists and

the Democritics, did both alike derive all things

from dead and stupid matter, fortuitously moved;

and the difference between them was only this,

that the Democritics managed this business in the

way of atoms, the other in that more vulgar way

of qualities and forms: so that, indeed, this is

really but one and the same Atheistic hypothesis,

in two several schemes. And as one of them is

called the Atomic Atheism, so the other, for dis

tinction sake, may be called the Hylopathian.

xx. Now Aristotle tells us plainly, that these

Hylopathian Atheists of his were all the first phi

losophers of the Ionic order and succession, be

fore Anaxagoras. Wherefore Thales being the

head, he is consentaneously thereunto by Aristo

tle made to be ãpxmyoc ric rouvrmc pūogopiac, the

prince and leader of this kind of Atheistical phi

losophy, he deriving all things whatsoever, as

Homer had done before him, from water, and ac
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knowledging no other principle but the fluid

matter. -

Notwithstanding which accusation of Aristo

tle's, Thales is far otherwise represented by good

authors: Cicero" telling us, that, besides water,

which he made to be the original of all corporeal

things, he asserted also mind for another princi

ple, which formed all things out of the water; and

Laertius" and Plutarch" recording, that he was

thought to be the first of all philosophers, who

determined souls to be immortal. He is said also

to have affirmed," that God was Tpeaſłºrarov Távrov,

the oldest of all things, and that the world was

Toujua 0:00, the workmanship of God.—Clemens"

likewise tells us, that being asked, et Xav0ável rô

0<lov Tpdogov Ti o ăv0patroc; kai Töc, sirev, 6aye ow8e

8tavooſuswoc: whether any of a man's actions could

be concealed from the Deity? he replied, not so

much as any thought.—Moreover, Laertius' fur

ther writes of him, that he held rôv kóguov ulvyov

kai Sauðvøv TAñpm, that the world was animated,

and full of demons.—Lastly, Aristotle' himself

elsewhere speaks of him as a Theist; kai w rip 6Xq,

8é rivec ilvyºv figuiybal ‘pagłv. 606v towc kai ea)\nc ºffm

trávra TA:ipm 0sov ćival. Some think (saith he) that

soul and life is mingled with the whole universe;

and thence, perhaps, was that of Thales, that all

things are full of gods. Wherefore, we conceive,

* De Natur. Deor. lib. i. cap. x. p. 2894. tom. ix. oper.

" Lib. i. segm. 24. p. 16. -

* De Placit. Philos. lib. iv. cap. ii. p. 908. tom. ii. oper.

a Diog. Laert. lib. i. segm. 35. p. 21. et Plutarch. in Convivio septem

sapientum, p. 153. tom. ii. oper.

* Clemens Alex. Stromat, lib. v. p. 704. edit. Potteri.

f Lib. i. segm. 27. p. 18.

* De Anima, lib. i. cap. v. p. 17. tom. ii. oper.
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that there is very good reason, why Thales should

be acquitted from this accusation of Atheism.

Only we shall observe the occasion of his being

thus differently represented, which seems to have

been this; because, as Laertius" and Themistius"

intimate, he left no philosophic writings or monu

ments of his own behind him (Anaximander being

the first of all the philosophic writers): whence

probably it came to pass, that, in after times,

some did interpret his philosophy one way, some

another; and that he is sometimes represented as

a Theist, and sometimes again as a downright

Atheist. -

But, though Thales be thus by good authority

acquitted, yet his next successor, Anaximander,

can by no means be excused from this imputa

tion; and, therefore, we think it more reasonable

to fasten that title upon him, which Aristotle

bestows on Thales, that he was āpy myoc ric rol

avrmc ‘ptXogopiac, the prince and founder of this

Atheistic philosophy;-who derived all things

from matter, in the way of forms and qualities;

he supposing a certain infinite materia prima,

which was neither air, nor water, nor fire, but

indifferent to every thing, or a mixture of all,

to be the only principle of the universe, and lead

ing a train of many other Atheists after him, such

as Hippo, surnamed #0soc by Simplicius and

others, Anaximenes, and Diogenes Apolloniates,

and many more; who, though they had some

petty differences amongst themselves, yet all

agreed in this one thing, that matter, devoid of

understanding and life, was the first principle of

* Lib. i. segm. 23. p. 15. b Orat. xxvi. p. 317, edit. Harduin.
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all things; till at length Anaxagoras stopped this

Atheistic current amongst these Ionic philoso

phers, introducing mind as a principle of the uni

VerSe.

xxi. But there is a passage in Aristotle's Phy

sics, which seems at first sight to contradict this

again; and to make Anaximander also not to

have been an Atheist, but a Divine philosopher:

where, having declared that several of the an

cient physiologers made ärepov, or Infinite, to be

the principle of all things, he subjoins these

words, 8to ka0árip Aéyouév, ow raúrmc doxºi, dAA airm

rov &\ov ćivat 8okei. Kai trºpiéxeiv ſitavra kai rāvra

Kv3spvāv, &c ſpaciv ôoot un Totovot trapd ro âtrepov ūAAac

airiac, olov vouv, º ſpi}\tav. Kai touro cival ro 6stov, d64

varov yūp kai dvºeffeov, dotsp pnoiv ć 'Avačuavèpoc

kai of TAsiorow rov quotoMáyov' Therefore, there seems

to be no principle of this Infinite, but this to be

the principle of other things, and to contain all

things, and govern all things, as they all say,

who do not make, besides infinite, any other

causes, such as mind or friendship; and that this

is the only real Numen or God in the world, it

being immortal and incorruptible, as Anaximan

der affirms, and most of the physiologers.--From

which place some late writers have confidently

concluded, that Anaximander, with those other

physiologers there mentioned, did, by Infinite,

understand God, according to the true notion of

him, or an Infinite Mind, the efficient cause of the

universe, and not senseless and stupid matter;

since this could not be said to be immortal, and

to govern all things; and, consequently, that

Aristotle grossly contradicts himself, in making

all those Ionic philosophers before Anaxagoras to
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have been mere Materialists or Atheists. And it

is possible, that Clemens Alexandrinus also might

from this very passage of Aristotle's, not suffi

ciently considered, have been induced to rank

Anaximander amongstthe Divine philosophers, as

he doth in his Protreptric to the Greeks; where,

after he had condemned certain of the old philo

sophers as Atheistic Corporealists, he subjoins

these words: *rov & #AAwv pixood pov, * Clem. Prot

e/ w • r y f w

0000. To arouxeta vireºgávrec, §troXvirpayuávnadv p. 43, cap. v.

» p. 57, tom. i.
t r w f t w a- w

rt viln\órepov kai Tspurrörspov, oi uév aurov rô oper.

âtrepov kafluvno av, Öv 'Avačiuavèpoc d M.Aff

otoc iv, kal 'Avačayópac 6 KXačouévoc, kai d'Affnvaſoc

'Apy{\aoc. But of the other philosophers, who,

transcending all the elements, searched after some

higher and more excellent thing, some of them

praised Infinite, amongst which was Anaximan

der the Milesian, Anaxagoras the Clazomenian,

and the Athenian Archelaus.-As if these three

had all alike acknowledged an incorporeal Deity,

and made an infinite mind, distinct from matter,

the first original of all things.

But that forecited passage of Aristotle's alone,

well considered, will itself afford a sufficient con

futation of this opinion; where Anaximander,

with those other physiologers, is plainly opposed

to Anaxagoras, who, besides infinite senseless

matter, or similar atoms, made mind to be a prin

ciple of the universe, as also to Empedocles, who

made a plastic life and nature, called friendship,

another principle of the corporeal world ; from

whence it plainly follows, that Anaximander and

the rest supposed not infinite mind, but infinite

matter, without either mind or plastic matter, to
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have been the only original of all things, and

therefore the only Deity or Numen. .

Moreover, Democritus being linked in the con

text with Anaximander, as making both of them

alike, rd ārepov, or Infinite, to be the first princi

ple of all; it might as well be inferred from this

place, that Democritus was a genuine Theist, as

Anaximander. But as Democritus's only prin

ciple was infinite atoms, without any thing of

mind or plastic nature; so likewise was Anaxi

mander's an infinity of senseless stupid matter;

and, therefore, they were both of them Atheists

alike, though Anaximander, in the cited words,

had the honour (if it may be so called) to be only

named, as being the most ancient of all those

Atheistical physiologers, and the ringleader of .

them. -

xxII. Neither ought it at all to seem strange, that

Anaximander, and those other Atheistical Mate

rialists, should call infinite matter, devoid of all

understanding and life, the rô 0slov, the Deity or

Numen, since to all those, who deny a God (ac

cording to the true notion of him), whatsoever else

they substitute in his room, by making it the first

principle of all things, though it be senseless and

stupid matter, yet this must needs be accounted

the only Numen, and divinest thing of all.

Nor is it to be wondered at neither, that this

infinite, being understood of matter, should be

said to be, not only incorruptible, but also immor

tal, these two being often used as synonymous and

equivalent expressions. For thus in Lucretius,"

* Lib. i. vers. 672.
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the corruption of all inanimate bodies is called

death:

Mors ejus quod fuit ante;

And again,

* Quando aliud ex alio reficit natura, mec ullam

Rem gigni patitur, nisi morte adjutam aliena.

In like manner mortal is used by him for cor

ruptible:

* Nam siquid mortale a cunctis partibus esset,

Ex oculis res quaeque repente erepta periret.

And this kind of language was very familiar with

Heraclitus," as appears from these passages of

his, trupóc 0ávaroc, dépt 'yéveauc' kai dipoc 0ávaroc iſèart yé

vegic The death of fire is generation to air; and

the death of air is generation to water;-that is,

the corruption of them. And again, luxhaw 0ávaroc,

iſèap yewāoffat’ iſèart & flávaroc, ymv yevéoffat' It is death

to vapour or air, to be made water; and death

to water, to be made earth.-In which Heraclitus

did but imitate Orpheus, as appears from this

verse of his, cited by Clemens Alexandrinus:"

"Early tºwp Juxº, 04Waro; 3' 84 rearriv 3pwolgá.

Besides which, there are many examples of this

use of the word ā0ávaroc, in other Greek writers,

and some in Aristotle himself, who, speaking of

the heavens, attributes affavagia and dötörmc to them,

as one and the same thing; and also affirms, that

the ancients therefore made heaven to be the seat

of the Deity, dºc &vra uévov affävarov, as being only

immortal,—that is, incorruptible.

a Lib. i. vers. 264,265. ° Lib. i. vers. 219.

* Wide Henr. Stephan. in Poesi Philosophic. p. 137.

* Stromat. lib. vi. cap. ii. p. 476.

* De Coelo, lib. i. cap. iii. p. 614,615. tom. i. oper.
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Indeed, that other expression, at first sight,

would stagger one more, where it is said of this

ârepov, or infinite,_that it doth not only contain,

but also govern all things: but Simplicius" tells us,

that this is to be understood likewise of matter,

and that no more was meant by it, than that all

things were derived from it, and depended on it,

as the first principle ; o & Xóyocroic rotoirotc trºpi

Töv quotköv doxov, d\\ ouxi trºpi rôv Štěp pigtv, et &

kai Teptéxtiv {\eyov kai Kv3spváv ouëv 0avuaorév. ro uèv

yde Tiptéxtiv witágyst tº ºurg atriº, ºc &id Távrov Xw

pouvri, ro & Kv3sºváv aſc kard riv ëtirnësiórnra avrov, rtov

viſ' auro5 yewouévov. These philosophers spake only

of natural principles, and not of supernatural:

and though they say, that this infinite of their's

does both contain and govern all things, yet this

is not at all to be wondered at; forasmuch as con

taining belongs to the material cause, as that

which goes through all things, and likewise go

verning, as that from which all things, according

to a certain aptitude of it, are made.—Philoponus"

(who was a Christian) represents Aristotle's sense

in this whole place more fully, after this manner:

“Those of the ancient physiologers, who had no

respect to any active efficient cause, as Anaxa

goras had to mind, and Empedocles to friendship

and contention, supposed matter to be the only

cause of all things; and that it was infinite in mag

nitude, ingenerable and incorruptible, esteeming it

to be a certain Divine thing, which did govern all,

or preside over the compages of the universe, and

• Commentar. in octo Libros Physic. Auscultat. Aristot. lib. i. cap.

iii. p. 32. edit. Aldin.

* Comment. in iv, primos Libros Physicor, lib, i. cap. iii. a. 10. Adde

cap. i. edit. Graecae Venet. 1535, fol.
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to be inmortal, that is, undestroyable. This

Anaximenes said to be air, Thales to be water,

but Anaximander, a certain middle thing; some

one thing, and some another.” Kai ouëv ye 0avua

orów ºpmauv, £v rh kaff muſic trºpió89 rouc Tpºrovc un ëttorn

o avtag rn #bearmkuta rtov ŠXov 8vváuet, £v rov arouxetov,

ômep ăv wiróirrevevºkaoroc, airtov roic àAAoic re cival, roºro

suffic kai Osov wrovonoac' And Aristotle in this pas

sage tells us, that it is no wonder, if they, who

did not attend to the active cause, that presides

over the universe, did look upon some one of the

elements (that which each of them thought to be

the cause of all other things) as God. But as

they, considering only the material principle, con

ceived that to be the cause of all things; so Anax

agoras supposed mind to be the principle of all

things, and Empedocles, friendship and conten

tion.— .

xxIII. But to make it further appear, that

Anaximander's philosophy was purely Atheisti

cal, we think it convenient to shew what account

is given of it by other writers. Plutarch, in his

Placita Philosophorum, does at once briefly re

present the Anaximandrian philosophy,

and censure it after this manner: 'Avač- Lib. 1. c. 3.
havěpác ‘pmot, røv Švrov tºv dexiv tival rô dire- }.: tonn.

pov, £k ydp rotºrov Távra ylveoffat, kai tic Touro -

Távra 40cipeoffat, 8to kai ºyevvaaffat dirtipovc Kóguovc, kai

TáAw 90elpeoffat' Xéyet oùv 8tá ri ūrapóv £arw, iva un A

Acirn m yévégic n uplorauêvn' duaprável & ouroc, rºv uèv

#Amy dropatvöuevoc, rô & Totojv airtov avaiptov, ºrd &

ūreipov ověv #A\o, WAn iariv. ow ºvarai & # 5An éva,

ivipysia, tav um rò Totovv virokémrat Anaximander the

Milesian affirms Infinite to be the first principle;

and that all things are generated out of it, and

VOL. I. T
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corrupted again into it; and therefore that infinite

worlds are successively thus generated and cor

rupted. And he gives the reason why it is infi

nite, that so there might be never any fail of ge

nerations. But he erreth in this, that assigning

only a material cause, he takes away the active

principle of things. For Anaximander's Infinite

is nothing else but matter; but matter can produce

nothing, unless there be also an active cause.—

Where he shews also, how Anaximenes followed

Anaximander herein, in assigning only a material

cause of the universe, without any efficient;

though he differed from him, in making the first

matter to be air, and deriving all things from

thence by rarefaction and condensation. Thus,

we see, it is plain, that Anaximander's Infinite

was no infinite mind, which is the true Deity, but

only infinite matter, devoid of any life or

.*i. active power. Eusebius is more parti

isiºn cular in giving an account of Anaximan

der's Cosmopoeia; ro ărapov pával rºv tra

oav airlaw #yetv rnc row travroc Yevtastic Te Kal $0opac, £3.

où 8; ºng roſcre owpavouc dirokekpioffat, Kai kaflóAov rode .

âtravrac dwsipovc ëvrac kóguovc' ºnal & ro £k row diètov

ºyávuov 6spuov Te kai ilvy pov, kard rºv yévéow tovës row

kóauov dirokºtónval, kai riva ºr rodrow ºoyoc opaipav re

plºvnvas rip Tepi riv ymv dipt, oc rip 8évêpºp pXotóv. 7c ri

190g droppaysianc, kai cic rivac dirok\etaffstanc kiſkAovc,

wroornwat rôv #Atov, Kai riv ot)\ºvnv, Kai rouc dorépac"

Anaximander affirms Infinite (matter) to be the

only cause of the generation and corruption of all

things; and that the heavens, and infinite worlds,

were made out of it, by way of secretion or segre

gation. Also that those generative principles of

heat and cold, that were contained in it from eter
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nity, being segregated, when this world was made,

a certain sphere of flame or fire did first arise and

encompass the air, which surrounds this earth

(as a bark doth a tree), which being afterwards

broken, and divided into smaller spherical bodies,

constituted the sun and moon and all the stars.--

Which Anaximandrian Cosmopoeia was briefly

hinted at by Aristotle in these words, Phy

oi & £k row ivoc, ivoúcac rác tvavriórnrac, #K

Kpivovatv, dotsp "Avačiuavöpóc ºpmov" Some philoso

phers generate the world by the secretion and se

gregation of inexistent contrarieties, as Anaximan

der speaks.-And elsewhere in his Me

taphysics, he takes notice of 'Avačiuáv

8pov to utyua, Anaximander's mixture of things.

Whence we conclude, that Anaximander's Infi

nite was nothing else but an infinite chaos of mat

ter, in which were either actually or potentially,

contained all manner of qualities; by the fortuit

ous secretion and segregation of which, he sup

posed infinite worlds to be successively generated

and corrupted. So that we may now easily guess,

whence Leucippus and Democritus had their infi

nite worlds, and perceive how near akin these two

Atheistic hypotheses were. But it will not be

amiss to take notice also of that particular conceit,

which Anaximander had, concerning the first ori

ginal of brute animals, and mankind. Of the

former, Plutarch gives us this account:

'Availavºpoc £v Uypſº yevvmönval rd Tºora &a, Pa. |Bh. 1. 5.

f > f f c. 19, p. 908. .

©Motoic triplexöueva dxav008éal, trooſławoſanc tom. ii. oper.

s.l. 1.e. 4.

L. 14, c. 4.

& ric i\ikiac, diroſłaivetv šti ro émpórepov, kai

treptºpnyvvuévov row ºotou, tri 6Aiyov Xpóvov Heragiðvat'

That the first animals were generated in moisture,

and encompassed about with certain thorny barks,

T 2
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by which they were guarded and defended; which,

after further growth, coming to be more dry and

cracking, they issued forth, butlived only a short

time after.—And as for the first original of men,

Eusebius represents his sense thus: "Eé
E. P. l. 1. , * * * * >y • ? () . . p = • ,

d^\ostěov &ov d ºv0ptotroc tyevviðm, ºr row ré

ułv àA\a 8 tavrov rayú wéusoffat, uévov & rov ãv%torov

troXvXpovíov 8stoffat rifluvigstoc, 8to kai kar' deyde oux àu

trore rotoorov ëvra 8tago0nvat; Men were at first gene

rated in the bellies of other animals, forasmuch as

all other animals, after they are brought forth, are

quickly able to feed and nourish themselves, but

man alone needs to be nursed up a long time; and

therefore could not be preserved at first, in any

other way.—But Plutarch expresseth

§º this something more particularly : 'Avač

tom. Hºoper. Havépoc #v ty.00aiv £yysvěoffat rd Toſorov dv694

- trovg dropaiveral, kai Tºaqāvrac kai yevouévowc

ikavoºc tavroic {3om6eiv, *kſ3\mónvas ruvukaura kai 'ync

Xaftoffat. Anaximander concludes, that men were

at first generated in the bellies of fishes, and be

ing there nourished, till they grew strong, and

were able to shift for themselves, they were after

ward cast out upon dry land.—Lastly, Anaxi

mander's theology is thus both represented to us,

and censured, by Welleius, the Epicurean

flºp. philosopher in Cicero: “Anaximandri

tº... opinio est nativos esse deos, longis inter

vallis orientes occidentesque, eosque in

numerabiles esse mundos: sed nos deum nisi sem

piternum intelligere qui possumus P’ Anaximan

der's opinion is, that the gods are native, rising

and vanishing again, in long periods of times; and

that these gods are innumerable worlds: but how

can we conceive that to be a God, which is not
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eternal?—We learn from hence, that Anaximan

der did indeed so far comply with vulgar opinion,

as that he retained the name of gods; but, how

ever, thathe really denied the existence of the thing

itself, even according to the judgment of this

Epicurean philosopher. Forasmuch as all his

gods were native and mortal, and indeed nothing

else, but those innumerable worlds, which he sup

posed in certain periods of time to be successively

generated and destroyed. Wherefore, it is plain,

that Anaximander's only real Numen, that is, his

first principle, that was ingenerable and incor

ruptible, was nothing but infinite matter, devoid

of all understanding and life, by the fortuitous se

cretion of whose inexistent qualities and parts, he

supposed, first, the elements of earth, water, air,

and fire, and then, the bodies of the sun, moon, and

stars, and both bodies and souls of men and other

animals, and lastly, innumerable or infinite such

worlds as these, as so many secondary and native

- gods (that were also mortal), to have been gene

rated, according to that Atheistical hypothesis de

scribed in Plato."

xxiv. It is certain, that the vulgar in all ages

have been very ill judges of Theists and Atheists,

they having condemned many hearty Theists, as

guilty of Atheism, merely because they dissented

from them in some of their superstitious rites and

opinions. As for example; Anaxagoras the Cla

zomenian, though he was the first of all the Ionic

philosophers (unless Thales ought to be excepted)

who made an infinite mind to be a principle, that

is, asserted a Deity, according to the true notion

* De Legibus, lib. x. p. 666.
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of it; yet he was, notwithstanding, generally cried

pla. Amol down for an Atheist, merely because

*P* he affirmed the sun to be uſépov 84trupov,

a mass of fire, or a fiery globe, and the moon to be

an earth;-that is, because he denied them to be

animated and endued with understanding souls,

and consequently to be gods. So likewise So

crates was both accused, and condemned, for

atheistical impiety, as denying all gods, though

nothing was pretended to be proved against him,

but only this, that he did 0sode 88áaken uſ,

wouiſeiv, oùc TóAic vouſſel, trºpa & Saipávia

Kawd eſcºpav, teach that those were not true gods

which the city worshipped, and in the room thereof

introduce other new gods.-And lastly, the Christ

ians in the primitive times, for the same reason,

were vulgarly traduced for Atheists by the Pa

gans, as Justin Martyr declares in his Apology,"

ã0so kek}\flueffa, Kai duokoyovuev rtov rotoſrov vouſſouévov

0eºv &0sot givat: We are called Atheists; and we

confess ourselves such, in respect of those gods

which they worship, but not of the true God.—

And as the vulgar have unjustly condemned many

Theists for Atheists, so have they also acquitted

many rank Atheists from the guilt of that crime,

merely because they externally complied with

them, in their religious worship, and forms of

speech. Neither is it only the vulgar, that have

been imposed upon herein, but also the generality

of learned men, who have been commonly so su

perficial in this business, as that they have hardly

taken notice of above three or four Atheists, that

ever were in former times, as, namely, Diagoras,

Theodorus, Euemerus, and Protagoras; whereas

* P. 56, oper.

Plat. Apol.
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Democritus and Anaximander were as rank Athe

ists as any of them all, though they had the wit to

carry themselves externally with more cautious

ness. And indeed it was really one and the self

same form of Atheism, which both these enter

tained, they deriving all things alike, from dead

and stupid matter fortuitously moved, the differ

ence between them being only this, that they ma

naged it two different ways; Anaximander in the

way of qualities and forms, which is the more vul

gar and obvious kind of Atheism; but Democritus

in the way of atoms and figures, which seems to

be a more learned kind of Atheism.

And though we do not doubt at all, but that

Plato, in his tenth De Legibus, where he attacks

Atheism, did intend the confutation as well of the

Democritic as the Anaximandrian Atheism; yet

whether it were, because he had no mind to take

any notice at all of Democritus, who is not so

much as once mentioned by him any where, or else

because he was not so perfectly acquainted with

that Atomic way of physiologizing, certain it is,

that he there describes the Atheistic hypothesis

more according to the Anaximandrian than the

Democritic form. For when he represents the

Atheistic generation of heaven and earth, and all

things in them, as resulting from the fortuitous

commixture of hot and cold, hard and soft, moist

and dry corpuscula; this is clearly more agreeable

with the Anaximandrian generation of the world,

by the secretion of inexistent contrarieties in the

matter, than the Democritic Cosmopoeia, by the

fortuitous concourse of atoms, devoid of all man

ner of qualities and forms.

Some indeed seem to call that scheme of Athe
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ism, that deduces all things from matter, in the

way of qualities and forms, by the name of Peri

patetic, or Aristotelic Atheism; we suppose for

this reason, because Aristotle physiologized in

that way of forms and qualities, educing them out

of the power of the matter. But since Aristotle

himself cannot be justly taxed for an Atheist, this

form of Theism ought rather, as we conceive, to

be denominated from Anaximander, and called

the Anaximandrian Atheism. -

xxv. Now the reasons, why Democritus and

Leucippus new-modelled Atheism, from the Anax

imandrian and Hylopathian into the Atomic form,

seem to have been chiefly these:—first, because

they, being well instructed in that Atomic way of

physiologizing, were really convinced, that it was

not only more ingenious, but also more agreeable

to truth; the other, by real qualities and forms,

seeming a thing unintelligible. Secondly, because

they foresaw, as Lucretius intimates, that the pro

duction of forms and qualities out of nothing, and

the corruption of them again into nothing, would

prepare an easy way for men's belief of a Divine

creation and annihilation. And lastly, because,

as we have already suggested, they plainly per

ceived, that these forms and qualities of matter

were of a doubtful nature; and therefore, as they

were sometimes made a shelter for Atheism, so

they might also prove, on the contrary, an asylum

for Corporeal Theism; in that it might possibly be

supposed, that either the matter of the whole

world, or else the more subtile and fiery part of it,

was originally endued with an understanding

form or quality, and consequently, the whole an

animal or god. Wherefore, they took another
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more effectual course, to secure their Atheism,

and exclude all possibility of a corporeal God, by

deriving the original of all things from atoms,

devoid of all forms and qualities, and having no

thing in them, but magnitude, figure, site, and

motion, as the first principles; it following un

avoidably from thence, that life and understand

ing, as well as those other qualities, could be only

accidental and secondary results from certain for

tuitous concretions and contextures of atoms; so

that the world could be made by no previous coun

sel or understanding, and therefore by no Deity.

xxvi. We have here represented three several

forms ofAtheism—the Anaximandrian, the Demo

critical, and the Stratonical. But there is yet ano

ther form of Atheism, different from them all, to

be taken notice of, which is such, as supposes one

kind of plastic and spermatic, methodical and ar

tificial nature, but without any sense of conscious

understanding, to preside over the whole world,

and dispose and conserve all things, in that regu

lar frame in which they are. Such a form of Athe

ism as this is hinted to us in that doubt

ful passage of Seneca's; “Siveanimal est

mundus, (for so it ought to be read, and

not anima) sive corpus natura gubernante, ut ar

bores, ut sata;” whether the whole world be an ani

mal (i. e. endued with one sentient and rational

life), or whether it be only a body governed by (a

certain plastic and methodical, but senseless) ma

ture, as trees, and other plants or vegetables.—In

which words are two several hypotheses of the

mundane system, sceptically proposed by one,

who was a Corporealist, and took it for granted

that all was body. First, that the whole world,

Nat. Quaest.

l. 3. sect. 29.
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though having nothing but body in it, yet was not

withstanding an animal, as our human bodies

are, endued with one sentient or rational life and na

ture, one soul or mind, governing and ordering the

whole. Which corporeal Cosmo-zoism we do not

reckon amongst the forms of Atheism, but rather

account it for a kind of spurious Theism, or The

ism disguised in a Paganic dress, and not without

a complication of many false apprehensions, con

cerning the Deity, in it. The second is, that the

whole world is no animal, but, as it were, one huge

plant or vegetable, a body endued with one plastic

or spermatic nature, branching out the whole, or

derly and methodically, but without any under

standing or sense. And this must needs be ac

counted a form of Atheism, because it does not

derive the original of things in the universe from

any clearly intellectual principle or conscious

Inature.

xxv.11. Now this form of Atheism, which sup

poses the whole world (there being nothing but

body in it) not to be an animal, but only a great

plant or vegetable, having one spermatic form, or

plastic nature, which, without any conscious rea

son or understanding, orders the whole, though it

have some nearer correspondence with that Hylo

zoic form of Atheism before described, in that it

does not suppose nature to be a mere fortuitous, .

but a kind of artificial thing; yet it differs from it

in this, that the Hylozoic supposing all matter, as

such, to have life essentially belonging to it, must

therefore needs attribute to every part of matter

(or at least every particular totum, that is one by

continuity) a distinct plastic life of its own, but

acknowledge no one common life, as ruling over
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the whole corporeal universe; and consequently

impute the original of all things (as hath been al

ready observed) to a certain mixture of chance,

and plastic or methodical nature, both together.

Whereas the cosmo-plastic Atheism quite ex

cludes fortune or chance, subjecting all things to

the regular and orderly fate of one plastic or plan

tal nature, ruling over the whole. Thus that phi

losopher before mentioned concludes, that whe

ther the world were an animal (in the Stoical sense)

or whether it were a mere plant or vege

table, “Ab initio ejus usque ad exitum, ...," " ".

quicquid facere, quicquid pati debeat,

inclusum est. Ut in semine, omnis futuri ratio

hominis comprehensa est. Et legem barbae et

canorum nondum natus infans habet; totius enim

corporis, et sequentis actatis, in parvo occultoque

lineamenta sunt. Sic origo mundi non magis solem

et lunam, et vices syderum, et animalium ortus,

quam quibus mutarentur terranea, continuit. In

his fuit inundatio, quae non secus quam hyems,

quam aestas, lege mundi venit.” Whatsoever,

from the beginning to the end of it, it can either do

or suffer, it was all at first included in the nature

of the whole; as in the seed is contained the whole

delineation of the future man, and the embryo or

unborn infant hath already in it the law of a beard

and grey hairs; the lineaments of the whole body,

and of its following age, being there described as

it were in a little and obscure compendium. In

like manner, the original and first rudiments of the

world contained in them not only the sun and

moon, the courses of the stars, and the generation

of animals, but also the vicissitudes of all terres

trial things; and every deluge ov.inundation of wa
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ter comes to pass no less by the law of the world

(its spermatic or plastic nature) than winter and

summer doth.
-

xxv.111. We do not deny it to be possible, but

that some in all ages might have entertained such

an Atheistical conceit as this, that the original of

this whole mundane system was from one artificial,

orderly, and methodical, but senseless nature

lodged in the matter; but we cannot trace the

footsteps of this doctrine any where so much as

among the Stoics, to which sect Seneca, who

speaks so waveringly and uncertainly in this

point (whether the world were an animal or a

plant), belonged. And, indeed, divers learned

men have suspected, that even the Zenonian and

Heraclitic Deity itself, was no other than such a

plastic nature or spermatic principle in the uni

verse, as in the seeds of vegetables and animals

doth frame their respective bodies orderly and

artificially. Nor can it be denied, but that there

hath been just cause given for such a suspicion;

forasmuch as the best of Stoics, sometimes con

founding God with nature, seemed to make him

nothing but an artificial fire, orderly and metho

dically proceeding to generation. And it was fa

miliar with them, as Laertius' tells us, to call

God airspuarikov Aóyov row kéguov, the Spermatic rea

son, or form of the world.—Nevertheless, because

Zeno" and others of the chief Stoical doctors did

also many times assert, that there was ºſaic votpd

kai Aoyuki, a rational and intellectual nature (and

therefore not a plastic principle only) in the mat

ter of the universe; as, likewise, that the whole

a Lib. vii. segm. 136. p. 450.

* Wide Diog, Lacrt, lib, vii. p. 148, p. 459.
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world was an animal, and not a mere plant; there

fore, we incline rather to excuse the generality of

the first and most ancient Stoics from the imputa

tion of Atheism, and to account this form of

Atheism, which we now speak of, to be but a

certain degeneracy from the right Heraclitic and

Zenonian cabala, which seemed to contain these

two things in it; first, that there was an animalish,

sentient, and intellectual nature, or a conscious

soul and mind, that presided over the whole

world, though lodged immediately in the fiery

matter of it; secondly, that this sentient and in

tellectual nature, or corporeal soul and mind of

the universe, did contain also under it, or within

it, as the inferior part of it, a certain plastic na

ture, or spermatic principle, which was proper

ly the fate of all things. For thus Heraclitus"

defined Fate, Aóyov tov Šid rmg ovatac row Tavròc 8th

Kovra, º aióiptov goua, otrépua rnc row travroc yevčasoc'

A certain reason passing through the substance

of the whole world, or an ethereal body, that was

the seed of the generation of the universe.—And

Zeno's" first principle, as it is said to be an intel

lectual nature, so it is also said to have contained

in it Trávrac toūc otspuarikoúc Aóyovc, kaff oic *kagra

kaff duapuávny yiyveral, all the spermatic reasons

and forms, by which every thing is done accord

ing to fate.—However, though this seem to have

been the genuine doctrine, both of Heraclitus and

Zeno, yet others of their followers afterwards

divided these two things from one another, and

taking only the latter of them, made the plastic

“Apud Plutarch. de Placitis Philosophor, lib. i. cap. xxviii. p. 885,

tom. ii. oper. -

* Wide Plutarch. ubi supra. lib. i. cap. vii. p. 881,
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or spermatic nature, devoid of all animality or

conscious intellectuality, to be the highest prin

ciple in the universe. Thus Laertius tells us,”

that Boethus, an eminent and famous Stoical

doctor, did plainly deny the world to be an ani

mal, that is, to have any sentient, conscious, or

intellectual nature presiding over it; and, conse

quently, must needs make it to be but “corpus

natura gubernante, ut arbores, ut sata,” a body

governed by a plastic or vegetative nature, as

trees, plants, and herbs.-And as it is possible,

that other Stoics and Heraclitics might have done

the like before Boethus, so it is very probable,

that he had after him many followers; amongst

which, as Plinius Secundus may be reckoned for

one, so Seneca himself was not without a doubt

ful tincture of this Atheism, as hath been already

shewed. Wherefore this form of Atheism, which

supposes one plastic or spermatic nature, one

plantal or vegetative life in the whole world, as

the highest principle, may, for distinction sake,

be called the Pseudo-Stoical, or Stoical Atheism.

xxix. Besides these philosophic Atheists,

whose several forms we have now described, it

cannot be doubted, but that there have been in

all ages many other Atheists that have not at

all philosophized, nor pretended to maintain any

particular Atheistic system or hypothesis, in a

way of reason, but were only led by a certain

dull and sottish, though confident disbelief of

whatsoever they could not either see or feel; which

kind of Atheists may, therefore, well be account

ed enthusiastical or fanatical Atheists, Though

* Lib. vii. segm. 143. p. 455.
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it be true, in the meantime, that even all manner

of Atheists whatsoever, and those of them, who

most of all pretend to reason and philosophy,

may, in some sense, be justly styled also both en

thusiasts and fanatics. Forasmuch as they are

not led or carried on, into this way of atheizing,

by any clear dictates of their reason or under

standing, but only by an opui àAoyoc, a certain

blind and irrational impetus;--they being, as it

were, inspired to it by that lower earthly life and

nature, which is called in the Scripture oracles,

ró rvevua row kóquov, the spirit of the world, or a

mundane spirit, and is opposed to the rô Tveijua rd

tº row 0sov, the Spirit that is of God.—For, when

the apostle speaks after this manner, “We have

not received the spirit of the world, but the Spirit

that is of God,” he seems to intimate thus much

to us, that as some men were led and inspired by

a Divine spirit, so others again are inspired by a

mundane spirit, by which is meant the earthly

life. Now the former of these two are not to be

accounted enthusiasts, as the word is now com

monly taken in a bad sense; because the Spirit of

God is no irrational thing, but either the very

self-same thing with reason, or else such a thing

as Aristotle (as it were vaticinating concerning it).

somewhere calls A&you ri kpsirrov, a certain better

and diviner thing than reason;–and Plotinus,

púav Adyov, the root of reason. —But, on the con

trary, the mundane spirit, or earthly life, is irra

tional sottishness; and they, who are atheistically

inspired by it (how abhorrent soever they may

otherwise seem to be from enthusiasm and revela

tions), are notwithstanding really no better than a

kind of bewitched enthusiasts and blind spiritati,
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that are wholly ridden and acted by a dark, nar

row, and captivated principle of life, and, to use

their own language, in-blown by it, and by it be

reft, even in speculative things, of all free reason

and understanding. Nay, they are fanatics too,

however that word seems to have a more peculiar

respect to something of a Deity; all Atheists

being that blind goddess Nature's fanatics.

xxx. We have described four several forms of

Atheism:—first, the Hylopathian or Anaximan

drian, that derives all things from a dead and

stupid matter, in the way of qualities and forms,

generable and corruptible: secondly, the Atom

ical or Democritical, which doth the same thing

in the way of atoms and figures: thirdly, the

Cosmo-plastic or Stoical Atheism, which supposes

one plastic and methodical but senseless nature,

to preside over the whole corporeal universe;

and, lastly, the Hylozoic or Stratonical, that at

tributes to all matter, as such, a certain living and

energetic nature, but devoid of all animality, sense,

and consciousness. And as we do not meet with

any other forms or schemes of Atheism besides

these four, so we conceive, that there cannot ea

sily be any other excogitated or devised; and that

upon these two following considerations: first,

because all Atheists are mere Corporealists, that

is, acknowledge no other substance besides body

or matter. For as there was never any yet known,

who, asserting incorporeal substance, did deny a

Deity; so neither can there be any reason, why

he that admits the former should exclude the

latter. Again, the same dull and earthly disbe

lief or confounded sottishness of mind, which

makes men deny a God, must needs incline them
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to deny all incorporeal substance also. Where

fore, as the physicians speak of a certain disease

or madness, called hydrophobia, the symptom of

those that have been bitten by a mad dog, which

makes them have a monstrous antipathy to water;

so all Atheists are possessed with a certain kind

of madness, that may be called Pneumatophobia,

that makes them have an irrational but desperate

abhorrence from spirits or incorporeal substances,

they being acted also, at the same time, with

an Hylomania, whereby they madly doat upon

matter, and devoutly worship it as the only

Numen.

The second consideration is this, because, as

there are no Atheists but such as are mere Corpo

realists, so all Corporealists are not to be ac

counted Atheists neither: those of them, who,

notwithstanding they make all things to be mat

ter, yet suppose an intellectual nature in that

matter to preside over the corporeal universe,

being in reason and charity to be exempted out

of that number. And there have been always

some, who, though so strongly captivated under

the power of gross imagination, as that an incor

poreal God seemed to them to be nothing but a

God of words (as some of them call it), a mere

empty sound or contradictious expression, some

thing and nothing put together; yet, notwith

standing, they have been possessed with a firm

belief and persuasion of a Deity, or that the sys

tem of the universe depends upon one perfect

understanding being as the head of it; and there

upon have concluded that ºn tróc {xovoa, a certain

kind of body or matter is God.--The grossest and

most sottish of all which Corporeal Theists seem

VOL. I. U
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to be those, who contend, that God is only one

particular piece of organized matter, of human

form and bigness, which, endued with perfect

reason and understanding, exerciseth an univer

sal dominion over all the rest. Which hypothesis,

however it hath been entertained by some of the

Christian profession, both in former and later

times, yet it hath seemed very ridiculous, even to

many of those Heathen philosophers themselves,

who were mere Corporealists, such as the Stoics,

who exploded it with a kind of indignation, con

tending earnestly, 'ui siva, 0sdu dv0potónoppov, that

God (though corporeal) yet must not be conceived

to be of any human shape. And Xenophanes,”

an ancient philosophic poet, expresseth the child

ishness of this conceit after this manner:

'Axx' error Xsſeå; y exow £6s; hi Atoyrs;,

*H ypá-kai Xelpscal, Kai Hºya rºxsſy &m'sé ày?és;,

Kai ks 08&v tºia; #ypapov, wai cºcar' inoſovº

Total,0' ciów reg zai airoi 8ègaç sixoy ºzotor.

If oxen, lions, asses, and horses, had all of them

a sense of a Deity, and were able to limn and

paint, there is no question to be made, but that

each of these several animals would paint God

according to their respective form and likeness,

and contend, that he was of that shape and no

other.—But that other corporeal Theism seems

to be of the two rather more generous and gen

teel, which supposes the whole world to be one

animal, and God to be a certain subtile and ethe

real, but intellectual matter, pervading it as a

soul: which was the doctrine of others before the

* These are the words of Clemens Alexandrinus concerning Xeno

phanes, Stromat, lib. v. p. 714.

* Apud Clem. Alex. ubi supra. p. 715.
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Stoics, ºrd Tºp 6edy wrºarov "It tragóc re 6 Maratów

rwoc kai 3 'Eſpéotoc "HpákAstroc, Hippasus of Meta

pontus, and Heraclitus the Ephesian, supposed

the fiery and ethereal matter of the world to be

God.—However, neither these Heraclitics and

Stoics, nor yet the other Anthropomorphites, are

by us condemned for downright Atheists, but ra

ther looked upon as a sort of ignorant, childish,

and unskilful Theists.

Wherefore we see, that Atheists are now re

duced into a narrow compass, since none are con

cluded to be Atheists, but such as are mere Cor

porealists; and all Corporealists must not be

condemned for Atheists neither, but only those

of them, who assert, that there is no conscious in

tellectual nature, presiding over the whole uni

verse. For this is that, which the adepti in

Atheism, of what form soever, all agree in, that

the first principle of the universe is no animalish,

sentient, and conscious nature, but that all ani

mality, sense, and consciousness, is a secondary,

derivative, and accidental thing, generable and

corruptible, arising out of particular concretions

of matter, organized and dissolved together with

them.

xxxi. Now if the first principle and original of

all things in the universe be thus supposed to be

body or matter, devoid of all animality, sense,

and consciousness, then it must of necessity be

either perfectly dead and stupid, and without all

manner of life; or else endued with such a kind

of life only, as is by some called plastic, sperma

tical, and vegetative, by others the life of nature,

• Idem in Protreptico, cap, v. p. 65.

U 2
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or natural perception. And those Atheists, who

derive all things from dead and stupid matter,

must also needs do this, either in the way of qua

lities and forms, and these are the Anaximandrian

Atheists; or else in the way of atoms and figures,

which are the Democritical. But those, who

make matter endued with a plastic life to be the

first original of all things, must needs suppose

either one such plastic and spermatic life only in

the whole mass of matter or corporeal universe,

which are the Stoical Atheists; or else all matter

as such to have life and an energetic nature be

longing to it (though without any animal sense or

self-perception), and consequently all the parti

cular parts of matter, and every totum by conti

nuity, to have a distinct plastic life of its own,

which are the Stratonic Atheists. Wherefore,

there does not seem to be any room now left for

any other form of Atheism, besides these four,

to thrust in.

And we think fit here again to inculcate, what

hath been already intimated, that one grand dif

ference amongst these several forms of Atheism

is this, that some of them attributing no life at all

to matter, as such, nor indeed acknowledging

any plastic life of nature, distinct from the ani

mal, and supposing every thing whatsoever is in

the world, besides ºn àmotoc, the bare substance

of matter considered as devoid of all qualities

(that is, mere extended bulk), to be generated

and corrupted; consequently resolve, that all

manner of life whatsoever is generable and cor

ruptible, or educible out of nothing, and reduci

ble to nothing again ; and these are the Anaxi

mandrian and Democritic Atheisms. But the
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other, which are the Stoical and Stratonical, do,

on the contrary, suppose some life to be funda

mental and original, essential and substantial,

ingenerable and incorruptible, as being a first

principle of things; nevertheless, this not to be

any animal, conscious, and self-perceptive life,

but a plastic life of nature only ; all Atheists still

agreeing in those two fore-mentioned things: first,

that there is no other substance in the world be

sides body; secondly, that all animal life, sense,

and self-perception, conscious understanding and

personality, are generated and corrupted, succes

sively educed out of nothing and reduced into

nothing again. -

XXXII. Indeed we are not ignorant that some,

who seem to be well-wishers to Atheism, have

talked sometimes of sensitive and rational mat

ter, as having a mind to suppose, three seve

ral sorts of matter in the universe, specifically

different from one another, that were originally

such, and self-existent from eternity; namely,

senseless, sensitive, and rational : as if the mun

dane system might be conceived to arise from a

certain jumble of these three several sorts of mat

ter, as it were scuffling together in the dark, with

out a God, and so producing brute animals and

men. But as this is a mere precarious hypothe

sis, there being no imaginable account to be given,

how there should come to be such an essential dif

ference betwixt matters, or why this piece of mat

ter should be sensitive, and that rational, when

another is altogether senseless; so the suggestors

of it are but mere novices in Atheism, and a kind

of bungling well-wishers to it. First, because,

according to this hypothesis, no life would be pro
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duced or destroyed in the successive generations

and corruptions of animals, but only concreted

and secreted in them ; and, consequently, all hu

man personalities must be eternal and incorrup

tible: which is all one, as to assert the pre and

post-existence of all souls from eternity to eter

nity, a thing that all genuine and thorough-paced

Atheists are in a manner as abhorrent from, as

they are from the Deity itself. And secondly,

because there can be no imaginable reason given

by them, why there might not be as well a certain

Divine matter perfectly intellectual and self-exist

ent from eternity, as a sensitive and rational mat

ter. And, therefore, such an hypothesis as this

can never serve the turn of Atheists. But all

those that are masters of the craft of Atheism,

and thoroughly catechised or initiated in the dark

mysteries thereof (as hath been already incul

cated), do perfectly agree in this, that all animal,

sentient, and conscious life, all souls and minds,

and consequently all human personalities, are ge

nerated out of matter, and corrupted again into

it, or rather educed out of nothing, and reduced

into nothing again.

We understand also, that there are certain cant

ing astrological Atheists, who would deduce all

things from the occult qualities and influences of

the stars, according to their different conjunc

tions, oppositions, and aspects, in a certain blind

and unaccountable manner. But these being per

sons devoid of all manner of sense, who neither

so much as pretend to give an account of these

stars, whether they be animals or not, as also

whence they derive their original (which, if they

did undertake to do atheistically, they must needs
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resolve themselves at length into one or other of

those hypotheses already proposed), therefore, as

we conceive, they deserve not the least conside

ration. But we think fit here to observe, that

such devotees to the heavenly bodies, as look up

on all the other stars as petty deities, but the sun

as the supreme deity and monarch of the uni

verse, in the meantime conceiving it also to be

perfectly intellectual (which is in a manner the

same with the Cleanthean hypothesis) are not so

much to be accounted Atheists, as spurious, pa

ganical, and idolatrous Theists. And upon all

these considerations, we conclude again, that

there is no other philosophic form of Atheism,

that can easily be devised, besides these four

mentioned, the Anaximandrian, the Democritical,

the Stoical, and the Stratonical.

xxxiII. Amongst which forms of Atheism,

there is yet another difference to be observed, and

accordingly another distribution to be made of

them. It being first premised, that all these fore

mentioned sorts of Atheists (if they will speak con

sistently and agreeably to their own principles)

must needs suppose all things to be one way or

other necessary. For though Epicurus intro

duced contingent liberty, yet it is well known,

that he therein plainly contradicted his own prin

ciples. And this, indeed, was the first and prin

cipal thing intended by us, in this whole under

taking, to confute that false hypothesis of the

mundane system, which makes all actions and

events necessary upon Atheistic grounds, but es

pecially in the mechanic way. Wherefore, in the

next place, we must observe, that though the prin

ciples of all Atheists introduce necessity, yet the
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necessity of these Atheists is not one and the same,

but of two different kinds; some of them suppos

ing a necessity of dead and stupid matter, which

is that, which is commonly meant by UAtki dváykm,

or material necessity, and is also called by Aristo

tle, an absolute necessity of things; others, the

necessity of a plastic life, which the same Aristo

tle calls an hypothetical necessity. For the Anaxi

mandrian and Democritic Atheists doboth of them

assert a material and absolute necessity of all

things; one in the way of qualities, and the other

of motion and mechanism: but the Stoical and

Stratonical Atheists assert a plastical and hypo

thetical necessity of things only.

Now one grand difference betwixt these two

sorts of Atheisms and their necessities lies in this,

that the former, though they make all things ne

cessary, yet they suppose them also to be fortuit

ous; there being no inconsistency between these

two. And the sense of both the Anaximandrian

and Democritic Atheisms seems to be thus de

scribed by Plato," travra kard Túxnv §§ dváyknc outwe

kepáoffm, All things were mingled together by ne

cessity according to fortune.—For that nature,

from whence these Atheists derived all things, is

at once both necessary and fortuitous. But the

Plastic Atheisms suppose such a necessary na

ture for the first principle of things, as is not merely

fortuitous, but regular, orderly, and methodical;

the Stoical excluding all chance and fortune uni

versally, because they subject all things to one

plastic nature ruling over the whole universe, but

the Stratonical doing it in part only, because they

* De Legibus, lib. x. p. 666, oper.
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derive things from a mixture of chance and plastic

nature both together.

And thus we see, that there is a double notion

of nature amongst Atheists, as well as Theists;

which we cannot better express than in the words

of Balbus the Stoic, personated by Ci

cero: “Alii naturam censent esse vim Pºpe

quandam sine ratione, cientem motus in ºilº -

corporibus necessarios; alii autem vim ...”

participem ordinis, tanquam via progre

dientem. Cujus solertiam, nulla ars, nulla ma

nus, nemo opifex, consequi potest imitando; se

minis enim vim esse tantam, ut id quanquam pe

rexiguum, nactumque sit materiam, quo ali auge

rique possit, ita fingat et efficiat, in suo quidque

genere, partim ut per stirpes alantur suas, partim

ut movere etiam possint, et ex se similia sui gene

rare.” Some by nature mean a certain force with

out reason and order, exciting necessary motions

in bodies; but others understand by it such a

force, as participating of order proceeds as it

were methodically. Whose exquisiteness, no art,

no hand, no opificer can reach to by imitation.

For the force of seed is such, that though the bulk

of it be very small, yet if it get convenient matter

for its nourishment and increase, it so forms and

frames things in their several kinds, as that they

can partly through their stocks and trunks be

nourished, and partly move themselves also, and

generate their like.-And again: “Sunt qui om

nia naturae nomine appellent, ut Epicurus; sed

nos, cum dicinus natura constare administrarique

mundum, non ita dicinus, ut glebam, aut frag

mentum lapidis, aut aliquid ejusmodi, nulla co

haerendi natura; sed ut arborem, ut animalia, in
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quibus nulla temeritas, sed ordo apparet et artis

qua-dam similitudo.” There are some, who call

all things by the name of nature, as Epicurus; but

we, when we say that the world is administered

by nature, do not mean such a nature, as is in

clods of earth and pieces of stone, but such as is in

a tree or animal, in whose constitution there is no

temerity, but order and similitude of art.—Now,

according to these two different notions of nature,

the four forementioned forms of Atheism may be

again dichotomized after this manner—into such

as derive all things from a mere fortuitous and te

merarious nature, devoid of all order and metho

dicalness; and such as deduce the original of

things from a certain orderly, regular, and artifi

cial, though senseless nature in matter. The

former of which are the Anaximandrian and De

mocritic Atheisms, the latter the Stoical and Stra

tonical.

It hath been already observed, that those Athe

isms, that derive all things from a mere fortuitous

principle, as also suppose every thing, besides

#An &rotoc, the bare substance of matter—or ex

tended bulk, to be generated and corrupted;

though they asserted the eternity of matter, yet

they could not, agreeably to their own hypothesis,

maintain the eternity and incorruptibility of the

world. And accordingly hereunto, both the Anax

imandrian" and Democritic" Atheists did conclude

the world to be yevăuevov kai ºffaprov, such as was at

first made, and should be again corrupted.—And

upon this account, Lucretius concerns himself

highly herein, to prove both the novity of the

* Wide Diog. Laert. lib. ix. segm.44. p. 573.

* Wide eundem lib. ii. segm. 1, 2, p. 78,79.
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world, and also its future dissolution and extinc

tion, that -

Totum nativum mortali corpore constat.

But instead of the world's eternity, these two sorts

of Atheists introduced another paradox, namely

an drapia Köopov, an infinity of worlds;–and that

not only successive, in that space, which this world

of our's is conceived now to occupy, in respect of

the infinity of past and future time, but also a con

temporary infinity of coexistent worlds, at all

times, throughout endless and unbounded space.

However, it is certain, that some persons Athe

istically inclined, have been always apt to run out

another way, and to suppose, that the frame of

things, and system of the world, ever was from

eternity, and ever will be to eternity, such as now

it is, dispensed by a certain orderly and regular,

but yet senseless and unknowing nature. And it

is prophesied in Scripture, that such Atheists as

these, should especially abound in these latter days

of our's; “There shall come in the last

days (ºuraikrai) atheistical scoffers, walk

ing after their own lusts, and saying, Where is

the promise of his coming? For since the fathers

fell asleep, all things continue as they were from

the beginning of the creation.” Which latter

words are spoken only according to the received

hypothesis of the Jews, the meaning of these Athe

ists being quite otherwise, that there was neither

creation nor beginning of the world; but that

things had continued, such as now they are, from

all eternity. As appears also from what the apo

stle there adds by way of confutation, that they

“were wilfully ignorant of this, that by the word of

2 Pet. 3.
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God the heavens were of old, and the earth stand

ing out of the water and in the water; and that as

the world, that then was, overflowing with water

perished, so the heavens and earth, which now

are, by the same word are kept in store, and re

served unto fire against the day of judgment and ,

perdition of ungodly men.” And it is evident,

that some of these Atheists, at this very day,

march in the garb of enthusiastical religionists,

acknowledging no more a God than a Christ with

out them, and allegorizing the day of judgment

and future conflagration into a kind of seemingly

mystical, but really atheistical nonsense. These,

if they did philosophize, would resolve themselves

into one or other of those two hypotheses before

mentioned ; either that of one plastic orderly and

methodical, but senseless nature, ruling over the

whole universe; or else that of the life of matter,

making one or other of these two natures to be

their only God or Numen; it being sufficiently

agreeable to the principles of both these Atheistic

hypotheses (and no others) to maintain the world's

both antè and post-eternity; yet so as that the lat

ter of them, namely, the Hylozoists, admitting a

certain mixture of chance together with the life of

matter, would suppose, that though the main

strokes of things might be preserved the same, and

some kind of constant regularity always kept up

in the world, yet that the whole mundane system

did notin all respects continue the same, from eter

nity to eternity, without any variation.

But as Strabo tells us, that Strato Phy

sicus maintained, the Euxine sea at first to have

had no outlet by Byzantium into the Mediterra

mean, but that by the continual running in of ri

Strab. l. 1.
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vers into it, causing it to overflow, there was in

length of time a passage opened by the Propontis

and Hellespont; as also that the Mediterranean

sea forced open that passage of the Herculean

straits, being a continual isthmus or neck of land

before; that many parts of the present continent

were heretofore sea, as also much of the present

ocean habitable land:—so it cannot be doubted,

but that the same Strato did likewise suppose

such kind of alterations and vicissitudes as these,

in all the greater parts of the mundane system.

But the Stoical Atheists, who made the whole

world to be dispensed by one orderly and plastic

nature, might very well, and agreeably to their own

hypothesis, maintain, besides the world's eternity,

one constant and invariable course or tenor of

things in it, as Plinius Secundus doth, who, if he

were any thing, seems to have been one

of these Atheists; “Mundum et hoc * ***

quod nomine alio coelum appellare li

buit, (cujus circumflexu reguntur cuncta) Numen

esse, credi par est, aeternum, immensum, neque

genitum, neque interiturum —Idem rerum na

turae opus, et rerum ipsa natura.” The world, and

that which by another name is called the heavens,

by whose circumgyration all things are governed,

ought to be believed to be a Numen, eternal, im

mense, such as was never made, and shall never

be destroyed.—Where, by the way, it may be

again observed, that those Atheists, who denied

a God, according to the true notion of him, as a

conscious, understanding being, presiding over

the whole world, did notwithstanding look upon

either the world itself, or else a mere senseless

plastic nature in it, as a kind of Numen or Deity,
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they supposing it to beingenerable and incorrupti

ble. Which same Pliny, as, upon the grounds of

the Stoical Atheism, he maintained against the

Anaximandrians and Democritics, the world's

eternity and incorruptibility; so did he likewise,

in way of opposition to that direpla kóguov, that infi

nity of worlds—of their's, assert, that there was

but one world, and that finite. In like manner

we read concerning that famous Stoic, Boethus,

whom Laertius affirms to have denied the world

to be an animal (which, according to the language

and sense of those times, was all one as to deny a

God); that he also maintained, contrary to the re

ceived doctrine of the Stoics, the world’s ante-eter

nity and incorruptibility; Philo, in his treatise

trºpi d'º6apaiac kóopov, or the Incorruptibility of the

World,—testifying the same of him.

Nevertheless it seems, that some of these Stoical

Atheists did also agree with the generality of the

other Stoical Theists, in supposing a successive

infinity of worlds generated and corrupted, by rea

son of intervening periodical conflagrations; though

all dispensed by such a stupid and senseless na

ture, as governs plants and trees. For thus much

we gather from those words of Seneca before cited,

where, describing this Atheistical hypothesis, he

tells us, that though the world were a plant, that

is, governed by a vegetative or plastic nature,

without any animality, yet notwithstanding, “ab

initio ejus usque ad exitum,” &c. it had both a be

ginning, and will have an end; and from its begin

ning to its end, all was dispensed by a kind of re

gular law, even its successive conflagrations too,

as well as those inundations or deluges, which

have sometimes happened. Which yet they un
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derstood after such a manner, as that in these se

veral revolutions and successive circuits or periods

of worlds, all things should be dragáAAakra, exactly

alike, to what had been infinitely before, and

should be again infinitely afterwards. Of which

more elsewhere.

xxxiv. This quadripartite Atheism, which we

have now represented, is the kingdom of darkness

divided, or labouring with an intestine seditious

war in its own bowels, and thereby destroying it

self. Insomuch that we might well save ourselves

the labour of any further confutation of Atheism,

merely by committing these several forms of Athe

ism together, and dashing them one against ano

ther, they opposing and contradicting each other,

no less than they do Theism itself. For first, those

two pairs of Atheisms, on the one hand the Anax

imandrian and T)emocritic, on the other the Stoical

and Stratonical, do absolutely destroy each other;

the former of them supposing the first principle of

all things to be stupid matter devoid of all manner

of life, and contending, that all life as well as other

qualities is generable and corruptible, or a mere

accidental thing, and looking upon the plastic life

of nature as a figment or fantastic capricio, a thing

almost as formidable and altogether as impossible

as a Deity; the other, on the contrary, founding

all upon this principle, that there is a life and na

tural perception essential to matter, ingenerable

and incorruptible, and contending it to be utterly

impossible to give any account of the phenomena

of the world, the original of motion, the orderly

frame and disposition of things, and the nature of

animals, without this fundamental life of nature.

Again, the single Atheisms belonging to each of
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these several pairs quarrel as much also between

themselves. For the Democritic Atheism ex

plodes the Anaximandrian qualities and forms,

demonstrating that the natural production of such

entities out of nothing, and the corruption of

them again into nothing, is of the two rather

more impossible than a Divine creation and anni

hilation. And, on the other side, the Anaximan

drian Atheist plainly discovers, that, when the

Democritics and Atomics have spent all their

fury against these qualities and forms, and done

what they can to solve the phenomena of nature

without them another way, themselves do not

withstanding, like drunken men, reel and stagger

back into them, and are unavoidably necessitated

at last to take up their sanctuary in them.

In like manner, the Stoical and Stratonical

Atheists may as effectually undo and confute

each other; the former of them urging against

the latter, that, besides that prodigious absurdity

of making every atom of senseless matter infalli

bly wise or omniscient, without any conscious

ness, there can be no reason at all given by the

Hylozoists, why the matter of the whole universe

might not as well conspire and confederate toge

ther into one, as all the single atoms that com

pound the body of any animal or man; or why

one conscious life might not as well result from

the totum of the former, as of the latter; by which

means the whole world would become an animal,

or God. Again, the latter contending, that the

Stoical or Cosmo-plastic Atheist can pretend no

reason, why the whole world might not have one

sentient and rational, as well as one plastic soul

in it, that is, as well be an animal as a plant:
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moreover, that the sensitive souls of brute ani

mals, and the rational souls of men, could never

possibly emerge out of one single, plastic, and

vegetative soul in the whole universe: and, lastly,

that it is altogether as impossible, that the whole

world should have life in it, and yet none of its

parts have any life of their own, as that the whole

world should be white or black, and yet no part

of it have any whiteness or blackness at all in it.

And, therefore, that the Stoical Atheists, as well

as the Stoical Theists, do both alike deny incor

poreal substance but in words only, whilst they

really admit the thing itself; because one and the

same life, ruling over all the distant parts of the

corporeal universe, must needs be an incorporeal

substance, it being all in the whole, and all acting

upon every part, and yet none of it in any part by

itself; for then it would be many, and not one.

From all which it may be concluded, that Athe

ism is a certain strange kind of monster, with four

heads, that are all of them perpetually biting, tear

ing, and devouring one another.

Now, though these several forms of Atheism

do mutually destroy each other, and none of them

be really considerable or formidable in itself, as

to any strength of reason which it hath ; yet, as

they are compared together among themselves,

so some of them may be more considerable than

the rest. For, first, as the qualities and forms of

the Anaximandrian Atheist, supposed to be really

distinct from the substances, are things unintelli

gible in themselves; so he cannot, with any colour

or pretence of reason, maintain the natural pro

duction of them out of nothing, and the reduction

of them again into nothing, and yet withstand a

VOL. I. X
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T)ivine creation and annihilation, as an impossi

bility. Moreover, the Anaximandrian Atheism

is as it were swallowed up into the Democritic,

and further improved in it; this latter carrying

on the same design, with more seeming artifice,

greater plausibility of wit, and a more pompous

show of something, where, indeed, there is no

thing. Upon which account, it hath for many

ages past beaten the Anaximandrian Atheism in

a manner quite off the stage, and reigned there

alone. So that the Democritic or Atomic Athe

ism seems to be much more considerable of the

two, than the Anaximandrian or Hylopathian.

Again, as for the two other forms of Atheism,

if there were any life at all in matter, as the first

and immediate recipient of it, then in reason this

must needs be supposed to be after the same man

ner in it, that all other corporeal qualities are in

bodies, so as to be divisible together with it, and

some of it be in every part of the matter; which

is according to the hypothesis of the Hylozoists.

Whereas, on the contrary, the Stoical Atheists

supposing one life only in the whole mass of mat

ter, after such a manner, as that none of the parts

of it by themselves should have any life of their

own, do thereby, no less than the Stoical Theists,

make this life of their's to be no corporeal qua

lity or form, but an incorporeal substance; which

is to contradict their own hypothesis. From

whence we may conclude, that the Cosmo-plastic

or Stoical Atheism is, of the two, less considera

ble than the Hylozoic or Stratonical.

Wherefore, amongst these four forms of Athe

ism, that have been propounded, these two, the

Atomic or Democritical, and the Hylozoic or
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Stratonical are the chief. The former of which,

namely, the Democritic Atheism, admitting a true

notion of body, that (according to the doctrine of

the first and most ancient Atomists) it is nothing

but resisting bulk devoid of all manner of life;

yet, because it takes for granted, that there is no

other substance in the world besides body, does,

therefore, conclude, that all life and understanding

in animals and men is generated out of dead and

stupid matter, though not as qualities and forms

(which is the Anaximandrian way), but as result

ing from the contextures of atoms, or some pecu

liar composition of magnitudes, figures, sites, and

motions; and, consequently, that they are them

selves really nothing else but local motion and

mechanism; which is a thing, that some time

since was very pertinently and judiciously both

observed and perstringed by the learned

author" of the Ea:ercitatio Epistolica,

now a reverend bishop. But the latter, namely,

the Hylozoic, though truly acknowledging, on

the contrary, that life, cogitation, and understand

ing are entities really distinct from local motion

and mechanism, and that therefore they cannot

be generated out of dead and stupid matter, but

must needs be somewhere in the world, originally,

essentially, and fundamentally: yet, because they

take it also for granted, that there is no other sub

stance besides matter, do thereupon adulterate

the notion of matter or body, blending and con

founding it with life, as making them but two in

adequate conceptions of substance, and conclud

ing that all matter and substance, as such, hath

Sect. 4. c. 3.

* Dr. Seth Ward, Savilian Professor of Astronomy in the University

of Oxford; and successively Bishop of Exeter and Salisbury,

X 2
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life and perception, or understanding, natural and

unconscious, essentially belonging to it; and that

sense and conscious reason or understanding in

animals, arises only from the accidental modifica

tion of this fundamental life of matter by organi

zation.

We conclude, therefore, that if these two Athe

istic hypotheses, which are found to be the most

considerable, be once confuted, the reality of all

Atheism will be ipso facto confuted ; there being

indeed nothing more requisite to a thorough con

futation of Atheism, than the proving of these two

things: first, that life and understanding are not

essential to matter, as such ; and, secondly, that

they can never possibly rise out of any mixture

or modification of dead and stupid matter what

soever. The reason of which assertion is, because

all Atheists, as was before observed, are mere

Corporealists, of which there can be but these

two sorts; either such as make life to be essential

to matter, and therefore to be ingenerable and in

corruptible; or else such as suppose life and

every thing besides 5An étrotoc, the bare substance

of matter, or extended bulk, to be merely acci

dental, generable, or corruptible, as rising out

of some mixture or modification of it. And as

the proving of those two things will overthrow all

Atheism, so it will likewise lay a clear foundation

for the demonstrating of a Deity distinct from the

corporeal world. -

xxxv. Now that life and perception, or under

standing, should be essential to matter, as such, or

that all senseless matter should be perfectly and

infallibly wise (though without consciousness) as

to all its own congruities and capabilities, which

~t

*
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is the doctrine of the Hylozoists; this, I say, is

an hypothesis so prodigiously paradoxical, and so

outrageously wild, as that very few men ever could

have Atheistic faith enough, to swallow it down

and digest it. Wherefore, this Hylozoic Atheism

hath been very obscure ever since its first emer

sion, and hath found so few fautors and abettors,

that it hath looked like a forlorn and deserted

thing. Neither indeed are there any public monu

ments at all extant, in which it is avowedly main

tained, stated, and reduced into any system. Inso

much that we should not have taken any notice of

it at this time, as a particular form of Atheism, nor

have conjured it up out of its grave, had we not

understood, that Strato's ghost had begun to walk

of late; and that among some well-wishers to

Atheism, despairing in a manner of the Atomic

form, this Hylozoic hypothesis began already to

be looked upon, as the rising sun of Atheism,

“Et tanquam spes altera Trojae,” it seem

ing to smile upon them, and flatter them at a dis

tance, with some fairer hopes of supporting that

ruinous and desperate cause.

Whereas, on the contrary, that other Atomic

Atheism, as it insists upon a true notion of body,

that it is nothing but resisting bulk; by which

means we, joining issue thereupon, shall be fairly

conducted on to a clear decision of this present

controversy, as likewise to the disentangling of

many other points of philosophy; so it is that,

which hath filled the world with the noise of it,

for two thousand years past; that, concerning

which several volumes have been formerly written,

in which it hath been stated and brought into a

kind of system ; and which hath of late obtained
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a resurrection amongst us, together with the Ato

mic physiology, and been recommended to the

world anew, under a specious shew of wit and

profound philosophy. -

Wherefore, as we could not here insist upon

both these forms of Atheism together, because

that would have been to confound the language of

Atheists, and to have made them, like the Cad

mean offspring, to do immediate execution upon

themselves; so we were in all reason obliged to

make our first and principal assault upon the

Atomic Atheism, as being the only considerable,

upon this account, because it is that alone, which

publicly confronts the world, and like that proud

uncircumcised Philistine, openly defies the hosts of

the living God; intending nevertheless in the close

of this whole discourse (that is, the last book),

where we are to determine the right intellectual

system of the universe, and to assert an incorpo

real Deity, to demonstrate, that life, cogitation,

and understanding do not essentially belong to

matter, and all substance, as such, but are the pe

culiar attributes and characteristics of substanc

incorporeal. -

xxxvi. However, since we have now started

these several forms of Atheism, we shall not in the

mean time neglect any of them neither. For in

the answer to the second Atheistic ground, we

shall confute them altogether at once, as agreeing

in this one fundamental principle, That the origi

mal of all things in the universe is senseless mat

ter, or matter devoid of all animality or conscious

life.—In the reply to the fourth Atheistic argu

mentation, we shall briefly hint the grounds of

reason, from which incorporeal substance is de
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monstrated. In the examination of the fifth, we

shall confute the Anaximandrian Atheism there

propounded, which is, as it were, the first sciogra

phy and rude delineation of Atheism. And in

the confutation of the sixth, we shall shew, how

the ancient Atomic Atheists did preventively over

throw the foundation of Hylozoism. Besides all

which, in order to a fuller and more thorough con

futation, both of the Cosmo-plastic and Hylozoic

Atheisms, we shall in this very place take occa

sion to insist largely upon the plastic life of nature,

giving in the first place a true account of it; and

then afterwards shewing, how grossly it is misun

derstood, and the pretence of it abused, by the as

sertors of both these Atheistic hypotheses. The

heads of which larger digression, because they

could not be so conveniently inserted in the con

tents of the chapter, shall be represented to the

reader's view at the end of it.

xxxv II. For we think fit here to observe, that

neither the Cosmo-plastic or Stoical, nor the Hy

lozoic or Stratonical Atheists, are therefore con

demned by us, because they suppose such a thing

as a plastic nature, or life distinct from the animal;

albeit this be not only exploded, as an absolute

nonentity, by the Atomic Atheists, who might

possibly be afraid of it, as that which approached

too near to a Deity, or else would hazard the in

troducing of it; but also utterly discarded by some

professed Theists of later times, who might not

withstanding have an undiscerned tang of the Me

chanic Atheism hanging about them, in that their

so confident rejecting of all final and intending

causality in nature, and admitting of no other

causes of things, as philosophical, save the mate
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rial and mechanical only ; this being really to ba

nish all mental, and consequently Divine causa

lity, quite out of the world ; and to make the whole

world to be nothing else, but a mere heap of dust

fortuitously agitated, or a dead cadaverous thing,

that hath no signatures of mind and understand

ing, counsel and wisdom at all upon it; nor indeed

any other vitality acting in it, than only the pro

duction of a certain quantity of local motion, and

the conservation of it according to some general

laws; which things the Democritic Atheists take

for granted, would all be as they are,

Pº though there were no God. And thus

tom. "... Aristotle describes this kind of philoso

phy, that it made the whole world to

consist, k owuárov učvov, Kai uová8wv ráčºv učv työvrov,

diliyov & Tráutav, of nothing but bodies and mo

mads (that is, atoms, or small particles of matter)

only ranged and disposed together into such an

order, but altogether dead and inanimate.—

2. For unless there be such a thing admitted as

a plastic nature, that acts ºverá row, for the sake of

something, and in order to ends, regularly, artifi

cially and methodically, it seems, that one or other

of these two things must be concluded; that either

in the efformation and organization of the bodies

of animals, as well as the other phenomena, every

thing comes to pass fortuitously, and happens to

be as it is, without the guidance and direction of

any mind or understanding; or else, that God him

self doth all immediately, and, as it were, with his

own hands, form the body of every gnat and fly,

insect and mite, as of other animals in generations,

all whose members have so much of contrivance

in them, that Galen professed he could never
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enough admire that artifice, which was in the leg

of a fly (and yet he would have admired the wis

dom of nature more, had he been but acquainted

with the use of microscopes): I say, upon supposi

tion of no plastic nature, one or other of these two

things must be concluded; because it is not con

ceived by any, that the things of nature are all thus

administered, with such exact regularity and con

stancy every where, merely by the wisdom, pro

vidence, and efficiency of those inferior spirits, de

mons, or angels. As also, though it be true, that

the works of nature are dispensed by a Divine law

and command, yet this is not to be understood in

a vulgar sense, as if they were all effected by the

mere force of a verbal law or outward command,

because inanimate things are not commendable

nor governable by such a law. And therefore, be

sides the Divine will and pleasure, there must

needs be some other immediate agent and execu

tioner provided, for the producing of every effect;

since not so much as a stone, or other heavy body,

could at any time fall downward, merely by the

force of a verbal law, without any other efficient

cause; but either God himself must immediately

impel it, or else there must be some other subor

dinate cause in nature for that motion. Where

fore, the Divine law and command, by which the

things of nature are administered, must be con

ceived to be the real appointment of some ener

getic, effectual, and operative cause for the pro

duction of every effect. -

3. Now to assert the former of these two things,

that all the effects of nature come to pass by ma

terial and mechanical necessity, or the mere for

tuitous motion of matter, without any guidance or
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direction, is a thing no less irrational than it is im

pious and atheistical. Not only because it is

utterly inconceivable and impossible, that such

infinite regularity and artificialness, as is every

where throughout the whole world, should con

stantly result out of the fortuitous motion of mat

ter; but also because there are many such parti

cular phenomena in nature, as do plainly tran

scend the powers of mechanism, of which therefore

no sufficient mechanical reasons can be devised—

as the motion of respiration in animals: as there

are also other phenomena, that are perfectly cross

to the laws of mechanism; as, for example, that of

the distant poles of the equator and ecliptic, which

we shall insist upon afterward. Of both which

kinds there have been other instances proposed

by my learned friend, Dr. More, in his Enchiri

dion Metaphysicum, and very ingeniously improved

by him to this very purpose, namely, to evince,

that there is something in nature besides me

chanism, and consequently substance incorpo

real. -

Moreover, those Theists, who philosophize af.

ter this manner, by resolving all the corporeal phe

nomena into fortuitous mechanism, or the neces

sary and unguided motion of matter, make God

to be nothing else in the world, but an idle spec

tator of the various results of the fortuitous and

necessary motions of bodies; and render his wis

dom altogether useless and insignificant, as being

a thing wholly enclosed and shut up within his

own breast, and not at all acting abroad upon any

thing without him. - -

Furthermore, all such Mechanists as these,

whether Theists or Atheists, do, according to that
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judicious censure passed by Aristotle, De Part. An.

long since, upon Democritus, but sub- !...”

stitute as it were xiiga ŠvXivnv réktovoc, a

carpenter's or artificer's wooden hand, moved by

strings and wires, instead of a living hand.-They

make a kind of dead and wooden world, as it were

a carved statue, that hath nothing neither vital nor

magical at all in it. Whereas to those, who are

considerative, it will plainly appear, that there is

a mixture of life or plastic nature, together with

mechanism, which runs through the whole cor

poreal universe. *

And whereas it is pretended, not only that all

corporeal phenomena may be sufficiently solved

mechanically, without any final, intending, and di

rective causality, but also that all other reasons of

things in nature, besides the material and mecha

nical, are altogether unphilosophical, the same

Aristotle" ingeniously exposes the ridiculousness

of this pretence after this manner: telling us, that

it is just as if a carpenter, joiner, or carver should

give this account, as the only satisfactory, of any

artificial fabric or piece of carved imagery, Ört ºutre

oëvroc row opyávov to uèv koi)\ov tyivero, róēs itritebov,

that because the instruments, axes and hatchets,

planes and chisels, happened to fall so and so

upon the timber, cutting it here and there, that

therefore it was hollow in one place, and plain in

another, and the like; and by that means the whole

came to be of such a form.—For is it not altoge

ther as absurd and ridiculous, for men to under

take" to give an account of the formation and or

ganization of the bodies of animals, by mere fortu

itous mechanism, without any final or intending

* Ubi supra. "Wide Cartes. libr. de Homine, et de Formatione Foetus:
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causality, as why there was an heart here, and

brains there; and why the heart had so many and

such different valves in the entrance and outlet of

its venticles; and why all the other organic parts,

veins and arteries, nerves and muscles, bones and

cartilages,with the joints and members,were of such

a form P. Because forsooth, the fluid matter of the

seed happened to move so and so in several places,

and thereby to cause all those differences, which

are also diverse in different animals; all being the

necessary result of a certain quantity of motion at

first indifferently impressed upon the small parti

cles of the matter of this universe turned round in

a vortex. But, as the same Aristotle adds, no

carpenter or artificer is so simple, as to give such

an account as this, and think it satisfactory, but

he will rather declare, that himself directed the

motion of the instruments, after such a

A. manner, and in order to such ends: "Bû

rtov 6 rékrov, ow yde ikavov oral avrò, to ro

govrov citréiv, 3rt ºutreočvroc row opyávov, &c. dAAdèlért

Tiju TAmyńv trouſſaaro rotatºrmv, kai rivoc vska, ipú riv

airlav, ôtwc rotévêe m rotovëſitore rºv Hoppiv yévnrat. A

carpenter would give a better account than so, for

he would not think it sufficient to say, that the fa

bric came to be of such a form, because the instru

ments happened to fall so and so, but he will tell

you that it was because himself madesuch strokes,

and that he directed the instruments and deter

mined their motion after such a manner, to this

end, that he might make the whole a fabric fit and

useful for such purposes.—And this is to assign

the final cause. And certainly there is scarcely

any man in his wits, that will not acknowledge the

reason of the different valves in the heart from the
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apparent usefulness of them, according to those

particular structures of their's, to be more satisfac

tory, than any which can be brought from mere

fortuitous mechanism, or the unguided motion of

the seminal matter.

4. And as for the latter part of the disjunction,

that every thing in nature should be done imme

diately by God himself; this, as, according to vul

gar apprehension, it would render Divine Provi

dence operose, solicitous, and distractious, and

thereby make the belief of it to be entertained with

greater difficulty, and give advantage to Atheists;

so, in the judgment of the writer De Mundo, it is

not so decorous in respect of God neither, that he

should arovpyāv ćtravra, set his own hand, as it

were, to every work, and immediately do all the

meanest and triflingest things himself drudgingly,

without making use of any inferior and c

subordinate instruments. Eſtep doeuvov

iv airóv 8okéiv Eépénv avroupyiv ătravra, kai Suare\eiv

V * *

& ſłońotro, kai tºtarduevov 8touceiv, troXJ pa)\ov airpetric

ap. 7.

àv sin rº 6sº. >euvérigov 8: kai trostroëéorspov rºv 8&va

Auv avrov, 8td row oùutavroc kóguov 8inkowo av, #Atov Te

kivetv kai gºvny, &c. If it were not congruous in

respect of the state and majesty of Xerxes, the

great king of Persia, that he should condescend

to do all the meanest offices himself; much less

can this be thought decorous in respect of God.

But it seems far more august and becoming of the

Divine Majesty, that a certain power and virtue,

derived from him, and passing through the uni

verse, should move the sun and moon, and be the

immediate cause of those lower things done here

upon earth.--

Moreover, it seems not so agreeable to reason
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neither, that nature, as a distinct thing from the

Teity, should be quite superseded or made to

signify nothing, God himself doing all things im

mediately and miraculously; from whence it

would follow also, that they are all done either

forcibly and violently, or else artificially only, and

none of them by any inward principle of their own.

Lastly: this opinion is further confuted by that

slow and gradual process, that is in the genera

tions of things, which would seem to be but a vain

and idle pomp, or a trifling formality, if the agent

were omnipotent: as also by those duaprijuara (as

Aristotle calls them) those errors and bungles,

which are committed, when the matter is inept and

contumacious ; which argue the agent not to be

irresistible, and that nature is such a thing, as is

not altogether incapable (as well as human art)

of being sometimes frustrated and disappointed,

by the indisposition of matter. Whereas an om

nipotent agent, as it could dispatch its work in a

moment, so it would always do it infallibly and

irresistibly; no ineptitude or stubbornness of mat

ter being ever able to hinder such a one, or make

him bungle or fumble in any thing.

5. Wherefore, since neither all things are pro

duced fortuitously, or by the unguided mechanism

of matter, nor God himself may reasonably be

thought to do all things immediately and miracu

lously ; it may well be concluded, that there is a

plastic nature under him, which, as an inferior and

subordinate instrument, doth drudgingly execute

that part of his providence, which consists in the

regular and orderly motion of matter; yet so as

that there is also, besides this, a higher Provi

dence to be acknowledged, which, presiding over
!.
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it, doth often supply the defects of it, and some

times over-rule it; forasmuch as this plastic na

ture cannot act electively, nor with discretion.

And by this means the wisdom of God will not be

shut up nor concluded wholly within his own

breast, but will display itself abroad, and print its

stamps and signatures every where throughout the

world; so that God, as Plato" (after Orpheus")

speaks, will be not only the beginning and end,

but also the middle of all things; they being as

much to be ascribed to his causality, as if himself

had done them all immediately, without the con

current instrumentality of any subordinate natural

cause. Notwithstanding which, in this way it

will appear also to human reason, that all things

are disposed and ordered by the Deity, without

any solicitous care or distractious providence.

And indeed those mechanic Theists, who, re

jecting a plastic nature, affect to concern the Deity

as little as is possible in mundane affairs, either

for fear of debasing him, and bringing him down to

too mean offices, or else of subjecting him to soli

citous encumberment; and for that cause would

have God to contribute nothing more to the mun

dane system and economy, than only the first

impressing of a certain quantity of motion upon

the matter, and the after conserving of it, accord

ing to some general laws; these men, I say, seem

not very well to understand themselves in this.

Forasmuch as they must of necessity, either sup

pose these their laws of motion to execute them

selves, or else be forced perpetually to concern

the Deity in the immediate motion of every atom

of matter throughout the universe, in order to the

“De Leg. lib, iv. p. 600, oper. * Wide Apul, de Mundo, p.25.
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execution and observation of them. The former of

which being a thing plainly absurd and ridicu

lous, and the latter that, which these philoso

phers themselves are extremely abhorrent from,

we cannot make any other conclusion than this,

that they do but unskilfully and unawares esta

blish that very thing, which in words they oppose;

and that their laws of nature concerning motion

are really nothing else but a plastic nature, acting

upon the matter of the whole corporeal universe,

both maintaining the same quantity of motion al

ways in it, and also dispensing it (by transferring

it out of one body into another) according to

such laws, fatally impressed upon it. Now, if

there be a plastic nature, that governs the motion

of matter every where, according to laws, there

can be no reason given, why the same might not

also extend farther to the regular disposal of that

matter, in the formation of plants and animals,

and other things, in order to that apt coherent

frame and harmony of the whole universe.

6. And as this plastic nature is a thing, which

seems to be in itself most reasonable, so hath it also

had the suffrage of the best philosophers in all

ages. For, first, it is well known, that Aristotle

concerns himself in nothing more zealously than

this, that mundane things are not effected merely

by the necessary and unguided motion of matter,

or by fortuitous mechanism; but by such a nature

as acts regularly and artificially for ends; yet so

as that this nature is not the highest principle

neither, or the supreme Numen, but subordinate

to a perfect mind or intellect; he affirming, that

vouc airtov kai jiſaw, rouës row travroc, that mind, toge

ther with nature, was the cause of this universe;
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—and that heaven and earth, plants and animals,

were framed by them both ; that is, by mind as

the principal and directive cause, but by nature as

a subservient or executive instrument; and else

where joining in like manner God and nature both

together, as when he concludes, That God and

nature do nothing in vain.

Neither was Aristotle the first broacher or in

ventor of this doctrine, Plato before him having

plainly asserted the same. For in a passage al

ready cited, he affirms, that nature, together with

reason, and according to it, orders all things;

thereby making nature, as a distinct thing from

the Deity, to be a subordinate cause under the

reason and wisdom of it. And elsewhere he re

solves, that there are Buffpovoc piſotoc atrial, atc wirmpe

roſaac 60:0c Xofira, certain causes of a wise and

artificial nature, which the Deity uses as subser

vient to itself;-as also, that there are Švvalria oſc

Švvºpyoic 680c Xonrat, COn-causes, which God makes

use of, as subordinately co-operative with him

self. - -

Moreover, before Plato, Empedocles philoso

phized also in the same manner, when, supposing

two worlds, the one archetypal, the other ectypal,

he made pixta and veikoc, friendship and discord,

to be the day: 8paariptoc, the active principle and

immediate operator in this lower world; he not

understanding thereby, as Plutarch" and some

others have conceited, two substantial principles

in the world, the one of good, the other of evil;

but only a plastic nature, as Aristotle in sundry

* De Iside et Osiride, p. 370. tomii, oper.

VOL. I. Y
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places intimates; which he called by that name,

partly because he apprehended, that the result

and upshot of nature in all generations and cor

ruptions amounted to nothing more than mixtures

and separations, or concretion and secretion of

pre-existent things; and partly because this plas

tic nature is that, which doth reconcile the con

trarieties and enmities of particular things, and

bring them into one general harmony in the whole,

Which latter is a motion, that Plotinus, describing

this very seminary reason or plastic nature of the

world (though taking it in something a larger

En. a. ſ. 2. Sense than we do in this place), doth in

sec. 16, p. geniously pursue after this manner: 'Av
267. oper. w V - 5 y V f w p * - -

- riffsic 8: áAAñAote ra uépm, kai troutoac Évêea,

troXéuov kai uáxng güoragw kai 'yévéow tipyägaroº kai oiroc

tariv etc trac, it un v ćin' yevöuevov ydp Bauró toic uépeat

troXéutov, oùroc Év čari kal pi\ov, dictep &v et 82duaroc

Aóyoc etc, d row 8pduaroc, #yov £v avrº troX\ac uáxacº

to uév oëv 82dua rd usuaxmuéva, olov tic hiav dauoviav,

§yet göupovov.–6c re uá\\ov čv ric th dpuovia rh k

Maxopévov eikágete. The seminary TeaSOIn Or plas

tic nature of the universe, opposing the parts to

one another, and making them severally indi

gent, produces by that means war and contention.

And, therefore, though it be one, yet, notwith

standing, it consists of different and contrary

things. For there being hostility in its parts, it

is nevertheless friendly and agreeable in the whole;

after the same manner as in a dramatic poem,

clashings and contentions are reconciled into one

harmony. And, therefore, the seminary and plas

tic nature of the world may fitly be resembled to

the harmony of disagreeing things.--Which Plo
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tinic doctrine may well pass for a commentary

upon Empedocles, accordingly as Sim- In Arist. de

plicius briefly represents his sense, 'Eu- Cºl. i.i.e.

Tºok\ſic &ſo kócuovc avviarmat, röv učv ivoué- *.

vov kai vonrov, röv & 8takekpuévov kai atoffmrov, yº.

kai £v roërto kóoup riv Évogu deſ: kai riv ëld

kptow. Empedocles makes two worlds, the one

united and intelligible, the other divided and sen

sible; and in this lower sensible world, he takes

notice both of unity and discord.—

It was before observed, that Heraclitus like

wise did assert a regular and artificial nature, as

the fate of things in this lower world; for his “rea

son passing through the substance of all things,” or

“ethereal body, which was the seed of the gene

ration of the universe,” was nothing but that sper

matic or plastic nature which we now speak of.

And whereas there is an odd passage of this phi

losopher's recorded,” kóguov révôs oëre ric 0soc où

r' dwópºſtov toings, that neither any God nor man

made this world,—which, as it is justly derided

by Plutarch for its simplicity, so it looks very

atheistically at first sight; yet, because Heracli

tus hath not been accounted an Atheist, we there

fore conceive the meaning of it to have been this,

that the world was not made by any whatsoever,

after such a manner as an artificer makes a house,

by machines and engines, acting from without

upon the matter, cumbersomely and moliminously,

but by a certain inward plastic nature of its own.

And as Hippocrates followed Heraclitus in

this (as was before declared), so did Zeno and

the Stoics also ; they supposing, besides an intel

* Apud Plutarch. de Animae Procreat. ex Timaeo, tom. ii. oper. p.

1014. et apud Clement. Alexandrin. Stromat. lib. v. cap. xiv. p. 711.

Y 2
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lectual nature, as the supreme architect and mas

ter-builder of the world, another plastic nature

as the immediate workman and operator: which

plastic nature hath been already described, in the

words of Balbus, as a thing, which acts not for

. …, tuitously, but regularly, orderly, and

ºf artificially. And Laertius tells" us, it

*P was defined by Zeno himself after this -

- manner: fort & piſaic &c & airnc kivovuévn

kard otrepuarikoúc Aóyovc, drorºoved re kai avvéxovoa

ºrd #3 airnc Év diplouévoic Xpóvoic, kai rotaura 8ptoga

dº' otov direkpión Nature is a habit moved from it

self, according to spermatic reasons or seminal

principles, perfecting and containing those several

things, which in determinate times are produced

from it, and acting agreeably to that from which

it was secreted.— º

Lastly, as the latter Platonists and Peripate

tics have unanimously followed their masters

herein, whose vegetative soul also is no other than

a plastic nature; so the chemists and Paracel

sians insist much upon the same thing, and seem

rather to have carried the notion on further, in

the bodies of animals, where they call it by a new

name of their own—the Archeus. -

Moreover, we cannot but observe here, that,

as amongst the ancients they were generally con

demned for downright Atheists, who acknow

ledged no other principle besides body or matter,

necessarily and fortuitously moved, such as De

mocritus and the first Ionics: so even Anax

agoras himself, notwithstanding that he was a

professed Theist, and plainly asserted mind to

be a principle, yet, because he attributed too

much to material necessity, admitting neither this
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plastic nature nor a mundane soul, was severely

censured, not only by the vulgar (who unjustly

taxed him for an Atheist), but also by Plato and

Aristotle, as a kind of spurious and imperfect

Theist, and one who had given great advantage

to Atheism. Aristotle, in his Metaphy- . . . .

sics, thus represents his philosophy:" pag. 267.
"Avačayápac TE ydo unyavn Xphrat rip vig, Tpóc tom. iv. oper.

rºv Koguoirottav, kai Örav dirogion 8td riv atriav, té àvá

ykec tari, röre {\ket avrov, £v & roic ãAAoic trávra HaAAov

atriarat rôv ywouévov # vouv' Anaxagoras useth mind

and intellect, that is, God, as a machine in the

Cosmopoeia; and when he is at a loss to give

an account of things by material necessity, then,

and never but then, does he draw in mind or God

to help him out; but otherwise he will rather as

sign any thing else for a cause than mind.—Now,

if Aristotle censure Anaxagoras in this manner,

though a professed Theist, because he did but

seldom make use of a mental cause for the solv

ing of the phenomena of the world, and only then

when he was at a loss for other material and me

chanical causes (which it seems he sometimes

confessed himself to be), what would that philo

sopher have thought of those our so confident

Mechanists of later times, who will never vouch

safe so much as once to be beholden to God Al

mighty for any thing in the economy of the cor

poreal world, after the first impression of motion

upon the matter?

Plato, likewise, in his Phaedo," and elsewhere,

condemns this Anaxagoras by name for this very

thing, that though he acknowledged mind to be

• P. 393.
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a cause, yet he seldom made use of it for solving

the phenomena; but in his twelfth De Legibus,

he perstringeth him unnamed, as one who, though

a professed Theist, had, notwithstanding, given

- great encouragement to Atheism, after

sº* this manner:* Aiyovrec ºc vouc in 68take

- Kogunköc Táv6 do a kar' owpavöv, auroi & TráAtv

duaprávovrec ilvync piſotoc, ôrt trotoſłórepov tim couárov,

ãrav0 ºc drew £roc, dvárºslav Tá\iv, rd yde 8. tred rów

ôuuárov Távra, auroic épávn, rd kar' oùpavov ©spéueva,

Heard cival Aibov, kal ync, kal troX\ºv &A\ov diliyov Ortº)

parov, ëtavsuávrov rac airiac Tavröc row kóguov, raor’ iv

rd rórs *ścipyaguéva ToMAdc dósórnraç' Some of them,

who had concluded that it was mind that or

dered all things in the heavens, themselves erring

concerning the nature of the soul, and not making

that older than the body, have overturned all

again; for heavenly bodies being supposed by

them to be full of stones, and earth, and other

inanimate things (dispensing the causes of the

whole universe), they did by this means occasion

much Atheism and impiety.— -

Furthermore, the same Plato there tells us, that

in those times of his, astronomers and physiolo

gers commonly lay under the prejudice and sus

picion of Atheism amongst the vulgar, merely for

this reason, because they dealt so much in mate

rial causes: Ol troXAoi &iavoovvral rotºcra rotaura uéra

Yeptoauêvovc, darpovoula rekai raic Herd raúrmc dvaykaiac

&\\aic réX vac, d6éovc 'ytyvital, kaffeopakórac dic oióvre

ytyväueva dváykaic td. Tpáyuar, dXX' ow 8tavotate Bovº

ceoc dyabov tript rºovuévov' The vulgar think, that

they who addict themselves to astronomy and

physiology, are made Atheists thereby, they see

ing as much as is possible, how things come to
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pass by material necessities, and being thereby

disposed to think them not to be ordered by mind

and will, for the sake of good.—From whence

we may observe, that, according to the natural

apprehensions of men in all ages, they who re

solve the phenomena of nature into material ne

cessity, allowing of no final nor mental causality

(disposing things in order to ends), have been

strongly suspected for friends to Atheism.

7. But because some may pretend, that the

plastic nature is all one with an occult quality,

we shall here shew, how great a difference there

is betwixt these two. For he that asserts an oc

cult quality for the cause of any phenomenon,

does indeed assign no cause at all of it, but only

declare his own ignorance of the cause: but he

that asserts a plastic nature, assigns a determinate

and proper cause, nay, the only intelligible cause,

of that which is the greatest of all phenomena in

the world, namely, the rô sº kai kakóc, the orderly,

regular, and artificial frame of things in the uni

verse, whereof the mechanic philosophers, how

ever, pretending to solve all phenomena by matter

and motion, assign no cause at all. Mind and

understanding is the only true cause of orderly

regularity; and he that asserts a plastic nature,

asserts mental causality in the world ; but the for

tuitous Mechanists, who, exploding final causes,

will not allow mind and understanding to have

any influence at all upon the frame of things, can

never possibly assign any cause of this grand

phenomenon, unless confusion may be said to be

the cause of order, and fortune or chance of con

stant regularity; and, therefore, themselves must

resolve it into an occult quality. Nor, indeed,
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does there appear any great reason, why such

men should assert an infinite mind in the world,

since they do not allow it to act any where at all,

and therefore must needs make it to be in vain.

8. Now, this plastic nature being a thing, which

is not without some difficulty in the conception

of it, we shall here endeavour to do these two

things concerning it: first, to set down a right

representation thereof; and then afterwards to ,

shew how extremely the notion of it hath been

mistaken, perverted, and abused by those Athe

ists, who would make it to be the only God Al

mighty, or first principle of all things. :

How the plastic nature is in general to be con

* Phys.l. 2. ceived, Aristotle instructs us in these

c.8, bag. 447, words:* si èviv čv rº, Šºw m vavirnykh duoi
tom. 1. oper. ºw - p 2. p • -

we av Tn quasi etoia.’ If the naupegical art,

that is, the art of the shipwright, were in the tim

ber itself operatively and effectually, it would

there act just as nature doth.-And the case is

the same for all other arts. If the cecodomical

art, which is in the mind of the architect, were

supposed to be transfused into the stones, bricks,

and mortar, there acting upon them in such a

manner as to make them come together of them

selves, and range themselves into the form of a

complete edifice, as Amphion was said, by his

harp, to have made the stones move, and place

themselves orderly of their own accord, and so to

have built the walls of Thebes; or if the musical

art were conceived to be immediately in the

instruments and strings, animating them as a liv

ing soul, and making them to move exactly, ac

cording to the laws of harmony, without any ex

ternal impulse; these, and such like instances,
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in Aristotle's judgment, would be fit iconisms or

representations of the plastic nature, that being

art itself acting immediately upon the matter as

an inward principle in it. To which purpose the

same philosopher adds, that this thing might be

further illustrated by another instance or resem

blance: HáAtara & 8nMov, örav Tug tarpsist aúróc tavrov,

rowrº yde toucev iſ quaic' Nature may be yet more

clearly resembled to the medicinal art, when it is

employed by the physician in curing himself—So

that the meaning of this philosopher is, that na

ture is to be conceived as art, acting not from

without and at a distance, but immediately upon

the thing itself which is formed by it. And thus

we have the first general conception of the plastic

nature, that it is art itself, acting immediately on

the matter as an inward principle.

9. In the next place, we are to observe, that

though the plastic nature be a kind of art, yet

there are some considerable pre-eminences which

it hath above human art; the first whereof is this,

that whereas human art cannot act upon the mat

ter otherwise than from without and at a distance,

nor communicate itself to it, but with a great deal

of tumult and hurliburly, noise and clatter, it

using hands and axes, saws and hammers, and

after this manner, with much ado, by knockings

and thrustings, slowly introducing its form or idea

(as, for example, of a ship or house) into the

materials; nature, in the mean time, is another

kind of art, which, insinuating itself immediately

into things themselves, and there acting more

commandingly upon the matter as an inward prin

ciple, does its work easily, cleverly, and silently.

Nature is art as it were incorporated and embo
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died in matter, which doth not act upon it from

without mechanically, but from within

º: vitally and magically; gir. Xeſpec #vraoffa, -

oùre tróēsc, oùre rt dayavov #Takrov # oùuffvrov,

JXmc 8: 86. #4' ic trouſiast, kai v čv Čiča troteſ, távritov

87Aov. 8si & kai to Hoyºs'ſsiv dºtMeiv čk ric ºvatknc trouſ

gewc. rotoc Yap 60iopóc, i ric poy Asia, &c. Here are

no hands, nor feet, nor any instrument, connate

or adventitious, there being only need of matter to

work upon, and to be brought into a certain form,

and nothing else. For it is manifest that the ope

ration of nature is different from mechanism, it

doing not its work by trusion or pulsion, by knock

ings or thrustings, as if it were without that which

it wrought upon.—But as God is inward to every

thing, so nature acts immediately upon the matter,

as an inward and living soul, or law in it.

10. Another pre-eminence of nature above hu

man art is this, that whereas human artists are

often to seek and at a loss, and therefore consult

and deliberate, asalso upon second thoughts mend

their former work; nature, on the contrary, is ne

wer to seek what to do, nor at a stand ; and for

that reason also (besides another that will be sug

gested afterwards) it doth never consult nor deli

berate. Indeed Aristotle intimates, as if this had

been the grand objection of the old Atheistic phi

losophers against the plastic nature, that because

we do not see natural bodies to consult or delibe

rate, therefore there could be nothing of art, coun

sel, or contrivance in them; but all came to pass

º fortuitously.— But he confutes it after

Phys.l.º. c. this manner : "Arorov & ré un oleoffat ºverá
8, p.477. tom. f > * * *fcw - - p

i. oper. row yiveoffat, dw ui, iëoot to Kwouv BovXevad

Iterov, Kairo Kai i réxwn ov BovXavera. It is
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absurd for men to think nothing to be done for

ends, if they do not see that which moves to

consult, although art itself doth not consult.—

Whence he concludes, that nature may act artifi

ºcially, orderly, and methodically, for the sake of

ends, though it never consult or deliberate. In

deed human artists themselves do not consult pro

perly as they are artists, but whenever they do it,

it is for want of art, and because they are to seek,

their art being imperfect and adventitious : but

art itself, or perfect art, is never to seek, and there

fore doth never consult or deliberate; and nature

is this art, which never hesitates nor studies, as

unresolved what to do, but is always readily

prompted ; nor does it ever repent afterwards of

what it had formerly done, or go about, as it

were, upon second thoughts, to alter and mend its

former course; but it goes on in one constant un

repenting tenor, from generation to generation,

because it is the stamp or impress of that infalli

bly omniscient art of the Divine understanding,

which is the very law and rule of what is simply

the best in every thing.

And thus we have seen the difference between

nature and human art: that the latter is imperfect

art, acting upon the matter from without, and at

a distance; but the former is art itself, or perfect

art, acting as an inward principle in it. Where

fore, when art is said to imitate nature, the mean

ing thereof is, that imperfect human art imitates

that perfect art of nature, which is really no other

than the Divine art itself; as, before Aristotle,

Plato had declared in his Sophist," in these

* P. 168. oper.
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words: tá pága \eyóueva troteiofla (eig rtyvn' Those

things, which are said to be done by nature, are

indeed done by Divine art.— . . . . . . * *

11. Notwithstanding which, we are to take no

tice in the next place, that as nature is not the

I)eity itself, but a thing very remote from it, and

far below it, so neither is it the Divine art, as it is

in itself pure and abstract, but concrete and em

bodied only ; for the Divine art considered in it

self, is nothing but knowledge, understanding, or

wisdom in the mind of God. Now knowledge and

understanding, in its own nature, is keytoplauêvov ru,

a certain separate and abstract thing, and of so

subtile and refined a nature, as that it is not capa

ble of being incorporated with matter, or mingled

and blended with it, as the soul of it. And there

fore Aristotle's second instance, which he pro

pounds as most pertinent to illustrate this busi

ness of nature by, namely, of the physician's art

curing himself, is not so adequate thereunto; be

cause when the medicinal art cures the physician,

in whom it is, it doth not there act as nature, that

is, as concrete and embodied art, but as know

ledge and understanding only, which is art naked,

abstract, and unbodied; as also it doth its work

ambagiously, by the physician's willing and pre

scribing to himself the use of such medicaments,

as do but conduce, by removing of impediments,

to help that, which is nature indeed, or the inward

archeus, to effect the cure. Art is defined by Aris

totle" to be Aóyoc row Épyov ūvey WAnc, the reason of

the thing without matter;-and so the Divine art

or knowledge in the mind of God, is unbodied

reason; but nature is ratio mersa et confusa,

• De Partib. Animal, lib. i. cap. i. p. 472. tom. ii. oper.
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reason immersed and plunged into matter, and, as

it were, fuddled in it, and confounded with it.

Nature is not the Divine art archetypal, but only

ectypal ; it is a living stamp or signature of the

TXivine wisdom; which, though it act exactly ac

cording to its archetype, yet it doth not at all com

prehend nor understand the reason of what itself

doth. And the difference between these two may

be resembled to that between the A6)oc völäfferoc,

the reason of the mind and conception,-called

verbum mentis, and the Adyoc irpoſpopucoc, the reason

of external speech ;-the latter of which, though

it bear a certain stamp and impress of the former

upon it, yet itself is nothing but articulate sound

devoid of all understanding and sense. Or else

we may illustrate this business by another simili

tude, comparing the Divine art and wisdom to an

architect, but nature to a manuary opificer; the

difference betwixt which two is thus set forth by

Aristotle pertinently to our purpose: -

role dextriºrovac Tepi traorov ruoripov, re ºº:

HaMAov stºval vouſ.ou.ev Tóv Xelporey vöv, kal iv. oper.

oopwrépovc, ôrt rác airiac rtov Totovuévan, toaow.

of 8' dºctrip kai rov diliyov Évia, trotei tºv, ouk sièóra è?

Trots, otov kaist to trup. ra uév oiv dilvya ºpúact rive trously

roðrovºkaorov' roºc & yetporéYvac 8 floc. We account

the architects in every thing more honourable than

the manuary opificers, because they understand

the reason of things done; whereas the other, as

some inanimate things, only do, not knowing what

they do; the difference between them being only

this, that inanimate things act by a certain nature

in them, but the manuary opificer by habit.—Thus

nature may be called the yaporéxync, or manuary

opificer, that acts subserviently under the archi
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tectonical art and wisdom of the Divine under

standing," troit, utv ovk sièvia, which does do with

out knowing the reason of what it doth.

12. Wherefore, as we did before observe the

pre-eminences of nature above human art, so we

must here take notice also of the imperfections

and defects of it, in which respect it falls short of

human art, which are likewise two ; and the first

of them is this, that though it act artificially for

the sake of ends, yet, itself doth neither intend

those ends, nor understand the reason of that it

doth. Nature is not master of that consummate

art and wisdom, according to which it acts, but

only a servant to it, and a drudging executioner of

the dictates of it. This difference betwixt nature

En, 4.1.4, and abstract art or wisdom is expressed

**P*7 by Plotinus in these words: ri Suotast rºc

Xeyouévnc ºùasſoc 496vnaic ; ôrt m uèv $96vnoic Tptorov, n

§§ $voic taxarov, tvèa\ua yáp $povigeoc m $voic, kai ilvync

Boyarov ov, taxarov kai tov £v airfi {\\alitrówevov Xoydv

#xet. otov d £v Knºts |3affei, ëukveiro tic Boyarov tirl 0árºpa

£v rº tripavetg Túroc' Evágyovc pºv ëvroc row àvo, ty vouc

8è doffevouc &vroc row Káro, 60sv ové otée pilotc, uðvov §§

Troteſ. How doth wisdom differ from that which

is called nature? verily in this manner, that wis

dom is the first thing, but nature the last and low

est; for nature is but an image or imitation of wis

dom, the last thing of the soul, which hath the

lowest impress of reason shining upon it; as when

a thick piece of wax is thoroughly impressed upon

by a seal, that impress, which is clean and distinct

in the superior superficies of it, will in the lower

side be weak and obscure; and such is the stamp

* Plotin. libro utrum Stellae aliquid agant, Ennead. ii. lib. iii, cap.

xvii. p. 147. -
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and signature of nature, compared with that of

wisdom and understanding, nature being a thing,

which doth only do, but not know.—And else

where the same writer declares the difference be

tween the spermatic Adyot, or reasons, and know

Hedges or conceptions of the mind in this
- r t y - - - -- 3. -

Iſlan1161 ; IIórega & ot Aóyot oùrol of £v ilvyn Fº 147.

/

-

voñuara; dAAd tróc kard rá voňuara Toumogu :

o ydp Aóyoc £v ūAn Totel, kai to trotouv Øvoukoc, ow vónaic,

ow8. ôpagic, d\\d ºvaulc rperturº tnc tºne, oux têvia,

&\\d 8ptoga Hóvov, otov rūtrov kai oxiua $v iſèart. Whe

ther are these plastic reasons or forms in the soul

knowledges? but how shall it then act according

to those knowledges P for the plastic reason or

form acts or works in matter, and that which acts

naturally is not intellection nor vision, but a cer

tain power of moving matter, which doth not

know, but only do, and makes as it were a stamp

or figure in water.

And with this doctrine of the ancients, a modern

judicious writer, and sagacious inquirer into na

ture, seems fully to agree, that nature is such a

thing as doth not know, but only do ; for after he

had admired that wisdom and art, by which the

bodies of animals are framed, he concludes that

one or other of these two things must needs be

acknowledged, that either the vegetative or plas

tic power of the soul, by which it fabricates and

organizes its own body, is more excel

lent and Divine than the rational ; orº

else, “In naturae operibus neque pru- ºf Éº.

dentiam mec intellectum inesse, sedita .

solum videri conceptui nostro, qui secundum

artes nostras et facultates, seu exemplaria a nobis

metipsis mutuata, de rebus natura divinis judi
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camus; quasi principia naturae activa effectus suos

eo modo producerent, quo nos opera nostra arti

ficialia solemus:” That in the works of nature

there is neither prudence nor understanding, but

only it seems so to our apprehensions, who judge

of these Divine things of nature according to our

own arts and faculties, and patterns borrowed

from ourselves; as if the active principles of na

ture did produce their effects in the same manner

as we do our artificial works.--Wherefore we

conclude, agreeably to the sense of the best philo

sophers, both ancient and modern, that nature is

such a thing, as, though it act artificially, and for

the sake of ends, yet it doth but ape and mimic

the Divine art and wisdom, itself not understand

ing those ends which it acts for, nor the reason of

what it doth in order to them; for which cause

also it is not capable of consultation or delibera

tion, nor can it act electively, or with discretion.

13. But because this may seem strange at the

first sight, that nature should be said to act ºverá

rov, for the sake of ends,--and regularly or arti

ficially, and yet be itself devoid of knowledge and

understanding, we shall therefore endeavour to

persuade the possibility, and facilitate the belief

of it, by some other instances; and first by that of .

habits, particularly those musical ones of singing,

playing upon instruments, and dancing. Which

habits direct every motion of the hand, voice, and

body, and prompt them readily, without any deli

beration or studied consideration, what the next

following note or motion should be. If you jog

a sleeping musician, and sing but the first words

of a song to him, which he had either himself com

posed, or learned before, he will presently take it
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from you, and that perhaps before he is thoroughly

awake, going on with it, and singing out the re

mainder of the whole song to the end. Thus the

fingers of an exercised lutonist, and the legs and

whole body of a skilful dancer, are directed to

move regularly and orderly, in a long train and

series of motions, by those artificial habits in them,

which do not themselves at all comprehend those

laws and rules of music or harmony, by which

they are governed. So that the same thing may

be said of these habits, which was said before of

nature, that they do not know, but only do. And

thus we see there is no reason, why this plastic

nature (which is supposed to move body regularly

and artificially) should be thought to be an abso

lute impossibility, since habits do, in like manner,

gradually evolve themselves in a long train or se

ries of regular and artificial motions, readily

prompting the doing of them, without compre

hending that art and reason, by which they are di

rected. The forementioned philosopher illustrates

the seminary reason and plastic nature of the uni

verse, by this very instance: m rolvvv čvép

'ysta auric rexvikſ' &crºp &v 6 dºxoſuévoc, kt- Fº§ºr.

voiuevoc tim. d yā; opytoric, th oùrw Texvikh oper.

Čwn toucev duróc, Kai ń réxvn aurów Kuči, kai

oùro kući, dºc rnc Čonc auric rotaúrmc Tóc oùonc. The

energy of nature is artificial, as when a dancer

moves; for a dancer resembles this artificial life

of nature, forasmuch as art itself moves him, and

so moves him as being such a life in him.—And

agreeably to this conceit, the ancient mythologists

represented the nature of the universe, by Pan

playing upon a pipe or harp, and being in love

with the nymph, Echo; as if nature did, by a kind

VOL. I. Z -
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of silent melody, make all the parts of the universe

every where dance in measure and proportion, it

self being, as it were, in the mean time, delighted

and ravished with the re-echoing of its own har

mony. Habits are said to be an adventitious and

acquired nature, and nature was before defined

by the Stoics" to be šic, or a habit: so that there

seems to be no other difference between these two,

than this, that whereas the one is acquired by

teaching, industry, and exercise; the other, as was

expressed by Hippocrates," is draičevroe kai oux

Haflovaa, unlearned and untaught, and may in

some sense also be said to be auroëlèakroc, self.

taught, though she be indeed always inwardly

prompted, secretly whispered into, and inspired

by the Divine art and wisdom.

14. Moreover, that something may act artifi

cially and for ends, without comprehending the rea

son of what it doth, may be further evinced from

those natural instincts that are in animals, which

without knowledge direct them to act regularly,

in order both to their own good, and the good of

the universe. As for example: the bees in melli

fication, and in framing their combs and hexagonial

cells, the spiders in spinning their webs, the birds

in building their nests, and many other animals in

such like actions of their's, which would seem to

argue a great sagacity in them, whereas, notwith

standing, as Aristotle observes, oire rtyvn, oùre

&nriqavra, oùre 3ovXevgäueva trotti. They do these

things, neither by art, nor by counsel, nor by any

* Apud Diogen. Laert. lib. vii. segm. 148. p. 459.

* Epidemicor. lib. vi. sect. v. p. 509, tom. i. edit. Wander Linden.

Wide etiam eundem nº rºofſ. Sec. viii. p. 597. tom. i. oper.

• Physicor. lib. ii. cap. x. p. 476, tom. i. oper.
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deliberation of their own;–and, therefore, are not

masters of that wisdom, according to which they

act, but only passive to the instincts and impresses

thereof upon them. And indeed to affirm, that

brute animals do all these things by a knowledge

of their own, and which themselves are masters

of, and that without deliberation and consultation,

were to make them to be endued with a most per

fect intellect, far transcending that of human rea

son; whereas it is plain enough, that brutes are

not above consultation, but below it, and that

these instincts of nature in them are nothing but a

kind of fate upon them.

15. There is, in the next place, another imper

fection to be observed in the plastic nature, that

as it doth not comprehend the reason of its own

action, so neither is it clearly and expressly con

scious of what it doth ; in which respect, it doth

not only fall short of human art, but even of that

very manner of acting, which is in brutes them

selves, who, though they do not understand the

reason of those actions, that their natural instincts

lead them to, yet they are generally conceived to

be conscious of them, and to do them by fancy;

whereas, the plastic nature in the formation of

plants and animals seems to have no animal fancy,

no express ovvatoffmaic, Con-sense, or consciousness

of what it doth. Thus the often commended philo

sopher : n ºvac ow8? pavragiav #xel, n 8: vömaic ‘pavra

aiac kpcirrov, pavragia & Herašū pigswc rūmov En. 4. l. 4.

kai voiosoc' m pºv ºyè où0svöc avròmilw ovče §§º:

avvcow yet. Nature hath not so much as Āmī.”

any fancy in it; as intellection and know- P. *

ledge is a thing superior to fancy, so fancy is su

perior to the impress of nature, for nature hath no

Z 2
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apprehension nor conscious perception of any

thing. In a word, nature is a thing, that hath no

such self-perception or self-enjoyment in it, as

animals have. - -

16. Now we are well aware, that this is a thing,

which the narrow principles of some late philoso

phers will not admit of, that there should be any

action distinct from local motion besides expressly

conscious cogitation. For they making the first

general heads of all entity to be extension and co

gitation, or extended being and cogitative; and

then supposing, that the essence of cogitation con

sists in express consciousness, must needs by this

means exclude such a plastic life of nature, as we

speak of, that is supposed to act without animal

fancy or express consciousness. Wherefore, we

conceive, that the first heads of being ought ra

ther to be expressed thus; resisting or antitypous

extension, and life, (i. e. internal energy and self

activity ;) and then again, that life or internal self.

activity is to be subdivided into such as either

acts with express consciousness and synaesthesis,

or such as is without it ; the latter of which is this

plastic life of nature : so that there may be an ac

tion distinct from local motion, or a vital energy,

which is not accompanied with that fancy, or con

sciousness, that is in the energies of the animal

life; that is, there may be a simple internal energy,

or vital autokinesy, which is without that dupli

cation, that is included in the nature of avvaſoffmaic,

con-sense and consciousness, which makes a be

ing to be present with itself, attentive to its own

actions, or animadversive of them, to perceive it

self to do or suffer, and to have a fruition or en

joyment of itself. And indeed it must be granted,
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that what moves matter or determines the motion

of it vitally, must needs do it by some other energy

of its own, as it is reasonable also to conceive,

that itself hath some vital sympathy with that

matter, which it acts upon. But we apprehend,

that both these may be without clear and express

consciousness. Thus the philosopher:

Tāoa ºwn vipyaa, kai i paſſan, Évépyaa &, *ś.

oux oc ré trup #ve£yet, d'AA' | tvipyaa auric, jºu.

<āv un atoffmaic ric traffi, kivmaic rig our stkū.

Every life is energy, even the worst of lives, and

therefore that of nature; whose energy is not like

that of fire, but such an energy, as though there

be no sense belonging to it, yet is it not temera

rious or fortuitous, but orderly and regular.—

Wherefore this controversy, whether the energy

of the plastic nature be cogitation or no, seems to

be but a logomachy, or contention about words.

For if clear and express consciousness besupposed

to be included in cogitation, then it must needs be

granted, that cogitation doth not belong to the

plastic life of nature; but if the notion of that

word be enlarged, so as to comprehend all action

distinctfrom local motion, and to be ofequal extent

with life, then the energy of nature is cogitation.

Nevertheless, if any one think fit to attribute

some obscure and imperfect sense or perception,

different from that of animals, to the energy of

nature, and will therefore call it a kind of drowsy,

unawakened, or astonished cogitation, the philoso

pher before mentioned will not very

much gainsay it: Eiric Boºnrat givestv ºft.*

riva is aloffmaw auri, 886val, oux otav \{youev:

tiri rºv &A\ov rºv ãaffnaw * riv oùvnaw, et uno, p.

dAA' olov stric riv row ūrvov rn too typnyopóroc 345, s.
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tºpocerdosis. If any will needs attribute some kind

of apprehension or sense to nature, then it must

not be such a sense or apprehension, as is in ani

mals, but something that differs as much from it,

as the sense or cogitation of one in a profound

sleep differs from that of one who is awake.—

And since it cannot be denied, but that the plas

tic nature hath a certain dull and obscure idea of

that, which it stamps and prints upon matter, the

same philosopher" himself sticks not to call this

idea of nature, 0éaua and 0-digmua, a spectacle and

contemplamen, as likewise the energy of nature

towards it, Östopia ſºlopoc, a silent contemplation;

—nay, he allows, that nature may be said to be,

in some sense, ºxoffsäuov, a lover of spectacles or

contemplation.—

17. However, that there may be some vital

energy without clear and express avvatoffmaic, con

sense and consciousness, animadversion, atten

tion, or self-perception, seems reasonable upon

several accounts. For, first, those philosophers

themselves, who make the essence of the soul to

consist in cogitation, and again, the essence of

cogitation in clear and express consciousness,

cannot render it any way probable, that the souls

of men in all profound sleeps, lethargies, and

apoplexies, as also of embryos in the womb,

from their very first arrival thither, are never so

much as one moment without expressly conscious

cogitations; which, if they were, according to the

principles of their philosophy, they must, ipso

facto, cease to have any being. Now, if the souls

of men and animals be at any time without con

a Ubi supra.
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sciousness and self-perception, then it must needs

he granted, that clear and express consciousness

is not essential to life. There is some appearance

of life and vital sympathy in certain vegetables

and plants, which, however called sensitive-plants

and plant-animals, cannot well be supposed to

have animal sense and fancy, or express con

sciousness in them; although we are not ignorant,

in the mean time, how some endeavour to solve

all those phenomena mechanically. It is certain,

that our human souls themselves are not always

conscious of whatever they have in them; for

even the sleeping geometrician hath, at that time,

all his geometrical theoremsand knowledges some

way in him; as also the sleeping musician, all

his musical skill and songs; and, therefore, why

may it not be possible for the soul to have like

wise some actual energy in it, which it is not

expressly conscious of We have all experience,

of our doing many animal actions non-attend

ingly, which we reflect upon afterwards; as, also,

that we often continue a long series of bodily mo

tions, by a mere virtual intention of our minds,

and as it were by half a cogitation. That vital

sympathy, by which our soul is united and tied

fast, as it were with a knot, to the body, is a thing

that we have no direct consciousness of, but only

in its effects. Nor can we tell, how we come to

be so differently affected in our souls, from the

many different motions made upon our bodies.

As, likewise, we are not conscious to ourselves of

that energy, whereby we impress variety of mo

tions and figurations upon the animal spirits of

our brain in our fantastic thoughts. For, though

the geometrician perceive himself to make lines,
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triangles, and circles in the dust with his finger,

yet he is not aware, how he makes all those same

figures first upon the corporeal spirits of his

brain, from whence, notwithstanding, as from a

glass, they are reflected to him, fancy being right

ly concluded by Aristotle' to be a weak and ob

scure sense. There is also another more interior

kind of plastic power in the soul (if we may so

call it), whereby it is formative of its own cogita

tions, which itself is not always conscious of; as

when, in sleep or dreams, it frames interlocutory

discourses betwixt itself and other persons, in a

long series, with coherent sense and apt connec

tions, in which oftentimes it seems to be surprised

with unexpected answers and repartees, though

itself were all the while the poet and inventor of

the whole fable. Not only our nictations for the

most part when we are awake, but also our noc

turnal volutations in sleep, are performed with

very little or no consciousness. Respiration, or

that motion of the diaphragma and other muscles

which causes it (there being no sufficient mecha

nical account of it), may well be concluded to be

always a vital motion, though it be not always

animal; since no man can affirm, that he is per

petually conscious to himself of that energy of

his soul, which does produce it when he is awake,

much less when asleep. And, lastly, the Carte

sian” attempts to solve the motion of the heart

mechanically, seem to be abundantly confuted by

autopsy and experiment, evincing the systole of

the heart to be a muscular constriction, caused

* Lib. iii. de Anima, cap. iii. iv. p. 45.s. tom. ii. oper.

* Wide Cartes. Libr. de Homine et de Formatione Foetus, p. ii.

p. 195. s.
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by some vital principle, to make which, nothing

but a pulsific corporeal quality in the substance

of the heart itself, is very unphilosophical and

absurd. Now, as we have no voluntary impe

rium at all upon the systole and diastole of the

heart, so are we not conscious to ourselves of

any energy of our own soul that causes them:

and therefore we may reasonably conclude from

hence also, that there is some vital energy, with

out animal fancy or synaesthesis, express con

sciousness and self-perception.

18. Wherefore, the plastic nature, acting nei

ther by knowledge nor by animal fancy, neither

electively nor hormetically, must be concluded to

act fatally, magically, and sympathetically. And

thus that curious and diligent inquirer into na

ture, before commended, resolves: “Na

tura tanquam ſato quodam, seu manda- $º."

to secundum leges operante, movet;”

Nature moveth as it were by a kind of fate or

command, acting according to laws.-Fate, and

the laws or commands of the Deity, concerning

the mundane economy (they being really the same

thing), ought not to be looked upon, neither as

verbal things, nor as mere will and cogitation in

the mind of God, but as an energetical and effec

tual principle, constituted by the Deity, for the

bringing of things decreed to pass. The Aphro

disian philosopher,” with others of the ancients,

have concluded, that fate and nature are but two

different names for one and the same thing; and

that rére eluapuévov kard piſaw kai to kard bºatv siuag

uévov, both that which is done fatally is done na

turally, and also whatever is done naturally is

• Libr. de Fato, sec, 6, p. 25, edit. Londin.
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done fatally:—but that which we assert in this

place is only this, that the plastic nature may be

said to be the true and proper fate of matter, or

the corporeal world. Now, that which acts not

by any knowledge or fancy, will or appetite, of

its own, but only fatally, according to laws and

impresses made upon it (but differently in differ

ent cases), may be said also to act magically and

sympathetically. ‘H d\mów, uaysia (saith the philo

sopher") m év tºp Tavri pixta kal veikoc, The true ma

gic is the friendship and discord that is in the

universe.-And again, magic is said to be founded,

£v rh avutrafleta kai rh rtov Švváušov rov rox\ºv trouctXig

trºoc £v čjov avvréAoûvrov, in the sympathy and va

riety of diverse powers conspiring together into

one animal.—Of which passages, though the

principal meaning seem to be this, that the ground

of magical fascinations is one vital unitive prin

ciple in the universe; yet they imply also, that

there is a certain vital energy, not in the way of

knowledge and fancy, will and animal appetite,

but fatally sympathetical and magical. As, in

deed, that mutual sympathy, which we have con

stant experience of, betwixt our soul and our

body (being not a material and mechanical, but

vital thing), may be called also magical.

19. From what hath been hitherto declared

concerning the plastic nature, it may appear, that

though it be a thing that acts for ends artificially,

and which may be also called the Divine art, and

the fate of the corporeal world; yet, for all that,

it is neither god nor goddess, but a low and im

perfect creature. Forasmuch as it is not master

* Plotin, lib. ii. de Dubit. Animae, Ennead, iv. lib. v. cap. xl. p. 434.
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of that reason and wisdom, according to which it

acts, nor does it properly intend those ends, which

it acts for; nor, indeed, is it expressly conscious

of what it doth, it not knowing, but only doing,

according to commands and laws impressed up

on it. Neither of which things ought to seem

strange or incredible, since nature may as well

act regularly and artificially, without any know

ledge and consciousness of its own, as forms of

letters compounded together may print coherent

philosophic sense, though they understand no

thing at all; and it may also act for the sake of

those ends, that are not intended by itself, but

some higher being, as well as the saw or hatchet

in the hand of the architect or mechanic . . .

doth : rö arêtrapwov vská row triXekä, äAA’ ow *"...

trpoxoyićuevov, dAAd rip Tookoyićouévip witnge- ti. º;º:

rouv; the axe cuts for the sake of some

thing, though itself does not ratiocinate, nor in

tend nor design any thing, but is only subservient

to that which does so.-It is true, that our human

actions are not governed by such exact reason, art,

and wisdom, nor carried on with such constancy,

evenness, and uniformity, as the actions of nature

are; notwithstanding which, since we act accord

ing to a knowledge of our own, and are masters

of that wisdom, by which our actions are directed,

since we do not act fatally only, but electively

and intendingly, with consciousness and self-per

ception, the rational life that is in us ought to be ,

accounted a much higher and more noble perfec

tion than that plastic life of nature. Nay, this

plastic nature is so far from being the first and

highest life, that it is indeed the last and lowest

of all lives, it being really the same thing with the
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vegetative, which is inferior to the sensitive. The

difference betwixt nature and wisdom was before

observed, that wisdom is the first and highest

thing, but nature the last and lowest; this latter

being but an umbratile imitation of the former.

And to this purpose, this plastic nature is further

described by the same philosopher, in these

words : £art rolvvv oùroc o Aóyoc oùk ākparoc

En, 3.1.2. * i8 aurovovc. ow8éve ilvync kaffapac ro
c. 16. libr. i. 1'009, Où Ç3 y X 9

tº: yévoc' tiprºuévoc & Kelvng, kai otov #k\aulic

gº." #3 duºpov vow kai ilvync, kai ilvync kard vouv

- 8taketuévmc yevvmgávrov rov Aóyov roorov. The

spermatic reason or plastic nature is no pure

mind or perfect intellect, nor any kind of pure

soul neither; but something which depends upon

it, being as it were an effulgency or eradiation

from both together, mind and soul, or soul af.

fected according to mind, generating the same as

a lower kind of life.—

And though this plastic nature contain no small

part of Divine providence in it; yet, since it is a

thing that cannot act electively nor with discre

tion, it must needs be granted, that there is a

higher and Diviner providence than this, which

also presides over the corporeal world itself;

which was a thing likewise insisted

*:::::: upon by that philosopher: Thierard v rº

jº. travri ow kard airspuarikoºc, dAAd kard Aóyovc

iss" trºpi}\mirrukovc, kal rov trporépov, , kard rouc

rov otspuokóyov Aóyovc, ow ydp #v toic otrep

Harukoic Aóyotc. Évi, kai rov yevouévov, trapd rouc otrepua

rucolic aurotic Aóyovc' The things in the world are

not administered merely by spermatic reasons,

but by perileptic (that is, comprehensive, intellec

tual reasons), which are in order of nature before
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the other, because in the spermatic reasons can

not be contained that which is contrary to them,

&c.—Where, though this philosopher may extend

his spermatic reasons further than we do our

plastic nature in this place (which is only confined

to the motions of matter), yet he concludes, that

there is a higher principle presiding over the uni

verse than this. So that it is not ratio mersa et

confusa, a reason drowned in matter, and con

founded with it, which is the supreme governor

of the world, but a providence perfectly intellec

tual, abstract, and released. -

20. But, though the plastic nature be the low

est of all lives, nevertheless, since it is a life, it

must needs be incorporeal; all life being such.

For body being nothing but antitypous extension,

or resisting bulk, nothing but mere outside, aliud

eactra aliud, together with passive capability, hath

no internal energy, self-activity, or life belonging

to it; it is not able so much as to move itself, and

therefore much less can it artificially direct its

own motion. Moreover, in the efformation of the

bodies of animals, it is one and the self-same

thing that directs the whole. That which con

trives and frames the eye, cannot be a distinct

thing from that which frames the ear; nor that

which makes the hand, from that which makes

the foot; the same thing, which delineates the

veins, must also form the arteries; and that which

fabricates the nerves, must also project the mus

cles and joints; it must be the same thing that

designs and organizes the heart and brain, with

such communications betwixt them; one and the

self-same thing must needs have in it the entire

idea, and the complete model or platform of the
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whole organic body. For the several parts of

matter distant from one another, acting alone by

themselves, without any common directrix, being

not able to confer together, nor communicate with

each other, could never possibly conspire to make

up one such uniform and orderly system or com

pages, as the body of every animal is. The same

is to be said likewise concerning the plastic na

ture of the whole corporeal universe, in which

âravra trföc ev ovvrérakra, all things are ordered to

gether conspiringly into one.--It must be one and

the same thing, which formeth the whole, or else

it could never have fallen into such an uniform

order and harmony. Now that which is one and

the same, acting upon several distant parts of mat

ter, cannot be corporeal.

Indeed Aristotle is severely censured by some

learned men for this, that though he talk every

where of such a nature as acts regularly, artifi

cially, and methodically, in order to the best, yet

he does no where positively declare, whether this

nature of his be corporeal or incorporeal, substan

tial or accidental; which yet is the less to be won

dered at in him, because he does not clearly de

termine these same points concerning the rational

soul neither, but seems to stagger uncertainly

about them. In the mean time it cannot be denied,

but that Aristotle's followers do for the most part

concludethis nature of his to be corporeal; where

as, notwithstanding, according to the principles of

this philosophy, it cannot possibly be such : for

there is nothing else attributed to body in it, be

sides these three, matter, form, and accidents;

neither of which can be the Aristotelic nature.

First, it cannot be matter; because nature, ac
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cording to Aristotle, is supposed to be the prin

ciple of motion and activity, which matter in it

self is devoid of. Moreover, Aristotle concludes,”

that they, who assign only a material cause, as

sign no cause at all row tº kai kaxtoc, of well and fit,

of that regular and artificial frame of things which

is ascribed to nature; upon both which accounts,

it is determined by that philosopher,” that i ºvoic

pax\ov doxº kai atria rmc *Xnc, nature is more a prin

ciple and cause than matter;-and therefore it

cannot be one and the same thing with it. Again,

it is as plain, that Aristotle's nature cannot be the

forms of particular bodies neither, as vulgar Peri

patetics seem to conceive, these being all gene

rated and produced by nature, and as well cor

ruptible as generable. Whereas nature is such a

thing as is neither generated nor corrupted, it

being the principle and cause of all generation

and corruption. To make nature, and the mate

rial forms of bodies, to be one and the self-same

thing, is all one, as if one should make the seal

(with the stamper too) to be one and the same

thing with the signature upon the wax. And,

lastly, Aristotle's nature can least of all be the

accidents or qualities of bodies; because these act

only in virtue of their substance, neither can they

exercise any active power over the substance it

self in which they are; whereas the plastic na

ture is a thing that domineers over the substance

of the whole corporeal universe, and which, sub

ordinately to the Deity, put both heaven and

earth in this frame in which now it is. Wherefore,

* Metaphys. lib. i. cap. iii. p. 266. tom. iv. oper.

* De Partib. Animal. lib. i. cap. i. p. 475, tom. ii. oper. Wide etiam

Physicor, lib. ii. cap. i. p. 462. -
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since Aristotle's nature can be neither the matter,

nor the forms, nor the accidents of bodies, it is

plain, that, according to his own principles, it

must be incorporeal.

21. Now, if the plastic nature be incorporeal,

then it must of necessity be either an inferior

power or faculty of some soul, which is also con

scious, sensitive, or rational; or else a lower sub

stantial life by itself, devoid of animal conscious

ness. The Platonists seem to affirm both these

together, namely, that there is a plastic nature

lodged in all particular souls of animals, brutes,

and men, and also that there is a general plastic

or spermatic principle of the whole universe dis

tinct from their higher mundane soul, though sub

ordinate to it, and dependant upon it: ; Aeyouávn

%aic yévvmua luxnc trooripac Suvarðrepov čanc, That

which is called nature, is the offspring of an higher

soul, which hath a more powerful life in it.—And

though Aristotle do not so clearly acknowledge

the incorporeity and substantiality of souls, yet

he concurs very much with this Platonic doctrine,

that nature is either a lower power, or faculty of

some conscious soul, or else an inferior kind of life

by itself, depending upon a superior soul.

L. 1. c. 1. And this we shall make to appear from

...* his book De Partibus Animalium, after

we have taken notice of some considera

ble preliminary passages in it in order thereunto.

For having first declared, that besides the material

cause, there are other causes also of natural gene.

rations, namely, these two, fire of vexa kai 60sy %

* Plotin. Libr. de Natura, Contemplatione, ct Uno, Ennead. iii. lib.

viii. cap. iii. p. 345, oper. | -
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day, rºckwiſgeoc, that for whose sake (or the final

cause), and that from which the principle of mo

tion is, or the efficient cause ; he determines,

that the former of these two is the principal: ©alve

tat 8: trpºrn àv Aéyouev Évéká TtvOç. Aóyoc yāp oùroc,

dex: & O Aóyoc, duotoc, £vre roic kard téxvnv kai roic

púast avvsarmkóaw. The chiefest of these two causes

seems to be the final or the intending cause; for

this is reason, and reason is alike a principle in

artificial and in natural things.-Nay, the philoso

pher adds, excellently, that there is more of rea

son and art in the things of nature, than there is in

those things that are artificially made by men :

pax\ov 8 tari to ot, Évska kal rô Ka}\ov čv roic gºostoc

£pyotc, tw roic rºc réxvnc. There is more of final

or intending causality, and of the reason of good,

in the works of nature, than in those of human art.

—After which he greatly complains of the first and

most ancient physiologers, meaning thereby Anax

imander, and those other Ionics before Anaxago

ras, that they considered only rºv VAtkºv apx?v, the

material principle and cause of things, without

attending to those two other causes, the principle

of motion, and that which aims at ends; they talk

ing only of fire, water, air, and earth, and gene

rating the whole world from the fortuitous con

course of these senseless bodies. But at length

Aristotle falls upon Democritus, who, being ju

nior to those others before-mentioned, philoso

phized after the same Atheistical manner, but in

a new way of his own, by atoms; acknowledging

no other nature, neither in the universe, nor in the

bodies of animals, than that of fortuitous me

chanism, and supposing all things to arise from

the different compositions of magnitudes, figures,

WOL. I. 2 A
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sites, and motions. Of which Democritic philo

sophy he gives his censure in these fol

º lowing words: el uév ov rip axiuart kai tº

xpºſuari #Kaorév tort, rov re &ov kal row uo

plov, optioc &v Amuákpiroc Aéyot, &c. If animals and

their several parts did consist of nothing but

figure and colour, then indeed Democritus would

be in the right; buta dead man hath the same form

and figure of body, that he had before, and yet

for all that he is not a man; neither is a brazen or

wooden hand a hand, but only equivocally, as a

painted physician, or pipes made of stone, are so

called. No member of a dead man's body is that

which it was before, when he was alive, neither

eye, nor hand, nor foot. Wherefore, this is but a

rude way of philosophizing, and just as if a car

penter should talk of a wooden hand. For thus

these physiologers declare the generations and

causes of figures only, or the matter out of which

things are made, as air and earth. Whereas, no

artificer would think it sufficient to render such a

cause of any artificial fabric, because the instru

ment happened to fall so upon the timber, that

therefore it was hollow here, and plane there; but

rather because himself made such strokes, and for

such ends, &c.

Now, in the close of all, this philosopher at

length declares, that there is another principle of

corporeal things, besides the material, and such as

is not only the cause of motion, but also acts arti

ficially in order to ends, art ru rotourov & 8 ka, ka

Xojuev piſaw, there is such a thing as that which we

call nature;—that is, not the fortuitous motion of

senseless matter, but a plastic regular and arti

ficial nature, such as acts for ends and good ; de
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claring, in the same place, what this nature is ;

namely, that it is lvXi, * ilvync pipoc, * pi ävew luxic,

soul, or part of soul, or not without soul;-and

from thence inferring, that it properly belongs to

a physiologer, to treat concerning the soul also.

But he concludes afterwards, ovë rāga ilvyn ºgic,

that the whole soul is not nature;—whence it re

mains, that, according to Aristotle's sense, nature

is ? ilvync uépoc, * pi úvev lvXic, either part of a

soul, or not without soul;-that is, either a lower

part or faculty of some conscious soul; or else an

inferior kind of life by itself, which is not without

soul, but subordinate to it, and dependent on it.

22. As for the bodies of animals, Aristotle' first

resolves in general, that nature in them is either the

whole soul, or else some part of it; qūgic ºc i ka

vovoa, kal ºc ré réAoc row &éov, irot traga i ilvyn, % Hépoc

rt auric Nature, as the moving principle, or as that

which acts artificially for ends (so far as concerns

the bodies of animals), is either the whole soul, or

else some part of it.—But afterward he determines

more particularly, that the plastic nature is not

the whole soul in animals, but only some part of

it; ov traga ilvXī {{ſaic, dAAá ri 16ptov airnc, that is, na

ture in animals, properly so called, is some lower

power or faculty lodged in their respective souls,

whether sensitive or rational.

And that there is plastic nature in the souls of

animals, the same Aristotle elsewhere

affirms and proves after this manner: ri De An, i. 2.

ro ovvéxov sic T'avavria begóueva, ro Tup kai riv tº: #.º

Jºnv' 8tao tragóñogral yde st uñrt to ral ro Kw)ā

orov, etë' tari, roor' artv fi livXi, kai to airwov row avčáve

offat kai rpépeoffat. What is that, which, in the bo

* De Partib. Animal. lib. i. cap. i. p. 473.

2 A 2
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dies of animals, holds together such things as, of

their own nature, would otherwise move contrary

ways, and fly asunder, as fire and earth, which

would be distracted and dissipated, the one tend

ing upwards, the other downwards, were there

not something to hinder them? Now if there be

any such thing, this must be the soul, which is

also the cause of nourishmentand augmentation.—

Where the philosopher adds, that though some

were of opinion, that fire was that, which was

the cause of nourishment and augmentation in

animals, yet this was indeed but avvatriov trajc, ov

univ an A&c ye airtov, d\\d uáAXov i lux'), only the con

cause or instrument, and not simply the cause, but

rather the soul.—And to the same pur

º pose he philosophizeth elsewhere, ovë

ii. oper. yap m trépic 8 ic m rpoºl yiveral roic &oic

oùre āvew Wvync, oùrs 0souðrnróc £ort, trupi yde

$pyd’srat Távra. Neither is concoction, by which

nourishment is made in animals, done without the

soul, nor withoutheat, for all things are doneby fire.

And certainly it seems very agreeable to the

phenomena, to acknowledge something in the bo

dies of animals superior to mechanism, as that may

well be thought to be, which keeps the more fluid

parts of them constantly in the same form and fi

gure, so as not to be enormously altered in their

growth by disproportionate nourishment; that,

which restores flesh that was lost, consolidates

dissolved continuities, incorporates the newly-re

ceived nourishment, and joins it continuously

with the pre-existent parts of flesh and bone;

which regenerates and repairs veins consumed or

cut off; which causes dentition in so regular a man

ner, and that, not only in infants, but also adult
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persons; that which casts off excrements, and

dischargeth superfluities; which makes things

seem ungrateful to an interior sense, that were not

withstanding pleasing to the taste: that nature of

Hippocrates," that is the curatrix of diseases,

at pilotec rðv vovačov inrooi, and that archeus of the

chymists or Paracelsians, to which all medica

ments are but subservient, as being able to effect

nothing of themselves without it: I say, there

seems to be such a principle as this in the bodies

of animals, which is not mechanical but vital; and

therefore, since entities are not to be multiplied

without necessity, we may with Aristotle con

clude it to be uépoc, or uéptov rmg ºvync, a certain part

of the soul of those animals, or a lower uncon

scious power lodged in them.

23. Besides this plastic nature, which is in ani

mals, forming their several bodies artificially, as

so many microcosms, or little worlds, there must

be also a general plastic nature in the macrocosm,

the whole corporeal universe, that which makes

all things thus to conspire every where, and agree

together into one harmony. Concerning which

plastic nature of the universe, the author De

Mundo" writes after this manner: kal row 6Xov kó

optov 8tekögumas nia m 8td. trávrov ëuikovga &valuc, One

power passing through all things ordered and

formed the whole world.—Again, he calls the

same rvevua, kal £ubvyov, kai yóvuov ovatav, a spirit,

and a living and generative nature;—and plainly

declares it to be a thing distinct from the Deity,

but subordinate to it and dependent on it. But

Aristotle himself in that genuine work of his be

• Epidemic. lib. vi. sect. v. p. 809, tom. i. oper. edit. Vander Linden.

* Cap. v. p. 856, inter Arist, opera, tom. i. * lb. cap. iv. p. 852.
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fore-mentioned, speaks clearly and positively con

cerning this plastic nature of the universe, as well

as that of animals, in these words:—

RePart. An, halveral ydo &ctrip #v roic texvaaroic m réyvn,
lib. 1. c. 1. e/ p p - f 3/ > w

p. 474. ouroc ev avrote rotc Teayuagw &\\m rug apym

kai airta rotatºrm #v *Youev, ka0árep ró 0epudv

kai ro ilvy.gov £k row travróc' &d na)\ov eikóc rôv oveavov

yeyevnaðat vird rotatºrmc airiac, et yé yove, kai givat 8id rotaú

tnv airlav ua)\ov, ) rd &a rå Övnrá rô youv rerayuávov

kai diplouévov troAv MaxNov ‘patveral £v roic oùpavlotc, * Tepi

muacº rò & A\ore #AAwc, kal dic £rvys, trºpi rd (hmtd uſiX

Aov' oi & rov učv čovekaorov ºget paow tival kai yevéoffat'

Tov S’ oùpavov diró Túync kai row arouárov rotovrov Cruy

ormvat, £v tº diró röync kai dračiac ow8' oriouv ©aiverat' It

seemeth, that as there is art in artificial things, so

in the ihings of nature there is another such like

principle or cause, which we ourselves partake

of; in the same manner as we do of heat and cold,

from the universe. Wherefore, it is more probable,

that the whole world was at first made by such a

cause as this (if at least it were made) and that it

is still conserved by the same, than that mortal

animals should be so ; for there is much more of

order and determinate regularity in the heavenly

bodies than in ourselves; but more of fortuitous

ness and inconstant irregularity among these mor

tal things. Notwithstanding which, some there

are, who, though they cannot but acknowledge,

that the bodies of animals were all framed by an

artificial nature, yet they will needs contend, that

the system of the heavens sprung merely from

fortune and chance; although there be not the least

appearance of fortuitousness or temerity in it.--

And then he sums up all into this conclusion :
* w e/ ** * ev W. w ºw

wgre alvat javefov OTU to Tu Tu, TOUOUTO19 O 8m Koll ka)\ovuev
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pºstw. Wherefore, it is manifest, that there is

some such thing as that which we call nature;—

that is, that there is not only an artificial, metho

dical, and plastic nature in animals, by which their

respective bodies are framed and conserved ; but

also, that there is such a general plastic nature

likewise in the universe, by which the heavens and

whole world are thus artificially ordered and dis

posed.

24. Now whereas Aristotle, in the forecited

words, tells us, that we partake of life and under

standing from that in the universe, after the same

manner as we partake of heat and cold from that

heat and cold that is in the universe; it is observ

able, that this was a notion borrowed from So

crates (as we understand both from Xenophon

and Plato); that philosopher having used it as an

argumentation to prove a Deity. And the sense

of it is represented after this manner by the Latin

poet:"

Principio coelum ac terram, camposłue liquentes,

Lucentemque globum lunae, Titaniaque astra,

Spiritus intus alit, totosque infusa per artus,

Mens agitat molem, et magnose corpore miscet.

Inde homimum pecudumque genus, vitaeque volantúm.
º

From whence it may be collected, that Aristotle

did suppose this plastic nature of the universe to

be uégoc ºvync, ; un dva ilvync, either part of some

mundane soul,--that was also conscious and in

tellectual (as that plastic nature in animals is), or

at least some inferior principle, depending on such

a soul.—And indeed whatever the doctrine of the

modern Peripatetics be, we make no doubt at all

but that Aristotle himself held the world's anima

tion, or a mundane soul: forasmuch as he plainly

• Virgil. Æneid, lib. vi. vers. 724.
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declares himself concerning it elsewhere in his

book De Caelo, after this manner:—
- * * p 3 * w

Lib. 2. c. 12. GXX’ music (0g Tepi owpatww Hövov autov, Kal

p. 656. tom. w p * > / 2 a P v / -

1. oper. Hováčov, ráštv Mév exovrwv, altXov 8: traputraw,

8tavoo'ſusta’ &c. & ºc perexévrov viroMaugévely

Tºdéewc kal &omc' But we commonly think of the

heavens as nothing else but bodies and monads,

having only a certain order, but altogether inani

mate; whereas we ought, on the contrary, to con

ceive of them as partaking of life and action:—

that is, as being indued with a rational or intellee

tual life. For so Simplicius" there rightly ex

pounds the place; &l & dic regi tu lūyov aurov avXXo

'yūkoffat, kai Aoyukºv tyávrov bvXiv, dic kal Irpáčewc kai

&ome Aoyuknc Heréxeiv' ro pºv yde trouéiv, kai kard rtov d'Aé

yov livyāv karmyopoºnev, Kai kard rºv dilºxov awudrov,

r0 & Tºérretv kvpioc kard rov Aoyukov ilvyov karmyopov

tiev’ But we ought to think of the heavens as ani

mated with a rational soul, and thereby partaking

of action and rational life. For (saith he) though

troutiv be affirmed not only of irrational souls, but

also of inanimate bodies, yet the word trpárretv does

only denominate rational beings.-But further, to

take away all manner of scruple or doubt con

cerning this business, that philosopher before, in

the same book” pnróc affirmeth, ùrt o oùpavóc Fulvyoc,

kai dexiv kwigeoc #xet; that the heaven is animated

and hath a principle of motion within itself:

where, by the heaven, as in many other places of

Aristotle and Plato, is to be understood the

whole world. -

There is indeed one passage in the same book

De Caelo, which, at first sight, and slightly consi

* Comment. in Libr. de Coelo, f. 126.

"Aristot. de Coelo, lib. ii, cap. ii. p. 642, tom. i. oper.
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dered, may seem to contradict this again; and

therefore probably is that, which hath led many

into a contrary persuasion, that Aristotle

denied the world's animation : d\\d univ tº ºn.

oùre ºrd ilvync &\oyov dvaykačočanc Hévetv P.

díðtov' ow8? ydº rmg ilvync otov tº eval riv rotag

Tmv &wiv ãAvrov Kal Hakaptav' dváykm yāp kai riv khmow

Herd Biac ovaav, Tepukóroc roo Tpºrov odºuaroc {{\\oc kid

Kwéiv ovvexioc, ãoyoxov cival, Kai Táong diſmMayuévnv

pagrºvnc £uppovoc" etys time dºctrip, Tº ilvyn rº Tov (hºn

rtov &ov forw dváravolc iſ treet tov iſ twov ywouévn tov

odºuaroc àveauc, d\\' divaykaiov 'Išovác rivoc uoioav karé

XEtv auriiv dièlov kai ârgurov' But it is not reasonable

neither to think, that the heavens continue to eter

nity, moved by a soul necessitating, or violently

compelling them. Nor indeed is it possible, that

the life of such a soul should be pleasurable or

happy: forasmuch as the continual violent motion

of a body (naturally inclining to move another

way) must needs be a very unquiet thing, and void

of all mental repose, especially when there is no

such relaxation as the souls of mortal animals

have by sleep; and therefore such a soul of the

world as this, must of necessity be condemned to

an eternal Ixionian fate.—But in these words Aris

totle does not deny the heavens to be moved by a

soul of their own (which is positively affirmed by

him elsewhere), but only by such a soul as should

violently and forcibly agitate, or drive them round,

contrary to their own natural inclination, where

by, in the mean time, they tended downwards of

themselves towards the centre. And his sense

concerning the motion of the heavens, is truly re

presented by Simplicius, in this manner: T. & 6) ov
r v ºf t w - f -* w f

puotkov Kai tubvyov, UTO bvXng Kupwg Kuvetta, 8wd 1160 mg
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tnc figsoc. The whole world or heaven, being as

well a natural, as an animalish body, is moved

properly by soul; but yet by means of nature

also, as an instrument, so that the motion of it is

not violent.—But whereas Aristotle there insinu

ates, as if Plato had held the heavens to be moved

by a soul violently, contrary to their nature; Sim

plicius, though sufficiently addicted to Aristotle,

ingenuously acknowledges his error herein, and

vindicating Plato from that imputation, shews

how he likewise held a plastic nature as well as a

mundane soul; and that amongst his ten

. .” instances of motion,” the ninth is that of

nature; riv £repov del Kwowaav, kai peraßaXXo

uévnv tº tripov that which always moves another,

being itself changed by something else;—as the

tenth, that of the mundane soul, rºv tavrºv knowgav

kai tripa, that which originally both moves itself

and other things:–as if his meaning in that place

were, that though nature be a life and internal

energy, yet it acts subserviently to a higher soul

as the first original mover.

But the grand objection against Aristotle's hold

ing the world's animation is still behind; namely,

from that in his Metaphysics," where he deter

mines the highest starry heaven to be moved by

an immoveable mover, commonly supposed to be

the Deity itself, and no soul of the world; and all

the other spheres likewise to be moved by so many

separate intelligences, and not by souls. To

which we reply, that indeed Aristotle's first im

moveable mover is no mundane soul, but an ab

stract intellect separate from matter, and the very

Deity itself; whose manner of moving the heavens

• Lib. xiv. cap, vii. viii. ix. p. 476, s, tom. iv. oper.
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is thus described by him,” Kwéi & dic pauevov, it

moveth only as being loved.—Wherefore, besides

this supreme unmoved mover, that philosopher

supposed another inferior moved mover also, that

is, a mundane soul, as the proper and immediate

efficient cause of the heavenly motions; of which

he speaks after this manner: Kwoitievov & rāAXa

kivei, that which itself being moved (objectively,

or by appetite and desire of the first good) moveth

other things.-And thus that safe and surefooted

interpreter, Alex. Aphrodisius, expounds his mas

ter's meaning, that the heaven being animated, and

therefore indeed moved by an internal principle

of its own, is notwithstanding originally moved

by a certain immoveable and separate

nature, which is above soul, rº, votiv re º'

aúró, kai *peow kai ôpečw #yetv Tng duouſ asſoc

arov, both by its contemplating of it, and having

an appetite and desire of assimilating itself there

unto.—Aristotle seeming to have borrowed this

notion from Plato," who makes the constant regu

lar circumgyration of the heavens to be an imita

tion of the motion or energy of intellect. So that

Aristotle's first mover is not properly the efficient,

but only the final and objective cause, of the hea

venly motions, the immediate efficient cause

thereof being ilvyn Kai jiſatc, soul and nature.—

Neither may this be confuted from those other

Aristotelic intelligences of the lesser orbs; that

philosopher conceiving in like manner concerning

them, that they were also the abstract minds or

intellects of certain other inferior souls, which

moved their several respective bodies or orbs, cir

* Metaph. lib. xiv. cap. viii. p. 479.

* De Legibus, lib. x. p. 669, et alias.
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cularly and uniformly, in a kind of imitation of

them. For this plainly appears from hence, in

that he affirms of these his inferior intelligences

likewise, as well as of the supreme mover, that

they do kućiv Øc réXoc, move only as the end.

Where it is evident, that though Aristotle did

plainly suppose a mundane intellectual soul, such

as also contained, either in it, or under it, a plas

tic nature, yet he did not make either of these to

be the supreme Deity; but resolved the first prin

ciple of things to be one absolutely perfect mind

or intellect, separate from matter, which was

drivnroc ovata," an immoveable nature, whose es

sence was his operation, and which moved only

as being loved, or as the final cause: of which

he pronounces in this manner, 3rt tº rot

Met. I. 14. airnc doxic #ernrat o oùgavóc kai iſ púatc,

tº: that upon such a principle as this, hea

ven and nature depends;–that is, the

animated heaven, or mundane soul, together with

the plastic nature of the universe, must of neces

sity depend upon such an absolutely perfect and

immoveable mind or intellect.

Having now declared the Aristotelic doctrine

concerning the plastic nature of the universe,

with which the Platonic also agrees, that it is,

;) Hépoc ilvync, à un ºvev ilvync, either part of a mun

dane intellectual soul (that is, a lower power and

faculty of it), or else not without it, but some in

ferior thing depending on it;-we think fit to add

in this place, that though there were no such

mundane soul, as both Plato and Aristotle sup

posed, distinct from the supreme Deity, yet there

might notwithstanding be a plastic nature of the

* Aristot. Metaphysicor, lib. xiv. cap. vi. p. 477.
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universe depending immediately upon the Deity

itself. For the plastic nature essentially depends

upon mind or intellect, and could not possibly be

without it ; according to those words before cited,

sk rotatºrmc dºxic ifornrat m $voic, nature depends upon

such an intellectual principle;—and for this cause

that philosopher does elsewhere join vouc and

pſaic, mind and nature—both together.

25. Besides this general plastic nature of the

universe, and those particular plastic powers in

the souls of animals, it is not impossible but that

there may be other plastic natures also (as certain

lower lives, or vegetative souls) in some greater

parts of the universe; all of them depending, if not

upon some higher conscious soul, yet at least

upon a perfect intellect presiding over the whole.

As for example; though it be not reasonable to

think, that every plant, herb, and pile of grass,

hath a particular plastic life, or vegetative soul of

its own, distinct from the mechanism of the body,

nor that the whole earth is an animal endued with

a conscious soul; yet there may possibly be, for

aught we know, one plastic nature or life belong

ing to the whole terrestrial (or terraqueous) globe,

by which all plants and vegetables, continuous

with it, may be differently formed, according to

their different seeds, as also minerals and other

bodies framed, and whatsoever else is above the

power of fortuitous mechanism effected, as by the

immediate cause, though always subordinate to

other causes: the chief whereof is the Deity.

And this perhaps may ease the minds of those,

who cannot but think it too much, to impose all

upon one plastic nature of the universe. -

, 26. And now we have finished our first task,
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which was to give an account of the plastic na

ture, the sum whereof briefly amounts to this;

that it is a certain lower life than the animal,

which acts regularly and artificially, according to

the direction of mind and understanding, reason,

and wisdom, for ends, or in order to good, though

itself do not know the reason of what it does, nor

is master of that wisdom according to which it

acts, but only a servant to it, and drudging execu

tioner of the same; it operating fatally and sympa

thetically, according to laws and commands pre

scribed to it by a perfect intellect, and impressed

upon it; and which is either a lower faculty of

some conscious soul, or else an inferior kind of

life or soul by itself; but essentially depending

upon a higher intellect.

We proceed to our second undertaking; which

was to shew, how grossly those two sorts of Athe

ists before-mentioned, the Stoical or Cosmo-plas

tic, and the Stratonical or Hylozoic, both of them

acknowledging this plastic life of nature, do mis

take the notion of it, or pervert it, and abuse it,

to make a certain spurious and counterfeit God

almighty of it (or a first principle of all things),

thereby excluding the true omnipotent Deity,

which is a perfect mind, or consciously under

standing nature, presiding over the universe; they

substituting this stupid plastic nature in the room

of it. -

Now the chief errors or mistakes of these Athe

ists concerning the plastic nature, are these four

following. First, that they make that to be the

first principle of all, and the highest thing in the

universe, which is the last and lowest of all lives;

a thing essentially secondary, derivative, and de
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pendent. For the plastic life of nature is but the

mere umbrage of intellectuality, a faint and sha

dowy imitation of mind and understanding; upon

which it doth as essentially depend, as the sha

dow doth upon the body, the image in the glass

upon the face, or the echo upon the original voice.

So that if there had been no perfect mind or intel

lect in the world, there could no more have been

any plastic nature in it, than there could be an

image in the glass without a face, or an echo with

out an original voice. If there be pſaic, then

there must be Nojc: if there be a plastic na

ture, that acts regularly and artificially in order

to ends, and according to the best wisdom, though

itself not comprehending the reason of it, nor be

ing clearly conscious of what it doth; then there

must of necessity be a perfect mind or intellect,

that is, a Deity, upon which it depends. Where

fore Aristotle does like a philosopher in joining

‘piſowc and Novc, nature and mind both together;

but these Atheists do very absurdly and unphilo

sophically, that would make a senseless and un

conscious plastic nature, and therefore without

any mind or intellect, to be the first original of all

things. -

Secondly, these Atheists augment the former

error, in supposing those higher lives of sense or

animality, and of reason or understanding, to rise

both of them from that lower senseless life of na

ture, as the only original fundamental life. Which

is a thing altogether as irrational and absurd, as

if one should suppose the light, that is in the air

or ether, to be the only original and fundamental

light, and the light of the sun and stars but a se

condary and derivative thing from it, and nothing
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but the light of the air modificated and improved

by condensation; or, as if one should maintain,

that the sun and moon, and all the stars, were

really nothing else but the mere reflections of

those images, that we see in rivers and ponds of

water. But this hath always been the sottish

humour and guise of Atheists, to invert the order

of the universe, and hang the picture of the world,

as of a man, with its heels upwards. Conscious

reason and understanding, being a far higher de

gree of life and perfection, than that dull plastic

nature, which does only do, but not know, can

never possibly emerge out of it; neither can the

duplication of corporeal organs be ever able to

advance that simple and stupid life of nature into

redoubled consciousness or self-perception; nor

any triplication, or indeed milleclupation of them,

improve the same into reason and understanding.

Thirdly, for the better colouring of the former

errors, the Hylozoists adulterate the notion of the

plastic life of nature, confounding it with wisdom

and understanding. And though themselves ac

knowledge, that no animal sense, self-perception,

and consciousness belongs to it, yet they will have

it to be a thing perfectly wise, and consequently

every atom of senseless matter that is in the whole

world, to be infallibly omniscient, as to all its

own capacities and congruities, or whatsoever it

self can do or suffer; which is plainly contradic

tious. For, though there may be such a thing as

the plastic nature, that, according to the former

description of it, can do without knowing, and is

devoid of express consciousness or self-percep

tion, yet perfect knowledge and understanding,

without consciousness, is nonsense and impossi
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bility. Wherefore, this must needs be con

demned for a great piece of sottishness in the

Hylozoic Atheists, that they attribute perfect

wisdom and understanding to a stupid unconscious

nature, which is nothing but yeaporéxvnc., the mere

drudging instrument, or manuary opificer of a

perfect mind.

Lastly, these Atheists err in this, that they

make this plastic life of nature to be a mere mate

rial or corporeal thing; whereas matter or body

cannot move itself, much less, therefore, can it ar

tificially order and dispose its own motion. And

though the plastic nature be indeed the lowest of

all lives, yet, notwithstanding, since it is a life, or

internal energy, and self-activity, distinct from

local motion, it must needs be incorporeal, all life

being essentially such. But the Hylozoists con

ceive grossly both of life and understanding,

spreading them all over upon matter, just as but

ter is spread upon bread, or plaster upon a wall,

and accordingly slicing them out in different

quantities and bulks, together with it; they con

tending, that they are but inadequate conceptions

of body, as the only substance; and consequently

concluding, that the vulgarly received notion of

God is nothing else but such an inadequate con

ception of the matter of the whole corporeal uni

verse, mistaken for a complete and entire sub

stance by itself, that is supposed to be the cause

of all things; which fond dream or dotage of

their's will be further confuted in due place. But

it is now time to put a period to this long, though

necessary, digression, concerning the plastic life

of nature, or an artificial, orderly, and methodical

nature. -

vol. 1. 2 B
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xxxvIII. Plato givesan account, why hejudged

it necessary in those times, publicly to propose

that Atheistic hypothesis, in order to a confuta

tion, as also to produce rational arguments for

the proof of a Deity, after this manner:

º º:º El uſi kartaraguévot hoav of rotovrot Aéyot Evº

oper. roic traow, dic Éiroc eitrev, dv0pºroic, ovčev iv

£8s, rov trapºvvávrov Aóyov, dic stal 6sol, vov &

dváykn' Had not these Atheistic doctrines been

publicly divulged, and made known in a manner

to all, it would not have been needful to have

confuted them, nor by reasons to prove a Deity;

but now it is necessary.—And we conceive, that

the same necessity at this time will justify our

present undertaking likewise; since these Athe

istic doctrines have been as boldly vented, and

publicly asserted in this latter age of our's, as

ever they could be in Plato's time; when the se

verity of the Athenian government must needs

be a great check to such designs, Socrates having

been put to death upon a mere false and ground

less accusation of Atheism, and Protagoras (who

doubtless was a real Atheist) having escaped the

same punishment no otherwise than by flight, his

books being, notwithstanding, publicly burnt in

the market-place at Athens, and himself con

demned to perpetual exile, though there was no

thing at that time proved against him, save only

- this one sceptical passage, in the begin

º ning of a book of his : Tepi Hèv 0sºv duk

.# 51. *xo ciréiv, tiff ºc stow, eiff dic oux stol, iroMAG

ydp ra XoAüovra sièval, #rs dèm\órnc, kai |3pa

Xúc div 0 {3toc row dvdpºrov' Concerning the gods, I

have nothing at all to say, either that they be or

be not; there being many things, that hinder the
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knowledge of this matter, both the obscurity of

the thing itself, and the shortness of human life.

—Whereas Atheism, in this latter age of our's,

hath been impudently asserted, and most indus

triously promoted ; that very Atomic form, that

was first introduced (a little before Plato's time)

by Leucippus, Protagoras, and Democritus, hav

ing been also revived amongst us, and that with

no small pomp and ostentation of wisdom and

philosophy.

It was before observed, that there were two

several forms of Atomical philosophy: first, the

most ancient and genuine, that was religious,

called Moschical (or, if you will, Mosaical) and

Pythagorical; secondly, the adulterated Atheistic

Atomology, called Leucippean or Democritical.

Now, accordingly, there have been in this latter

age of our's two several successive resurrections

or restitutions of those two Atomologies. For

Renatus Cartesius first revived and restored the

Atomic philosophy, agreeably, for the most part,

to that ancient Moschical and Pythagoric form ;

acknowledging, besides extended substance and

corporeal atoms, another cogitative incorporeal

substance, and joining metaphysics or theology,

together with physiology, to make up one entire

system of philosophy. Nor can it well be doubt

ed, but that this physiology of his, as to the me

chanic part of it, hath been elaborated by the in

genious author into an exactness at least equal

with the best Atomologies of the ancients. Ne

vertheless, this Cartesian philosophy is highly

obnoxious to censure upon some accounts; the

chief whereof is this, that, deviating from that

primitive Moschical Atomology, in rejecting all

2 B 2
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plastic nature, it derives the whole system of the

corporeal universe from the necessary motion of

matter, only divided into particles insensibly

small, and turned round in a vortex, without the

guidance or direction of any understanding na

ture. By means whereof, though it boast of solv

ing all the corporeal phenomena by mere fortui

tous mechanism, and without any final or mental

causality, yet it gives no account at all of that,

which is the grandest of all phenomena, the rô sº

kai kaA&c, the orderly regularity and harmony of

the mundane system. —The occasion of which

miscarriage hath been already intimated; namely,

from the acknowledging only two heads of being,

extended and cogitative, and making the essence

of cogitation to consist in express consciousness;

from whence it follows, that there could be no

plastic nature, and therefore either all things must

be done by fortuitous mechanism, or else God

himself be brought immediately upon the stage

for the solving of all phenomena. Which latter

absurdity our philosopher being over careful to

avoid, cast himself upon the former, the banish

ing of all final and mental causality quite out of

the world, and acknowledging no other philoso

phic causes, beside material and mechanical. It

cannot be denied, but that even some of the an

cient religious Atomists were also too much in

fected with this mechanizing humour; but Rena

tus Cartesius hath not only outdone them all

herein, but even the very Atheists themselves also,

as shall be shewed afterward; and, therefore, as

much as in him lies, has quite disarmed the world

of that grand argument for a Deity, taken from

the regular frame and harmony of the universe.
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To which gross miscarriage of his there might

be also another added, that he seems to make

matter necessarily existent, and essentially infi

nite and eternal. Notwithstanding all which,

we cannot entertain that uncharitable opinion of

him, that he really designed Atheism; the funda

mental principles of his philosophy being such,

as that no Atheistic structure can possibly be

built upon them. But shortly after this Carte

sian restitution of the primitive Atomology, that

acknowledgeth incorporeal substance, we have

had our Leucippus and Democritus too, who

also revived and brought again upon the stage

that other Atheistic Atomology, that makes doyde

Töv 6\ov dróuovc, senseless and lifeless atoms, to be

the only principles of all things in the universe;

thereby necessarily excluding, besides incorpo

real substance and immortality of souls, a Deity

and natural morality; as also making all actions

and events materially and mechanically necessary.

Now there could be no satisfactory confuta

tion of this Atheistic hypothesis, without a fair

proposal first made of the several grounds of it

to their best advantage, which we have therefore

endeavoured in the former chapter. The answers

to which Atheistic arguments ought, according to

the laws of method, to be reserved for the last

part of the whole treatise, where we are positive

ly to determine the right intellectual system of the

universe; it being properly our work here, only

to give an account of the three false hypotheses of

the mundane system, together with their several

grounds. Nevertheless, because it might not only

seem indecorous, for the answers to those Athe

istic arguments to be so long deferred, and placed
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so far behind the arguments themselves, but also

prove otherwise really inconvenient, we shall

therefore choose rather to break those laws of me

thod (neglecting the scrupulosity thereof), and

subjoin them immediately in this place, craving

the reader's pardon for this preposterousness.

It is certain, that the source of all Atheism is

generally a dull and earthy disbelief of the exist

ence of things beyond the reach of sense; and it

cannot be denied, but that there is something of

immorality in the temper of all Atheists, as all

atheistic doctrine tends also to immorality. Not

withstanding which, it must not be therefore con

cluded, that all dogmatic Atheists came to be

such merely by means of gross intemperance, sen

suality, and debauchery. Plato, indeed, describes

one sort of Atheists in this manner: oſc

ºº āv T90c th 86&n, th Östov tenua tival Távra,

dkpárcial T8 mêovdiv kai Avtov trºoctréawat, Avn

plai Té to Yvºat kai uaſhiotic 6écial traptoot: Such who,

together with this opinion, that all things are void

of gods, are acted also by intemperance of plea

sures and pains, and hurried away with violent

lusts, being persons otherwise endued with strong

memories and quick wits.-And these are the

debauched, ranting, and hectoring Atheists. But,

besides these, that philosopher tells us,

that there is another sort of Atheists

* w ſc w * w p * p

also: otc Lum vouſ...oval 0soug gival to Tapatrav, #00c puget

Ibid.

Toocytveral ëikatov, pugouvréc TE yiyvovrat toūc Kakoºc, kai

rip 8vcyspaivetv rºv dèuctav, oire rác rotavrac Toésic trºoc

tevrat Tºérretv, roſc TE un 8tkatovc rtov dv0ptſtrov few yovoi,

kai roºc &ucatovc orépyovow' Such who, though they

think there be no gods at all, yet, notwithstand

ing, being naturally disposed to justice and mode
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ration, as they will not do outrageous and exor

bitant things themselves, so they will shun the

conversation of wicked debauched persons, and

delight rather in the society of those that are fair

and just.—And these are a sort of externally ho

nest or civilized Atheists. Now what that thing

is, which, besides gross sensuality and debauch

ery, might tempt men to entertain atheistic opi

nions, the same philosopher also declares; name

ly, that it is an affectation of singularity, or of

seeming wiser than the generality of mankind.

For thus when Clinias had disputed honestly

against Atheists, from those vulgar topics of the

regularity and harmony of the universe (observa

ble in the courses of sun, moon, and stars, and

the seasons of the year), and of the common no

tions of mankind, in that both Greeks and bar

barians generally agreed in this, that there were

gods, thinking he had thereby made a sufficient

confutation of Atheism, the Athenian Hospes

hereupon discovers a great fear and jealousy,

which he had, lest he should thereby but render

himself an object of contempt to Atheists, as

being a conceited and scornful generation of men.

Ae. poſłońual ye tº takápts rove uox0mpouc, untoc judov

Karaºpovigoow, Jusic utv ^dp owk tore avrov tript, riv

tnc 8taff opac airtav, d\\ myeloffs dxpartia Mévov ièovdiv re

kai trifluuſov Ti rov drearm ſ}lov opuagflat rac ºvydc

avrov, &c. I am afraid of those wicked men the

Atheists, lest they should despise you : for you

are ignorant concerning them, when you think

the only cause of Atheism to be intemperance of

pleasures and lusts, violently hurrying men's souls

on to a wicked life.—-CLIN. What other cause of

Atheism can there be besides this?—ATH. That
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which you are not aware of, who live remotely,

namely, 'Auabia uáAa XaAeril 8okovoa dival ueyiorn $96

vmatc. A certain grievous ignorance, which yet,

notwithstanding, hath the appearance of the

greatest wisdom.—And, therefore, afterwards,

when that philosopher goes about to propose the

Atheistic hypothesis, he calls it,” rôv trapd ToMAoic

ëočačuevov ćival goſpºrarov dirávrov X&Yov, that which

to many seemeth to be the wisest and profound

est of all doctrines.—

And we find the same thing at this very day,

that Atheists make a great pretence to wisdom

and philosophy ; and that many are tempted to

maintain atheistic opinions, that they may gain

a reputation of wit by it. Which, indeed, was

one reason, that the rather induced us nakedly to

reveal all the mysteries of Atheism, because we

observed, that so long as these things are con

cealed and kept up in huggermugger, many

will be the rather apt to suspect, that there is

some great depth and profundity of wisdom lodged

in them; and that it is some noble and generous

truth, which the bigotic religious endeavour to

smother and suppress.

Now the case being thus, it was pertinently sug

gested also by the forementioned philosopher,"

ow outkpóv ye to 8tapépov, st pavelev ot Aóyov airröuevot

dasſ}ov, ūAAoic re téâpxovrec, timé st roic Aóyotc,

dAA’ {{muaprupévoc Yeºjuevot, That it must needs be a

matter of no small moment, for any one to make

it appear, that they, who maintain wicked athe

istical opinions, do none of them reason rightly,

but grossly fumble in all their ratiocinations.—

* De Legib, l.x. p. 664, oper. " Ibid. p. 667. s.
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And we hope to effect this in our present under

taking, to make it evident, that Atheists are no

such conjurers, as (though they hold no spirits)

they would be thought to be ; no such gigantic

men of reason, nor profound philosophers, but

that, notwithstanding all their pretensions to wit,

their Atheism is really nothing else, but duabia uá\a

ya)\etri, a most grievous ignorance, sottishness,

and stupidity of mind in them.

Wherefore we shall, in the next place, conjure

down all those devils raised and displayed in their

most formidable colours, in the precedent chapter;

or rather we shall discover, that they are really

nothing else, but what these Atheists pretend God

and incorporeal spirits to be, mere fantastic spec

tres and impostures, vain imaginations of deluded

minds, utterly devoid of all truth and reality.

Neither shall we only confute those Atheistic ar

guments, and so stand upon our defensive posture,

but we shall also assault Atheism even with its

own weapons, and plainly demonstrate, that all

forms of Atheism are unintelligible nonsense and

absolute, impossibility to human reason; as we

shall likewise, over and above, occasionally insert

some (as we think) undeniable arguments for a

Deity.

The Digression concerning the Plastic Life of

Nature, or an artificial, orderly, and me

thodical Nature, No. 37. Chap. iii.

“1. THAT neither the Hylozoic nor Cosmo

plastic Atheists are condemned for asserting an

orderly and artificial plastic nature, as a life dis
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tinct from the animal, however this be a thing

exploded, not only by the Atomic Atheists, but

also by some professed Theists, who, notwith

standing, might have an undiscerned tang of the

mechanical-atheistic humour hanging about them.

2. If there be no plastic artificial nature admit

ted, then it must be concluded, that either all

things come to pass by fortuitous mechanism,

and material necessity (the motion of matter un

guided) or else that God doth avrovºyev âtravra, do

all things himself immediately and miraculously,

framing the body of every gnat and fly, as it were

with his own hands; since Divine laws and com

mands cannot execute themselves, nor be the pro

per efficient causes of things in nature. 3. To

suppose all things to come to pass fortuitously,

or by the unguided motion of matter, a thing al

together as irrational as it is atheistical and im

pious; there being many phenomena, not only

above the powers of mechanism, but also contrary

to the laws of it. The mechanic Theists make

God but an idle spectator of the fortuitous mo

tions of matter, and render his wisdom altogether

useless and insignificant. Aristotle's judicious

censure of the fortuitous Mechanists, with the ri

diculousness of that pretence, that material and

mechanical reasons are the only philosophical.

4. That it seems neither decorous in respect of

God, nor congruous to reason, that he should

aúroupyiv dravra, do all things himself immediately

and miraculously, nature being quite superseded

and made to signify nothing. The same further

confuted by the slow and gradual process of

things in nature, as also by those errors and bun

gles, that are committed, when the matter proves
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inept and contumacious, arguing the agent not to

be irresistible. 5. Reasonably inferred, that there

is a plastic nature in the universe, as a subordinate

instrument of Divine Providence, in the orderly

disposal of matter; but yet so as not without a

higher providence presiding over it, forasmuch as

this plastic nature cannot act electively or with

discretion. Those laws of nature concerning mo

tion, which the mechanic Theists themselves sup

pose, really nothing else but a plastic nature.

6. The agreeableness of this doctrine with the

sentiments of the best philosophers in all ages,

Aristotle, Plato, Empedocles, Heraclitus, Hippo

crates, Zeno, and the Paracelsians. Anaxagoras,

though a professed Theist, severely censured,

both by Aristotle and Plato, as an encourager of

Atheism, merely because he used material and

mechanical causes, more than mental and final.

Physiologers and astronomers, why vulgarly sus

pected of Atheism in Plato's time. 7. The plas

tic nature no occult quality, but the only intelligi

ble cause of that, which is the grandest of all phe

nomena, the orderly regularity and harmony of

things, which the mechanic Theists, however pre

tending to solve all phenomena, can give no ac

count at all of A God, or infinite mind, asserted

by them, in vain and to no purpose. 8. Two

things here to be performed by us; first, to give

an account of the plastic nature, and then to

shew how the notion of it hath been mistaken, and

abused by Atheists. The first general account of

this plastic nature, according to Aristotle, that it

is to be conceived as art itself acting, inwardly and

immediately, upon the matter; as if harmony liv

ing in the musical instruments should move the
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strings of them without any external impulse.

9. Two pre-eminences of the plastic nature above

human art:—First, that whereas human art acts

upon the matter from without cumbersomely and

moliminously, with tumult and hurly-burly, na

ture acting on it from within more commandingly

doth its work easily, cleverly, and silently. Hu

man art acts on the matter mechanically, but na

ture vitally and magically. 10. The second pre

eminence of nature above human art, that whereas

human artists are often to seek and at a loss, anxi

ously consult and deliberate, and upon second

thoughts mend their former work, nature is never

to seek, nor unresolved what to do, nor doth she

ever repent afterwards of what she hath done,

changing her former course. Human artists

themselves consult not, as artists, but only for

want of art; and therefore nature, though never

consulting, may act artificially. Concluded, that

what is called nature is really the Divine art.

11. Nevertheless, that nature is not the Divine

art, pure and abstract, but concreted and embo

died in matter, ratio mersa et confusa ; not the Di

vine art archetypal, but ectypal. Nature differs

from the Divine art, as the manuary opificer from

the architect. 12. Two imperfections ofthe plas

tic nature, in respect whereof it falls short even

of human art; first, that though it act for ends

artificially, yet itself neither intends those ends,

nor understands the reason of what it doth, and

therefore cannot act electively. The difference

between the spermatic reasons and knowledge.

Nature doth but ape or mimic the Divine art or

wisdom, being not master of that reason, according

to which it acts, but only a servant to it, and
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drudging executioner of it. 13. Proved that there

may be such a thing as acts artificially, though it

self do not comprehend that art, by which its

motions are governed; first from musical habits ;

the dancer resembles the artificial life of nature.

14. The same further evinced from the instincts

of brute animals, directing them to act rationally

and artificially, in order to their own good and

the good of the universe, without any reason of

their own. The instincts in brutes but passive

impresses of the Divine wisdom, and a kind of

fate upon them. 15. The second imperfection

of the plastic nature, that it acts without animal

fancy, ovvatoffmaic, express con-sense, and consci

ousness, and is devoid of self-perception and self

enjoyment. 16. Whether this energy of the plas

tic nature be to be called cogitation or no, but a

logomachy or contention about words. Granted,

that what moves matter vitally, must needs do it

by some energy of its own, distinct from local

motion; but that there may be a simple vital

energy, without that duplicity, which is in synaes

thesis, or clear and express consciousness. Ne

vertheless, that the energy of nature might be called

a certain drowsy, unawakened, or astonished

cogitation. 17. Instances, which render it pro

bable, that there may be a vital energy, without

synaesthesis, clear and express con-sense, or con

sciousness. 18. The plastic nature, acting nei

ther knowingly nor fantastically, acts fatally, ma

gically, and sympathetically. The Divine laws

and fate, as to matter, not mere cogitation in the

mind of God, but an energetic and effectual prin

ciple; and the plastic nature, the true and proper

fate of matter, or the corporeal world. What ma
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gic is, and that nature, which acts fatally, acts also

magically and sympathetically. 19. That the

plastic nature, though it be the Divine art and

fate, yet for all that, it is neither god nor goddess,

but a low and imperfect creature; it acting arti

ficially and rationally no otherwise, than com

pounded forms of letters, when printing coherent

philosophic sense; nor for ends, than a saw or

hatchet in the hands of a skilful mechanic. The

plastic and vegetative life of nature the lowest of

all lives, and inferior to the sensitive. A higher

providence than that of the plastic nature go

verning the corporeal world itself. 20. Notwith

standing which, forasmuch as the plastic nature

is a life, it must needs be incorporeal. One and

the same thing, having in it an entire model and

platform, and acting upon several distant parts of

matter at once coherently, cannot be corporeal;

and though Aristotle no where declares whether

his nature be corporeal or incorporeal (which he

neither doth clearly concerning the rational soul)

and his followers conclude it to be corporeal, yet,

according to the very principles of that philoso

phy, it must needs be otherwise. 21. The plastic

nature being incorporeal, must either be a lower

power lodged in souls, that are also conscious,

sensitive, or rational ; or else a distinct substan

tial life by itself, and inferior kind of soul. How

the Platonists complicate both these together;

with Aristotle's agreeable determination, that na

ture is either part of a soul, or not without soul.

22. The plastic nature as to animals, according to

Aristotle, a part or lower power of their respective

souls. That the phenomena prove a plastic na

ture or archeus in animals, to make which a dis
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tinct thing from the soul, is to multiply entities

without necessity. The soul endued with a plas

tic power, the chief formatrix of its own body, the

contribution of certain other causes not excluded.

23. That besides that plastic principle in particu

lar animals, forming them as so many little worlds,

there is a general plastic nature in the whole cor

poreal universe, which likewise, according to

Aristotle, is either a part and lower power of a

conscious mundane soul, or else something de

pending on it. 24. That no less according to

Aristotle than Plato and Socrates, ourselves par

take of life from the life of the universe, as well

as we do of heat and cold, from the heat and cold

of the universe; from whence it appears, that

Aristotle also held the world's animation, with

further undeniable proof thereof. An answer to

two the most considerable places of that philoso

pher, that seem to imply the contrary. That

Aristotle's first immoveable mover was no soul,

but a perfect intellect abstract from matter; but

that he supposed this to move only as a final cause,

or as being loved, and besides it, a mundane soul

and plastic nature, to move the heavens effi

ciently. Neither Aristotle's nature, nor his mun

dane soul, the supreme Deity. However, though

there be no such mundane soul, as both Plato and

Aristotle conceived, yet notwithstanding there

may be a plastic nature depending upon a higher

intellectual principle. 25. No impossibility of

some other particular plastic principles; and

though it be not reasonable to think, that every

plant, herb, and pile of grass, hath a plastic or

vegetative soul of its own, nor that the earth is an

animal; yet, that there may possibly be one plas
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tic unconscious nature in the whole terraqueous

globe, by which vegetables may be severally or

ganized and framed, and all things performed,

which transcend the power of fortuitous mecha

nism. 26. Our second undertaking, which was

to shew how grossly those Atheists (who acknow

ledge this plastic nature) misunderstand it and

abuse the notion, to make a counterfeit God-Al

mighty or Numen of it, to the exclusion of the

true Deity. First, in their supposing, that to be

the first and highest principle of the universe,

which is the last and lowest of all lives, a thing

as essentially derivative from, and dependent upon

a higher intellectual principle, as the echo on the

original voice. 27. Secondly, in their making

sense and reason in animals to emerge out of a

senseless life of nature, by the mere modification

and organization of matter. That no duplication

of corporeal organs can ever make one single un

conscious life to advance into redoubled consci

ousness and self-enjoyment. 28. Thirdly, in at

tributing perfect knowledge and understanding to

this life of nature, which yet themselves suppose

to be devoid of all animal sense and conscious

ness. 29. Lastly, in making the plastic life of

nature to be merely corporeal ; the Hylozoists

contending, that it is but an inadequate concep

tion of body, as the only substance; and fondly

dreaming, that the vulgar notion of God is nothing

but such an inadequate conception of the matter

of the whole universe, mistaken for a complete

and entire substance by itself, the cause of all

things.”



CHAPTER IV.

The idea of God declared, in way of answer to the first Atheistic ar

gument. The grand prejudice against the naturality of this idea,

as essentially including unity or oneliness in it, from the Pagan Po

lytheism, removed. Proved that the intelligent Pagans generally

acknowledged one supreme Deity. What their Polytheism and

idolatry was; with some account of Christianity.—1. The either

stupid insensibility, or gross impudence of Atheists, in denying the

word GOD to have any signification, or that there is any other idea

answering to it besides the mere phantasm of the sound. The dis

ease called by the philosopher 3roxiówri; toº won twº, the petrification

(or dead insensibility) of the mind.—2. That the Atheists them

selves must needs have an idea of God in their minds, or other

wise, when they deny his existence, they should deny the existence

of nothing. And that they have also the same idea of him with

Theists, they denying the very same thing which the others affirm.

—3. A lemma, or preparatory proposition to the idea of God, that

though some things be made or generated, yet it is not possible,

that all things should be made, but something must of necessity

exist of itself from eternity unmade, and be the cause of those other

things that are made.—4. The two most opposite opinions, concern

ing that which was self-existent from eternity, or unmade, and the

cause of all other things made: one, that it was nothing but sense

less matter, the most imperfect of all things; the other, that it was

something most perfect, and therefore consciously intellectual. The

assertors of this latter opinion, Theists in a strict and proper sense;

of the former, Atheists. So that the idea of God in general is a

perfect consciously understanding being (or mind) self-existent from

eternity, and the cause of all other things.-5. Observed, that the

Atheists, who deny a God, according to the true idea of him, do

often abuse the word, calling senseless matter by that name, and

meaning nothing else thereby but a first principle, or self-existent

unmade thing. That, according to this notion of the word God,

there can be no such thing as an Atheist, no man being able to per

suade himself, that all things sprung from nothing.—6. In order to

the more punctual declaration of the Divine idea, the opinion of

those taken notice of, who suppose two self-existent unmade

principles, God and matter; and so God not to be the sole, but only

the chief principle.—7. That these are but imperfect and mistaken

Theists. Their idea of God declared, with its defectiveness. A la

titude in Theism. None to be condemned for absolute Atheists,

VOL. I. 2 C
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but such as deny an eternal unmade mind, ruling over matter.—

8. The most compendious idea of God, an absolutely perfect being.

That this includes not only conscious intellectuality and necessary

existence, but also omni-causality, omnipotence, and infinite power:

and therefore God the sole principle of all, and cause of matter.

The true notion of infinite power. Pagans acknowledged the Di

vine omnipotence. And that the Atheists supposed infinite power

to be included in the idea of God, proved from Lucretius.-9. That

absolute perfection implies something more than power and know

ledge. A vaticination in men's minds of a higher good than either.

That God is better than knowledge, according to Aristotle; and

that there is morality in the nature of God, wherein his chief happi

ness consisteth. This borrowed from Plato, who makes the highest

perfection, and supreme Deity, to be goodness itself, above know

ledge and intellect. God, and the supreme good, according to the

Scripture, love. God no soft or fond love, but an impartial law, and

the measure of all things. That the Atheists supposed goodness

also to be included in the idea of God. The idea of God more expli

cate and unfolded, a being absolutely perfect, infinitely good, wise,

and powerful, necessarily existent; and not only the framer of the

world, but also the cause of all things.-10. That this idea of God

essentially includes unity or oneliness in it; since there can be but

one supreme, one cause of all things, one omnipotent, and one infi

nitely perfect. This unity or oneliness of the Deity supposed also

by Epicurus and Lucretius, who professedly denied a God, accord

ing to this idea.—11. The grand prejudice against the naturality of

this idea of God, as it essentially includes unity and solitariety, from

the Polytheism of all nations formerly, besides the Jews, and of all

the wisest men and philosophers: from whence it is inferred, that

this idea of God is but artificial, and owes its original to laws and

institution. An inquiry to be made concerning the true sense of the

Pagan Polytheism. That the objectors take it for granted, that the

Pagan Polytheists universally asserted many self-existentintellectual

beings, and independent deities, as so many partial causes of the

world.—12. First, the irrationality of this opinion, and its manifest

repugnancy to the phenomena; which render it less probable to have

been the belief of all the Pagan Polytheists.-13. Secondly, that

no such thing at all appears, as that ever any intelligent Pagans as

serted a multitude of eternal, unmade, independent deities. The

Hesiodian gods. The Valentinian AEons. The nearest approach

made thereunto by the Manichean good and evil gods. This doctrine

not generally asserted by the Greek philosophers, as Plutarch affirm

eth. Questioned whether the Persian evil demon, or Arimanius, were

a self-existent principle, essentially evil. Aristotle's confutation and

explosion of many principles, or independent deities. Faustus the

Manichean's conceit, that the Jews and Christians paganized, in

the opinion of monarchy, with St. Austin's judgment, concerning
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the Pagans, thereupon.—14. Concluded that the Pagan Polytheism

must be understood according to another equivocation in the word

gods, as used for created intellectual beings, superior to men, that

ought to be religiously worshipped. That the Pagans held both

many gods and one God (as Onatus the Pythagorean declares him

self), in different senses; many inferior deities subordinate to one

Supreme.—15. Further evidence of this, that the intelligent Pagan

Polytheists held only a plurality of inferior deities, subordinate to

one Supreme: first, because after the emersion of Christianity, and

its contest with Paganism, when occasion was offered, not only no

Pagan asserted a multiplicity of independent deities, but also all

universally disclaimed it, and professed to acknowledge one su

preme God.—16. That this was no refinement or interpolation of

Paganism, as might possibly be suspected, but that the doctrine of

the most ancient Pagan theologers, and greatest promoters of Po

lytheism, was agreeable hereunto; which will be proved, not from

suspected writings (as of Trismegist and the Sybils), but such as

are indubitate. First, that Zoroaster, the chief promoter of Poly

theism in the eastern parts, acknowledged one supreme Deity, the

maker of the world, proved from Eubulus in Porphyry, besides his

own words cited by Eusebius.-17. That Orpheus, commonly called

by the Greeks the Theologer, and the father of the Grecanic Po

lytheism, clearly asserted one supreme Deity, proved by his own

words, out of Pagan records.-18. That the Egyptians themselves,

the most polytheistical of all nations, had an acknowledgment

amongst them of one supreme Deity.—19. That the poets, who

were the greatest depravers of the Pagan theology, and, by their

fables of the gods, made it look more aristocratically, did themselves

notwithstanding acknowledge a monarchy, one Prince and Father

of gods. That famous passage of Sophocles not to be suspected,

though not found in any of his tragedies now extant.—20. That

all the Pagan philosophers, who were Theists, universally asserted

a mundane monarchy. Pythagoras, as much a Polytheist as any, .

and yet his first principle of things, as well as numbers, a monad or

unity. Anaxagoras's one mind ordering all things for good. Xeno

phanes' one and all, and his one God the greatest among the gods.

–21. Parmenides' supreme God, one immoveable. Empedocles'

both many gods junior to friendship and contention, and his one

God, called +3 gy, senior to them. Zeno Eleates’ demonstration of

one God, in Aristotle.—22. Philolaus's prince and governor of all,

God always one. Euclides Megarensis's God, called áy 'rº àyaôy, one

the very good. Timaeus Locrus's mind and good, above the soul

of the world. Antisthenes' one matural God. Onatus's Corypheus.

—23. Generally believed and true, that Socrates acknowledged one

supreme God; but that he disclaimed all the inferior gods of the

Pagans, a vulgar error. Plato also a Polytheist, and that passage,

which some lay so great stress upon (that he was serious when he

2 C 2
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began his epistles with God, but when with godsjocular), spurious

and counterfeit; and yet he was, notwithstanding, an undoubted

Monotheist also in another sense; an assertor of one God over all,

of a maker of the world, of a first God, of a greatest of the gods.

The first hypostasis of the Platonic trinity properly the King of all

things, for whose sake are all things; the father of the cause and

prince of the world, that is, of the eternal intellect, or *%-24.

Aristotle an acknowledger of many gods (he accounting the stars

such), and yet an express assertor of iſ wokayos, one prince, one in

moveable mover.—25. Cleanthes and Chrysippus Stoics, though

they filled the whole heaven, earth, air, and sea with gods, yet, not

withstanding, they acknowledged only one God immortal, Jupiter;

all the rest being consumed into him, in the successive conflagra

tions, and afterwards made anew by him. Cleanthes’ excellent

and devout hymn to the supreme God.—26. Endless to cite all the

passages of the later Pagan writers and Polytheists, in which one

supreme God is asserted. Excellent discourses in some of them

concerning the Deity, particularly Plotinus; who, though he de

rived all things, even matter itself, from one supreme Deity, yet

was a contender for many gods,-27. This not only the opinion of

philosophers and learned men, but also the general belief of the

Pagan vulgar: that there was one supreme God, proved from

Maximus Tyrius. The Romans’ Deus optimus maximus. The

Pagans, when most serious, spake of God singularly. Kyrie Elee

son part of the Pagans’ litany to the supreme God. The more civil

ized Pagans, at this very day, acknowledge one Supreme Deity, the

maker of the world.—28. Plutarch's testimony, that, notwithstand

ing the variety of Paganic religions, and the different names of gods

used in them, yet one reason, mind, or providence ordering all

things, and its inferior ministers, were alike every where worship

ped.—29. Plain that the Pagan Theists must needs acknowledge

one supreme Deity, because they generally believed the whole

world to be one animal, governed by one soul. Some Pagans made

this soul of the world their supreme God; others an abstract mind

superior to it.—30. The Hebrew doctors generally of this persua

sion, that the Pagans worshipped one supreme God, and that all

their other gods were but mediators betwixt him and men.—31.

Lastly, this confirmed from Scripture. The Pagans knew God.

Aratus's Jupiter, and the Athenians’ unknown God, the true God.

—32. In order to a fuller explication of the Pagan theology, and

shewing the occasion of its being misunderstood, three heads requi

site to be insisted on. First, that the Pagans worshipped one su

preme God under many names; secondly, that besides this one God,

they worshipped also many gods, which were indeed inferior deities

subordinate to him; thirdly, that they worshipped both the supreme

and inferior gods in images, statues, and symbols, sometimes abu

sively called also gods. First, that the supreme God amongst the
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Pagans was polyonymous, and worshipped under several personal

names, according to his several attributes and the manifestations of

them, his gifts and effects in the world,—33. That, upon the same

account, things not substantial were personated and deified by the

Pagans, and worshipped as so many several names and notions of

one God.-34. That as the whole corporeal world animated was sup

posed by some of the Pagans to be the supreme God, so he was

worshipped in the several parts and members of it (having personal

names bestowed upon them) as it were by parcels and piece-meal,

or by so many inadequate conceptions. That some of the Pagans

made the corporeal world the temple of God only, but others the

body of God.—35. The second head proposed, that besides the

one supreme God, under several names, the Pagans acknowledged

and worshipped also many gods; 0sot, yeºntovº, made gods, created

intellectual beings superior to men.—36. The Pythagoric or Plato

nic trinity of Divine hypostases. And the higher of the inferior

deities, according to this hypothesis, Nous, Psyche, and the whole

corporeal world; with particular Noes and Henades.—37. The

other inferior deities, acknowledged as well by the vulgar as philo

sophers, of three sorts. First, the sun, moon, and stars, and other

greater parts of the universe animated, called sensible gods.-38.

Secondly, their inferior deities invisible, ethereal, and aerial animals,

called demons. These appointed by the supreme Deity to preside

over kingdoms, cities, places, persons, and things.-39. The last sort

of the Pagan inferior deities, heroes and 684,0327pot, or men-gods.

Euemerus taxed by Plutarch, for making all the Pagan gods nothing

but dead men.—40. The third general head proposed, that the Pa

gans worshipped both the supreme and inferior gods in images, sta

tues, and symbols. That first of all, before images and temples,

rude stones and pillars without sculpture were erected for religious

monuments, and called £attºia, or Bethels.-41. That afterwards

images, statues, and symbols were used, and housed in temples.

These placed in the west-end of the temples to face the east; so

that the Pagans entering worshipped towards the west; one proba

ble occasion of the ancient Christians praying towards the east.

The golden calf made for a symbolic presence of the God of Israel.

—42. All the parts of the entire Pagan religion represented toge

ther at once in Plato.—43. That some late writers, not well under

standing the sense of Pagans, have confounded all their theology,

by supposing them to worship the inanimate parts of the world as

such, for gods; therefore distinguishing betwixt their animal and

their natural gods. That no corporeal thing was worshipped by the

Pagans otherwise, than either as being itself animated with a parti

cular soul of its own, or as being part of the whole animated world,

or as having demons presiding over it, to whom the worship was

properly directed; or, lastly, as being images or symbols of Divine

things.-44. That though the Egyptians be said to have worshipped
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brute animals, and were generally therefore condemned by the

other Pagans; yet the wiser of them used them only as hierogly

phics and symbols.-45. That the Pagans worshipped not only the

supreme God, but also the inferior deities, by material sacrifices.

Sacrifices or fire-offerings, in their first and general notion, nothing

else but gifts and signs of gratitude, and appendices of prayer.

But that animal sacrifices had afterwards a particular notion also of

expiation fastened on them; whether by Divine direction, or human

agreement, left undetermined.—46. The Pagans’ apology for the

three forementioned things. First, for worshipping one supreme

God under many personal names, and that not only according to his

several attributes, but also his several manifestations, gifts, and ef

fects, in the visible world. With an excuse for those corporeal

Theists, who worshipped the whole animated world as the supreme

God, and the several parts of it under personal names, as living

members of him.—47. Their apology for worshipping, besides the

one supreme God, many inferior deities. That they worshipping

them only as inferior could not, therefore, be guilty of giving them

that honour which was proper to the Supreme. That they honoured

the supreme God incomparably above all. That they put a dif

ference in their sacrifices; and that material sacrifices were not the

proper worship of the supreme God, but rather below him.—48.

Several reasons of the Pagans, for giving religious worship to infe

rior created beings. First, that this honour, which is bestowed upon

them, does ultimately redound to the supreme God, and aggran

dize his state and majesty, they being all his ministers and attend

ants.-49. That as demons are mediators betwixt the celestial gods

and men, so those celestial gods, and all the other inferior deities,

are themselves also mediators betwixt man and the supreme God,

and as it were convenient steps, by which we ought with reverence

to approach him.—50. That there is an honour in justice due to all

those excellent beings that are above us; and that the Pagans do

but honour every thing as they ought, in that due rank and place,

in which the supreme God hath set it.—51. That demons or angels

being appointed to preside over kingdoms, cities, and persons, and

the several parts of the corporeal universe, and being many ways

benefactors to us, thanks ought to be returned to them by sacrifice.

–52. That the inferior gods, demons, and heroes, being all of them

able to do us either good or hurt, and being also irascible, and

therefore provokable by our neglect of them, it is as well our inter

cstas our duty to pacify and appease them by worship.–53. Lastly,

that it cannot be thought, that the supreme God will envy those in

ferior gods that worship or honour which is bestowed upon them;

mor suspected, that any of those inferior deities will factiously go

about to set up themselves against the supreme God.—54. That

many of the Pagans worshipped none but good demons, and that

those of them, who worshipped evil ones, did it only in order to
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their appeasement and mitigation, that so they might do them no

hurt. None but magicians to be accounted properly devil worship

pers, who honour evil demons, in order to the gratification of their

revenge, lust, and ambition.—55. The Pagans plead, that those

demons, who delivered oracles, and did miracles amongst them,

must needs be good, since there cannot be a greater reproach to the

supreme God, than to suppose him to appoint evil demons as pre

sidents and governors over the world, or to suffer them to have so

great a sway and share of power in it. The faith of Plato in Divine

Providence, that the good every where prevails over the bad, and

that the Delphic Apollo was therefore a good demon.—56. The Pa

gans' apology for worshipping the supreme God in images, statues,

and symbols. That these are only schetically worshipped by them,

the honour passing from them to the prototype. And that since we

living in bodies cannot easily have a conception of any thing without

some corporeal image or phantasm, thus much must be indulged to

the infirmity of human nature (at least in the vulgar) to the worship

of God, corporeally in images, to prevent their running to Atheism.

–57. That though it should appear, by this apology of the Pagans,

that their case were not altogether so bad as is commonly supposed,

yet they cannot be justified thereby in the three particulars above

mentioned, but the Scripture condemnation of them is irrefragable,

that knowing God, they did not glorify him as God, or sanctify his

name; that is, worship him according to his uncommon and incom

municable, his peerless and insociable, transcendent and singular,

incomparable and unresemblable nature; but mingled, some way or

other, creature-worship with the worship of the Creator. First, that

the worshipping of one God in his various gifts and effects, under se

veral personal names, a thing in itself absurd, may also prove a great

occasion of Atheism, when the things themselves come to be called

by those names, as wine Bacchus, corn Ceres. The conclusion ea

sily following, from thence, that the good things of nature are the

only deities. But to worship the corporeal world itself animated, as

the supreme God, and the parts of it as the members of God, is plain

ly to confound God with the creature, and not to glorify him as Cre

ator, nor according to his separate and spiritual nature.—58. To give

religious worship to demons or angels, heroes or saints, or any other

intellectual creatures, though not honouring them equally with the

supreme God, is to deny God the honour of his holiness, his singu

lar, insociable, and incommunicable nature, as he is the only self

originated being, and the Creator of all; of whom, through whom,

and to whom are all things. As God is such a being, that there is

nothing like him, so ought the worship which is given him to be such

as hath nothing like to it, a singular, separate, and incommunicate

worship. They not to be religiously worshipped, that worship.–

59. That the religious worship of created spirits proceeded chiefly

from a fear, that if they were not worshipped, they would be pro
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voked and do hurt, which is both highly injurious to good spirits,

and a distrust of the sufficiency of God's power to protect his wor

shippers. That all good spirits uninvoked are of themselves offi

ciously ready to assist those, who sincerely worship and propitiate

the supreme Deity, and therefore no need of the religious worship

of them, which would be also offensive to them.—60. That men's

praying to images and statues is much more ridiculous than chil

dren's talking to babies made of clouts, but not so innocent; they

thereby debasing both themselves and God, not glorifying him ac

cording to his spiritual and unresemblable nature, but changing the

glory of the incorruptible God into the likeness of corruptible man

or beast,-61. The mistake of those who think none can be guilty

of idolatry, that believe one God the maker of the world,—62. That

from the same ground of reason, that nothing ought to be religious

ly worshipped besides the supreme God, or whom he appoints to

represent himself (because he ought to be sanctified, and dealt

withal, according to his singular nature, as unlike to every thing),

it follows, contrary to the opinion of some opposers of idolatry, that

there ought also to be a discrimination made between things sacred

andprofane, and reverence used in Divine worship. Idolatry and sa

crilege allied.—63. Another Scripture charge upon the Pagans, that

they were devil-worshippers; not as though they intended all their

Worship to evil demons or devils as such, but because their Polythe

ism and idolatry (unacceptable to God and good spirits) was pro

moted by evil spirits delivering oracles and doing miracles for the

confirmation of it, they also insinuating themselves into the tem

Ples and statues, therefore the worship was looked upon as done to

them. The same thing said of others besides Pagans, that they

worshipped devils.—64. Proved that they were evil demons, who

delivered oracles, and did miracles amongst the Pagans, for the

carrying on of that religion, from the many obscene rites and mys

teries, not only not prohibited, but also enjoined by them.—65. The

same thing further proved from other cruel and bloody rites, but es

pecially that of man-sacrifices. Plutarch's clear acknowledgment,

that both the obscene rites and man-sacrifices, amongst the Pagans,

owed their original to wicked demons.—66. That the God of Israel

neither required nor accepted of man-sacrifices, against a modern

Tiatribist.—67. That what faith soever Plato might have in the

Delphic Apollo, he was no other than an evil demon, or devil. An

answer to the Pagans’ argument from Divine Providence.—68. That

the Pagans' religion, unsound in its foundation, was infinitely more

corrupted and depraved by means of these four things:—First, the

superstition of the ignorant vulgar.—69. Secondly, the licentious

figments of poets and fable-mongers, frequently condemned by

Plato and other wiser Pagans.—70. Thirdly, the craft of priests

and politicians.—71. Lastly, the imposture of evil demons, or devils. ,

That by means of these four things, the Pagan religion became a
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most foul and unclean thing. And as some were captivated by it

under a most grievous yoke of superstition, so others strongly in

clined to Atheism.–72. Plato not insensible, that the Pagan reli

gion stood in need of reformation; nevertheless, supposing many of

those religious rites to have been introduced by visions, dreams,

and oracles, he concluded, that no wise legislator would, of his own

head, venture to make an alteration; implying, that this was a thing

not to be effected otherwise than by Divine revelation and miracles.

The generally-received opinion of the Pagans, that no man ought

to trouble himself about religion, but content himself to worship

God, ** 7%ios, according to the law of that country which he

lived in-73. Wherefore God Almighty, in great compassion to

mankind, designed himself to reform the religion of the Pagan

World, by introducing another religion of his own framing instead

of it; after he had first made a praeludium thereunto in one nation

of the Israelites, where he expressly prohibited, by a voice out of

the fire, in his firstcommandment, the Pagan Polytheism, or the wor- -

shipping of other inferior deities besides himself; and in the second,

their idolatry, or the worshipping of the supreme God in images,

statues, or symbols. Besides which, he restrained the use of sacri

fices: as also successively gave predictions, of a Messiah to come,

such as together with miracles might reasonably conciliate faith to

him when he came.—74. That afterwards, in due time, God sent

the promised Messiah, who was the eternal Word hypostatically

united with a pure human soul and body, and so a true Giá,0soror,

or God-man; designing him for a living temple and visible statue or

image, in which the Deity should be represented and worshipped;

as also after his death and resurrection, when he was to be invested

with all power and authority, for a prince and king, a mediator and

intercessor betwixt God and men.—75. That this 6.4%aroº, or God

man, was so far from intending to require men-sacrifices of his wor

shippers, as the Pagan demons did, that he devoted himself to be a

catharma and expiatory sacrifice for the sins of the whole world;

and thereby also abolished all sacrifices or oblations by fire whatso-,

ever, according to the Divine prediction.—76. That the Christian

Trinity, though a mystery, is more agreeable to reason than the Pla

tonic; and that there is no absurdity at all in supposing the pure

soul and body of the Messiah to be made a living temple or Shechi

nah, image or statue of the Deity. That this religion of one God

and one Mediator, or 684,.6poros, God-man, preached to the Pagan

world, and confirmed by miracles, did effectually destroy all the

Pagan inferior deities, middle gods and mediators, demons and he

roes, together with their statues and images.—77. That it is no way

incongruous to suppose, that the Divine Majesty, in prescribing a

form of religion to the world, should graciously condescend to com

ply with human infirmity, in order to the removing of two such

grand evils as Polytheism and idolatry, and the bringing of men to
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worship God in spirit and in truth.-78. That demons and angels,

heroes and saints, are but different names for the same things, which

are made gods by being worshipped. And that the introducing of

angel and saint-worship, together with image-worship, into Christi

anity, seems to be a defeating of one grand design of God Almighty

in it, and the paganizing of that, which was intended for the unpa

ganizing of the world.—79. Another key for Christianity in the

Scripture, not disagreeing with the former, that since the way of

wisdom and knowledge proved ineffectual as to the generality of

mankind, men might, by the contrivance of the gospel, be brought

to God and a holy life (without profound knowledge) in the way of

believing.—80. That, according to the Scripture, there is a higher,

more precious, and diviner light, than that of theory and speculation.

–81. That in Christianity all the great, goodly, and most glorious

things of this world are slurred and disgraced, comparatively with

the life of Christ.—82. And that there are all possible engines in it to

bring men up to God, and engage them in a holy life.—83. Two er

rors here to be taken notice of; the first, of those who make Christi

anity nothing but an Antinomian plot against real righteousness, and

as it were a secret confederacy with the devil. The second, of those

who turn that into matter of mere notion and opinion, dispute and

controversy, which was designed by God only as a contrivance, ma

chine, or engine, to bring men effectually to a holy and godly life.

—84. That Christianity may be yet further illustrated, from the con

sideration of the adversary or Satanical power, which is in the world.

This no Manichean substantial evil principle, but a polity of lapsed

angels, with which the souls of wicked men are also incorporated,

and may therefore be called the kingdom of darkness.-85. The

history of the fallen angels in Scripture briefly explained.—86. The

concurrent agreement of the Pagans concerning evil demons or de

vils, and their activity in the world.—87. That there is a perpetual

war betwixt two polities or kingdoms in the world, the one of light,

the other of darkness; and that our Saviour Christ, or the Messiah,

is appointed the head or chieftain over the heavenly militia, or the

forces of the kingdom of light.—88. That there will be at length a

palpable and signal overthrow of the Satanical power and whole

kingdom of darkness, by 6:3; 373 fanxayńs, God appearing in an ex

traordinary and miraculous manner; and that this great affair is to

be managed by our Saviour Christ, as God's vicegerent, and a visible

judge both of quick and dead.—89. That our Saviour Christ de

signed not to set up himself factiously against God Almighty, nor

to be accounted aſgo; 0soi, superior to God, but that when he hath

done his work, and put down all adversary power, himself will then

be subject to God, even the Father, that so God may be all in all.—

90. Lastly, having spoken of three forms of religions, the Jewish,

Christian, and the Pagan, and there remaining only a fourth, the

Mahomctan, in which the Divine monarchy is zealously asserted,
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we may now conclude, that the idea of God (as essentially including

unity in it) hath been entertained in all forms of religion. An ac

count of that seemingly-strange phenomenon of Providence: the

rise, growth, and continuance of the Mahometan religion not to be

attempted by us, at least in this place.

1. HAv1NG in the former chapter prepared the

way, we shall now proceed (with the Divine as

sistance) to answer and confute all those Athe

istic arguments before proposed. The first where

of was this, That there is no idea of God, and

therefore either no such thing existing in nature,

or at least no possible evidence of it.

To affirm, that there is no idea of God, is all

one as to affirm, that there is no conception of the

mind answering to that word or name; and this

the modern Atheists stick not to maintain, that

the word God hath no signification, and that there

is no other idea or conception in men's minds, an

swering thereunto, besides the mere phantasm of

the sound. Now, for any one to go about soberly

to confute this, and to prove, that God is not the

only word without a signification, and that men

do not every where pay all their religious devo

tions to the mere phantasm of a transient sound,

expecting all good from it, might very well seem

to all intelligent persons a most absurd and ridi

culous undertaking; both because the thing is so

evident in itself, and because the plainest things

of all can be least proved ; for 6 travra -

diróðakra vevoukºc, airiv diróðačiv dvapéſ'º

He that thinks all things to be demon- iº,

strable, takes away demonstration itself. ..."”

—Wherefore we shall here only suggest

thus much, that since there are different words

for God in several languages, and men have the

same notion or conception in their minds answer
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ing to them all, it must needs be granted, that

they have some other idea or conception belong

ing to those words, besides the phantasms of their

several sounds. And indeed it can be nothing

else, but either monstrous sottishness and stu

pidity of mind, or else prodigious impudence, in

these Atheists to deny, that there is any idea of

God at all in the minds of men, or that the word

hath any signification.

It was heretofore observed by Epic

** * tetus, av ric ēviornrat T90c rd āyav tkpavn,

i. Can- Tgoc roorov ow páðiðv £ativ tveev Aóyov, 8i of

usratsiast Tug avrov. Touro S' oùre trapd riv #Ket

190ty yiveral ëºvauw, oùre trapd tºv row ëlèáakovroc doffé

vitav That if any man will oppose or contradict

the most evident truths, it will not be easy to find

arguments wherewith to convince him. And yet

this, notwithstanding, ought neither to be im

puted to any inability in the teacher, nor to any

strength of wit in the denier, but only to a certain

dead insensibility in him.—Whereupon he further

adds, that there is a double drovékpwatc, or droxi}ogic,

mortification or petrification of the soul; the one,

when it is stupified and besotted in its intellec

tuals; the other, when it is bedeaded in its mo

rals as to that pudor, that naturally should belong

to a man. And he concludes, that either of these

states (though it be not commonly so apprehend

ed) is a condition little less deplorable, than that

of bodily death; as also that such a person is not

at all to be disputed with. For Totov aurö Tºp

Totov otönpov Teocáyo, iv atoffmrat ôrt vevékpwrat ; aloffa

vöuevoc ow Tºoctrotéirat; £rt Xeigov tort too vergov, ākré

Tumraw yde rô alônuov airov kai to &vrgérrukov' What

sword can one bring, or what fire, by burning or
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slashing, to make such a one perceive that he is

dead? But if he be sensible, and will not acknow

ledge it, then he is worse than dead, being cas

trated as to that pudor, that belongs to a man.

Moreover, that philosopher took notice, that in

those times, when this denial of most evident

truths proceeded rather from impudence than stu

pidity or sottishness, the vulgar would be apt to

admire it for strength of wit and great learning;

av 8é Tuvoc ró aiênuov dirovskºoſh, Touro £rt kai &valuv

kaAoûuev. But if any man's pudor be deaded or

mortifiedin him, we call this power and strength.

Now, as this was sometimes the case of the

Academics, so is it also commonly of the Athe

ists, that their minds are partly petrified and be

numbed into a kind of sottish and stupid insensi

bility, so that they are not able to discern things

that are most evident; and partly depudorated, or

become so void of shame, as that though they do

perceive, yet they will obstinately and impudently

deny the plainest things that are; as this, that

there is any idea answering to the word God, be

sides the phantasm of the sound. And we do the

rather insist upon this prodigious monstrosity of

Atheists in this place, because we shall have oc

casion afterwards more than once to take notice

of it again in other instances, as when they affirm,

that local motion and cogitation are really one and

the self-same thing, and the like. And we con

ceive it to be unquestionably true, that it is many

times nothing else, but either this shameless impu

dence, or sottish insensibility in Atheists, that is

admired by the ignorant for profoundness of wit

and learning," dAAd raúrny &valuv citro ; un yévouro. st

* Epictet. apud Arrian, ubi supra, p. 96,
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uj kai riv rov Kwatºwv, ka0 iv trav to tireA60v čv učaq,

kai trotovo, kal Xéyoval. But shall I call this power

or wit, and commend it upon that account? no

more than I will commend the impudence of the

Cinaedi, who stick not publicly to do and say any

thing.—

II. But whatever these Atheists deny in words,

it is notwithstanding evident, that even themselves

have an idea or conception in their minds an

swering to the word God, when they deny his

existence, because otherwise they should deny the

existence of nothing. Nor can it be at all doubted,

but that they have also the same idea of God with

Theists, they denying the existence of no other

thing than what these assert. And as in all other

controversies, when men dispute together, the one

affirming, the other denying, both parties must

needs have the same idea in their minds of what

they dispute about, or otherwise their whole dis

putation would be but a kind of Babel language

and confusion ; so must it be likewise in this pre

sent controversy betwixt Theists and Atheists.

Neither indeed would there be any controversy at

all between them, did they not both by God mean

one and the same thing; nor would the Atheists

be any longer Atheists, did they not deny the ex

istence of that very same thing which the Theists

affirm, but of something else.

III. Wherefore, we shall in the next place de

clare, what this idea of God is, or what is that

thing, whose existence they that affirm, are called

Theists, and they who deny, Atheists. In order

whereunto, we must first lay down this lemma, or

preparatory proposition—that as it is generally ac

knowledged, that all things did not exist from
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eternity, such as they are, unmade, but that some

things were made and generated or produced ; so

it is not possible that all things should be made

neither, but there must of necessity be something

self-existent from eternity, and unmade ; because

if there had been once nothing, there could never

have been any thing. The reason of which is so

evident and irresistible, that even the Atheists

confess themselves conquered by it, and readily

acknowledge it for an indubitable truth, that

there mustbe something dyévvmrov, something which

was never made or produced—and which there

fore is the cause of those other things that are

made, something airóquec and aljøviróararov, that

was self-originated and self-existing, and which is

as well divºstpov and ãº,0aprov, as dyévvmrov, incor

ruptible and undestroyable, as ingenerable; whose

existence therefore must needs be necessary, be

cause if it were supposed to have happened by

chance to exist from eternity, then it might as

well happen again to cease to be. Wherefore all

the question now is, what is this dyivvnrov and dvd

Aé0pov, airóðvec and auðurðararov, this ingenerable

and incorruptible, self-originated and self-existent

thing, which is the cause of all other things

that are made. -

Iv. Now there are two grand opinions oppo

site to one another concerning it ; for, first, some

contend, that the only self-existent, unmade, and

incorruptible thing, and first principle of all

things, is senseless matter; that is, matter either

perfectly dead and stupid, or at least devoid of

all animalish and conscious life. But because

this is really the lowest and most imperfect of all

beings, others on the contrary judge it reasonable,
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that the first principle and original of all things

should be that, which is most perfect (as Aristo

tle" observes of Pherecydes, and his followers,

to Yevvmoav Trotorov tiptorov rifféaou, that they made the

first cause and principle of generation to be the

best), and then apprehending, that to be endued

with conscious life and understanding is a much

greater perfection than to be devoid of both,

(as Balbus in Cicero declares upon this

ºf, very occasion, Nec dubium quin quod

cap.'…ii. p. animans sit, habeatdue mentem, et ratio

i..." nem, et sensum, id sit melius quam id

quod his careat”) they therefore con

clude, that the only unmade thing, which was the

principle, cause, and original of all other things,

was not senseless matter, but a perfect conscious

understanding nature, or mind. And these are

they, who are strictly and properly called The

ists, who affirm, that a perfectly conscious under

standing being, or mind, existing of itself from

eternity, was the cause of all other things; and

they, on the contrary, who derive all things from

senseless matter, as the first original, and deny

that there is any conscious understanding being

self-existent or unmade, are those that are properly

called Atheists. Wherefore, the true and genu

ine idea of God in general, is this, A perfect con

scious understanding being (or mind) existing of

itself from eternity, and the cause of all other

things.

v. But it is here observable, that those Athe

ists, who deny a God, according to this true and

genuine notion of him, which we have declared,

do often abuse the word, calling senseless matter

* Metaphysicor, lib. xii, cap. iv. p. 446, tom. iv. oper.
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by that name ; partly perhaps as endeavouring

thereby, to decline that odious and ignominious

name of Atheists, and partly as conceiving, that

whatsoever is the first principle of things, inge

nerable and incorruptible, and the cause of all

other things besides itself, must therefore needs

be the divinest thing of all. Wherefore, by the

wordGod, these mean nothing else, but that which

is dyivvurov, unmade or self-existent, and the dex),

or first principle of things. Thus it was before

observed,” that Anaximander called infinite mat

ter, devoid of all manner of life, rd Óslov, or God;

and Pliny, the corporeal world, endued with no

thing but a plastic unknowing nature, Numen; as

also others in Aristotle," upon the same account,

called the inanimate elements gods, as supposed

first principles of things ; 0sol & kai rajra, for these

are also gods.--And indeed Aristotle himself

seems to be guilty of this miscarriage of abusing

the word God after this manner, when, speaking

of love and chaos, as the two first principles of

things, he must, according to the laws of gram

mar, be understood to call them both
y w * - w a- y Metaph. lib.

gods : routovg uév ovv Twc Xon 8tavéſual, TréPt 1. cap. 4. p.

row ric trooroc, *čaro keivew to repov Con- .*.*.

cerning these two (gods) how they ought

to be ranked, and which of them is to be placed

first, whether love or chaos, is afterwards to be

resolved.—Which passage of Aristotle's seems to

agree with that of Epicharmus,' 'AAAd Aéyera ºv

* Chap. iii. sec. xx.

b This is a mistake of Dr. Cudworth, for Aristotle does not speak of

those philosophers, who considered the elements as gods, but of Em

pedocles, and his well known principles of Néao; and ºſa. De Genera

tione et Corruptione, eap. vi. p. 734. tom. i. oper.

* Apud Diogen. Laert, lib. iii. segm. 10. p. 171.

VOL. I. 2 D
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xãoc troºrov yevéoffat 0sov, but chaos is said to have

made the first of gods;–unless we should rather.

understand him thus, that chaos was said to have

been made before the gods. And this abuse of

the word God is a thing, which the learned Origen

took notice of in his book against Celsus, where

he speaks of that religious care, which ought to

1.1.1.19, be had about the use of words: 3 rolvvv
Cant. Heyaxopuéorepov, káv oxtymw rowrov trepivotav

sixmººc, sºa5nſhigeral, âA\a &AAoic tº appózew ováuara

Ted Yuagi, uſitors ôuotov Tá0m roic rô Đsoc ôvoua to paxmé

voc pépovow, tri tºmy ălvyov' He, therefore, that

hath but the least consideration of these things,

will take a religious care, that he give not impro

per names to things, lest he should fall into a like

miscarriage with those, who attribute the name of

God to inanimate and senseless matter.—Now,

according to this false and spurious notion of the

word of God, when it is taken for any supposed

first principle, or self-existent unmade thing, what

soever that be, there neither is nor can be any such

thing as an Atheist; since whosoever hath but the

least drachm of reason, must needs acknowledge,

that something or other existed from eternity un

made, and was the cause of those other things

that are made. But that notion or idea of God,

according to which some are Atheists and some

Theists, is, in the strictest sense of it, what we

have already declared, A perfect mind, or con

sciously understanding nature, self-existent from

eternity, and the cause of all other things.-The

genuine Theists being those, who make the first

original of all things universally to be a consci

ously understanding nature (or perfect mind); but

the Atheists, properly such, as derive all things
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from matter, either perfectly dead and stupid, or

else devoid of all conscious and animalish life.

v1. But that we may more fully and punctually

declare the true idea of God, we must here take

notice of a certain opinion of some philosophers,

who went as it were in a middle betwixt both the

former, and neither made matter alone, nor God,

the sole principle of all things; but joined them

both together, and held two first principles or self

existent unmade beings, independent upon one

another—God, and the matter. Amongst whom

the Stoics are to be reckoned, who, notwithstand

ing, because they held, that there was no other

substance besides body, strangely confounded

themselves, being by that means necessitated to

make their two first principles, the active and the

passive, to be both of them really but one and the

self-same substance: their doctrine to this pur

pose being thus declared by Cicero:* “Naturam

dividebant in res duas, ut altera esset efficiens, al

tera autem quasi huic se praebens, ex qua effice

retur aliquid. In eo, quod efficeret, vim esse cen

sebant; in eo, quod efficeretur, materiam quan

dam ; in utroque tamen utrumque. Neque enim

materiam ipsam cohaerere potuisse, sinulla vi con

tineretur, neque vim sine aliqua materia; nihil est

enim, quod non alicubi esse cogatur.” The Stoics

divided nature into two things as the first princi

ples, one whereof is the efficient or artificer, the

other that which offers itself to him for things to

be made out of it. In the efficient principle they

took notice of active force in the patient of matter,

a Academ. Quaest. lib. i. cap. vi. p. 2231. tom. viii. oper. But Ci

cero in this passage does not treat of the opinion of the Stoics, but of

that of Plato and his ancient followers, or the first Academics.

2 D 2
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but so as that in each of these were both toge

ther; forasmuch as neither the matter could co

here together, unless it were contained by some

active force, nor the active force subsist of itself

without matter, because that is nothing, which

is not somewhere.—But besides these Stoics,

there were other philosophers, who, admitting of

incorporeal substance, did suppose two first prin

ciples, as substances really distinct from one ano

ther, that were co-existent from eternity—an incor

poreal Deity and matter; as for example,

jº. Anaxagoras, Archelaus, Atticus, and

lib. F. c. 7, many more; insomuch that Pythagoras

himself was reckoned amongst those by

Numenius, and Plato by Plutarch and Laer

tius.

And we find it commonly taken for granted,

that Aristotle also was of this persuasion, though

it cannot be certainly concluded from thence (as

some seem to suppose), because he asserted the

eternity of the world; Plotinus, Porphyrius, Jam

blichus, Proclus, and Simplicius doing the like,

and yet, notwithstanding, maintaining, that God

was the sole principle of all things, and that mat

ter also was derived from him. Neither will that

1. i.e., passage of Aristotle's, in his Metaphy

263, tom. iv. sics, necessarily evince the contrary: eedc
oper. Šokci to airtov traow cival kai dpxi Tig, God

seems to be a cause to all things, and a certain

principle;—because this might be understood

only of the forms of things.

But it is plain, that Plutarch was a maintainer

of this doctrine, from his discourse upon the Pla

tonic psychogonia" (besides other places): Bºrto

* Tom. ii. oper. p. 1014. * -
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oùv TIAérov traflouévovc rov utv Káanov ºrd 6:00 yeyová

vat \{yev kai #8av' & utv Yap káA\toroc rov yeyovárov,

0 & āptoroc røv airiſov' rúv 88 oustav Kat ºnv, tº fic yśyo

vey, ow 'yevouévnv, dAAd virokeuévnv del rto &mutovoyº, tic

8taffsaw kai ráčºv auric, kai Teóc avrov £ouotwow, dºc ëv

varov fiv Tapao Xeiv" ow yd; tº row un ôvroc m Yêvegic,

GAA' ex row un kaA&c, umě' travóc *Youroc, dic oikiac, Kai

iuartov, kai dvěptávroc' It is, therefore, better for us

to follow Plato (than Heraclitus), and loudly to

declare, that the world was made by God. For

as the world is the best of all works, so is God

the best of all causes. Nevertheless, the sub

stance or matter, out of which the world was

made, was not itself made; but always ready at

hand, and subject to the artificer, to be ordered

and disposed by him. For the making of the

world was not the production of it out of nothing,

but out of an antecedent bad and disorderly state,

like the making ofa house, garment, or statue.

It is also well known, that Hermogenes, and

other ancient pretenders to Christianity, did in

like manner assert the self-existence and impro

duction of the matter, for which cause they were

commonly called Materiarii, or the Materiarian

heretics; they pretending by this means to give an

account (as the Stoics had done before them) of

the original of evils, and to free God from the im

putation of them. Their ratiocination to which

purpose, is thus set down by Tertullian: A. m.

“God made all things, either out of him- mog, p. 282.
self, or out of nothing, or out of matter. Reg.

He could not make all things out of himself, be

cause himself being always unmade, he should

then really have been the maker of nothing: and

he did not make all out of nothing, because being
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essentially good, he would have made nihil non

optimum, every thing in the best manner, and so

there could have been no evil in the world ; but

since there are evils, and these could not pro

ceed from the will of God, they must needs arise

from the fault of something, and therefore of the

matter, out of which things were made.” Lastly,

it is sufficiently known, likewise, that some mo

dern sects of the Christian profession, at this

day, do also assert the uncreatedness of the

matter. But these suppose, in like manner as

the Stoics did, body to be the only substance.

v1.1. Now of all these, whosoever they were,

who thus maintained two self-existent principles,

God and the matter, we may pronounce univer

sally, that they were neither better nor worse,

than a kind of imperfect Theists.

They had a certain notion or idea of God, such

as it was, which seems to be the very same with

that expressed in Aristotle," Zöov šparov dièlov, an

animal the best, eternal; and represented also

by Epicurus in this manner," Zóov tradav yov uaka

gldrmra per' dp0apalac' an animal, that hath all hap

piness with incorruptibility.—

Wherein it was acknowledged by them, that

besides senseless matter, there was also an ani

malish and conscious or perceptive nature, self.

existent from eternity; in opposition to Atheists,

who made matter either devoid of all manner of

life, or at least of such as is animalish and con

scious, to be the sole principle of all things. For

it hath been often observed, that some Atheists

attributed a kind of plastic life or nature to that

* Metaphys. lib. xiv. cap. viii. p. 479. tom. iv. oper.

* Wide Diogen. Lacrt. lib. x. segm. 123. p. 655.
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matter, which they made to be the only principle

of the universe. And these two sorts of Atheisms

were long since taken notice of by Se
- • & © - - Nat. Qu.

neca, in these words: “Universum, in ...".

quo nos quoque sumus, expers esse con

silii, et aut ferri temeritate quadam, aut matura

mesciente quid faciat.” The Atheists make the

universe, whereof ourselves are part, to be de

void of counsel; and, therefore, either to be car

ried on temerariously and fortuitously, or else by

such a nature, as which (though it be orderly, re

gular, and methodical) yet is, notwithstanding,

nescient of what it doth.-But no Atheist ever

acknowledged conscious animality to be a first

principle in the universe; nor that the whole was

governed by any animalish, sentient, and under

standing nature, presiding over it as the head of

it; but as it was before declared, they concluded

all animals and animality, all conscious, sentient,

and self-perceptive life, to be generated and cor

rupted, or educed out of nothing, and reduced to

nothing again. Wherefore they, who, on the con

trary, asserted animality and conscious life to be

a first principle or unmade thing in the universe,

are to be accounted Theists. Thus Balbus in

Cicero declares,” that to be a Theist is to assert,

“Ab animantibus principiis mundum esse genera

tum,” that the world was generated or produced

at first from animant principles;–and that it is

also still governed by such a nature; “Res omnes

subjectas esse naturae sentienti,” that all things

are subject to a sentient and conscious nature,

steering and guiding of them.—

* De Natura Deor. H. ii. sect. xxx. p. 299, tom. ix. oper.
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But to distinguish this Divine animal from all

others, these definers added, that it was āptorov

and uakapuſrarov, the best and most happy animal;

—and, accordingly, this difference is added to

that generical nature of animality by Balbus the

Stoic, to make up the idea or definition of God

~. complete: “ Talem esse deum certa

º notione animi praesentimus; primum, ut

tº:#. sit animans ; deinde, ut in omni natura

nihil illo sit praestantius.” We presage .

concerning God, by a certain notion of our mind;

first, that he is an animans, or consciously living

being ; and then, secondly, that he is such an ani

mans, as that there is nothing in the whole uni

verse, or nature of things, more excellent than

him.—

Wherefore these Materiarian Theists acknow

ledged God to be a perfectly-understanding being,

and such as had also power over the whole matter

of the universe; which was utterly unable to

move itself, or to produce any thing without him.

And all of them, except the Anaxagoreans,” con

cluded, that he was the creator of all the forms of

inanimate bodies, and of the souls of animals.

However, it was universally agreed upon amongst

them, that he was at least the orderer and dis

poser of all; and that, therefore, he might upon

that account well be called the Smutovgyöc, the

maker or framer of the world.

Notwithstanding which, so long as they main

tained matter to exist independently upon God,

and sometimes also to be refractory and contu

macious to him, and by that means to be the

cause of evil, contrary to the Divine will; it is

* Wide Diogen, Laert, lib. ii. scg.m. 9, p. 85.,
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plain, that they could not acknowledge the Di

vine omnipotence, according to the full and pro

per sense of it; which may also further appear

from these queries of Seneca,” concerning God:

“Quantum Deus possit? materiam ipse sibi for

met, an data utatur P Deus quicquid vult efficiat?

an in multis rebus illum tractanda destituant, et

a magno artifice prave formentur multa, non quia

cessat ars, sed quia id, in quo exercetur, saepe

inobsequens arti est?” How far God's power

does extend ? whether he makes his own matter,

or only use that which is offered him ; whether

he can do whatsoever he will ; or the materials in

many things frustrate and disappoint him, and by

that means things come to be ill framed by this

great artificer, not because his art fails him, but

because that which it is exercised upon, proves

stubborn and contumacious?—Wherefore, I think,

we may well conclude, that those Materiarian

Theists had not a right and genuine idea of God.

Nevertheless, it does not, therefore, follow,

that they must needs be concluded absolute

Atheists; for there may be a latitude allowed in

Theism. And though, in a strict and proper

sense, they be only Theists who acknowledge one

God perfectly omnipotent, the sole original of all

things, and as well the cause of matter as of any

thing else; yet it seems reasonable, that such consi

deration should be had of the infirmity of human

understandings, as to extend the word further,

that it may comprehend within it those also, who

assert one intellectual principle self-existent from

eternity, the framer and governor of the whole

world, though not the creator of the matter; and

* Praefat, lib. i. Quaest. Natur, tom. ii. oper. p. 485.
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that none should be condemned for absolute

Atheists, merely because they hold eternal un

created matter, unless they also deny an eternal

unmade mind, ruling over the matter, and so

make senseless matter the sole original of all

things. And this is certainly most agreeable to

common apprehensions; for Democritus and Epi

curus would never have been condemned for

Atheists, merely for asserting eternal self-existent

atoms, no more than Anaxagoras and Archelaus

were (who maintained the same thing), had they

not also denied that other principle of their's, a

perfect mind, and concluded, that the world was

made, pinesvöc 8tarárrovvoc 7) 8warašapévov riv tragav

#xovroc Hakapiórnra ust' dq,0apatac, without the order

ing and disposal of any understanding being,

that had all happiness with incorruptibility.—

VIII. The true and proper idea of God, in its

most contracted form, is this, a being absolutely

perfect; for this is that alone, to which necessary

existence is essential, and of which it is demon

strable. Now, as absolute perfection includes in

it all that belongs to the Deity, so does it not only

comprehend (besides necessary existence) perfect

knowledge or understanding, but also omni-cau

sality and omnipotence (in the full extent of it),

otherwise called infinite power. God is not only

&ov šparov, and “animans quo nihil in omni na

tura praestantius,” as the Materiarian Theists de

scribed him, the best living being ; nor, as Zeno

Eleates" called him, kpártorov távrov, the most

powerful of all things;–but he is also traykparic,

and travrokpárw?, and Tavrčoſawc, absolutely omni

• Vide Aristot. Libro de Xenocrate, Zenone, ct Gorgia, cap. iii.

p. 840. tom. II, oper.
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potent, and infinitely powerful; and, therefore,

neither matter, nor any thing else, can exist of it

self independently upon God; but he is the sole

principle and source, from which all things are

derived.

But because this infinite power is a thing,

which the Atheists quarrel much withal, as if it

were altogether unintelligible, and therefore im

possible; we shall here briefly declare the sense

of it, and render it (as we think) easily intelligi

ble or conceivable, in these two following steps:

first, that by infinite power is meant nothing else

but perfect power, or else, as Simplicius calls it,

ÖAm 8&vauc, a whole and entire power, such as

hath no allay and mixture of impotency, nor any

defect of power mingled with it. And then,

again, that this perfect power (which is also the

same with infinite) is really nothing else but a

power of producing and doing all whatsoever is

conceivable, and which does not imply a contra

diction; for conception is the only measure of

power and its extent, as shall be shewed more

fully in due place. -

Now, here we think fit to observe, that the

Pagan Theists did themselves also vulgarly ac

knowledge omnipotence as an attribute of the

Deity; which might be proved from sundry pas

sages of their writings:–

Homer. Od. 8."

©s?; &xxor'ān' &AAw

zeb, 3,496vre xxxávre 3,80ſ, 36Varai yüé àtavra.

Deus aliud post aliud -

Jupiter, bonumque malumque dat, potest enim omnia.

* Vers, 226, 227.
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And again, Od. 3'.*

€εῖς τό μέν 84a et, rò 8' äåæst,

*otti x£y 3 6£p43, i6£λει, 8ívatai yàg &7rayra.

—Deus autem hoc dabit, illud omittet,

Quodcunque ei libitum fuerit, potest enim omnia.

To this purpose also, before Homer, Linus:*

“Pá8ia 7ráyta. 0e5 t£A£aai, xaì àyàvvroy où8Év·

And after him, Callimachus :*

Aaiaov, g£%ai räv 8vvatów

All things are possible for God to do, and no

thing transcends his power.—

Thus also amongst the Latin poets, Virgil.

Æn. I.

Sed pater omnipotens speluncis abdidit atris.

Again, Æn. II.

At pater Anchises oculos ad sydera lætus

Extulit, et coelo palmas cum voce tetendit ;

Jupiter omnipotens, precibus si flecteris ullis.

And, Æn. IV. -

Talibus orantem dictis, arasque tementem

Audiit Omnipotens.

Ovid, in like manner, Metamorph. I.

Tum pater omnipotens misso perfregit Olympum.

Fulmine, et excussit subjectum Peliom Ossæ.

And to cite mo more, Agatho, an ancient Greek

poet, is commended by Aristotle, for affirming

a Vers. 432, 433.

* Apud Jamblichum in Vita Pythag. cap. xxviii. p. 117, 118.

* Apud Plutarch. de Placitis Philosophor. lib. i. cap. vii. p. 880. tom.

ii, oper.
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nothing to be exempted from the power of God

but only this, that he cannot make that not to

have been, which hath been ; that is, do what

implies a contradiction.

Méyou yī; airdſ, wai Os3; a repiazerai, Eth. Nic. l. 4.

'Ayávnºra Troisſy, aca' &y # retreayſzáva. c. 2. p. 98.

tom. iii. oper.

Hoc namdue duntaxat negatum etiam Deo est,

Quae facta sunt, infecta posse reddere.

Lastly, that the Atheists themselves under Pa

ganism looked upon omnipotence and infinite

power as an essential attribute of the Deity, ap

pears plainly from Lucretius; when he tells us,

that Epicurus, in order to the taking away of re

ligion, set himself to confute infinite power:

—-Omne immensum peragravit mente animoque, L. i. vers.

Unde refert nobis victor, quid possit oriri, 75, &c.

Quid nequeat: finita potestas denique quoique

Quanam sit ratione, atque alte terminus haerens.

Quare religio pedibus subjecta vicissim

Obteritur, nos exacquat victoria coelo.

As if he should have said, Epicurus, by shewing

that all power was finite, effectually destroyed

religion: he thereby taking away the object of it,

which is an omnipotent and infinitely powerful

Deity. And this is a thing, which the same poet

often harps upon again, that there is no infinite

power, and consequently no Deity, according to

the true idea of it. But, last of all, in his sixth

book, he condemns religionists, as guilty of great

folly, in asserting omnipotence or infinite power

(that is, a Deity), after this manner:

Rursus in antiquas referuntur religiones,

Et dominos acres asciscunt, omnia posse,

Quos miseri credunt, ignari quid queat esse,
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Quid nequeat, finita potestas denique quoique,

Quanam sit ratione, atque alte terminus harems:

Quo magis errantes tota regione feruntur.

Where though the poet, speaking carelessly, after

the manner of those times, seems to attribute

omnipotence and infinite power to gods plurally ;

yet, as it is evident in the thing itself, that this can

only be the attribute of one supreme Deity; so it

may be observed, that in those passages of the

poets before cited, it is accordingly always as

cribed to God singularly. Nevertheless, all the

inferior Pagan deities were supposed by them to

have their certain shares of this Divine omnipo

tence, severally dispensed and imparted to them.

Ix. But we have not yet dispatched all that

belongs to the entire idea of God; for knowledge

and power alone will not make a God. For God

is generally conceived by all to be a most venera

ble and most desirable being; whereas, an omni

scient and omnipotent arbitrary Deity, that hath

nothing either of benignity or morality in its na

ture, to measure and regulate its will, as it could

not be truly august and venerable, according to

that maxim, sine bomitate nulla majestas; so neither

could it be desirable, it being that which could

only be feared and dreaded, but not have any

firm faith or confidence placed in it. Plutarch,

in the life of Aristides:" rô Đsſov Tplot 8okei 8tapipeiv,

d?0apoig, kai ëvváust, kai dpern' Öv asuvérarov m dperm kai

Östóraróv tort' dºffäprºp pièv 'yde tival kai tº kevº, kai roic

orotystoic ovuſłºnke' êºvauw & ostguoi kai képavvot, kai

Tveuliárov opual kai 6evuárov tripogal Heyá\my #xoval, &c.

God seems to excel in these three things, incor

ruptibility, power, and virtue; of all which the

• P. 322. tom. i. oper.
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most Divine and venerable is virtue: for vacuum

and the senseless elements have incorruptibility;

earthquakes, and thunders, blustering winds and

overflowing torrents, much of power and force.

Wherefore, the vulgar being affected three man

ner of ways towards the Deity, so as to admire its

happiness, to fear it, and to honour it; they es

teem the Deity happy for its incorruptibility, they

fear it and stand in awe of it for its power, but they

worship it, that is, love and honour it, for its jus

tice.—And indeed an omnipotent arbitrary Deity

may seem to be in some sense a worse and more

undesireable thing, than the Manichean evil god ;

forasmuch as the latter could be but finitely evil,

whereas the former might be so infinitely. How

ever, I think, it can be little doubted, but that the

whole Manichean hypothesis, taken all together,

is to be preferred before this of one omnipotent

arbitrary Deity (devoid of goodness and moral

ity) ruling all things; because there the evil prin

ciple is yolked with another principle essentially

good, checking and controlling it; and it also

seems less dishonourable to God, to impute defect

of power than of goodness and justice to him.

Neither can power and knowledge alone make

a being in itself completely happy; for we have

all of us by nature uavrevuá ri (as both Plato and

Aristotle call it) a certain divination, presage, and

parturient vaticination in our minds, of some

higher good and perfection than either power or

knowledge. Knowledge is plainly to be pre

ferred before power, as being that which guides

and directs its blind force and impetus; but Aris

totle himself declares, that there is X6)ow ri kggirrov,

which is \{you dºxº, something better than
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#* reason and knowledge, which is the

p. 384. tom. principle and original of all.—For (saith
111. oper. he) Aóyou doxº) ow Aöyoc, d\Ad ri kpsirrov"

The principle of reason is not reason, but some

thing better.—Where he also intimates this to be

the proper and essential character of the Deity;

T. oùv ăv kgéirrov Kal #Tigrifunc, TA)v o €sóc: For what

is there, that can be better than knowledge, but

God!—Likewise the same philosopher elsewhere

plainly determines, that there is morality in the

nature of God; and that his happiness consisteth

principally therein, and not in external things,

ID and the exercise of his power: ári uév
e Rep. 1.7. , , , * > > f -

c. 1. p. 569. ovv čkao tºp tric evöatuoviac £iripáXXst Toooutov,

tom. iii. oper. 6aov Tep dpermc kai $povågsøc, kai row trfárretv

kard raúrac, forw avvopoxoymuávov nuiv, uágrupt rø 0so

X?opévoic, ðc evºaiuov učv čari kai uakáploc, 8 ouëv &

tov &orefixtov dyabov, dAAd 8t' aurov avròc, kai tº troide

ric eval riv piſaw. That every man hath so much

of happiness, as he hath of virtue and wisdom, and

of acting according to these, ought to be con

fessed and acknowledged by us, it being a thing,

that may be proved from the nature of God, who

is happy, but not from any external goods, but be

cause he is himself (or that which he is) and in

such a manner affected according to his nature;

—that is, because he is essentially moral and vir

tuOus.

Which doctrine of Aristotle's seems to have

been borrowed from Plato, who in his dialogues

De Republica,” discoursing about moral virtue,

occasionally falls upon this dispute concerning the

summum bonum, or chiefest good ; wherein he con

cludes, that it neither consisted in pleasure, as

* De Republica, lib. vi. p. 477, oper.
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such, according to the opinion of the vulgar, nor

yet in mere knowledge and understanding, ac

cording to the conceit of others, who were more

polite and ingenious, oùa &r roic ſºv trox 1.

\oic mêovi) &oksi etal rô dyabov, roic & Koulloré

poic ºpóvnaic kai &rty of rouro ixoduevot ovk #xovot

êtêat iric $9óvnoic, dAA’ avaykáčovrat rexévróvrec riv row

dyadov pával, uáAa yeXotoc, ovetēlēovrec Yap, &rt ouk touev

ro dyadov, Aéyovot tráAw dic eſºat' You know that,

to the vulgar, pleasure seems to be the highest

good; but to those, who are more elegant and in

genious, knowledge: but they, who entertain this

latter opinion, can none of them declare what

kind of knowledge it is, which is that highest and

chiefest good, but are necessitated at last to say,

that it is the knowledge of good, very ridicu

lously: forasmuch as herein they do but run

round in a circle, and upbraiding us for being ig

norant of this highest good, they talk to us at the

same time, as knowing what it is. And thereupon

he adds, Ka}\tov duºporégov ëvrov, jváaedic re kai d\n

6sſac, d\\o kai kāA\tov ºrt Touro inyoſuévoc avrd, øgſkoç

myńomrat. "Ettoriumv & Kal dAñ0slav, dºctrip $oc re kai

&bu, jXuotiën uèv vouſ.stv 6900.w, #Atov & myeloffat ouk of

00c, oùro Kaićvrav0a dyaſostôm tºv vout.civ du%repa dp0öv,

dyadov ë. myeloffat orðrepov avrov our 6906v, dAA’ ºr usi

Zóvoc riv row dyadov Éw rumrčov. That though know

ledge and truth be both of them excellent things,

yet he that shall conclude the chief good to be

something which transcends them both, will not

be mistaken. For as light, and sight, or the see

ing faculty, may both of them rightly be said to

be soliform things, or of kin to the sun, but nei

ther of them to be the sun itself; so knowledge

and truth may likewise both of them be said to be

VOL. I. 2 E
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boniform things, and of kin to the chief good,

but neither of them to be that chief good it

self; but this is still to be looked upon as a thing

more august and honourable.—In all which of

Plato's there seems to be little more, than what

may be experimentally found within ourselves;

namely, that there is a certain life, or vital and

moral disposition of soul, which is much more in

wardly and thoroughly satisfactory, not only than

sensual pleasure, but also than all knowledge and

speculation whatsoever. -

Now whatever this chiefest good be, which is a

perfection superior to knowledge and understand

ing; that philosopher" resolves, that it must needs

be first and principally in God, who is therefore

called by him, 'I&ta P dyadov, the very idea or es

sence of good.—Wherein he trod in the footsteps

of the Pythagoreans, and particularly of Timaeus

Locrus,” who, making two principles of the uni

verse, mind and necessity, adds, concerning the

former, rovrčov rov pèv rac r’ dyadov púatoc siuev, 6edure

ovvuatveoffat dexivre rtov diptorov' The first of these

two is of the nature of good, and it is called God,

the principle of the best things.-Agreeably with

which doctrine of their's, the Hebrew Cabalists

also make a Sephirah in the Deity, superior both

to Binah and Chochmah (understanding and wis

dom), which they call Chether, or the crown. And

some would suspect this Cabalistic learning to

have been very ancient among the Jews, and that

Parmenides was imbued with it, he calling God in

like manner orejóvnv, or the crown.—For which,

* Wide Platon. de Republica, lib. ii. p. 431. et Philebum, p. 77, &c.

° Libro de Anima Mundi, cap. i. p. 543. inter Scriptores Mytholog.

2 Tho. Gale editos.
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Velleius in Cicero" (representing the several opi

nions ofphilosophers concerning God), perstringes

him amongst the rest; “Parmenides commenti

tium quiddam coronae similitudine efficit, Ste

phanem appellat, continentem ardore lucis orbem,

qui cingit coelum, quem appellat deum.”

But all this while we seem to be to seek, what

the chief and highest good superior to knowledge

is, in which the essence of the Deity principally

consists; and it cannot be denied, but that Plato

sometimes talks too metaphysically and cloudily

about it; for which cause, as he lay open to the

lash of Aristotle, so was he also vulgarly per

stringed for it, as appears by that of Amphys the

poet in Laertius:"

Tº 3’ &ya%, 3, ri tre+" tary, cº ri rvyxávely

Méxxts, 31& taſtny, hºrroyoſła toir’iyā,

"H rà roſ IIX&royo; 'Aya%.

What good that is, which you expect from hence,

I confess, I less understand, than I do Plato's

good.-Nevertheless, he plainly intimates these

two things concerning it : first, that this nature of

good, which is also the nature of God, includes

benignity in it, when he gives this account of

God’s both making the world, and after such a

manner—“Because he was good, and that which

is good, hath no envy in it; and therefore he both

made the world, and also made it as well, and

as like to himself as was possible.”—And, se

condly, that it comprehends eminently all virtue

and justice, the Divine Nature being the first

pattern hereof; for which cause virtue is defined

* De Natura Deorum, lib. i. cap. x. p. 2895, oper. tom. ix.

° Lib, iii. segm. 27. p. 181.

• Vide Platon. in Timaeo, p. 527.

2 E 2
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to be, an assimilation to the Deity. Justice and

honesty are no factious things, made by the will

and command of the more powerful to the weaker,

but they are nature and perfection, and descend

downward to us from the Deity.

But the Holy Scripture, without any meta

physical pomp and obscurity, tells us plainly,

both what is that highest perfection of intellec

tual beings, which is kesirrov Aóyov kai intoriumc,

better than reason and knowledge, and which is

also the source, life, and soul of all morality;

namely, that it is love or charity. Though I

speak with the tongue of men and angels, and

have not love, I am but XaXkóc ſixtov, º kiſuga)\ov

dXaXáčov, as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal,

—which only makes a noise without any inward

life. And though I have prophecy, and under

stand all mysteries and all knowledge, and though

I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains,

and have not love, I am nothing; that is, I have no

inward satisfaction, peace, or true happiness. And

though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor,

and give my body to be burned, and have not love,

it profiteth me nothing; I am for all that utterly

destitute of all true morality, virtue, and grace.

And accordingly it tells us also, in the next place,

what the nature of God is—that he is properly nei

ther power nor knowledge (though having the per

fection of both in him), but love. And certainly

whatever dark thoughts, concerning the Deity,

some men in their cells may sit brooding on, it

can never reasonably be conceived, that that

which is ikavararov drávrov Kal aúrapkiararov, the

most self-sufficient and self-happy being, should

have any narrow and selfish designs abroad, with
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out itself, much less harbour any malignant and

despightful ones towards its creatures. Never

theless, because so many are apt to abuse the no

tion of the Divine love and goodness, and to frame

such conceptions of it, as destroy that awful and

reverential fear that ought to be had of the Deity,

and make men presumptuous and regardless of

their lives; therefore we think fit here to superadd,

also, that God is no soft nor fond and partial love,

but that justice is an essential branch of this Di

vine goodness; God being, as the writer De

Mundo" well expresses it, vöuoc took\ivic, an impar

tial law;-and as Plato," uérpov távrov, the mea

sure of all things.-In imitation whereof, Aristo

tle concludes also, that a good man (in a lower

and more imperfect sense) is uérpov too, an impar

tial measure of things and actions.

It is evident, that the Atheists themselves, in

those former times of Paganism, took it for granted,

that goodness was an essential attribute of the

Deity, whose existence they opposed (so that it

was then generally acknowledged for such, by the

Pagan Theists), from those argumentations of

their's, before-mentioned, the 12th and 13th, taken

from the topic of evils, the pretended ill frame of

things, and want of providence over human affairs.

Which, if they were true, would not at all disprove

such an arbitrary Deity (as is now fancied by

some) made up of nothing but will and power,

without any essential goodness and justice. But

those arguments of the Atheists are directly level

led against the Deity, according to the true notion

or idea of it; and could they be made good,

* Cap. vi. p. 865. tom. i. oper. Aristotelis.

b De Legibus, lib. iv. p. 601.
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would do execution upon the same. For it call

not be denied, but that the natural consequence

of this doctrine, that there is a God essentially

good, is this, that therefore the world is well made

and governed. But we shall afterwards declare,

that though there be evil in the parts of the world,

yet there is none in the whole; and that moral

evils are not imputable to the Deity.

And now we have proposed the three principal

attributes of the Deity. The first whereof is in

finite goodness with fecundity; the second, infi

nite knowledge and wisdom; and the last, infinite

active and perceptive power. From which Di

vine attributes, the Pythagoreans and Platonists

seem to have framed their trinity of archical hypos

tases, such as have the nature of principles in the

universe, and which, though they apprehended as

several distinct substances, gradually subordinate

to one another, yet they many times extend the

rô Đalov so far, as to comprehend them all within it.

Which Pythagoric trinity seems to be intimated

p.cal." Aristotle in these words: kaffärep ydo

:"...º. pagu kai ot IIv0ayópelot ró trav kai rd Trávra.

tom. i. oper. roic Total 8wóptorat' As the Pythagoreans

also say, the universe, and all things, are deter

mined and contained by three principles.—Of

which Pythagoric trinity more afterwards. But

now we may enlarge and fill up that compendious

idea of God premised, of a being absolutely per

fect, by adding thereunto (to make it more par

ticular) such as infinitely good, wise, and power

ful, necessarily existing, and not only the framer

of the world, but also the cause of all things.

Which idea of the Deity is sufficient, in order to

our present undertaking.
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Nevertheless, if we would not only attend to

what is barely necessary for a dispute with Athe

ists, but also consider the satisfaction of other

free and devout minds, that are hearty and sin

cere lovers of this most admirable and most glo

rious being, we might venture for their gratifica

tion to propose yet a more full, free, and copious

description of the Deity, after this manner.—God

is a being absolutely perfect, unmade, or self-ori

ginated, and necessarily existing; that hath an

infinite fecundity in him, and virtually contains

all things; as also an infinite benignity or over

flowing love, uninvidiously displaying and com

municating itself; together with an impartial rec

titude, or mature of justice; who fully compre

hends himself, and the extent of his own fecun

dity, and therefore all the possibilities of things,

their several natures and respects, and the best

frame or system of the whole; who hath also infi

nite active and perceptive power; the fountain of

all things, who made all that could be made, and

was fit to be made, producing them according to

his own nature (his essential goodness and wis

dom), and therefore according to the best pattern,

and in the best manner possible, for the good of

the whole; and reconciling all the variety and

contrariety of things in the universe into one most

admirable and lovely harmony. Lastly, who con

tains and upholds all things, and governs them

after the best manner also, and that without any

force or violence, they being all naturally subject

to his authority, and readily obeying his law.

And now we see, that God is such a being, as

that, if he could be supposed not to be, there is
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nothing whose existence a good man could possi

bly more wish or desire. -

x. From the idea of God thus declared, it

evidently appears, that there can be but one such

being, and that Móvoaic, unity, oneliness, or singu

larity is essential to it; forasmuch as there can

not possibly be more than one Supreme, more

than one Omnipotent, or infinitely powerful Being,

and more than one cause of all things besides it

self. And however Epicurus, endeavouring to

pervert and adulterate the notion of God, pre

tended to satisfy that natural prolepsis or antici

pation in the minds of men, by a feigned and

counterfeit asserting of a multiplicity of co-ordi

nate deities, independent upon one Supreme,

and such as were also altogether unconcerned

either in the frame or government of the world,

yet himself, notwithstanding, plainly took notice

of this idea of God, which we have proposed,

including unity or oneliness in it (he professedly

opposing the existence of such a Deity); as may

sufficiently appear from that argumentation of

his, in the words before cited :

Lib. 2. p. Quis regere immensi summam, quis habere profundi

198. Lamb. Inde manu validas potis est moderanter habenas

Quis pariter coelos omnes convertere, et omnes

Ignibus aetheriis terras suffire feraces?

Omnibus inque locis esse omni tempore praesto!

Where he would conclude it to be a thing ut

terly impossible, for the Deity to animadvert,

order, and dispose all things, and be present

every where in all the distant places of the world

at once; which could not be pretended of a mul

titude of co-ordinate gods, sharing the govern
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ment of the world amongst them ; and, therefore,

it must needs be levelled against a Divine mo

narchy, or one single, solitary, supreme Deity,

ruling over all. As, in like manner, when he

pursues the same argument further in Cicero, to

this purpose, that though such a thing were sup

posed to be possible, yet it would be, notwith

standing, absolutely inconsistent with the happi

ness of any being, he still proceeds upon the

same hypothesis of one sole and single

Deity: “Sive ipse mundus Deus est, Pº

quid potest esse minus quietum, quam ..."

nullo puncto temporis intermisso, ver

sari circum axem coeli admirabili celeritate? sive

in ipso mundo Deus inest aliquis, qui regat, qui

gubernet, qui cursus astrorum, mutationes tem

porum, hominum commoda vitasque tueatur; nae

ille est implicatus molestis negotiis et operosis.”

Whether you will suppose the world itself to

be a God, what can be more unquiet, than with

out intermission perpetually to whirl round upon

the axis of the heaven with such admirable cele

rity ? or whether you will imagine a God in the

world distinct from it, who does govern and dis

pose all things, keep up the courses of the stars,

the successive changes of the seasons, and order

ly vicissitudes of things, and contemplating lands

and seas, conserve the utilities and lives of men;

certainly he must needs be involved in much so

licitous trouble and employment.—For, as Epi

curus here speaks singularly, so the trouble of

this theocracy could not be thought so very great

to a multitude of co-ordinate deities, when par

celled out among them, but would rather seem

to be but a sportful and delightful divertisement
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to each of them. Wherefore it is manifest, that

such an idea of God, as we have declared, in

cluding unity, oneliness and singularity in it, is a

thing, which the ancient Atheists, under the times

of Paganism, were not unacquainted with, but

principally directed their force against. But

this may seem to be anticipated in this place, be

cause it will fall in afterwards more opportunely

to be discoursed of again. -

XI. For this is that, which lies as the grand

prejudice and objection against that idea of God,

which we have proposed, essentially including

nóvoaty, singularity or oneliness in it, or the real

existence of such a Deity, as is the sole monarch

of the universe; because all the nations of the

world heretofore (except a small and inconsider

able handful of the Jews), together with their

wisest men, and greatest philosophers, were gene

rally looked upon as Polytheists, that is, such as

acknowledged and worshipped a multiplicity of

gods. Now one God, and many gods, being di

rectly contradictious to one another, it is there

fore concluded from hence, that this opinion of

monarchy, or of one supreme God, the maker

and governor of all, hath no foundation in nature,

nor in the genuine ideas and prolepses of men's

minds, but is a mere artificial thing, owing its ori

ginal wholly to private fancies and conceits, or to

positive laws and institutions, amongst Jews,

Christians, and Mahometans.

For the assoiling of which difficulty (seeming

so formidable at first sight), it is necessary that

we should make a diligent inquiry into the true

and genuine sense of this Pagan Polytheism. For

since it is impossible, that any man in his wits
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should believe a multiplicity of gods, according

to that idea of God before declared, that is, a mul

tiplicity of supreme, omnipotent, or infinitely

powerful beings; it is certain, that the Pagan Po

lytheism, and multiplicity of gods, must be under

stood according to some other notion of the word

gods, or some equivocation in the use of it. It

hath been already observed, that there were some

time amongst the Pagans such, who, meaning no

thing else by gods but understanding beings su

perior to men, did suppose a multitude of such

deities, which yet they conceived to be all (as

well as men) native and mortal, generated suc

cessively out of matter, and corrupted again into

it, as Democritus's idols were. But these Theo

gonists, who thus generated all things whatsoever,

and therefore the gods themselves universally, out

of night and chaos, the ocean or fluid matter (not

withstanding their using the name gods) are

plainly condemned both by Aristotle and Plato

for downright Atheists, they making senseless

matter the only self-existent thing, and the origi

nal of all things.

Wherefore there may be another notion of the

word gods, as taken for understanding beings su

perior to men, that are not only immortal, but

also self-existent and unmade. And, indeed, the

assertors of a multiplicity of such gods as these,

though they cannot be accounted Theists in a

strict and proper sense (according to that idea of

God before declared), yet they are not vulgarly

reputed Atheists neither, but looked upon as a

kind of middle thing betwixt both, and commonly

called Polytheists. The reason whereof seems to

be this, because it is generally apprehended to be
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essential to Atheism, to make senseless matter the

sole original of all things, and consequently to

suppose all conscious intellectual beings to be

made or generated. Wherefore they, who, on the

contrary, assert (not one but) many understand

ing beings unmade and self-existent, must needsbe

looked upon as those who, of the two, approach

nearer to Theism than to Atheism, and so deserve

rather to be called Polytheists than Atheists.

And there is no question to be made, but that

the urgers of the forementioned objection against

that idea of God, which includes oneliness and

singularity in it, from the Pagan Polytheism, or

multiplicity of gods, take it for granted, that this

is to be understood of many unmade self-existent

deities, independent upon one Supreme, that are

so many first principles in the universe, and par

tial causes of the world. And certainly, if it

could be made to appear, that the Pagan Poly

theists did universally acknowledge such a mul

tiplicity of unmade, self-existent deities, then the

argument fetched from thence, against the natu

rality of that idea of God proposed (essentially

including singularity in it), might seem to have

no small force or validity in it.

xII. But, first, this opinion of many self-exist

ent deities, independent upon one Supreme, is

both very irrational in itself, and also plainly re

pugnant to the phenomena. We say, first, it is

irrational in itself, because self-existence and ne

cessary existence being essential to a perfect

being, and to nothing else, it must needs be very

irrational and absurd to suppose a multitude of

imperfect understanding beings self-existent, and

mo perfect one. Moreover, if imperfect under
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standing beings were imagined to exist of them

selves from eternity, there could not possibly be

any reason given, why just so many of them

should exist, and neither more nor less, there

being indeed no reason why any at all should.

But if it be supposed, that these many self-exist

ent deities happened only to exist thus from eter

nity, and their existence, notwithstanding, was

not necessary, but contingent; the consequence

hereof will be, that they might as well happen

again to cease to be, and so could not be incor

ruptible. Again, if any one imperfect being what

soever could exist of itself from eternity, then

all might as well do so, not only matter, but also

the souls of men, and other animals; and, conse

quently, there could be no creation by any Deity,

nor those supposed deities therefore deserve that

name. Lastly, we might also add, that there

could not be a multitude of intellectual beings

self-existent, because it is a thing, which may be

proved by reason, that all imperfect understand

ing beings or minds do partake of one perfect

mind, and suppose also omnipotence or infinite

power; were it not, that this is a consideration

too remote from vulgar apprehension, and there

fore not so fit to be urged in this place.

Again, as this opinion of many self-existent

deities is irrational in itself, so is it likewise plain

ly repugnant to the phenomena of the world. In

which, as Macrobius writes," omnia sunt conneaca,

all things conspire together into one harmony,

and are carried on peaceably and quietly, con

stantly and evenly, without any tumult or hurly

burly, confusion or disorder, or the least appear

* In Somn, Scip. lib. i. cap. xiv. p. 75,
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ance of schism and faction; which could not pos

sibly be supposed, were the world made and go

verned by a rabble of self-existent deities, co-or

dinate, and independent upon one Supreme.

Wherefore this kind of Polytheism was
Contr. Cels.

|... ..." obiter thus confuted by Origen: Tósº obv
edit. Canta

r \ , • * f / - w

brig £3éArtov TO 8K 7"(U19 opwuévov irstóówevov Toug kara

riv stiračiav row kóanov aësiv Tóv êmutovoyov

avrov voc &vroc va, kalavutvéovroc aurov 6Aq, tavrº, kai

8td Touro ful 8vvauévov Jiró troXXtov 3mutovgyov yeyovéval,

we ow8 ºrd to)\ov livyºv avvéYeaflat 6Aov rôv oveavów

kwovatov ; How much better is it, agreeably to

what we see in the harmonious system of the

world, to worship one only maker of the world,

which is one, and conspiring throughout with its

whole self, and therefore could not be made by

many artificers, as neither be contained by many

souls, moving the whole heaven?—Now since

this opinion is both irrational in itself, and repug

nant to the phenomena, there is the less probabi

lity, that it should have been received and enter

tained by all the more intelligent Pagans.

xIII. Who, that they did not thus universally

look upon all their gods as so many unmade self

existent beings, is unquestionably manifest from

hence, because ever since Hesiod's and Homer's

time at least, the Greekish Pagans generally ac

knowledged a theogonia, a generation, and tem

porary production of the gods; which yet is not

to be understood universally neither, forasmuch

as he is no Theist, who does not acknowledge

some self-existent deity. Concerning this theo

Euter. p. 53. gonia, Herodotus writeth after this man

lib. 2. cap.

53. p. 109.

e/ w > t/ * - */

ner: 60ev Yap Éyévero kaaroc Töv 0sov, tire
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mºrtarčaro uéxpt où troºm, Te Kal Xffic, we sitsiv. Xóyº'

"Hatošov yde Kal "Ounpov *Atkinv rerpakoototal treat

8okéw pusw trosoſºvrépovc yevěoffat, kai ow TAéoot. oùrot §§

stal ot trouſouvrec €eoyoviav "EXXmai, Kai rotat 0solat rac

trovvulac Čávrec. Whence every one of the gods

was generated, or whether they all of them ever

were, and what are their forms, is a thing that

was not known till very lately; for Hesiod and

Homer were (as I suppose) not above four hun

dred years my seniors. And these were they,

who introduced the theogonia among the Greeks,

and gave the gods their several names:–that is,

settled the Pagan theology. Now, if before He

siod's and Homer's time, it were a thing not known

or determined amongst the Greeks, whether their

gods were generated, or all of them existed from

etermity; then it was not universally concluded

by them, that they were all unmade and self-ex

istent. And though, perhaps, some might in those

ancient times believe one way, and some another,

concerning the generation and eternity of their

gods; yet it does not follow, that they, who

thought them to be all eternal, must there

fore needs suppose them to be also unmade or

self-existent. For Aristotle, who asserted the

eternity of the world, and consequently also of

those gods of his, the heavenly bodies, did not,

for all that, suppose them to be self-existent

or first principles, but all to depend upon one

principle or original Deity. And, indeed, the

true meaning of that question in Herodotus, whe

ther the gods were generated or existed all of

them from eternity, is (as we suppose) really no

other than that of Plato's, it yé yovev 6 kóguoc à dye

viſc art. Whether the world were made or unmade?

º
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—and whether it had a temporary beginning, or

existed such as it is from eternity ; which will be

more fully declared afterwards. But ever since

Hesiod's and Homer's time, that the theogonia or

generation of the gods was settled, and generally

believed amongst the Greeks, it is certain, that

they could not possibly think all their gods eter

nal, and therefore much less unmade and self

existent. -

But though we have thus clearly proved, that

all the Pagan gods were not universally accounted

by them so many unmade self-existent deities,

they acknowledging a theogonia, or a generation

of gods; yet it may be suspected, notwithstand

ing, that they might suppose a multitude of them

also (and not only one) to have been unmade

from eternity and self-existent. Wherefore we

add, in the next place, that no such a thing does

at all appear neither, as that the Pagans or any

others did ever publicly or professedly assert a

multitude of unmade self-existent deities. For,

first, it is plain concerning the Hesiodian gods,

which were all the gods of the Greekish Pagans,

that either there was but one of them only self

existent, or else none at all. Because Hesiod's

gods were either all of them derived from chaos

(or the floating water), love itself being generated

likewise out of it (according to that Aristophanic

tradition before-mentioned); or else love was sup

posed to be a distinct principle from chaos, name

ly, the active principle of the universe, from

whence, together with chaos, all the theogonia

and cosmogonia was derived. Now, if the former

of these were true, that Hesiod supposed all his

gods universally to have been generated and
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sprung originally from chaos, or the ocean; then

it is plain, that notwithstanding all that rabble of

gods mustered up by him, he could be no other

than one of those Atheistic Theogonists before

mentioned, and really acknowledged no God at

all, according to the true idea of him ; he being not

a Theist, who admits of no self-existent Deity.

But if the latter be true, that Hesiod supposed

love to be a principle distinct from chaos, namely.

the active principle of the universe, and derived

all his other gods from thence, he was then a right

paganic Theist, such as acknowledged indeed

many gods, but only one of them unmade and

self-existent, all the rest being generated or created

by that one. Indeed, it appears from

those passages of Aristotle, before cited **

by us, that that philosopher had been sometimes

divided in his judgment concerning Hesiod, where

he should rank him, whether among the Atheists

or the Theists. For in his book De Caelo he ranks

him amongst those, who made all things to be ge

nerated and corrupted, besides the bare substance

of the matter, that is, amongst the absolute Athe

ists, and looked upon him as a ringleader of them;

but in his Metaphysics, upon further thoughts,

suspects, that many of those, who made love the

chiefest of the gods, were Theists, they supposing

it to be a first principle in the universe, or the

active cause of things, and that not only Parme

nides, but also Hesiod, was such. Which latter

opinion of his is by far the more probable, and

therefore embraced by Plutarch," who somewhere

determines Hesiod to have asserted one (edu dyèvvm

rov, or unmade Deity; as also by the ancient scho

* De Placitis Philosophor. lib. i. cap. vi. p. 880.

WOL. I. 2 F -
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liast upon him, writing thus, that Hesiod's love

was 6 ovodvoc *poc, 6c kai Geóc' & ydp #3 'Appoèirmc

veðrspóc tarw' The heavenly love, which is also

God; that other love, that was born of Venus, be

ing junior.—But Joannes Diaconus; ſpora è? (vraw

6a vomrčov, ow rov tnc 'Appoèirmc tratèa, tróc 'yde rnc pun

190c Hiſto yeyovčiac oùroc Tagáyeral; d'AA' àAAov ruva

Tgeoſłvyevn Épora. oſua, 8: rºv #ykarsgirapuśvnv $voukóc

Kwnrikºv airtav čkágrip rov ëvrov. By love here (saith

he), we must not understand Venus's son, whose

mother was as yet unborn, but another more an

cient love, which I take to be the active cause or

principle of motion, naturally inserted into things.

—Where, though he do not seem to suppose this

love to be God himself, yet he conceives it to be

an active principle in the universe derived from

God, and not from matter. But this opinion will

be further confirmed afterward.

The next considerableappearance of multitude

of self-existent deities, seems to be in the Valenti

nian thirty gods and aeons, which have been taken

by some for such; but it is certain, that these were

all of them, save one, generated; they being de

rived by that fantastic deviser of them, from one

self-originated deity, called Bythus. For thus

Her si. Epiphanius informs us, rotakovra yap kai

...* otroceeoûc kai Atovac kai Oüpavoic |300xerat
om. 1. oper. f ºr t • r > y -

trapetcayev, ww o Tºwroc sort Bu66c." This

(Valentinus) would also introduce thirty gods and

aeons, and heavens, the first of which is Bythus;

—he meaning thereby an unfathomable depth and

profundity; and therefore, this Bythus was also

called by him, 6 dworário Kai dkarováuaaroc Tarip, the

highest and ineffable Father.

We do indeed acknowledge, that there have
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been some, who have really asserted a duplicity

of gods, in the sense declared, that is, of animal

ish or perceptive beings self-existent; one as the

principle of good, and the other of evil. And

this Ditheism of theirs seems to be the nearest ap

proach, that was ever really made to Polytheism;

unless we should here give heed to Plutarch,” who

seems to make the ancient Persians, besides their

two gods, the good and the evil, or Oromasdes

and Arimanius, to have asserted also a third

middle deity, called by them, Mithras; or to some

ecclesiastic writers, who impute a trinity of gods

to Marcion" (though Tertullian be yet more li

beral, and increase the number to an ennead). For

those, that were commonly called Tritheists, be

ing but mistaken Christians and Trinitarians, fall

not under this consideration. Now, as for that

forementioned Ditheism, or opinion of two gods, a

good and an evil one, it is evident, that its origi

nal sprung from nothing else, but first a firm per

suasion of the essential goodness of the Deity,

together with a conceit, that the evil that is in the

world, was altogether inconsistent and unrecon

cilable with the same ; and that, therefore, for the

solving of this phenomenon, it was absolutely ne

cessary to suppose another animalish principle

self-existent, or an evil god. Wherefore, as these

Ditheists, as to all that which is good in the world,

held a monarchy, or one sole principle and ori

ginal; so it is plain, that had it not been for this

business of evil (which they conceived could not

a De Iside et Osiride, tom. ii. p. 369.

* Wide Euseb. Hist. Eccles. lib. v. cap. xiii. p. 177. et auctores illos

quos Jo. Bapt. Cotelerius laudat ad Constit. Apost. p. 339. tom. i. Pa

trum Apostol. -

° Libro i. adversus Marcionem, cap. xvi. p. 237,238.

2 F 2
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be solved any other way) they would never have

asserted any more principles or gods than one.

The chiefest and most eminent assertors of

which ditheistic doctrine of two self-existent ani

malish principles in the universe, a good god and

an evil demon, were the Marcionites and the Ma

nicheans; both of which, though they made some

slight pretences to Christianity, yet were not by

Christians owned for such. But it is certain, that

besides these, and before them too, some of the

professed Pagans also entertained the same opi

nion, that famous moralist, Plutarchus Chaero

nensis being an undoubted patron of it; which in

his book De Iside et Osiride he represents, with

some little difference, after this manner; usuyuávn

P. 371. Par. yde n tovës row kóguov 'yévêatc kai a ſaragic té

ëvavriov, où uév tooaffevöv čvváusov, dAAd ric

{}=\rtovoc rô kpároc tariv droxtoffat & rºv paſſXmv Tavrá

Taoivºdèvarov, ToMAjv pºv tutepukviav tio gºuari, ToMAnv

§§ th ilvyn Tow Tavròg, del Tøðc rºv [3<\riova ëvguayovoav.

The generation and constitution of this world is

mixed of contrary powers or principles (the one

good, the other evil), yet so as that they are not

both of equal force, but the better of them more

prevalent: notwithstanding which, it is also abso

lutely impossible for the worser power or principle

to be ever utterly destroyed, much of it being

always intermingled in the soul, and much in the

body of the universe, there perpetually tugging

against the better principle.

Indeed, learned men of later times have, for

the most part, looked upon Plutarch here, but

either as a bare relater of the opinion of other

philosophers, or else as a follower only, and not a

leader in it. Notwithstanding which, it is evident,
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that Plutarch was himself heartily engaged in this

opinion, he discovering no small fondness for it,

in sundry of his other writings; as, for example,

in his Platonic questions, where he thus declares

himself concerning it, rô Tox)\ákic tº p. 100s, par.

muſov \eyóuevov d'Ambéc torty, n pèv ydo {{wouc tom. ii. oper.

ilvyn, kai to ăuoppov adua, ovvurneyov d'AAñAoic del, kal

ro ovčárepov avrov yéveaw #yev ouët doxºv' or else that

which is often affirmed by us is true, that a mad

irrational soul, and an unformed disorderly body,

did co-exist with one another from eternity, nei

ther of them having any generation or beginning.

—And in his Timaean Psychogonia he does at

large industriously maintain the same, there and

elsewhere" endeavouring to establish this doctrine,

as much as possibly he could, upon rational foun

dations. As, first, that nothing can be made or

produced without a cause; and therefore there

must of necessity, be some cause of evil also, and

that a positive one too; he representing the opi

nion of those as very ridiculous, who would make

the nature of evil to be but retað8tov, an accidental

appendix to the world, and all that evil which is

in it, to have come in only by the bye, and by con

sequence, without any positive cause. Secondly,

that God being essentially good could not possibly

be the cause of evil, where he highly applauds

Plato for removing God to the greatest distance

imaginable from being the cause of evil. Thirdly,

that as God could not, so neither could (An étrotoc,

matter in itself devoid of all form and quality,

be the cause of evil, noting this to have been the

subterfuge of the Stoics. Upon which account

* Libro de Iside et Osiride, p.369, et Psychogon. p. 1014, 1015. tom.

ii, oper.
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he often condemns them, but uncertainly, some

times as such, who assigned no cause at all of

evils, and sometimes again as those, who made

God the cause of them. For in his Psychogonia"

he concludes, that unless we acknowledge a sub

stantial evil principle, at >roucai karaXauſávovow

huac dirogia, ró Kakov £k row un ëvroc divarioc kai dyevviſ

Twg tiretodyovrec, âtrel røvys ëvrov oùrs ró dyadov, oire ro

ūtrotov, sikóc £arw oùotav Kakov kai yévéow Tapaoysiv' The

Stoical difficulties will of necessity overtake and

involve us, who introduce evil into the world from

nothing, or without a cause, since neither that

which is essentially good (as God), nor yet that

which is devoid of all quality (as matter), could

possibly give being or generation to it.—But in

his book against the Stoics,” he accuses them as

those, who made God, essentially good, the cause

of evil. Avrot Túv kakov doxºv dyadov ëvra row 0sov

trotovot, où yde m (Am to kakov tá airnc trapéoxnkev, ūtrotoc

yáp tort kai Tácac 6aac 8èyeral 8tapopdc, Jiro Tov Totovvroc

adriiv Kal gymuaričovroc toymkev' date dváykm to kakov,

st pºv 8t oiſºv, tic row un ëvroc, st & Sid rºv kivovoav doxºv

tk row 0sov yéyovoc wirápyetv' Themselves make God

being good the principle and cause of evil, since

matter, which is devoid of quality, and receives all

its differences from the active principle that moves

and forms it, could not possibly be the cause

thereof. Wherefore, evil must of necessity, either

come from nothing, or else it must come from the

active and moving principle, which is God.—Now

from all these premises joined together, Plutarch

concludes, that the phenomenon of evil could no

otherwise possibly be solved, than by supposing

a substantial principle for it, and a certain irra

* P. 1015. tom. ii. oper, * P, 1076, tom. ii. oper.
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tional and maleficent soul or demon, unmade,

and co-existing with God and matter from eter

nity, to have been the cause thereof. And ac

cordingly he resolves, that as whatsoever is good

in the soul and body of the universe, and likewise

in the souls of men and demons, is to be ascribed

to God as its only original; so whatsoever is evil,

irregular and disorderly in them, ought to be im

puted to this other substantial principle, a luxn

ūvovc kai kakotrotoc, an irrational and maleficent soul

or demon, which insinuating itself every where

throughout the world, is all along intermingled

with the better principle :* kai un trav ćival Éeyov row

0sov riv livyºv, so that neither the soul of the uni

verse, nor that of men and demons, was wholly

the workmanship of God, but the lower, brutish,

and disorderly part of them the effect of the evil

principle.

But, besides all this, it is evident, that Plutarch

was also strongly possessed with a conceit, that

nothing substantial could be created (no not by

Divine power) out of nothing pre-existing; and,

therefore, that all the substance of whatsoever is

in the world, did exist from eternity unmade; so

that God was only the orderer or the methodizer

and harmonizer thereof. Wherefore, as he con

cluded, that the corporeal world was not created

by God out of nothing, as to the substance of it,

but only the pre-existing matter, which before

moved disorderly, was brought into this regular

order and harmony by him; in like manner he re

solved, that the soul of the world (for such a thing

is always supposed by him) was not made by God

out of nothing neither, nor out of any thing inani

• Plutarch. de Animac. Procreat. cx Timaeo, p. 1027.
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mate and soul-less pre-existing, but out of a pre

existing disorderly soul, was brought into an or

pop schog derly and regular frame; droquía yde ºv rá
p. 1014. Par. tred rnc row kóquov yevéostoc, dkoopia è ovk

daguaroc ovet drivnroc, ové ăilvy'oc, dXXd duoppov pèv kai

davararov ro owuartköv, *utrānkrov 8: kai &\oyov ro kuvmrt

köv £xovaa’ rooro è iv dvacuooria ilvync ouk *Yowanc

Aóyov' o ydg 080c oëre atopa ro daguarov, oùrs ilvyiv ro

- ãºvyov *Totmoev, dXX’ dotrºp dºuăvukov ăvěpa, &c. There

was unformed matter before this orderly world

was made, which matter was not incorporeal, nor

unmoved or inanimate, but body discomposed and

acted by a furious and irrational mover, the de

formity whereof was the disharmony of a soul in

it, devoid of reason. For God neither made body

out of that which was no body, nor soul out of no

soul. But as the musician, who neither makes

voice nor motion, does by ordering of them, not

withstanding, produce harmony; so God, though

he neither made the tangible and resisting sub

stance of body, nor the fantastic and self-mov

ing power of soul, yet taking both those principles

pre-existing (the one of which was dark and ob

scure, the other turbulent and irrational), and or

derly disposing and harmonizing of them, he did

by that means produce this most beautiful and

perfect animal of the world.—And further, to the

Sa II) 62 purpose: ovyi odºuaroc dirAóc, ove? &ykov kai

#Anc, dAAá oviperplac replatoua Kai KáA\ove Kaiduou'rnroe,

fiv o 6eóc trarii; kai ëmutovgyóc. Tavra Sel ëtavostoffat kai Tepi

ilvync, oc rºv ºv oire into toº fleoſ, 'yevouávnv oùre kó

guov jvyiv oùoav, d\\á riva ſhavraorukic kai éoéaoruknc,

d'Aóyov ê kai drákrov $opac kai oplific êºvauw airokivmtov

kai detkivmrov' rúv & auroc & 080c êiagnoodutyoc, Teochkov
2 - w p ~ * > / t f - f

Olly dotſuote KCtt Xóyote, cykaragrhoev mytuova rov koopov
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'yeyovóroc yevvurºv oùoav. God was not the cause or

maker of body simply, that is, neither of bulk nor

matter, but only of that symmetry and pulchritude

which is in body, and that likeness which it hath

to himself; which same ought to be concluded

also concerning the soul of the world, that the

substance of it was not made by God neither; nor

yet that it was always the soul of this world, but

at first a certain self-moving substance, endowed

with a fantastic power, irrational and disorderly,

existing such of itself from eternity, which God,

by harmonizing, and introducing into it fitting

numbers and proportions, made to be the soul and

prince of this generated world.—According to

which doctrine of Plutarch's, in the supposed

soul of the world, though it had a temporary be

ginning, yet was it never created out of nothing,

but only that, which pre-existed disorderly, being

acted by the Deity, was brought into a regular

frame. And therefore he concludes, ilvyn vov

Heragyovo a kai Aoytonov kai deuovac, ouk égyov tort row

0sov uðvov, dAAd kai uégoc, ow8' vir’ aurov, d\\ dir’ avrov,

kai č auroj Yāyova, Soul partaking of mind, reason,

and harmony, is not only the work of God, but

also a part of him; nor is it a thing so much made

by him, as from him, and existing out of him.—

And the same must he likewise affirm concerning

all other souls, as those of men and demons, that

they are either all of them the substance of God

himself, together with that of the evil demon; or

else certain delibations from both, (if any one

could understand it) blended and confounded to

gether; he not allowing any new substance at all

to be created by God out of nothing pre-existent.

It was observed in the beginning of this chapter,
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that Plutarch was an assertor of two avóviróarara

or self-existentprinciples in the universe, God and

matter; but now we understand, that he was an

earnest propugnor of another third principle (as

himself calls it) besides them both, viz. a ilvyn

ăvouc kai kakoroide, a mad, irrational, and maleficent

soul or demon:—so that Plutarch was both a

Triarchist and a Ditheist, an assertor of three

principles, but of two gods; according to that

forementioned notion of a God, as it is taken for

an animalish or perceptive being self-existent.

We are not ignorant, that Plutarch endeavours

with all his might to persuade this to have been

the constant belief of all the Pagan nations, and

of all the wisest men and philosophers that ever

were amongst them. “ For this (saith he, in his

book De Iside et Osiride)" is a most ancient opi

nion, that hath been delivered down from theolo

gers and law-makers, all along to poets and philo

sophers; and though the first author thereof be

unknown, yet hath it been so firmly believed every

where, that the footsteps of it have been imprinted

upon the sacrifices and mysteries or religious rites,

both of Barbarians and Greeks ; namely, that the

world is neither wholly ungoverned by any mind

or reason, as if all things floated in the streams of

chance and fortune, nor yet that there is any one

principlesteering and guiding all, withoutresistance

or control; because there is a confused mixture of

good and evil in every thing, and nothing is pro

duced by nature sincere. Wherefore it is not one

only dispenser of things, who, as it were, out of

several vessels distributeth those several liquors

of good and evil, mingling them together, and

* Tom. ii. oper. p. 369.
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dashing them as he pleaseth ; but there are two

distinct and contrary powers or principles in the

world, one of them always leading as it were to

the right hand, but the other tugging a contrary

way. Insomuch that our whole life, and the

whole world, is a certain mixture and confusion

of these two; at least this terrestrial world be

low the moon is such, all being every where full

of irregularity and disorder. For if nothing can

be made without a cause, and that which is good

cannot be the cause of evil, there must needs be

a distinct principle in nature, for the production

of evil as well as good. And this hath been the

opinion of the most and wisest men, some of them

affirming 0sodc elva èſo kaflátrep dvruréYvouc, that there

are two gods as it were of contrary crafts and

trades, one whereof is the maker of all good, and

the other of all evil; but others calling the good

principle only a God, and the evil principle a

demon, as Zoroaster the magician.” Besides which

Zoroaster and the Persian magi, Plutarch pre

tends, that the footsteps of this opinion were to

be found also in the astrology of the Chaldeans,

and in the mysteries and religious rites, not only

of the Egyptians, but also of the Grecians them

selves; and, lastly, he particularly imputes the

same to all the most famous of the Greek philo

sophers, as Pythagoras, Empedocles, Heraclitus,

Anaxagoras, Plato, and Aristotle; though his

chiefest endeavour of all be to prove, that Plato

was an undoubted champion for it: ‘AAAd pepodge.

ravrò IIAárov oux État's roic to repov, ouš wa- p. 1015. Pa.

pičov, oc {Kelvoi, rºv usraël, thc (Amc kai row 0:00 rpurnv

dexiv kai 8èvauv, viróusive rtov Aóyov rów drotrºrarov,

tracáētov ovk oièa 6twº rotovvra röv kakov $vow an ad
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roudrov kard gouſ'sſłmcóc. 'Emikoúpp nºv Yap ou?? dka

fic tyk\val. rºv ârouov ovyxopovov, oic dvairwov treic

dyovri kivmaw #k row uñ ëvroc, auroi §§ Kaklav kai kakoëat

Hovlav rogatºrmv, tripac re regi agua uvpiac drotiac kai

ëveyepsiac, airtav čv raic døyaic ouk {xotoac, kar' strako

Aoû0mgiv yeyovéval Aéyovatv' & & ITAdrov ovy otroc'

dAAd rºv tºmy 8tapopac diráanc draXXárrow, kal row 6eov

riv rov kakºv airlaw drorário Tifféuevoc. But Plato was

not guilty of that miscarriage of later philoso

phers, in overlooking the third power, which is

between the matter and God, and thereby falling

into the grossest of all absurdities, that the na

ture of evils was but an accidental appendix to

the world, and came into it merely by chance, no

body knows how. So that those very philoso

phers, who will by no means allow to Epicurus

the smallest declension of his atoms from the

perpendicular, alleging, that this would be to

introduce a motion without a cause, and to bring

something out of nothing, themselves do, not

withstanding, suppose all that vice and misery,

which is in the world, besides innumerable other

absurdities and inconveniences about body, to

have come into it, merely by accidental conse

quence, and without having any cause in the first

principles. But Plato did not so ; but divesting

matter of all qualities and differences, by means

whereof it could not possibly be made the cause

of evils, and then placing God at the greatest

distance from being the cause thereof, he conse

quently resolved it into a third unmade principle

between God and the matter, an irrational soul,

or demon, moving the matter disorderly.—

Now, because Plutarch's authority passeth so

uncontrolled, and his testimony in this particular
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seems to be of late generally received as an ora

cle, and consequently the thing taken for an un

questionable truth, that the Ditheistic doctrine of

a good and evil principle was the Catholic or uni

versal doctrine of the Pagan Theists, and parti

cularly that Plato, above all the rest, was a pro

fessed champion for the same; we shall therefore

make bold to examine Plutarch's grounds for this

so confident assertion of his ; and principally

concerning Plato. And his grounds for imputing

this opinion to Plato, are only these three, which

follow. First, because that philosopher, in his

Politicus," speaks of a necessary and innate ap

petite, that may sometimes turn the heavens a

contrary way, and by that means cause disorder

and confusion: Secondly, because, in his tenth

De Legibus, he speaks of two kinds of souls,

whereof one is beneficent, but the other contrary:

and, lastly, because in his Timaeus he sup

poseth the matter to have been moved disorderly

before the world was made; which implies, that

there was a disorderly and irrational soul con

sisting with it as the mover of it, matter being

unable to move itself. But as to the first of these

allegations, out of Plato's Politicus, we shall only

observe, that that philosopher, as if it had been

purposely to prevent such an interpretation of his

meaning there as this of Plutarch's, inserts these

very words:" uñr' aú 8 ſo twe 0s), *govoivre tavroic

#vavria orpāqely avròv. Neither must any such thing

be supposed, as if there were two gods, contrarily

minded to one another, turning the heavens some

times one way, and sometimes another.—Which

* P. 176. oper. " Ibid. p. 175.
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plain declaration of Plato's sense, being directly

contrary to Plutarch's interpretation, and this Di

theistic opinion, might serve also for a sufficient

confutation of his second ground from the tenth

De Legibus,” as if Plato had there affirmed, that

there were two souls moving the heavens, the one

beneficent, but the other contrary; because this

would be all one as to assert two gods, contrarily

minded to one another. Notwithstanding which,

for a fuller answer thereunto, we shall further

add, that this philosopher did there, first,

only distribute souls in general into good and

evil, those moral differences properly belonging

to that rank of beings, called by him souls, and

first emerging in them, according to this premised

doctrine, rov dyabov atria m ilvyn kai rov Kaxtov, kal

Kakov kai ataxpſov, 8tkatov re kai d'êtrov. Soul is the

cause of good and evil, honest and dishonest,

just and unjust.—But then, afterwards, making

inquiry concerning the soul of the world or hea

ven, what kind of soul that was, he positively

p. 898, concludes, that it was no other than a

Steph, soul endued with all virtue. A0. śirstèi)

luxi Hév čarw n Tepláyovoa muiv rávra, rºv & oùpavou

trepidopdv té dváyknc Tepláyetv paréov, trueMovuévny ka?

Koguovoav, irot riv diptormv ilvyºv irot rºv čvavriav. KA.

Q &#ve, d\\d tº ye rov signuévov ové àotov &AAwc \{yetv,

* traoav deerºv #yovoav bvyºv piav ? TAstovc trepidysiv

aúrá.—ATH. Hosp. Since it is soul that moves all

things, we must of necessity affirm, that the hea

ven or world is moved by some soul or other,

adorning and disposing of it, whether it be the

best soul, or the contrary. CLIN. O Hospes, it

* P. 669. oper.
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is certainly not holy nor pious to conclude other

wise, than that a soul endued with all virtue, one

or more, moves the world.—And as for the last

thing urged by Plutarch, that before the world

was made, the matter is said by Plato" to have

been moved disorderly, we conceive, that that

philosopher did therein only adhere to that vul

garly-received tradition, which was originally

Mosaical, that the first beginning of the Cosmo

poeia was from a chaos, or matter confusedly

moved, afterward brought into order. And now

we think it plainly appears, that there is no

strength at all in any of Plutarch's fore-mentioned

allegations, nor any such monster to be found

any where in Plato, as this substantial evil prin

ciple or god, a wicked soul or demon, unmade

and self-existent from eternity, opposite and ini

micous to the good God, sharing the empire and

dominion of the world with him. Which opinion

is really nothing else but the deifying of the devil,

or prince of evil spirits, making him a corrival

with God, and entitling him to a right of receiving

Divine honour and worship.

And it is observable, that Plutarch himself

confesseth this interpretation, which he makes of

Plato, to be new and paradoxical, or an psychos. p.

invention of his own : kal 8td rô TXelaroic *

röv diró II\drovoc wirevavrovo0a Šećuevov Tapauv0iac,

such as because it was contrary to the generally

received opinion of Platonists, himself thought

to stand in need of some apology and defence.—

To which purpose, therefore, he adds P.1014

again : Tºtorov oùv fiv #xo Tepi Tourov 8távotav, - -

tkóñaoua. Tigroſuévoc rip tiköri, kal Tapauv6oupevoc, dic

* In Timaeo, cap. xiv. p. 527.
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*vear, rô dAmflèc row A6/ov, kal trapáčošov' I will (saith

he) declare mine own opinion first concerning

these things, confirming it with probabilities, and,

as much as possibly I can, aiding and assisting

the truth and paradoxicalness thereof. More

over, Proclus upon the Timaeus takes notice of

no other philosophers that ever imputed this doc

trine to Plato, or indeed maintained any such

opinion of two substantial principles of good and

evil, but only Plutarch and Atticus (though, I

confess, Chalcidius cites Numenius also to the

r. nº same purpose). Proclus's words are
these: ot uèv Tºgi IIAoûrapyov Tov Xscovéa

kai "Arrikov Tootival pagi rºv dkóaunrov §Anv Tpº rnc

'Yevéoewc, Tºotivat §§ kai riv Kakegyárw ilvyºv rºv Touro

kivovaav, tróðev yd8 m kivmaic iv, iſ dirò ilvync: et &

ārakroc i kivmaic, diró drákrov ilvync. Plutarchus

Chaeronensis and Atticus maintain, that beforethe

generation and formation of the world, there was

unformed and disorderly matter existing (from

eternity) together with a maleficent soul: for

whence, say they, could that motion of the mat

ter, in Plato's Timaeus, proceed, but from a soul?

and if it were a disorderly motion, it must then

needs come from a disorderly soul.—And as Pro

clus tells us, that this opinion of theirs had been

before confuted by Porphyrius and Jamblichus,

as that which was both irrational and impious,

so doth he there likewise himself briefly refel it

in these two propositions: First, that rāga ilvy,

yévvmuá tort row 0sov, every soul is the offspring of

God, and there can be no soul, nor any thing

else, besides God, self-existing; and, Secondly,

ro kakov 8tauðvtov Troteiv, &otsp kai ró dyabov, ãrotov,

p w * / * f * >/ 2/ 2 p. 2 /

6019 Yap opwortuov Tºp {}stºp TO affsov, oute 67tto mg ayevvmtov,
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oùrs ÓMac dvrièinpmuévov' It is absurd to make evil

alike eternal with good, for that which is godless

cannot be of like honour with God, and equally

unmade, nor indeed can there be any thing at all

positively opposite to God.—

But because it may probably be here demanded,

what account it was then possible for Plato to

give of the original of evils, so as not to impute

them to God himself, if he neither derived them

from ÖAn étrotoc, unqualified matter (which Plu

tarch has plainly proved to be absurd), nor yet from

a luxº dwovc, an irrational and maleficent soul of

the world, or demon, self-existent from eternity;

we shall, therefore, hereunto briefly reply, that

though that philosopher derived not the original

of evils from unqualified matter, nor from a wicked

soul, or demon unmade, yet did he not therefore

impute them to God neither, but, as it seemeth, to

the necessity of imperfect beings. For as Ti

macus Locrus had before Plato determined, that

the world was made by God and necessity, so

does Plato himself accordingly declare in his

Timaeus," or usutyuávn rovºe row kóatlov yivsaic té duáy

knc kai vow ovarácsoc, voj & dváyknc ãoxovroc' That

the generation of this world is mixed, and made

up of a certain composition of mind and necessity

both together, yet so, as that mind doth also (in

some sense) rule over necessity.—Wherefore,

though, according to Plato, God be properly and

directly the cause ofnothing else but good, yet the

necessity of these lower imperfect things does un

avoidably give being and birth to evils. For, first,

as to moral evils (which are the chiefest), there is a

necessity, that there should be higher and lower

* P. 533, oper.

VOL. I. 2 G
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inclinations in all rational beings, vitally united

to bodies, and that as autexousious, or free-willed,

they should have a power of determining them

selves more or less either way ; as there is also a

necessity, that the same liberty of will (essential

to rational creatures), which makes them capable

of praise and reward, should likewise put them in

a possibility of deserving blame and punishment.

Again, as to the evils of pain and inconvenience;

there seems to be a necessity, that imperfect ter.

restrial animals, which are capable of the sense of

pleasure, should in contrary circumstances (which

will also sometimes happen, by reason of the in

consistency and incompossibility of things) be ob

noxious to displeasure and pain. And, lastly, for

the evils of corruptions and dissolutions; there is

a plain necessity, that if there be natural genera

tions in the world, there should be also corrup

tions; according to that of Lucretius" before cited,

Quando aliud ex alio reficit natura, nec ullam

Rem gigni patitur, nisi morte adjutam aliena.

To all which may be added, according to the opi

nion of many, that there is a kind of necessity of

some evils in the world for a condiment (as it

were) to give a relish and haut-goust to good; since

the nature of imperfect animals is such, that they

are apt to have but a dull and sluggish sense, a flat

and insipid taste of good, unless it be quickened

and stimulated, heightened and invigorated, by

being compared with the contrary evil. As also,

that there seems to be a necessary use in the world

of the Kaká ákoúata, those involuntary evils of pain

and suffering, both for the exercise of virtue, and

* Ilib, i, wers, 264.
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the quickening and exciting the activity of the

world, as also for the repressing, chastising and

punishing of those kaká škoúata, those voluntary

evils of vice and action.—Upon which several ac

counts, probably, Plato concluded, that evils

could not be utterly destroyed, at least in this

lower world, which, according to him, is the re

gion of lapsed souls: áXX' our droMáoffat In Theaete, p.

rd Kaká čvvarðv, & Osóēope, (utrevavriov ydp r, 176. Steph.

tº dyatº del sivat dváykm) our év 0soic aird těpáoffat, rivée

0wnriv piſaw, kai révès rêv rátov TepitroMeiv čá dváyknc' 8to

trapagflat Ygn £v0évêe *Kitae, ºystv ort ráxiara' £vyū §§

duologic (sº kará rà èvvarov, duologic & Sikatov kai batov

nerd $povňacoc yevéoffat. But it is neither possible

(O Theodorus) that evilsshould be quitedestroyed

(for there must be something always contrary to

good), nor yet that they should be seated amongst

the gods, but they will of necessity infest this

lower mortal region and nature. Wherefore, we

ought to endeavour to flee from hence with all

possible speed; and our flight from hence is this,

to assimilate ourselves to God as much as may

be ; which assimilation to God consisteth in being

just and holy with wisdom.—Thus, according to

the sense of Plato, though God be the original of

all things, yet he is not to be accounted properly

the cause of evils, at least moral ones (they being

only defects), but they are to be imputed to the

necessity of imperfect beings, which is that dváykn

roXXd tº 684, 8vouayovo a kai dºnviáčovca, that neces

sity, which doth often resist God, and as it were

shake off his bridle.—Rational creatures being, by

means thereof, in a capability of acting contrary

to God's will and law, as well as their own true

nature and good; and other things hindered of that

2 G 2
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perfection, which the Divine goodness would else

have imparted to them. Notwithstanding which,

mind, that is, God, is said also by Plato to rule

over necessity, because those evils, occasioned by

the necessity of imperfect beings, are over-ruled

by the Divine art, wisdom, and providence, for

good; Typhon and Arimanius (if we may use that

language) being, as it were, outwitted by Osiris

and Oromasdes, and the worst of all evils made,

in spite of their own nature, to contribute sub

serviently to the good and perfection of the whole;

kai touro usyiotic téxvng dyadotroutiv td. Kaká, and this

must needs be acknowledged to be the greatest

art of all, to be able to bonify evils, or tincture

them with good.—

And now we have made it to appear (as we con

ceive) that Plutarch had no sufficient grounds to

impute this opinion, of two active perceptive prin

ciples in the world (one the cause of good, and

the other of evil) to Plato. And as for the other

Greek philosophers, his pretences to make them

assertors of the same doctrine seem to be yet more

slight and frivolous. For he concludes

"oi Mºayſ- the * Pythagoreans to have held two

: such substantial principles of good and

... evil, merely because they sometimesTrapexápagavoy'

The Pytha talked of the évavrićrmrec and ovorotyial,
goreans no

where admit the contrarieties and conjugations of
ted evil a- • • - - -

... things, such as finite and infinite, dex

g. trous and sinistrous, even and odd, and

* §. the like. As also, that Heraclitus en
apnys. - • • -

. 218. tertained the same opinion, because hep >

spake of traXtvrporoc appovia kóguov, a Wer

satile harmony of the world,—whereby things re

ciprocate forwards and backwards, as when a
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bow is successively intended and remitted ; as

likewise because he affirmed all things to flow,

and war to be the father and lord of all. More

over, he resolves," that Empedocles's friendship

and contention could be no other than a good and

evil god; though we have rendered it probable,

that nothing else was understood thereby but an

active spermatic power in this corporeal world,

causing vicissitudes of generation and corruption.

Again, Anaxagoras is entitled by him to the same

philosophy, for no other reason, but only because

he made mind and infinite matter two principles

of the universe. And, lastly, Aristotle himself

cannot escape him from being made an assertor of

a good and evil god too, merely because he con

cluded form and privation to be two principles of

natural bodies. Neither does Plutarch acquit him

self any thing better, as to the sense of whole na

tions, when this doctrine is therefore imputed by

him to the Chaldeans, because their astrologers

supposed two of the planets to be beneficent, two

maleficent, and three of a middle nature; and to

the ancient Greeks, because they sacrificed not

only to Jupiter Olympius, but also to Hades, or

Pluto, who was sometimes called by them the in

fernal Jupiter. We confess, that his interpretation

of the traditions and mysteries of the ancient

Egyptians is ingenious, but yet there is no neces

sity for all that, that by their Typhon should be

understood a substantial evil principle, or god self.

existent, as he contends. For it being the manner

of the ancient Pagans (as shall be more fully de

clared afterwards) to physiologize in their theo

logy, and to personate all the several things in

* De Iside et Osiride, p. 370.
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nature; it seems more likely, that these Egyptians

did, after that manner, only trgogorotroteiv, personate

that evil and confusion, tumult and hurliburly,

constant alteration and vicissitude of generations

and corruptions, which is in this lower world,

(though not without a Divine providence) by

Typhon.

Wherefore, the only probability now left is

that of the Persian Magi, that they might indeed

assert two such active principles of good and evil,

as Plutarch and the Manicheans afterwards did;

and we must confess, that there is some probabi

lity of this, because, besides Plutarch, Laertius"

affirms the same of them, 800 kar’ aurotic cival daydc,

dyadov 8aluova kai kakov, that there are two principles

according to the Persian Magi, a good demon and

an evil one;—he seeming to vouch it also from the

authorities of Hermippus, Eudoxus, and Theo

pompus. Notwithstanding which, it may very

well be questioned, whether the meaning of those

Magi were not herein misunderstood, they per

haps intending nothing more by their evil demon

than such a Satanical power as we acknowledge;

that is, not a substantial evil principle, unmadeand

independent upon God, but only a polity of evil

demons in the world, united together under one

head or prince. And this, not only because Theo

dorus in Photius' calls the Persian Arimanius by

that very name, Satanas; but also because those

very traditions of their's, recorded by Plutarch

himself, seem very much to favour this opinion,

pe is...to they running after this manner: étrétat &

*** Ypóvoc eluaguévoc, čv (; rôv'Apeiudviov Aotuov

tráyovra kai Aiudv, wird roſtov dváykm 40apnvat travrá

• In Prooemio, segm, 8, p. 6. " Bibliothec. Cod. lxxxi. p. 199.
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tact kal dipavloffmvat, ric & ync étruiréčov kai duaxmc 'yevo

uévnc., Éva {3tov Kal utav troXurstav dv086trov uakaptov kai

duoyAdagov dirávrov yevéoffat' That there is a fatal

time at hand, in which Arimanius, the introducer

of plagues and famines, must of necessity be ut

terly destroyed ; and when, the earth being made

plane and equal, there shall be but one life, and

one polity of men, all happy and speaking the same

language.—Or else, as Theopompus" himself re

presented their sense, réAoc dToMetreaflat Tov"Aènv, kai

toūc pèv div6potovc evèaiuovac £aeoffat, Hirs reopmc ësouévovc,

uñre aktav Totojvrac.' rov & raira unyavnaðuevov 0éov

ripeusiv Kai dvaradeoffat ygövº Kaxtoc utv on ToMüv tº 0sº,

datep dvdpºrº Kououévy uéretov. That in conclusion

Hades shall be utterly abolished, and then men

shall be perfectly happy, their bodies neither

needing food, nor casting any shadow ; that God,

which contrived this whole scene of things, rest

ing only for the present a certain season, which is

not long to him, but like the intermission of sleep

to men.—For since an unmade and self-existent

evil demon, such as that of Plutarch's and the Ma

nicheans’, could never be utterly abolished or des

troyed; it seems rather probable, that these Per

sian Magi did, in their Arimanius, either ſpocotro

Troteiv, personate evil only, as we suppose the

Egyptians to have done in Typhon; or else un

derstand a Satanical power by it: notwithstand

ing which, they might possibly sacrifice thereunto

(as the Greeks did to evil demons) for its appease

ment and mitigation; or else, as worshipping the

Deity itself, in the ministers of its wrath and ven

geance. -

However, from what hath been declared, we

* Apud Plutarch, de Iside et Osiride, p. 370, tom, ii. oper.
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conceive it does sufficiently appear, that this di

theistic doctrine of a good and evil god (or a good

god and evil demon both self-existent), asserted by

Plutarch and the Manicheans, was never so uni

versally received amongst the Pagans as the same.

Plutarch pretendeth. Which thing may be yet

further evidenced from hence, because the Mani

cheans professed themselves not to have derived

this opinion from the Pagans, nor to be a subdivi

sion under them, or schism from them, but a quite

different sect by themselves. Thus, Faustus in

C St. Augustin: “Pagani bona et mala,
ontra Faust. -

iii.20. c. 3. tetra et splendida, perpetua et caduca,

tiºn. mutabilia et certa, corporalia et divina,

unum habere principium dogmatizant.

His ego valde contraria censeo, qui

bonis omnibus principium fateor Deum, contrariis

vero Hylen (sic enim mali principium et naturam

theologus noster appellat.)” The Pagans dogma

tize, that good and evil things, foul and splendid,

perishing and perpetual, corporeal and Divine, do

all alike proceed from the same principle. Whereas

we think far otherwise, that God is the principle

of all good, but Hyle (or the evil demon) of the

edit. Bene

dict.

contrary, which names our theologer (Manes) con

founds together.—And afterwards Faustus there

again determines, that there were indeed but two

sects of religion in the world, really distinct from

one another, viz. Paganism and Manicheism."

From whence it may be concluded, that this doc

trine of two active principles of good and evil, was

not then looked upon as the generally-received

doctrine of the Pagans. Wherefore, it seems

reasonable to think, that Plutarch's imputing it so

* Apud Augustin. ubi supra.
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universally to them, was either out of design,

thereby to gain the better countenance and au

thority to a conceit, which himself was fond of;

or else, because he being deeply tinctured, as it

were, with the suffusions of it, every thing which

he looked upon seemed to him coloured with it.

And indeed, for aught we can yet learn, this Plu

tarchus Chaeronensis, Numenius, and Atticus,

were the only Greek philosophers, who ever in

public writings positively asserted any such opi

nion. -

And probably St. Athanasius is to be under

stood of these, when, in his oration contra Gentes,"

he writes thus concerning this opinion: "EXXºvov

oùv rivic TAavn0évréc rmc dôow, kal rôv Xplorov ouk #yvo

Körsc, &v wrográgst kai ka0' tavrºv tival tºv Kaktav direpſi

1901/TO" duaprávovrec kard 8wo Tavra, # tov 8mutovoydv dro

orspouvrec roo tival Toumriv tov ëvrov, où ydp av tim rov

ëvrov köpioc, stye kar' avrove m Kakia kaff tavrºv wiróaraow

#xel kai ovatav, ? TráAw 0{\ovrec avrov troumriv tival tov

&\ov, *č dwdyknc kai toº kakov 86aovow cival, iv yde roic

oùow kai to kaköv kar’ auroic tort. Some of the Greeks,

wandering out of the right way, and ignorant of

Christ, have determined evil to be a real entity by

itself, erring upon two accounts: because they

must of necessity either suppose God not to be

the maker of all things, if evil have a nature and

essence by itself, and yet be not made by him ; or

else that he is themaker and cause of evil; whereas

it is impossible, that he, who is essentially good,

should produce the contrary.—After which that

father speaks also of some degenerate Christians,

who fell into the same error; oi & dro rºw aiptoetov

#Kırcadvrec rnc ékk\mataoruknc ëtèaokaxiac, kai Tepi riv

* Tom. i. p. 6. oper.
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triarw vavayicavrec, kai oirot pºv Jiróa ragw row Kakov

Tapaºpovovow tival. Some heretics, forsaking the

ecclesiastical doctrine, and making shipwreck of

the faith, have in like manner falsely attributed a

real nature and essence to evil.-Of which here

tics, there were several sects before the Mani

cheans, sometime taken notice of and censured

by Pagan philosophers themselves; as by Celsus,”

where he charges Christians with holding this

opinion, that there is vavrioc rip usyáAq 08:56:0c ka

rmgauévoc, an execrable god contrary to the great

God;—and by Plotinus, writing a whole book

against such Christians (the ninth of his second

Ennead), which, by Porphyrius, was inscribed,

Tpdc Touc Tvøgricode, Against the Gnostics.

But if, notwithstanding all that we have hi

therto said to the contrary, that which Plutarch

so much contends for should be granted to be

true, that the Pagan theologers generally asserted

two self-existent principles (a good God, and an

evil soul or demon), and no more, it would una

voidably follow from thence, that all those other

gods, which they worshipped, were not looked

upon by them as so many unmade self-existent

beings, because then they should have acknow

ledged so many first principles. However, it is

certain, that if Plutarch believed his own writings,

he must of necessity take it for granted, that

none of the Pagan gods (those two principles of

good and evil only excepted) were by their theo

logers accounted unmade or self-existent beings.

And as to Plutarch himself, it is unquestionably

manifest, that though he were a Pagan, and a

worshipper of all those many gods of their's, but

* Apud Origen, contra Celsum, lib, vi, p. 303.
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especially amongst the rest, of the Delian Apollo

(whose priest he declares himself to have been),

yet he supposed them all (except only one good

God, and another evil soul of the world) to be

no self-existent deities, but 0so yeuvnrol,” generated

or created gods only. And the same is to be

affirmed of all his Pagan followers, as also of the

Manicheans, forasmuch as they, besides their

good and evil god (the only unmade, self-existent

beings acknowledged by them), worshipped also

innumerable other deities.

Hitherto we have not been able to find amongst

the Pagans, any who asserted a multitude of un

made, self-existent deities: but, on the contrary,

we shall now find one, who took notice of this

opinion of troX\al doyal, many principles, so far

forth as to confute it; and that is Aristotle, who

was not occasioned to do that neither, because

it was a doctrine then generally received, but

only because he had a mind odiously to impute

such a thing to the Pythagoreans and Platonists,

they making ideas (sometimes called also num

bers) in a certain sense, the principles of things.

Nevertheless, the opinion itself is well confuted

by that philosopher from the phenome- , ,
- t Arist. Met.

na, after this manner: Oi & Aéyovrec row i. i.e. o.

àgúnov Tºtorov rów waſhuaruków, kai odroc del |.*

&\\m, *Youévnv ovatav Kal dpxdc tkáorne ūAAac,

firstooetºm riv row Tavròc ovatav Totovow' &c. They

who say that mathematical number is the first,

and suppose one principle of one thing, and ano

ther of another, would make the whole world to

be like an incoherent and disagreeing poem, where

things do not all mutually contribute to one ano

• Vide Rualdum in Vita Plutarchi, cap. ix.
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ther, nor conspiré together to make up one sense

and harmony: but the contrary (saith he) is most

evident in the world; and, therefore, there can

not be many principles, but only one.—From

whence it is manifest, that though Aristotle were

a worshipper of many gods, as well as the other

Pagans (he somewhere representing it as very

absurd to sacrifice to none but Jupiter), yet he

was no Polytheist, in the sense before declared,

of many unmade, self-existent deities, nor indeed

any Ditheist neither, no assertor of two under

standing principles, a good and evil god (as Plu

tarch pretended him to be); he not only here ex

ploding that opinion of troAXal dexal, many princi

ples, but also expressly deriving all from one;

and in that very chapter affirming, that good is a

principle, but not evil. But as for the Platonists

and Pythagoreans there perstringed by him,

though it be true, that they made ideas in some

sense principles, as the paradigms of things; yet,

according to Aristotle's own confession, even in

that same chapter, they declared also, that there

was āA\m dºyº Kupwrépa, another principle more

excellent or superior; which is indeed that, that

was called by them the to ºv, or uovac, unity itself,

or a monad, that is, one most simple deity.

Though we did before demonstrate, that the

Pagan gods were not all supposed by them to be

unmade, self-existent beings, because they ac

knowledged a theogonia, a generation and tem

porary production of gods; yet, forasmuch as it

might be suspected, that they held notwithstand

ing a multitude of unmade deities, we have now

made the best inquiry that we could concerning

this: and the utmost that we have been able yet
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to discover, is, that some few of the professed

Pagans, as well as of pretended Christians, have

indeed asserted a duplicity of such gods (viz.

understanding beings unmade), one good, and the

other evil, but no more. Whereas, on the con

trary, we have found, that Aristotle did profess

edly oppose this opinion of many principles, or

unmade gods, which certainly he durst never have

done, had it then been the generally-received

opinion of the Pagans. And though it be true,

that several of the ancient Christians, in their

disputes with Pagans, do confute that opinion of

many unmade deities; yet we do not find, for all

that, that any of them seriously charge the Pa

gans with it, they only doing it occasionally and

eac abundant. But we should be the better ena

bled to make a clear judgment concerning this

controversy, whether there were not amongst the

Pagan deities a multitude of supposed unmade

beings, if we did but take a short survey of their

religion, and consider all the several kinds of

gods worshipped by them ; which may, as we

conceive, be reduced to these following heads:—In

the first place, therefore, it is certain, that many

of the Pagan gods were nothing else but dead

men (or the souls of men deceased), called by

the Greeks Heroes, and the Latins Manes; such

as Hercules, Liber, Æsculapius, Castor, Pollux,

Quirinus, and the like. Neither was this only

true of the Greeks and Romans, but also of the

Egyptians, Syrians, and Babylonians. For which

cause the Pagan sacrifices are, by way of contempt,

in the Scripture," called the sacrifices of the dead;

that is, not of dead or lifeless statues, as some

a Psalm cvi. 28.
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would put it off, but of dead men: which was

the reason why many of the religious rites and

solemnities, observed by the Pagan priests, were

chap. vi. mournful and funeral; accordingly as it

** is expressed in Baruch concerning the

Babylonians:–“ Their priests sit in their tem

ples, having their clothes rent, and their heads

and beards shaven, and nothing upon their heads;

they roar and cry before their gods, as men do at

the feast, when one is dead.” Some of which

rites are therefore thought to have been interdict

ed to the Israelitish priests. And the same thing

is noted likewise by the poet" concerning the

Egyptians:

Et quem tu plangens, hominem testaris, Osirin:

and intimated by Xenophanes the Colophonian,”

when he reprehensively admonished the Egyp

tians after this manner: < 0solic vouſ...oval ui ('pmely,

st & 0pmoval tº 0soúc vouſ.stv, That if they thought

those to be gods, they should not so lament them;

but if they would lament them, they should no

longer think them gods.-Moreover, it is well

known, that this humour of deifying men was

afterwards carried on further, and that living men

(as emperors) had also temples and altars erected

to them ; nay, human polities and cities were

also sometimes deified by the Pagans, Rome it

self being made a goddess. Now, no man can

imagine, that those men-gods and city-gods were

looked upon by them as so many unmade, self.

existent deities, they being not indeed so much

• Lucan. Pharsal lib. viii. vers. 133.

* Wide Plutarch. de Superstit. p. 171. tom, ii, oper. et Aristot. Rhe

toric. lib. ii. cap. xxiii. p. 789, tom. iii. oper. -

w
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as ºvgei Yevviro. 0sol, gods made or generated by

nature, but rather artificially made by human

will and pleasure. Again, another sort of the

Pagan deities were all the greater parts of the

visible mundane system, or corporeal world, as

supposed to be animated—the sun, the moon, and

the stars, and even the earth itself, under the

names of Vesta and Cybele, the mother of the

gods, and the like. Now it is certain, also, that

none of these could be taken for unmade, self

existent deities neither, by those who supposed

the whole world itself to have been generated, or

had a beginning, which, as Aristotle' tells us, was

the generally-received opinion before his time.

There was also a third sort of Pagan deities,

ethereal and aeriel animals invisible, called de

mons, genii, and lares, superior indeed to men,

but inferior to the celestial or mundane gods be

fore-mentioned. Wherefore, these must needs be

looked upon also by them but as yeuvnrol 0sol, ge

nerated or created gods, they being but certain

inferior parts of the whole generated world.

Besides all these, the Pagans had yet another

sort of gods, that were nothing but mere acci

dents or affections of substances, which therefore

could not be supposed by them to be self-existent

deities, because they could not so much as, sub

sist by themselves. Such as were virtue, piety,

felicity, truth, faith, hope, justice, clemency, love,

desire, health, peace, honour, fame, liberty, me

mory, sleep, night, and the like; all which had

their temples or altars erected to them. Now

this kind of Pagan gods cannot well be conceived

to have been any thing else, but the several and

* Lib. i. de Coelo, cap. x. p. 632, tom. i. oper.
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various manifestations of that one Divine force,

power, and providence, that runs through the

whole world (as respecting the good and evil

of men), fictitiously personated, and so represent

ed as so many gods and goddesses.

Lastly, there is still another kind of Pagan

gods behind, having substantial and personal

names, which yet cannot be conceived neither to

be so many understanding beings, unmade and

independent upon any supreme, were it for no

other reason but only this, because they have all

of them their particular places and provinces,

offices and functions severally, as it were, assigned

to them, and to which they are confined; so

as not to interfere and clash with one another, but

agreeably to make up one orderly and harmonious

system of the whole; one of those gods ruling

only in the heavens, another in the air, another in

the sea, and another in the earth and hell ; one

being the god or goddess of learning and wisdom,

another of speech and eloquence, another of jus

tice and political order; one the god of war, ano

ther the god of pleasure; one the god of corn,

and another the god of wine, and the like. For

how can it be conceived, that a multitude of un

derstanding beings, self-existent and independent,

could thus of themselves have fallen into such an

uniform order and harmony; and, without any

clashing, peaceably and quietly sharing the go

vernment of the whole world amongst them,

should carry it on with such a constant regu

larity? For which cause, we conclude also, that

neither those dii majorum gentium, whether the

twenty Selecti, or the twelve Consentes, nor yet

that triumvirate of gods, amongst whom Homer
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shares the government of the whole world, ac

cording to that of Maximus Tyrius,

rely 6d "Ouigº 8èaarat rd Távra, IIoostějv

Hèv \ays, ToMiiv \a vačuev aid, "Aënc & Aaye &pov

rispöevra, Zajc & oupavóv. The sea being assigned to

Neptune, the dark and subterraneous parts to

Pluto, but the heaven to Jupiter; which three

are sometimes called also the celestial, marine,

and terrestrial Jupiter; nor, lastly, that other

Roman and Samothracian trinity of gods, wor

shipped altogether in the capitol, Jupiter, Mi

nerva, and Juno ; I say, that none of all these

could reasonably be thought by the Pagans

themselves, to be so many really distinct, un

made, and self-existent deities.

Wherefore the truth of this whole business

seems to be this, that the ancient Pagans did

physiologize in their theology; and whether look

ing upon the whole world animated, as the su

preme God, and consequently the several parts

of it as his living members; or else, apprehend

ing it at least to be a mirror, or visible image of

the invisible Deity, and consequently all its se

veral parts, and things of nature, but so many

several manifestations of the Divine power and

providence, they pretended, that all their devo

tion towards the Deity ought not to be huddled

up in one general and confused acknowledgment

of a supreme invisible Being, the creator and

governor of all ; but that all the several manifes

tations of the Deity in the world, considered

singly and apart by themselves, should be made

so many distinct objects of their devout venera

tion. And, therefore, in order hereunto, did they

treosotrotroteiv, speak of the things in nature, and

VOL. I. 2 H

Diss. 16.
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the parts of the world, as persons,—and conse

quently as so many gods and goddesses; yet so,

as that the intelligent might easily understand the

meaning, that these were all really nothing else

but so many several names and notions of that

one Numen, divine force and power, which runs

through the whole world, multiformly display

ing itself therein. To this purpose, Balbus in

Cicero; “Videtisne ut a physicis rebus tracta

ratio sit ad commentitios et fictos deos ?” See

you not, how from the things of nature fictitious

gods have been made 7–And Origen seems to

insist upon this very thing (where Celsus upbraids

the Jews and Christians for worshipping one only

God), shewing, that all that seeming multiplicity

of Pagan gods could not be understood of so

i. i.p. is many distinct substantial independent
edit. Cantab. deities: 8akviðrø rolvvv, tróc auróc 8/varat

trapaatma at to TAntoc Töv ka0 "EXAmvac Óeſov, ) rouc

Aoitrovc Bapſ3ágovc' Actkvuto viróaraon, kai ovatav Mvn

Hogtºwnç yevvºſanc atro Atóc rác Moiſaac, ? 0éutěoc rac

"Qpac, # Tác Xápirac atel yvuvác Tapaornodro êºvaoffat

kar' ovatav vipcornkéval, dAA’ ow ëuvigeral rd "EXAévov

dvarAáguara (awuarotrotéloffat 8okouvra diró rôv trgayuá

rov) 8stkviſvat 9éoùc. To this sense: Let Celsus,

therefore, himself shew, how he is able to make

out a multiplicity of gods (substantial and self

existent) according to the Greeks and other bar

barian Pagans; let him declare the essence and

substantial personality of that memory, which by

Jupiter generated the Muses, or of that Themis,

which brought forth the hours; or let him shew

how the Graces, always naked, do subsist by

themselves. But he will never be able to do this,

* De Natur, Deor, lib. ii. cap. xxviii. p. 2995, tom. ix. oper. * ,
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nor to make it appear, that those figments of the

Greeks (which seem to be really nothing else but

the things of nature turned into persons) are so

many distinct (self-existent) deities.—Where the

latter words are thus rendered in a late edition;

“Sed nunquam poterit (Celsus) Graecorum fig

menta, quae validiora fieri videntur, ex rebus ipsis

deos esse arguere;”—which we confess we can

not understand ; but we conceive the word gouaro

Trotsioſal, there turned validiora fieri, is here used

by Origen in the same sense with Toogotárotsioſal:

so that his meaning is, as we have declared, that

those figments of the Greeks and other barbarian

Pagans (which are the same with Balbus's com

mentitii et ficti Dii), are really nothing else but the

things of nature, figuratively and fictitiously per

sonated, and consequently not so many distinct

substantial deities, but only several notions and

considerations of one God, or supreme Numen,

in the world.

Now this fictitious personating, and deifying of

things, by the Pagan Theologers, was done two

manner of ways; one, when those things in na

ture were themselves without any more ado, or

change of names, spoken of as persons, and so

made gods and goddesses, as in the many instances

before proposed: another, when there were dis

tinct proper and personal names accommodated

severally to those things, as of Minerva to wis

dom, of Neptune to the sea, of Ceres to corn, and

of Bacchus to wine. In which latter case, those

personal names properly signify the invisible Di

vine powers, supposed to preside over those seve

ral things in nature; and these are therefore pro

perly those gods and goddesses, which are ëornetc.

2 H 2
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tdov," the givers and dispensers of the good things,

and the removers of the contrary; but they are

used improperly also for the things of nature

themselves, which, therefore, as manifestations of

the Divine power, goodness, and providence per

sonated, are sometimes also abusively called gods

and goddesses. This mystery of the Pagan Poly

In Hesiod, theism, is thus fully declared by Moscho

p. 1. pulus: 'Iorčov &rt Túvra ot "EXXnvec à ë'ſvapuv

#yovra tºpovy, ovk ãvev #Tiaragiac 0sov tºv êºvauw avrov

evepysiv čváušov, vi & ovéuart ré ré riv čvauw yov, Kai

rov triararoovra tourq 0edv ºváuačov' 60ev"Hipatorov čka

Movv rórs 8takovikov Touro Twº, kai rów £rtararouvra raic

8td rotºrov evepyovuévalc téxvatc, kai Añunreav rov airov

kai toūc Kapirotic, kai riv 8wpovuévnv rotºrovc 0sov, kai

triararova'av auroic, kai "A0mvav riv $66vnow, kai rºv Épo

pov rnc %poviastoc 0sév kal rôv Atóvvoſov rôv oivov kai rôv

êtêóvra Tourov 0sovº ôv kai diró roo 88óval tov oivov o

TIXárov Tapáyet, kai Aièoivvcov tourov trotei ira kai Aić

vvcov’ kai EXeffviac rode rékovc, kai rāc £opºſaac rouc

rókovc 0sdc' kai 'Appoèirmv riv ovvovatav Kai éttararovoav

raúrn 0sóv' kard Touro kai Moiſaac *Aeyov rāore Aoytkdc

téxvac, otov 6mroptºv, darpovoulav, kwuwêtav, rpayw8tav,

Kal rác épépovc kai trapéxovc rotºrov 0éâc. We must

know, that whatsoever the Greeks (or Pagans)

saw to have any power, virtue, or ability in it,

they looked upon it as not acting according to

such power, without the providence, presidency,

or influence of the gods; and they called both the

thing itself, which hath the power, and the deity

presiding over it, by one and the same name:

whence the ministerial fire used in mechanic arts,

and the god presiding over those arts that work

by fire, were both alike called Hephæstus, or Vul

* Hesiod, in Theogon, vers. 111.
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can ; so the name Demetra, or Ceres, was given as

well to corn and fruits, as to that goddess which

bestows them; Athena, or Minerva, did alike sig

nify wisdom, and the goddess which is the dis

penser of it; Dionysius, or Bacchus, wine, and the

god that giveth wine; (whence Plato etymologizes

the name from giving of wine.) In like manner,

they called both the child-bearing of women, and

the goddesses that superintend over the same,

Eilithyia, or Lucina; Coitus, or copulation, and

the deity presiding over it, Aphrodite or Venus.

And, lastly, in the same manner, by the Muses

they signified both those rational arts, rhetoric,

astronomy, poetry, and the goddesses, which as

sist therein or promote the same.—Now, as the se

veral things in nature and parts of the corporeal

world are thus metonymically and catachresti

cally called gods and goddesses, it is evident, that

such deities as these could not be supposed to be

unmade or self-existent, by those, who acknow

ledged the whole world to have been generated

and had a beginning. But as these names were

used more properly, to signify invisible and un

derstanding powers, presiding over the things in

nature, and dispensing of them, however they have

an appearance of so many several distinct deities;

yet they seem to have been all really nothing else,

but as Balbus in Cicero" expresses it, “Deus per.

tinens per naturam cujusque rei,” God passing

through, and acting in the nature of every thing;

—and consequently, but several names, or so

many different notions and considerations of that

one supreme Numen, that Divine force, power,

* De Natur. Deor. Jib. ii. cap. xxviii. p. 2996, tom. ix. oper.
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and providence, which runs through the whole

world, as variously manifesting itself therein.

Wherefore, since there were no other kinds of

Gods amongst the Pagans, besides these already

enumerated, unless their images, statues, and

symbols, should be accounted such (because they

were also sometimes abusively called gods) which

could not be supposed by them to have been un

made or without a beginning, they being the work

manship of men's own hands; we conclude uni

versally, that all that multiplicity of Pagan gods,

which makes so great a show and noise, was really

either nothing but several names and notions of

one supreme Deity, according to its different ma

nifestations, gifts, and effects in the world, per

sonated ; or else many inferior understanding be

ings, generated or created by one Supreme: so

that one unmade self-existent Deity, and no more,

was acknowledged by the more intelligent of the

ancient Pagans (for of the sottish vulgar, no man

can pretend to give an account, in any religion),

and, consequently, the Pagan Polytheism (or ido

latry) consisted not in worshipping a multiplicity

of unmade minds, deities, and creators, self-exist

ent from eternity, and independent upon one Su

preme ; but in mingling and blending, some way or

other, unduly, creature-worship with the worship

of the Creator.

And that the ancient Pagan Theists thus ac

knowledged one supreme God, who was the only

esdcayévvmroc, unmade or unproduced Deity, (I

say, Theists, because those amongst the Pagans,

who admitted of many gods, but none at all un

made, were absolute Atheists) this may be unde
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niably concluded from what was before proved,

that they acknowledged omnipotence or infinite

power to bea Divine attribute. Because upon the

hypothesis of many unmade self-existent deities,

it is plain, that there could be none omnipotent,

and consequently no such thing as omnipotence

in rerum natura: and therefore omnipotence was

rightly and properly styled by Macrobius,” summi

Dei omnipotentia, it being an attribute essentially

peculiar to one supreme and sole self-existent

Deity. And Simplicius, likewise a Pagan, con

futed the Manichean hypothesis of two self-ex

istent deities from hence also, because it destroyed

omnipotence: dvaykáčovrat 8vá \{yovrec rów In Epict. c.

4. Potius in

o w 2 * * r w f f cap. xxxiv.

dyadov trap' auroic Asyóuevov esov, unkért träv- p. 164. edit.
Salmas.

e/ > w p y w w w w w w

&\ov apyac (ró TE dyadov Kotu TO Kakov) Kott. TO

row airtov Aéyetv, umě oc Tavrokpáropa 8tkatoc

dvvuviv, pumé ëóvauw auró rºv dxporárnv kai 6Amv diva

riflévat, dXXd ro mutov rnc 6\mc 8vváusoc, eitsp ūga kai

roºro. For they, who assert two principles of the

universe (one good, the other evil) are necessitated

to grant, that the good principle, called by them

God, is not the cause of all things, neither can

they praise it as omnipotent, nor ascribe a perfect

and whole entire power to it, but only the half of

a whole power at most, if so much.--Over and be

sides all which, it hath been also proved already,

that the ancient Atheists under Paganism directed

themselves principally against the opinion of mo

narchy, or of one supreme Deity ruling over all ;

from whence it plainly appears, that it was then

asserted by the Pagan Theists. -

And we think it here observable, that this was

a thing so generally confessed and acknowledged, -

* In Somn. Scipion. lib. i. cap. xvii. p. 87.
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that Faustus the Manichean took up this conceit,

that both the Christians and Jews paganized in

the opinion of monarchy, that is, derived this

doctrine of one Deity, the sole principle of all

things, only by tradition from the Pagans, and, by

consequence, were no other than schisms or sub

S. Aug. con- divided sects of Paganism. “WOS descis

º! centes a. gentibus (saith he) monarchiæ

pºlio. opinionem primo vobiscum divulsistis,

** id est, ut omnia credatis ex deo. Estis

sane schisma, nec non et priores vestri Judaei. De

opinione monarchiae, in nullo etiam ipsi dissen

tiunt a paganis. Quare constat vos atque Ju

daeos schisma esse gentilitatis. Sectas autem si

quaeras, non plures erunt quam dua, Gentium et

nostra.” You revolting from the Gentiles, broke

off their opinion of monarchy, and carried it along

with you, so as to believe all things to come from

God. Wherefore, you are really nothing but a

schism of Paganism, or a subdivided branch of it,

and so are your predecessors the Jews; who differ

nothing from Pagans neither in this opinion of

monarchy. Whence it is manifest, that both Christ

ians and Jews are but schisms of Gentilism. But

as for sects of religion, really differing from ano

ther, there are but these two, that of the Pagans,

and that of our's, who altogether dissent from

them.—Now though this be false and foolish, as

to the Christians and Jews deriving that opinion

of monarchy, only by way of tradition, from the

Pagans, which is a thing founded in the princi

ples of nature; yet it sufficiently shews this to

have been the general sense of the Pagans, that

all their gods were derived from one sole, self-ex

istent Deity; so that they neither acknowledged
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a multitude of unmade deities, nor yet that dupli

city of them, which Plutarch contended for (one

good, and the other evil), who accordingly denied

God to be the cause of all things, writing thus in

his Defect of Oracles,” ot Hèv ovćevoc at Atocrow Geov,

ot & duov Tu Távrov airtov Totouvrec, doroxoval Tow Herptov

kai irpátovroc, They are guilty of one extreme,

who make God the cause of nothing, and they of

another, who make him the cause of all things.

—But this paradox was both late started amongst

the Greeks, and quickly cried down by the suc

cession of their philosophers, and therefore pre

judiceth not the truth of Faustus's general asser

tion concerning the Pagans. Which is again

fully confirmed by St. Austin in his re

ply: “Siquisita dividat, ut dicat eorum, hº

qua aliqua religione detinentur, aliis ."

placere unum Deum colendum, aliis

multos ; per hanc differentiam et pagani a nobis

remoti sunt, et Manichaei cum paganis deputan

tur, nos autem cum Judaeis. Hic forte dicatis,

quod multos deos vestros ex una substantia per

hibetis ; quasi pagani multos suos, non ex una

asserant, quamvis diversa illis officia, et opera,

et potestates illis attribuant; sicut etiam apud

vos alius deus expugnat gentem tenebrarum, alius

ex ea capta fabricat mundum,” &c. If one should

make another distribution of religionists, into

such as worship either one God, or many gods;

according to this division, the Pagans will be

removed from us Christians, and joined with you

Manicheans. But, perhaps, you will here say,

that all your many gods are derived from one

substance; as if the Pagans did not also derive

*Tom. ii. oper. p. 414.
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all their gods from one, though attributing several

offices, works, and powers to them; in like man

ner as amongst you, one god expugns the nation

of darkness, another god makes a world out of

it, &c.—And again, afterwards, he writes further

saw on. " the same purpose: “ Discat ergo

tra Faust 1, 20. Faustus monarchiae opinionem non ex
c. 19. p. 246. •

gentibus nos habere, sed gentes non

usque adeo ad falsos deos esse dilapsas, utopi

nionem amitterent unius veri dei, ex quo est om

nis qualiscumque natura.” Let Faustus therefore

know, that we Christians have not derived the

opinion of monarchy from the Pagans, but that

the Pagans have not so far degenerated, sinking

down into the worship of false gods, as to have

lost the opinion of one true God, from whom is

all whatsoever nature.—

xIV. It follows, from what we have declared,

that the Pagan Polytheism, or multiplicity ofgods,

is not to be understood in the sense before

expressed, Of many 0sol dyèvvnrot kai auðviróararot,

many unproduced and self-existent deities, but

according to some other notion or equivocation

of the word gods. For God is róv troX\ayóc Aeyo

névov, one of those words, that hath been used

in many different senses, the Atheists themselves -

acknowledging a God and gods, according to

some private senses of their own (which yet they

do not all agree in neither), and Theists not al

ways having the same notion of that word; foras

much as angels in Scripture are called gods in one

sense, that is, as understanding beings superior

to men, immortal, holy, and happy ; and the word

is again sometimes carried down lower to princes

and magistrates; and not only so, but also to
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good men as such, when they are said to be made

partakers of the Divine nature." And thus that

learned philosopher and Christian, Boethius,”

“Omnis beatus deus; sed natura quidem unus,

participatione vero nihil prohibet esse quamplu

rimos:” Every good and happy man is a god,

and though there be only one god by nature, yet

nothing hinders but that there may be many by

participation.—But then again, all men and an

gels are alike denied to be gods in other respects,

and particularly as to religious worship : “Thou

shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only

shalt thou serve.” Now this is that, which seems

to be essentially included in the Pagan notion of

the word God or gods, when taken in general—

namely, a respect to religious worship. Where

fore, a God in general, according to the sense

of the Pagan Theists, may be thus defined, An

understanding Being superior to men, not ori

ginally derived from senseless matter, and looked

upon as an object for men's religious worship.

But this general notion of the word God is again

restrained and limited by differences, in the divi

sion of it. For such a God as this may be either

dyèvvmroc, ingenerate or unproduced, and conse

quently self-existent; or else yevvuroc, generated

or produced, and dependent on some higher

Being as its cause. In the former sense, the in

telligent Pagans, as we have declared, acknow

ledged only one God, who was therefore called

by them 6 (soc kar Šoyºv, according to that of

Thales in Laertius," Tegaſ3(rarov Töv čvrov 0 0:0c,

dyévvmrov yáp God is the oldest of all things, be

a 2 Peter i. 4, * De Consolat. Philos. lib. iii. p. 72. s. .

° Lib. i. segm. 35. p. 21. s.
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cause he is unmade or unproduced, and the only

thing that is so ;-but in the latter, they admitted

of many gods, many understanding beings, which,

though generated or produced, yet were superior

to men, and looked upon as objects for their reli

gious worship. And thus the Pagan Theists

were both Polytheists and Monotheists in differ

ent senses, they acknowledged both many gods,

and one God; that is, many inferior deities, sub

ordinate to one Supreme. Thus Onatus the Py

Ecl. Phys. thagorean, in Stobans, declares himself:

l, 1. p. 4. edit. 8oksi & uot, Kaipi cic si uév 00:0C, d\\ cic utv
Plantin. o néytaroc, Kai kaff witéprepoc, Kai 6 Kparéov to

Tavrác" of 8 &AAot troXAoi eta}{povreckard &vauw, Ba

giXéſet §§ Távrov aúrów d kai Kędra kai psyéflet kai dper;

usićov' owtoc & Kal &m 0 treptéXav rov aſſuſtavra kóquovº

rol S’ ūA\ot ot 6éovreg stal kar' oùgavów cºv TE rø Tavroc

Tsplayſiast, kard Aóyov virofféovrec rø Toºrº Kal vonrig.

It seemeth to me, that there is not only one God,

but that there is one the greatest and highest

God, that governeth the whole world, and that

there are many other gods besides him differing

as to power, that one God reigning over them all,

who surmounts them all in power, greatness, and

virtue. That is that God, who contains and

comprehends the whole world; but the other

gods are those, who, together with the revolution

of the universe, orderly follow that first and intel

ligible God.—Where it is evident, that Onatus's

Tox\ot 080i, or many gods, were only the heavenly

bodies, or animated stars. And partly from those

words cited, but chiefly others, which follow after

in thesame place(that will be produced elsewhere),

it plainly appears, that in Onatus's time, there were

some who acknowledged one only God, denying
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all those other gods, then commonly worshipped.

And indeed Anaxagoras seems to have been such

an one; forasmuch as asserting one perfect mind

ruling over all (which is the true Deity), he effec

tually degraded all those other Pagan gods, the

sun, moon, and stars from their godships, by

making the sun nothing but a globe of fire, and

the moon earth and stones, and the like of the

other stars and planets. And some such there

were also amongst the ancient Egyptians, as

shall be declared in due place. Moreover, Pro

clus, upon Plato's Timaeus, tells us,

that there hath been always less doubt

and controversy in the world concerning the one

God, than concerning the many gods. Where

fore Onatus here declares his own sense, as to

this particular, viz. that besides the one supreme

God, there were also many other inferior deities,

that is, understanding beings, that ought to be

religiously worshipped.

But because it is not impossible, but that there

might be imagined one supreme Deity, though

there were many other 0so dyivvmtot, unmade and

self-existent gods besides, as Plutarch supposed

before, one supreme God, together with a loyº

dvovc, an irrational soul or demon unmade, infe

rior in power to it; therefore, we add, in the next

place, that the more intelligent Pagans did not

only assert one God, that was supreme and kpárt

oroc Távrov, the most powerful of all the gods, but

also, who, being omnipotent, was the principle

and cause of all the rest, and therefore the only

0soc dyévvmroç kai aſºundararoc, the only un- Diss. 1. p. 5.

produced and self-existent Deity.—Max- edit. Luga.

imus Tyrius affirms this to have been “"“”

the general sense of all the Pagans, that there

P. 206.
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was 080c dic Távrov {3agiXétic kal Tarip, kai (sol tox\ol,

0sov traičec, ovváexovrec 0sº, one God the king and

father of all, and many gods, the sons of God,

reigning together with God.—Neither did the

poets imply any thing less, when Zeic was so often

called by the Greeks, and Jupiter by the Latins,

ºrarip dvěpájure fleſovre, and hominum pater atque

deorum, or hominum factorque deorum, and the

like. And, indeed, the theogonia of the ancient

Pagans before-mentioned, was commonly thus

declared by them universally, yewvnrojc roºc 0éoùc

tival, that the gods were generated, or, as Hero

dotus" expresseth it, Ört Kaoroc rôv 0sov #yévero, that

every one of the gods was generated or pro

duced ;--which yet is not so to be understood, as

if they had therefore supposed no God at all un

made or self-existent (which is absolute Atheism),

but that the oi 0sol, the gods, as distinguished

from the 00soc, or to 0slov, from God, or the su

preme Deity, were all of them universally made

or generated. -

But to the end, that we may now render this

business yet something more easy to be believed,

that the intelligent Pagans did thus suppose all

their gods save one to have been made or gene

rated, and, consequently acknowledged only one

0sov dyévvmtov kai aúðvíróararov, Olle unproduced and

self-existent Deity, we shall in this place further

observe, that the theogonia of those ancient

Pagans, their genesis and generation of gods,

was really one and the same thing with the cos

mogonia, the genesis and generation of the world,

and indeed both of them understood of a tempo

rary production both of these gods and the world.

And this we shall first prove from Plato, in

a Histor. lib. ii. cap. liii. p. 109.
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his Timaeus; where he, being to treat of the

cosmogonia, premiseth this distinction concern

ing two heads of being—that some were eternal

and never made, and some again made or gene

rated ; the former whereof he calls ouata, or es

sence, the latter yśvegic, or generation; adding

also this difference betwixt them, that the eternal

and immutable things were the proper objects of

science and demonstration, but the other gene

rated things of faith and opinion only ;

3, ri ydp T90c yévéow ovala, rooro Tpoc triarw

dAſſſsta, for what essence is to generation, the same

is certainty of truth or knowledge to faith.-And

thereupon he declares, that his reader was not to

expect the same evidence and certainty of truth

from him, where he was now to treat of things

generated (namely, the gods, and the visible

world), as if he had been to discourse about things

immutable and eternal, in these words:
* - -

£dv ovv, & >''<parec, troXXà troXXöv sitávrov

Page 29.

Page 29.

Tepi 0sov kai tric row Tavröc yevéococ, &c. If, there

fore, O Socrates, many things having been spoken

by many men, concerning the gods and the ge

neration of the universe, we be not able to dis

course demonstratively concerning the same, you

ought not at all to wonder at it, or be displeased

with us; but, on the contrary, to rest well satis

fied with our performance, if upon this argument

we do but deliver probabilities.—Where the

gods are by Plato plainly referred to yūsac, and

not to ouala; to generation, and not to eternal or

immutable essence, as they are also joined with

the generation of the world, as being but a part

thereof. Neither is this at all to be wondered at

in Plato, since first the whole visible world was
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no less to him than it was to the other Pagans, a

God; he calling it (edu sièatuova, a happy God,

and before it was yet made, 0sov Čačuevov, a God

about to be made. —Not as if Plato accounted

the senseless matter of this corporeal world,

whether as perfectly dead and stupid, or as en

dued with a plastic nature only, to be a God (for

no inanimate thing was a God to Plato), but

because he supposed the world to be an animal,

endued with an intellectual soul, and indeed the

best of all animals compounded of soul and

Page 3 body : oùroc oùv ëi) kard X&Yov rov tikóra 8st

age 30. f w f - f of

Aéyetv, róvãº Tov Kóguov Čºjov éuilvyov čvvovv

TE th d'Anſelº èld riv row 0sov yevčaſła Tpóvotav. Where

fore we are thus, according to probability, to

conclude, that this world was really made by the

providence of God an intellectual animal;

whence from an animal forth with it became a God.

So that here we are to take notice of two gods in

Plato, very different from one another: one a ge

nerated god, this whole world animated; and

another that God, by whose providence this world

was generated, and thus made an animal and a

god; which latter must needs be an unmade,

self-existent Deity, and not belong to yévegic, but

to ovata, not to generation, but to immutable es

sence. Again, those greater parts of the world,

the sun, the moon, and the stars (as supposed also

to be animated with particular souls of their

own) were as well accounted by Plato, as by the

other Pagans, gods, he plainly calling them there

Ögaro; Kai Yevvmrol tºol, visible and generated gods,

Besides which celestial gods, the earth itself also

is supposed by him to be either a god or goddess,

according to those ancient copies of the Timaeus
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used both by Cicero and Proclus: Tºv &, rpoºdv

uèv muerépav, tºovuévmv & Tepitov Šid Tavróc tróAov rera

uévov, *Aaka kai &mutovoyöv vvkrác re kai ñutpac, tum

- Xavigaro, trøðruv kai Tºsoft\vrárnv Östov, Öoot £vröc

oupavov yeyóvaat' God fabricated the earth also,

which is our nurse, turning round upon the axis

of the world, and thereby causing and maintain

ing the succession of day and night, the first and

oldest of all the gods generated within the hea

vens.—Where, since that philosopher seems the

rather to make the earth an animal and a God,

because of its diurnal circumgyration upon its

own axis, we may conclude, that afterwards,

when in his old age (as Plutarch" records from

Theophrastus), he gave entertainment also to

that other part of the Pythagoric hypothesis, and

attributed to the earth a planetary annual mo

tion likewise about the sun (from whence it would

follow, that, as Plotinus" expresseth it, the earth

was v Tóv torpov, one of the stars), he was there

fore still so much the more inclined to think the

earth to be a god as well as the other planets, or

at least as the moon ; that having been formerly

represented in the Orphic tradition but as ano

ther habitable earth. For these verses of Or

pheus are recorded by Proclus,” to that purpose:

Mhaato 3’ &xxºy yaſay 3rtſ;aroy, £y tº Xixºny

'A94varot wºovrºv, irix.3%io Sá tº Mávny,

“H ºróxx' otºs' ixes, ºréxx' &a rea, troNA3 &#xaffºa.

The sense whereof is this: That God in the cos

-

* In Quastion. Platonic. p. 1006. oper. vide etiam eundem in Vita

Numae, tom. i. oper. p. 312. -

° Lib. ii. de Dub. Animae, Ennead iv. lib. iv. cap. xxii. p. 414.

c Comment, in Timaeum Platonis, lib. iv. p. 283, vide etiam lib. v.

p. 292,
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mogonia, or cosmopoeia, besides this, earth of

our's, fabricated also another vast earth, which

the immortal gods call Selene, but mortal men

Mene, or the moon; that hath many hills and

valleys, many cities and houses in it.—From

sº, M., whence Proclus, though as it seems a

...; stranger to the Pythagoric system, yet

””” being much addicted to these Orphic

traditions, concluded the moon to be, yiv affsplav,

an ethereal earth.

After all this, Plato, that he might be thought

to omit nothing in his Timaean cosmogonia, speaks

also of the genesis ortus, or generation of the

poetic gods, under the name of demons, such as

Tethys and Phorcys, Saturn and Rhea, Jupiter

and Juno, and the like; which seem to be really

nothing else but the other inanimate parts of the

world and things of nature, 0sotroinflávra, that is,

fictitiously personated and deified (as is else

where declared). Which whole business was a

thing set off by those poets with much fiction and

physiological allegory. And though Plato, out

of a seeming compliance with the laws of his

city, pretends here to give credit to this poetic

theogonia, as tradition delivered down from the

sons of the gods, who must not be supposed to

have been ignorant of their parents; yet, as Eu

sebius' well observeth, he doth but all the while

slily jeer it, plainly insinuating the fabulosity

thereof, when he affirmeth it to have been intro

duced not only avev divaykalov diroësiésov," without

necessary demonstrations, but also aveu tikörov,

without so much as probabilities. Nevertheless,

a Preparat. Evangelic. lib. ii. cap. vii. p. 75, 76.

b Plat. in Timaeo, cap. xxvi. p. 249.
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Proclus," suspecting no such matter, but taking

Plato in all this to have been in very good earnest,

interprets these poetic gods or demons mentioned

by him, to be the gods below the moon (notwith

standing that the earth was mentioned before by

Plato), calling them wevealovºyovc 0souc, the gods

that cause generation, and seeming to understand

thereby the animated elements; Jupiter being

here not taken, as he is often elsewhere, for the

supreme God, but only for the animated ether,

as Juno for the animated air. And upon this

occasion he runs out into a long dispute, to prove,

that not only the stars were animated, but also

all the other sublunary bodies or elements: it yde

&\oc o kóquoc (soc subaludºv, tari ovºv tort rov avutrān

poivrov avrov uoplov &0sov, kai dirpovónrov, st 8. kai

0sov rávra uérèyet kai trgovoiac, Ústav Aaye piſaw, si è?

Touro, kai oikeia rāšec (leſov {pearikaaw auroic, st yde

kai o oveavoc 8td uéoov ilvyºv kai v6ov Heréxet ric puac

buxic, kai row $voc vov, rt xei treet roºrov oisoflat rtov

arolystov' tróc ou troX\p uáXXov taura èld 3ſ ruvov učoov

{}stov ráčeov Mercêmys rnc uſac roo kóonov 0sórnroc. For

if the whole world be a happy God, then none

of the parts of it are godless, or devoid of provi

dence; but if all things partake of God and Pro

vidence, then are they not unfurnished of the

Divine nature ; and if so, there must be some

peculiar orders of gods presiding over them. For

if the heavens by reason of particular souls and

minds partake of that one soul and one mind;

why should we not conclude the same concerning

the elements, that they also, by certain interme

dious orders of gods, partake of that one Divi

nity of the whole world?—Wherefore, a little be

* In Timaeum Platon, lib. iv. p. 287.

2 I 2
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fore, the same Proclus highly condemns certain

ancient physiologers whom he supposeth Aris

P. 285. totle to have followed: troXXoic rov quoto

Aóyov ūlvya tiki ſpepôueva, kai diſpovónra

raora cival rd arolysia wevántarai’ rd pºv Yap oveavia 8td

riv £v auroic ráčºv, vouv Kai 6eov Méréxeiv duoxóyovv, rºv

§§ yévéow, oc troAvueráſ?0Xov, kai déptorov, kai drpovén

rov dréAurov, oia & kai 'ApiaroréAnc varepov £86%age,

raic oveaviate trepipogaſc uðvoc triariidac, rác dkumirovc

airiac: stre okra, fiev, sire TAetovc' âlvXa & ra arolysia

Tavra karaXetrov. The elements were thought by

most of the ancient physiologers to be inanimate,

and to be moved fortuitously without providence.

For though they acknowledged the heavenly bo

dies, by reason of that order that appears in

them, to partake of mind and gods; yet they left

this sublunary world (or genesis) to float up and

down without providence. And these Aristotle

afterwards followed, appointing immoveable in

telligences to preside over the celestial spheres

only (whether eight or more) but leaving all the

lower elements dead and inanimate.

Lastly, besides all those other mundane gods

before-mentioned, as generated together with the

world, though Proclus seems to be of another

opinion, yet it is manifest, that Plato doth not

there in his Timaeus altogether forget those pro

perly called demons (elsewhere so much insisted

upon by him), but in the very next following

words he plainly insinuates them, after this man

ner: “àoot ‘patvovrat ka0 &rov ãv č0{\was 0sol, the gods,

which appear visibly to us as often as they please,

or which can appear and disappear at pleasure—

speaking also of their genesis or generation as

* In Timaeo, cap. xxvi. p. 248.
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part of the cosmogonia; and then again after

wards calling them véot fleoi, junior gods, he de

scribes them as those whose particular office it

was to superintend and preside over human

affairs, "kai kard ºvauw Śri KáA\tora kai éptora ro

6vnrov 8takugeováv ãoov, Ör un kakov auró tavrº Yiyvoiro

airiov, and to govern this mortal animal, man,

after the best manner possible, so that he should

no otherwise fail of doing well or being happy,

than as he became a cause of evil and misery

to himself, by the abuse of his own liberty.—

And thus much out of Plato's Timaeus; but

the same thing might be proved also out of his

other writings, as particularly from that passage

in his tenth book of Laws,” where he takes no

tice again of the theogonia of the ancients, and

that as it had been depraved and corrupted

by a great mixture of impious and immoral fa

bles. Elaiv juiv čv Yoduuqa, Aóyot Kelucyot. Oi nèv £v

riot uérfoic, oi & kai čva pérpov' \{yovrec refi 6etov, ot

ułv traXatórarot, dic yśyovev n Tetºrm pºſaic oupavov rtov re

ăAAwv" ºrpoióvréc & ric dºxic ow troXi, Geoyoviav 8teśćp

Xovrat, yevöuevot TE dºc trºoc dAAñAoic dutăngav. There

are (saith he) extant among us Athenians, certain

stories and traditions, very ancient, concerning

the gods, written partly in metre, and partly in

prose, declaring how the heaven, and the other

gods were at first made, or generated, and then,

carrying on their fabulous theogonia farther, how

these generated gods afterward conversed with

one another, and ingendering after the manner of

men, begat other gods.--Where that philosopher,

taking off his vizard, plainly discovers his great

dislike of that whole fabulous theogonia (how

* In Timaeo, cap. xxix. p. 252. b P. 664.
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ever he acknowledges elsewhere; that it did con

tain wrovoiac," that is, physiological allegories un

der it), as a thing that was destructive of all piety

and virtue, by reason of its attributing all human

passions and vices to the gods. However, it

plainly appears from hence, that the theogonia

and the cosmogonia were one and the same thing,

the generation of the gods being here the genera

tion of the heaven, and of the sun, moon, and

stars, and the like.

Moreover, this same thing is sufficiently mani

fest also even from Hesiod's own theogonia,

which doubtless was that which Plato principally

aimed at ; and if it were not absolutely the first,

yet it is the most ancient writing now extant, in

that kind. For there, in the beginning of that

poem, Hesiod' invokes his muses after this man

Iner —

xaigers, ríºva Aicº, 23rs 8; itaspászza, 30.3%v.

Kxfiers 3' 30ayárov isgy yivo; aliy ióvroy,

of 1% tºtyivoyro xai Oigayot &a regåerroº,

Nvarā; 3; 3Woºséñ;, ot; 6' 3xpºvº; irºspe IIávros.

Einars 3’, &; rà reºra Osoi zai Taía yºvoyto,

Kai IIotapaoi, zai IIávro; 3rigºro; otbºats 6027,

"Arreà rs Aapºre'réoyra, xai Oi gay?; sūgū; tºrs:0sy,

of r" ix. rāy iyāyovro Geoi &rigi; iáoy.

Salvete natae Jovis, date vero amabilem cantilenam:

Celebrate quoque immortalium divinum genus semper existentium,

Qui tellure prognati sunt, coelo stellato, -

Nocteque caliginosa, quos item salsus nutrivit pontus.

Dicite insuper, ut primum dii et terra facti fuerint,

Et ſlumina, et pontus immensus aestu fervens,

Astraque fulgentia, et coelum latum superne,

Et qui ex his nati sunt, dii, datores bonorum.

Where we see plainly, that the generation of

the gods is the generation of the earth, heaven,

a Vide Platon. de Republ.lib. ii. p. 430. "Theogon. vers. 104.
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stars, seas, rivers, and other things begotten from

them (as probably amongst the rest demons and

nymphs, which the same Hesiod speaks of else

where). But immediately after this invocation

of the muses, the poet begins with Chaos, and

Tartara, and Love, as the first principles, and

then proceeds to the production of the earth and

of night out of chaos; of the ether and of day

from night; of the starry heavens, mountains, and

seas, &c. All which genesis or generation of

gods is really nothing but a poetical description

of the cosmogonia; as throughout the sequel of

that whole poem all seems to be physiology, veiled

under fiction and allegories. And thus the an

cient scholia upon that book begin, tortov Šrt & Tepi

Tmc Geoyoviac Aóyoc ©voukºv &uiymow rov čvrov virayopsis,

We must know, that the whole doctrine of the

theogonia contains under it, in way of allegory, a

physiological declaration of things;–Hesiod's

gods being not only the animated parts of the

world, but also all the other things of nature, fic

titiously personated and deified, or abusively

called gods and goddesses.

Neither was this only the doctrine of the Greeks,

that the world was thus made or generated, and

that the generation of the world was a theogonia,

or a generation of gods (the world itself and its

several parts being accounted such by them), but

also in like manner of the other Barbarian Pagans.

For Diogenes Laertius hath recorded in poem.

concerning the Persian Magi, diroſpalve- P. *

offat trept re ovataç 0sov kai yevideoc, oic kai trup tival kai

yºv kai ſãop." That they did both assert the being

and generation of gods, and also that these gods

* Vide etiam Herodot. Hist. lib. i. cap. cxxxi. p. 55.
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were fire, and earth, and water;-that is, that the

animated elements were gods (as Proclus also

before declared), and that these, together with the

world, were generated, or had a beginning. And

in the Per- both Laertius and Diodorus represent it

... as the opinion of the ancient Egyptians,
fices, wäyo;

... that the world was generated, or had
&g poet Ug- e

º,one of a temporary production; as also, that the

the Magi -

jºby sun and moon, and other parts of the

sung the -

łº, world, were gods. But whereas the

g.: same Diodorus writes of certain Egyp
osmogo- - t 2.A. p e

nia.) Herod, tian gods, Ot yêveaw dètov toxnkörsc, which

º, had an eternal generation;–he seems to

p. 55, mean thereby only the celestial gods, the

sun, moon, and stars, as distinct from those other

heroes and men-gods, which are again thus de

scribed by him : ot 0vnrol witápéavréc, 8td & giveaw

Kai kolviv dvdpºrov aſspyeglav, TETUxnkórec rnc à0avagiac:

Who, though naturally mortal, yet, by reason of

their wisdom, virtue, and beneficence toward man

kind, had been advanced to immortality.—

And by this time we think it doth sufficiently

appear, that the theogonia of the ancients is not

to be understood merely of their heroes and men

gods, or of all their gods, as supposed to have

been nothing else but mortal men, (Dii mortali

bus nati matribus, as Cotta in Cicero" speaks) who,

according to the more vulgar signification of the

word, had been generated (humano more), as some,

otherwise learned men, have seemed to suppose;

but that it extends to all the inferior Pagan gods,

some whereof were parts of the visible world ani

mated, as the sun, moon, stars, and earth: so that

their theogonia was the very same thing with the

a De Natur. Deor, lib. iii. cap. xviii. p. 3075, tom. ix. oper.
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cosmogonia, or at least a part thereof. Notwith

standing which, we deny not, but that there was

also, in the paganic fables of the gods, a certain

mixture of history and herology interserted, and

complicated all along together with physiology.

We are, in the next place, to observe, that both

this theogonia and cosmogonia of the ancient

Pagans, their generation of the world and gods, is

to be understood of a temporary production of

them, whereby they were made Éx ſº ºvrov, or

from an antecedent non-existence brought into

being. For this was the general tradition amongst

the Pagans, that the world was made out of an

antecedent chaos, as shall be afterwards further

declared. And Aristotle" affirmeth, that before

his time, this genesis and temporary production

of the world had been universally entertained by

all, and particularly, that Plato was an assertor of

the same. Nevertheless, the generality of the

latter Platonists" endeavour, with all their might,

to force a contrary sense upon his Timaeus: which

is a thing, that Plutarch long since observed after

this manner; oi TAétarot rôv Yeouévow ITAd

Tww.t, *30tºwn, kai Tºpºnoſºvo, trávrałº,

unyavtovrat, Kott trapaſīdāovrat KOlt orpépovatv,

&c Tu 8avov Kal ãppmrov otóuevo 8stv treetka)iſtrew kai dpvci

offat, riv TE row kóguov riv TE rnc ilvync avrov yéveaw Kal

awaraow, ouk té diètov avvcordſtov, ovës rów âtre pov xpóvov

oùroc työvrov. The most of Plato's followers, be

ing infinitely troubled and perplexed in their

minds, turn themselves every way, using all man

mer of arts, and offering all kind of violence to

his text, as conceiving, that they ought, by all

* De Coelo, lib. i. cap. x. p. 632. tom. i. oper.

b Wide l’rocium in Timaeum Platon.
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means possible, to hide and conceal that opinion

(as infand and detestable) of the generation of the

world, and of the soul of it, so as not to have con

tinued from eternity, or through a succession of

infinite time.—Notwithstanding which, we con

ceive it to be undeniably evident, that Plato, in his

Timaeus, doth assert the genesis of the world in

this sense; to wit, of a temporary production of

it, and as not having existed from eternity, or

without beginning. First, because, in the entrance

of that discourse," he opposeth these two things to

one another, rô de óv, that which always is,-and

royávveow yov, that which is generated or made;—

and therefore, in affirming the world to have been

generated, he must needs deny the etermity thereof.

Again, the question is so punctually stated by him

afterwards, as that there is no possibility of any

subterfuge left, Törepov iv del 'yevéoewc doxºv #xov

ovésuiav, # yêyovey, dir' d?xnc Tuvog dpéâuevoc; Whether

the world always were, having no beginning or ge

neration, or whether it was made or generated,

having commenced from a certain epocha?—To

which the answer is, yé yover, that it was made, or

had a beginning.—Moreover, this philosopher

there plainly affirms also,” that time itself was

made, or had a beginning, yoóvoc 8 ouv wer' oupavow

y£yovev, iva dua Yevvnflèvrec, dua kai Avôow, du Tort Adaic

ric airóvyāmrat. Time was made together with the

heaven, that, being both generated together, they

might be both dissolved together likewise, if at

least there should ever be any dissolution of them.

—Besides which, he plainly declares, that before

this orderly world was produced, the matter of it

did move disorderly;” trav čgov jv deardv, Tapaxagov,

* Cap. xii. p. 235. " Cap. xx. p. 245. * Timaei, cap. xiv. p. 237.
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oux àovytav čyov, dAAd kıvoúuevov TAmuusXóc kai drākrac,

sic ráčºv auró iyayev £k rºc dračiac' God taking all

that matter, which was, (not then resting, but

moving confusedly and disorderly) he brought it

into order out of confusion.—Which is no more

than if he should have said, God made this world

out of an antecedent chaos.; which, as we said be

fore, was the constant tradition of the ancient

Pagans. Now, as to authority, we may well con

clude, that Aristotle was better able to understand

both Plato's philosophy and Greek, than any of

those junior Platonists, who lived hundreds of

years after. And yet we are not quite destitute

of other suffrages besides Aristotle's neither; not

only Philo, the Jew,” but also Plutarch" and At

ticus," who were both of them Platonic Pagans,

voting on this side, besides Alexander Aphrodi

sius," a judicious Peripatetic. The only objection

considerable is from what Plato himself writes in

his third and sixth book of Laws; in the former

whereof, Clinias and the Athenian Hospes dis

course together after this manner, concerning the

original or first beginning of commonwealths:

IIoMireiac 8' downv riva tort dºus Évat :Oº ºx. ºn tº**** p.g.a.s.n.

KA. Aéysic & tró0ev; A6. Oluat uév aird X26vov -

uñkovc re kai direplac, kal rôv utragoNov čv rá, rototrºp.

KA. IIóc Aéysic; A6. Pépé, dº oi tróAeſcr' etal kai äv090

trot troXtrevéuevot, 8okéic äv tore karavona at Y96vov TAñ00c

ðgov yé yovey : KA. Oikovv 6&óv ye ovéauðc. A6). To 8é

t »/ p w > f * »f - f w •r

ye wc àtragóv ri kai duriyavov av ćin. KA, Tlávv učv oiv
• * * º: p f v 2 w f t –,

rouró ye. A6. Møv ye ouv ou uvpiat utv ćiri uvptaic nuiv

* In Libro, quod mundus sit incorruptibilis, p. 941. oper.

" In Libro de Animae Procreat. p. 1013, 1014. tom. ii. oper.

• Apud Euseb. Praepar. Evangel. lib. xv. cap. vi. p. 801.

* Comment. in Libros Metaphys. Aristot. p. 181. ed. Latin. Paris.
;

1506, fol.

-
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yeyóvagi tróAetc $v tourp rip xpóvº, kard rów aurov & row

TA:00vc Aóyov, ouk Aárrowc £40apuśvat: trewoxtrevuéval

8 at triaac troXtreiac troAAákic traoraXov ; kai rort uév tá

*\arróvov, usičovc, rort & K usióvov, Aérrowc' kai xti

povg Ek (3EXrtóvov 'yeyóvagi, Kal (3EXrlovc tr xegóvov.

ATH. What beginning shall we say there was of

commonwealths? C.L. Whence would yourself

derive them?: ATH. I suppose from a great length

and infinity of time, through successive changes.

CL. I understand not well what you mean.

ATH. Thus therefore, do you think, that you are

able to determine what length or quantity of time

there hath been since cities and polities of men

first began 2 CL. This is by no means easy to be

done. ATH. Wherefore, there is a kind of infinity

and inestimability of this time. CL. It is very true.

ATH. Have there not then been innumerable

cities constituted within this time, and as inany

again destroyed, of all several forms; they being

changed from greater to lesser, and from lesser to

greater, from better to worser, and from worser to

better?—Now, we say, that if Plato intended here

to assert an absolute infinity of time past, then it

must needs be granted, that in his old age, when

he wrote his book of Laws, he changed his opinion

from what it was before when he wrote his

Timaeus; and if so, he ought in all reason to have

retracted the same, which he does not here do ;

but in very truth, the meaning of this philosopher

in those words cited, seems to be this ; not that

there was an absolute infinity of time past, (as

Proclus contends, taking advantage of that word

directa) but only that the world had lasted such a

length of time, as was in a manner inestinable to

us, or uncomputable by us; there having hap
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pened, as he addeth, in the mean time, several

successive destructions and consumptions of man

kind, by means of various accidents, as particu

larly one most remarkable deluge and inunda

tion of waters. The latter place, in his sixth

book of Laws, runs thus: irºv duºpºrov 781

'yéveauc iſ rô trapātav doxºv ovësutav #Anxev, - - - - -

ow8 Éet troré ye reMeurtivº d'AA' iv re dei kai tarai rāvrwc'

* unkóc Tt rnc doxic dº où yśyovev, duriyavov āv x86vov

&gov yeyovdc àv sin. Either the generation of men

had no beginning at all, and will have no end, but

always was and always will be ; or else there has

been an inestimable length of time from the begin

ning of it.—Which place affordeth still more light

to the former; for we may well conclude, that by

ăragóv ri kai duñxavov, there was not meant an abso

lute infinity of time, but only such as had a very

remote or distant beginning, because duńxavov

here is plainly taken in that sense. We conceive,

therefore, that this was Plato's opinion in his old

age, when he wrote his book of Laws, that though

the world had a beginning, yet it had continued

a very long time not computable by us; or at least

he thought fit to declare himself after that manner,

perhaps by reason of the clamours of Aristotle, or

some others against his Timaeus, that so he might

thereby somewhat molify that opinion of the no

vity of the world, by removing the epocha and

date thereof to so great a distance.

Now, it is very true, what we have several times

before suggested, that there have been amongst

the Pagans, both Theogonists and Cosmogonists

too, that were Atheists; they abusing the word

gods several ways; some of them, as Anaximan

der, understanding thereby inanimate worlds suc
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cessively generated out of senseless matter, and

corrupted again into it; others, as Anaximenes

and Democritus, allowing, that there were certain

animals and understanding beings superior to men,

but such only as were native and mortal, in like

manner as men, and calling these by the name of

gods. Of the former of which two philosophers,

St. Austin" gives us this account: “Anaximenes

omnes rerum causas infinito aeri dedit, nec deos

negavit aut tacuit, non tamen ab ipsis aérem fac

tum, sed ipsos ex ačre ortos credidit:” Anaxi

menes made infinite air to be the first original and

cause of all things; and yet was he not therefore

silent concerning the gods, much less did he deny

them ; nevertheless, he did not believe the air to

have been made by the gods, but the gods to have

been all generated out of the air.—These were

therefore such Theogonists, as supposed all the

gods without exception to be generable and cor

ruptible, and acknowledged no 0sov dyāuvnrov at all,

no understanding being unmade and self-existent;

but concluded senseless matter to be the only dyiv

wnrow and original of all things, which is absolute

Atheism. Notwithstanding which, it is certain,

that all the Pagan Theogonists were not Atheists,

(no more than all their Cosmogonists Theists) but

that there was anothersort of Theogonistsamongst

them, who supposed indeed all the inferior mun

dane gods to have been made or generated in one

sense or other; but asserted one 0:0, dyivvmrov kai

awóviróararov, one supreme unmade self-existent

Deity, who was the cause of them all: which The

ogonists, for distinction sake from those other

Atheistic ones, may be called Divine.

* De Civitate Dei, lib viii. cap. ii. p. 147, tom. vii. oper.
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And that Plato was such a Divine Theogonist,

is a thing, as we conceive, out of question; but if

there had been any doubt concerning it, it would

have been sufficiently removed from those pas

sages before cited out of his Timaeus. To which,

nevertheless, for fuller satisfaction sake, may be

added these two following: the first, page 34:

oùroc 8.) trac ëvroc del Aoytonóc 0sov, Tºgi tov troté toduevov

0sov Aoyoffsic' For thus it ought to be read Švroc,

as it is also in Aldus's edition ; and not $vroc, as in

Stephens, following an error in that of Ficinus.

And accordingly the words are thus rendered by

Cicero: “Hac Deus is, qui semper erat, de ali

quando futuro deo cogitans, laevem eum effecit,

et undique aequabilem,” &c. This was the ratio

cination or resolution of that God, which always

is, concerning that god, which was sometime

about to be made, that he should be smooth and

spherical, &c.—Where again, it presently follows

in Cicero's version, “Sic Deus ille aeternus hunc

perfecte beatum deum procreavit;” thus that

eternal God procreated this perfectly happy god,

the world.—Where there is plainly mention made

of two gods, one a generated god, the animated

world, called elsewhere in Plato (slov yeuvnrów ; and

another eternal and unmade God, innatus et infec

tus Deus, who was the cause of the world's gene

ration or production; or, to keep close to Plato's

own language, one God who belonged to genesis,

or that head of being, which he calls generation,

and therefore must needs have an antecedent cause

of his existence, since nothing can be made with

out a cause; and another God, that was truly and

properly odota, immutable essence, who was the

cause of that generated god the universe, and
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therefore of all things. The other passage of

Plato's is, (page 41, of his Timaeus,) tird oëv távrec

Öoot TE trepitroMovot pavepºc, kai ôoot £aivovrat kaff 6aov āv

#0éAwal 0sol, yévégiv #axov, Aéyst Teóc auroic 0 ré8s to

trav yevviaac, ráče, Geol Östov, Öv #yo) Amuovoyoc, ºrariip

re pyov, à è uov yevéueva. When therefore all the

gods, both those which move visibly about the

heavens, and those which appear to us as often as

they please (that is, both the stars and demons),

were generated or created, that God, which made

this whole universe, bespake these generated gods

after this manner: Ye gods of gods (whom I my

self am the maker and father of) attend.—Where

the words Geol 0sºv, notwithstanding Proclus's

other differing conjectures, seem to have been

very well rendered by Cicero: Dii, qui deorum

satu orti estis, Ye gods, which are the progeny or

offspring of the gods.--And the gods, whose off.

spring these generated gods (the animated stars

and demons) are said to be, must needs be those

díðto 0soi, those eternal gods, elsewhere mentioned

in the same Timaeus, as where the philosopher

calls the world,” rôv diètov 0sov yeyovoc āya)ſta, a ge

nerated or created image of the eternal gods; —

as Cicero also is to be understood of these, when

he speaks of the world's being made by the gods,

and by the counsel of the gods. Now, these eter

nal gods of Plato, called by his followers Óso ºrg.

kóautoi, the supramundane gods,-though, accord

ing to that stricter notion of the word yévegic, as it

is used both in Plato and Aristotle, for a tempo

rary production of things, É ouk ºvrov, they were

indeed all dyávvnrot, because they never were not,

and had no beginning of their existence; yet, not

a Timaei, cap. xxi. p. 245. S.
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withstanding were they not therefore supposed by

that philosopher to be all avròyovo, and aututórrarot,

so many self-originated and self-subsistent beings,

or first principles, but only one of them such, and

the rest derived from that one : it being very true,

as we conceive, what Proclus affirms, &rt o IIAarov

it utav Čoxiv duáyet Távra, that Plato re- in Tina.

duces all things to one principle, even P. 11%

matter itself; but unquestionable, that he deriveth

all his gods from one. Wherefore, all those eter

nal gods of Plato (one only excepted), though

they were not yévvmtot, or generated in one sense,

that is, kard X96vov, as to a temporary beginning,

yet were they, notwithstanding, as Proclus distin

guisheth, yévvnrot at airiac, generated in another

sense, as produced from a superior cause, there

being only one such dyévvuroc, one ingenerate or

unproduced Deity. Thus, according to Plato,

there were two sorts of secondary or inferior and

derivative gods; first, the 0so tykóquiol, or mundane

gods, such as had all of them a temporary genera

tion with the world, and of whom Plato's theogo

nia and Yevtasic 0sºv is properly to be understood;

and secondly, the Utrepkóquiot and dièlot 080i, the su

pramundane and eternal gods, which were all of

them also, save only one, produced from that

one, and dependent on it as their cause. But of

these inferior eternal gods of the Platonists and

Pythagoreans we are to speak again afterwards.

In the mean time it is evident, that in that passage

of Plato's before cited, there is plain mention

made both of 0sol yèveow yovrec, of dii orti, gods

who were made or generated with the world, and

of 0 réðe to Tav yevviſaac, of one God, who was the

maker of them, and of the whole universe, who

WOL. I. 2 K
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therefore is himself every way dyivvuroc, unmade

or unproduced.—And accordingly, he afterwards

subjoins, kai 6 uèv 8) taura Távra ëtaráčac, £uevev £v rº

gavrov kard reditov #0s.' Mévovroc 8: voñoavric ot traßec rºv

tov Targöc ráčºv, £irstbovro auri. which Cicero thus

renders: “Atque is quidem (Deus) qui cuncta

composuit, constanter in suo manebat statu ; qui

autem erant ab eo creati (dii) cum parentis ordi

nem cognovissent, hunc sequebantur,” &c. Then

that god, who framed all things, remained con

stantly in his former state; and his sons, or the

gods that were created by him, observed his order

and appointment.—

Neither was Plato singular in this; but the gene

rality of the other Pagan Theists, who were more

intelligent, all along agreed with him herein, as to

the generation of the mundane gods; and so were

both Theists and Theogonists, they indeed under

standing nothing else by their theogonia, or ge

neration of gods, than a Divine cosmogonia, or

creation of the world by God; forasmuch as they

supposed the world itself as animated, and its se

veral parts to be gods. So that they asserted these

three things: first, a cosmogonia, the generation of

the world, that it was not from eternity, but had a

novity or beginning; secondly, that this cosmogo

nia, or generation of the world, was also a theo

gonia, or generation of gods, the world itself and

several of its parts animated being esteemed such :

and lastly, that both these gods and the world

were made and produced by one 050c dyévvmrockai

aroyevſc, one unproduced and self-originated Deity.

—All which particulars we may here briefly ex

emplify in P. Ovidius Naso, whose paganity suf

ficiently appears from his Fastorum and all his
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other writings, and who also went off the stage

before Christianity appeared on it, and may well

be presumed to represent the then generally re

ceived doctrine of the Pagans. First, therefore,

as for the generation and novity of the world, and

its first production out of a chaos, we have it fully

acknowledged by him in these following verses:

Ante mare et terras, et, quod tegit omnia, coelum, Metam. l. 1.

Unus erat toto naturae vultus in orbe, [vers. 5.]

Quem dixere chaos, rudis indigestaque moles,

Nec quicquam nisi pondus iners, congestaque eodern

Non bene junctarum discordia semina rerum.

Nullus adhuc mundo praebebat lumina Titan,

Nec nova crescendo reparabat cornua Phoebe,

Nec circumfuso pendebat in aere tellus,

Ponderibus librata suis; nec brachia longo

Margine terrarum porrexerat Amphitrite.

Quaque erat et tellus, &c.

Which, in Mr. Sandys's English, with some little

alteration, speaks thus:—

Before that sea, and earth, and heaven was fram’d,

One face had nature, which they chaos nam'd.

No Titan yet the world with light adorns,

Nor waxing Phebe fills her wained horns;

Nor hung the self-poiz'd earth in thin air plac'd,

Nor Amphitrite the vast shore embrac'd;

Earth, air, and sea confounded, &c.

In the next place, when there was a world made

out of this chaos, that this cosmogonia, or gene

ration of the world, was also a theogonia, or

generation of gods, is plainly intimated in these

Wel'SeS :

Neu regio foret ulla suis animalibus orba,

Astra tement coeleste solum, formaeque deorum,

To this sense,

That nought of animals might unfurnish’d lie,

The gods, in form of stars, possess the sky,

2 k 2
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And that all this was effected, and this orderly

mundane system produced out of a disorderly

confused chaos, not by a fortuitous motion of mat

ter, or the jumbling of atoms, but by the provi

dence and command of one unmade Deity, which

was also that, that furnished all the several parts

of the world with respective animals, the sea with

fishes, the earth with men, and the heaven with

gods; is thus declared also by the poet:—

Hanc Deus et melior literm natura diremit,

Nam coelo terras, et terris abscidit undas:

Et liquidum spisso secrevitab aere coelum, &c.

Sic ubi dispositam, quisquis fuit ille deorum,

Congeriem secuit, sectamgue in membra redegit;

Principio terram, ne non aequalis ab omni

Parte foret, magni speciem glomeravit in orbis:

Tum freta diffudit, rapidisque tumescere ventis

Jussit, &c. -

Sic onus inclusum numero distinxit eodem

Cura Dei, &c. -

This strife (with better nature) God decides,

He earth from heaven, the sea from earth divides:

He ether pure extracts from grosser air.

All which unfolded by his prudent care,

From that blind mass; the happily disjoin'd

With strifeless peace, he to their seats confin'd, &c.

What God soever this division wrought,

And every part to due proportion brought,

First, lest the earth unequal should appear,

He turn'd it round in figure of a sphere.

Then seas diffus'd, commanding them to roar

With ruffling winds, and give the land a shore.

To those he added springs, ponds, lakes immense,

And rivers whom their winding borders fence.

Where, though that learned paraphrast supposed

(and not without some probability neither) that

Deus et melior natura, God and the better nature,

—were one and the self-same thing, yet we rather

conceived them to be distinct, but one of them

subordinate to the other as its instrument, God
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and the plastic nature; accordingly as Aristotle

writes in his Physics, Novc kal púgic airtov row8s row

travrác, That mind and nature were both together

the cause of this universe.—

Nevertheless, we cannot but observe in this

place, that though that poet speaks more than

once of God singularly, as also calls him mundi

fabricator, and ille opifea. rerum, and mundi me

lioris origo; yet notwithstanding, where he writes

of the making of man, Pagan-like, he affirms him,

though to have been made by God, yet according

to the image or likeness of the gods, which govern

all things.

Sanctius his animal, mentisque capacius altas,

Deerat adhuc, et quod dominari in caetera posset;

Natus homo est: sive hunc divino semine fecit,

Ille opifex rerum, mundi melioris origo :

Sive recens tellus, seductaque nuper ab alto

AEthere, cognati retinebat semina coeli.

Quam satus Iapeto, mistam fluvialibus undis,

Finxit in effigiem moderantum cuncta deorum.

The nobler being, with a mind possest,

Was wanting yet, that should command the rest.

That Maker, the best world's original,

Either him fram'd of seed celestial;

Or earth, which late he did from heaven divide,

Some sacred seeds retain'd to heaven allied :

Which with the living stream Prometheus mixt,

And in that artificial structure fixt

The form of all the all-ruling deities.

And because some may probably be puzzled with

this seeming contradiction, that one God should

be said to be the maker of the whole world and of

man, and yet the government of all should be at

tributed to gods plurally, and man said to be made

in the image and likeness of the gods; we shall

therefore add here, that according to the tenor

of the Pagan theology, the inferior and minor gods
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were supposed also to have all of them their se

veral share in the government of things below

them : for which cause they are called not only

by Maximus Tyrius,” avvágyovrec 03:5, co-rulers

with God, but also by Plato himself, tº usytarp

8aiuovº ovvá9xovrec, the co-governors and co-reign

ers with the supreme God. So that the govern

ment of this inferior world was by the Pagans

often attributed to them jointly, the supreme and

inferior gods both together, under that one gene

ral name of gods. But the chief of those infe

rior deities, in whose image man is also said to

have been made, as well as in the likeness of the

supreme, were either those celestial gods and

animated stars before mentioned by the poet, or

else the eternal gods of Plato, which were looked

upon likewise as co-makers of the world subor

dinate.

Besides Ovid, we might instance here in many

more of the Pagan Theogonists clearly acknow

ledging in like manner one unmade Deity, which

generated both the world and all the other gods

in it; as, for example, Strabo, who, affirming that

the world was ric pigeoc àua kai tic Tºovoiac toyov,

the joint work both of nature and providence,—

as it was before ascribed by Ovid to

Deus et melior natura, adds concern

ing Providence or the Deity in this manner: Tó
w º p e/ / w > \ /

& Tmg TPovolac, 07"t. (3:30üAmrat Kat autºm Touci Aoréga Tug

L. 17. p. 809.

57 - > - -

ovaa, kai uvpiov #yov enſuoupyöc, čv roic Tººrow ºa
- e w / - ºf w f v

'yevvāv, ºc Toxo êtapégovra rov &MAov Kai Tourov rd
f p v > p 7. r/ w V of

kpártara Geoſc re kai av086Touc, Öv čvekev Kai Tá úAXa
ſ * - w •r - > , w • w •

ouvêarmke. Toſc uév obv Georg diréðstée row oveavov, Toic
r - - -

8' dyſºſtoic riv yºu. That having a multiform fe

* Dissertat. i. p. 5, edit. Lugd. 1631, 8vo.
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cundity in it, and delighting in variety of works,

it designed principally to make animals as the

most excellent things, and amongst them chiefly

those two noblest kinds of animals, gods and

Imen; for whose sakes the other things were

made ; and then assigned heaven to the gods, and

earth to men, the two extreme parts of the world

for their respective habitations.—Thus also Se

neca in Lactantius," speaking concerning God:

“Hic cum prima fundamenta molis pulcherrimae

jaceret, et hoc ordiretur, quo neque majus quic

quam novit natura nec melius; ut omnia sub du

cibus irent, quamvis ipse per totum se corpus

intenderat, tamen ministros regni sui deos genuit.”

God, when he laid the foundations of this most

beautiful fabric, and began to erect that struc

ture, than which nature knows nothing greater or

more excellent; to the end that all things might

be carried on under their respective governors or

derly, though he intended himself through the

whole, as to preside in chief over all, yet did he

generate gods also, as subordinate ministers of

his kingdom under him.—We shall forbear to

mention the testimonies of others here, because

they may be more opportunely inserted elsewhere;

only we shall add, as to Hesiod and Homer, that

though they seem to have been sometimes sus

pected, both by Plato and Aristotle, for Atheistic

Theogonists, yet, as Aristotle did, upon maturer

thoughts, afterwards change his opinion concern

ing both of them, so it is most probable, that

they were no Atheists, but Divine Theogonists;

such as supposed indeed many generated gods,

but one supreme unmade Deity, the maker both

* Divin. Institut. ib. 1. cap. v. p. 40.
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of the world and them. And this not only for

she grounds before alleged concerning Hesiod,

and because both of them do every where affirm

even their generated gods to be immortal (which

no Atheists did), but also for sundry other rea

sons, some of which may be more conveniently

inserted elsewhere. Moreover, it hath been al

ready intimated, that the generated gods of He

siod and Homer extend farther than those of

Plato's; they being not only the animated parts of

the world, but also all the other things of nature

fictitiously personated, and improperly or abu

sively called gods and goddesses; whereof a far

ther account will be afterwards given.

Neither ought it at all to be wondered at, if

these Divine Theogonists amongst the Pagans did

many times, as well as those other atheistic ones,

make Chaos and the Ocean senior to the gods,

and Night the mother of them. The former of

these being not only done by Hesiod and Homer,"

but also by the generality of the ancient Pagan

Theists in Epicharmus:" and the latter by Or

pheus,” an undoubted Theist, in his hymn of the

Night:

Nºwta 6:2y yeyárskav ćeizouai, #3; wai &yºyº

Noctem concelebro genetricem hominum deumque.

They not understanding this absolutely and uni

versally of all the gods without exception, as the

other Atheistic Theogonists did, as if there had

been no unmade Deity at all, but Chaos and

Night (that is, senseless matter blindly and fortu

• Apud Diog, Laert. lib. iii. segm. 10. p. 170.

* P. 99. oper. Wide etiam eundem in Argonautic. vers, 339, p. 24.

et Proclum in Timaeum Platonis, lib, ii. p. 63.
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itously moved,) had been the sole original of all

things, but only of the of €eot, the gods, so called

by way of distinction from God, or the supreme

TXeity; that is, the inferior mundane gods gene

rated together with the world. The reason whereof

was, because it was a most ancient, and in a man

ner universally received tradition amongst the

Pagans, as hath been often intimated, that the

cosmogonia, or generation of the world, took its

first beginning from a chaos (the Divine Cosmo

gonists agreeing herein with the Atheistic ones);

this tradition having been delivered down from

Orpheus and Linus (amongst the Greeks), by

Hesiod and Homer, and others; acknowledged

by Epicharmus; and embraced by Thales, Anax

agoras, Plato, and other philosophers, who were

Theists; the antiquity whereof was thus declared

by Euripides:"

oix #48; 8 ºzºo;, &xx' #45; ºntº; tā;a,

‘ºl; oigavá; tº yaſa r"?v p.26% ºxia,

'Ere. 3 #xogirónzay 3xxâxwy 3'xa,

Tixºtouzi Trávra, x&vé8wzay el; páoc,

Tà èyèga, trainyà, 6āga;, ot; 6' 4xºn répe,

TÉvo; tº 6/nrºy'

Non hic meus, sed matris est sermo mea,

Figura ut unafuerit et coeli et soli,

Secreta quae mox ut receperunt statum,

Cuncta ediderunt haec in oras luminis;

Feras, volucres, arbores, ponti gregem,

Homines quoque ipsos.

Neither can it reasonably be doubted, but that

it was originally Mosaical, and indeed at first a

Divine revelation, since no man could otherwise

pretend to know what was done before mankind

• In Menalippe apud Diodor. Sicul, lib. i. cap. iv. et Eusebium

Praeparat. Evangel, lib. i. cap. v. p. 20.
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had any being. Wherefore those Pagan Cosmo

gonists, who were Theists, being Polytheists and

Theogonists also, and asserting, besides the one

supreme unmade Deity, other inferior mundane

gods, generated together with the world (the chief

whereof were the animated stars), they must needs,

according to the tenor of that tradition, suppose

them, as to their corporeal parts at least, to have

been juniors to Night and Chaos, and the offspring

Sympos. l. 4. of them, because they were all made out

30.5 ſp. 670, of an antecedent dark chaos. Tºv uvya
tom. ii. oper.] Any kreffadadat Aéyovauv (saith Plutarch),

Jird Aiyurtſov ruq Amy oùgav, &rt to akóroc rou pºroc

myojvro Trpeggiºrepov. The mus araneus being blind,

is said to have been deified by the Egyptians, be

cause they thought, that darkness was older than

light.—And the case was the same concerning

their demons likewise, they being conceived to

have their corporeal vehicula also; for which

cause, as Porphyrius" from Numenius writeth,

the ancient Egyptians pictured them in ships or

boats floating upon the water: rouc & Atyvirríovc

ëld Touro touc 8aiuovac airavrac owk taréval ºri gregsov,

&AXà Trávrac {T, TXotov. The Egyptians therefore

represented all their demons, as not standing

upon firm land, but in ships upon the water.—

But as for the incorporeal part or souls of those

inferior gods, though these Divine Theogonists

could not derive their original from Chaos or

matter, but rather from that other principle called

Love, as being divinely created, and so having

God for their father, yet might they, notwith

standing, in another sense, fancy Night to have

been their mother too, inasmuch as they were

* De Autro Nymphar, p. 66, cait. Cantab.
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all made #3 oux évrov, from an antecedent non-ex

istence or nothing, brought forth into being. For

which cause there seems to have been in Orpheus

a dialogue betwixt the Maker of the world and

Night." For that this ancient cabala, which de

rived the cosmogonia from Chaos and Love, was

at first religious and not atheistical, and Love un

derstood in it not to be the offspring of Chaos,

may be concluded from hence, because this Love

as well as Chaos was of a Mosaical extraction

also, and plainly derived from that Spirit of God,

which is said in Scripture to have moved upon the

waters, that is, upon the chaos; whether by this

Spirit be to be meant God himself, as acting im

mediately upon the matter, or some other active

principle derived from God and not from matter

(as a mundane soul or plastic nature). Froin

whence also it came, that, as Porphyrius testifieth,

the ancient Pagans thought the water p. An

to be divinely inspired : royº yie Tooat- Nº. P.

Cavetv rºp w8art rac lvXdic {}cottv69 ovtt we pmauv

o Novuſ voc 8td touro \{yov Kai rów T90%irnv eignkéval,

supégeata trávo row £8aroc 0éoù Tveijua' They thought,

that souls attended upon the water, or resorted

thereunto, as being divinely inspired, as Nume

nius writeth, adding the prophet also therefore to

have said, that the Spirit of God moved upon the

water.— -

And that this cabala was thus understood by

some of the ancient Pagan Cosmogonists them

selves, appears plainly, not only from Simmias

Rhodius and Parmenides, but also from these

following verses of Orpheus, or whoever was the

writer of those Argonautics, undoubtedly ancient,

* Apud Proclum et alios.
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where Chaos and Love are thus brought in to

gether:

P. 17. ed. II;3ra (wèy &#xaíou Xáso; wºxià paroy tayov,

Steph. 'Q; #74 wells péret;, &; +' oigavo, si, ºriga; #x0s,

Tā; +' sigvarágyov yivsaw, ºrvågsvá re 6axázanº,

IIgE-39tatáv vs wai airorex; troxtºwnriv"Epwra,

"ooza ºr'āºvksy &rayra, 3:nglys 3’ &AXoy &w' &XXov’

To this sense: We will first sing a pleasant and

delightful song concerning the ancient Chaos, how

heaven, earth, and seas were framed out of it; as

also concerning that much-wise and sagacious

Love, the oldest of all, and self-perfect, which

actively produced all these things, separating on:

thing from another.—Where this Love is not

only called to Núumric, of much counsel or saga

ciousness, which implies it to have been a sub

stantial and intellectual thing, but also reedſ3%raroc,

the oldest of all, and therefore senior to Chaos,

as, likewise, aurorexic, self-perfect or self-origi

nated.—From whence it is manifest, that, ac

cording to the Orphic tradition, this Love, which

the cosmogonia was derived from, was no other

than the eternal unmade Deity (or an active prin

ciple depending on it) which produced this whole

orderly world, and all the generated gods in it, as

to their material part, out of Chaos and Night.

Accordingly, as Aristotle determines in his Me

L. i. e. g., taphysics, not only in the place before

P. 849 cited, but also afterward: trºpol & rivec,

60ev m doxº rnc Kwiatoc, ôoot i) Nouv # "Egora Totovow

day ºv. Others, besides the material cause of the

world, assign an efficient, or cause of motion;

namely, whosoever make either Mind (and intel

lect) or Love a principle.--Wherefore we con

clude, that that other Atheistic cabala, or Aristo
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phanic tradition before-mentioned, which accord

ingly, as Aristotle also elsewhere declareth con

cerning it, did k vukróc Távra yeyväv, generate all

things whatsoever, even the gods themselves uni

versally, out of Night and Chaos, making Love

itself likewise to have been produced from an egg

of the Night; I say, that this was nothing else

but a mere depravation of the ancient Mosaic

cabala, as also an absolutely impossible hypothe

sis, it deriving all things whatsoever in the uni

verse, besides the bare substance of senseless mat

ter, in another sense than that before-mentioned,

out of nonentity or nothing; as shall be also far

ther manifested afterwards.

We have now represented the sense and gene

rally received doctrine of the ancient Pagan theo

logers, that there was indeed a multiplicity of

gods, but yet so that one of them only was dyánm

roc, ingenerate or unmade, by whom all the other

gods, together with the world, were made, so as

to have had a novity of being, or a temporary be

ginning of their existence; Plato and the Pytha

goreans here only differing from the rest in this,

that though they acknowledged the world and

all the mundane gods to have been generated to

gether in time, yet they supposed certain other

intelligible and supramundane gods also, which

however, produced from one original Deity, were

nevertheless eternal or without beginning. But

now we must acknowledge, that there were

amongst the Pagan Theists some of a different

persuasion from the rest, who therefore did not

admit of any theogonia in the sense before de

clared, that is, any temporary generation of gods,

because they acknowledged no cosmogonia, no
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temporary production of the world, but concluded

it to have been from eternity. -

That Aristotle was one of these is sufficiently

known ; whose inferior gods, therefore, the sun,

moon, and stars, must needs be dyévvnrot, or inge

nerate, in this sense, so as to have had no tempo

rary production, because the whole world to him

was such. And if that philosopher" be to be be

lieved, himself was the very first, at least of all

the Greeks, who asserted this ingenerateness or

eternity of the world; he affirming, that all before

him did yevvāv rôv Kóguov, and koguo totev, generate

or make the world ; that is, attribute a temporary

production to it, and consequently to all those

gods also, which were a part thereof. Notwith

standing which, the writer De Placitis Philoso

phorum,” and Stobaeus,' impute this dogma of the

world's eternity to certain others of the Greek

philosophers before Aristotle (besides Ocellus

Lucanus," who is also acknowledged by Philo

to have been an assertor thereof). And indeed

Epicharmus, though a Theist, seems plainly to

have been of this persuasion, that the world was

unmade, as also that there was no theogonia, nor

temporary production of the inferior gods, from

these verses of his, according to Grotius's cor

rection :- -

Excerp. 'Axx' &# re; 0so: tragºray, Viréatroy 3’ oi răroxa.”

p. 478. T433 3’ &si régea3’ &ota, 33 3: Tây airāy &si.

* De Coelo, lib. i. cap. x. p. 623, tom. i. oper.

* Lib. ii. cap. iv. p. 886. -

• Eclog. Physic. lib. i. cap. xxiv. p. 44.

* De Mundi AEternitate, inter Scriptor. Mytholog, a Tho. Gale

editos.

* Apud Diogen. Laert, lib. iii, segm, x, p. 170.
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'AXX3. Afyira, wiy xào; trpſitoy yivsaga rāy Bºy'

II& 3; ; 4.4×avow y árà (wn&# two; 6, ti réâror ºxot'

oùx &é' woxs réârcy oëy, où (23 Ata 33%rstoy,

Tây 3é 2 & 3pºe: Viv Aéropºv 33 ºval &#xxs: tá3s.

Nempe Disemper fuerunt, atque nunquam intercident:

Haec quae dico semper nobis rebus in iisdem se exhibent.

Extitisse sed deorum primum perhibetur chaos:

Quinam vero 2 nam de nihilo nil pote primum existere.

Ergonec primum profecto quicquam, nec fuit alterum:

Sed quae numc sic appellantur, alia fient postmodum.

Where, though he acknowledges this to have

been the general tradition of the ancient Theists,

that Chaos was before the gods, and that the in

ferior mundane gods had a temporary generation,

or production with the world; yet, notwithstand

ing, does he conclude against it, from this ground

of reason—because nothing could proceed from

nothing ; and, therefore, both the gods, and in

deed whatsoever else is substantial in the world,

was from eternity unmade, only the fashion of

things having been altered.

Moreover, Diodorus Siculus affirms the Chal

deans likewise to have asserted this

dogma of the world's etermity, of 8 ovy
- w v - f f ».º.º. r 7. w p

XaX8atol rºv ſºv row kóopov piſow dièrov paauw stwat, Kai ſuite

L. 2, p. 82.

£3. dpxic 'yévéau, toyºmkéval, uñ0 to repov 400pdv Čirićeaflat.

The Chaldeans affirm the nature of the world to

be eternal, and that it was neither generated from

any beginning, nor will ever admit corruption.—

Who, that they were not Atheists for all that (no

more than Aristotle), appears from those follow

ing words of that historiographer: riv re rov &Mov

ráčºv TE kai 8takógunow, 6eig Tunju, troovoid yeyovéval, kai

vov čkaara rov čv owpavlº Yuouévov, oux de £rvyev, ove' aſ

rouároc, dAA digiouévn rivi kai 3:3aloc kekugouévn 6sſov

kptos, avvrºeiaſat. They believe also, that the order
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and disposition of the world is by a certain Di

vine Providence, and that every one of those

things, which come to pass in the heavens, hap

pens not by chance, but by a certain determinate

and firmly ratified judgment of the gods.-How

ever, it is a thing known to all, that the generality

of the later Platonists stiffly adhered to Aristotle

in this ; neither did they only assert the corpo

real world, with all the inferior mundane gods in

it, to be dyevvºrovc, or ingenerate, and to have ex

isted from eternity, but also maintained the same

concerning the souls of men, and all other ani

mals (they concluding that no souls were younger

than body or the world); and because they would

not seem to depart from their master, Plato,

therefore did they endeavour violently to force

this same sense upon Plato's words also.

Notwithstanding which, concerning these later

Platonists, it is here observable, that though they

thus asserted the world, and all inferior gods and

souls, to have been dyevvºrovc, according to that

stricter sense of the word declared, that is, to

have had no temporary generation or beginning,

but to have existed from eternity; yet by no

means did they therefore conceive them to be

avroyevsic kai avóvirográrovc, self-originated, and self

existing, but concluded them to have been all

derived from one sole self-existent Deity

as their cause; which, therefore, though

not in order of time, yet of nature was before

them. To this purpose, Plotinus: vouv trgo airov
* » t r p > - ,f 2 * -/ *

tival ovy we Ypovº Toorºpov avrov ovra, dAA ort trapd

En. 3. l. 2. c. 1.

- w f y * w >/ f y a

vow £ort kai ºvost trºorspoc skelvoc, Kat airtov tourov, apxe

w r 2. r • w > y * »/ w

rvirov otov Kal Tapáðayua £ukovogº Kal 8 ksivov čvroc kai

r f * \ y w f -

uTroaravrog aga róvêa row Teotrov. Mind or God WaS
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before the world, not as if it existed before it

in time, but because the world proceeded from it,

and that was in order of nature first as the cause

thereof, and its archetype or paradigm; the world

also always subsisting by it and from En. a. i. 9.

it.—And again elsewhere to the same * *

purpose, ou roivvv #yévero, d\\’ tyivero kai yeviſatra,

6aa yevnrd Aéyérat, ov & 40apſideral, dXX # 60 a Éxit tic

& The things, which are said to have been

made or generated, were not so made, as that

they ever had a beginning of their existence, but

yet they were made, and will be always made

(in another sense); nor will they ever be destroy

ed otherwise than as being dissolved into those

simple principles, out of which some of them

were compounded.—Where, though the world be

said never to have been made as to a temporary

beginning, yet, in another sense, is it said to be

always made, as depending upon God ºn 5, i.e.

perpetually as the emanative cause **

thereof. Agreeably whereunto, the manner of

the world's production from God is thus de

clared by that philosopher; oux 6906c of $0eſpovo, Kal

yevvaaiv avrov, Šotic yde rpóiroc Tic Toulosioc raúrmc,

ouk fláMovot avviéval, ové toaow, §rt 6aov čkéiva {\\áurel,

ow uſitrore ra àA\a {\\etiret. They do not rightly, who

corrupt and generate the world, for they will not

understand what manner of making or produc

tion the world had, to wit, by way of effulgency

or eradiation from the Deity. From whence it

follows, that the world must needs have been so

long as there was a God, as the light was coeve

with the sun.—So likewise Proclus * concludes,

* There are still extant eighteen arguments of his, wherein he

attacks the Christian doctrine of the world’s being created by God in

VOL. I. 2 L.
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that the world was del ytyväuevoc, Kai A\autóuevoc

diró row &vroc, always generated or eradiated from

God—and therefore must needs be eternal, God

being so. Wherefore these latter Platonists sup

posed the same thing concerning the corporeal

world, and the lower mundane gods, which their

master Plato did concerning his higher eternal

gods; that though they had no temporary pro

duction, yet they all depended no less upon one

supreme Deity, than if they had been made out

of nothing by him. From whence it is manifest,

that none of these philosophers apprehended any

repugnancy at all betwixt these two things; ex

istence from eternity, and being caused or pro

duced by another. Nor can we make any great

doubt, but that if the latter Platonists had been

fully convinced of any contradictious inconsis

tency here, they would readily have disclaimed

that their so beloved hypothesis of the world's

eternity; it being so far from truth what some

have supposed, that the assertors of the world's

eternity were all Atheists, that these latter Pla

tonists were led into this opinion no otherwise

than from the sole consideration of the Deity;

to wit, its dyadostólic Boðngic, kai yövuoc ºvauc,

its essential goodness, and generative

power, or emanative fecundity—as Pro

clus plainly declares upon the Timaeus.

Now, though Aristotle were not acted with

any such divine enthusiasm as these Platonists

seem to have been, yet did he notwithstanding,

P. 116.

time; in answer to which, John Philoponus wrote the same number

of books against the eternity of the world. Wide Jo. Alberti Fabricii

Biblioth, Graec. lib. v. c. xxvi, Š. xiii. p. 522.
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after his sober manner, really maintain the same

thing ; that though the world, and inferior mun

dane gods, had no temporary generation, yet

were they nevertheless all produced from one

supreme Deity as their cause. Thus Simplicius

represents that philosopher's sense: 'AgiaroréAnçoiſ

yiveaflat détoi tov kóguov, d\\d kar’ &A\ov In Arist

r26trov witó 9eov tragáyeaflat' Aristotle would phy. i. 8.

not have the world to have been made ºil.

(so as to have had a beginning), but yet

nevertheless to have been produced from God after

some other manner.—And again afterward ; 'Apto

rotéAnc Tö airtov row oùpavov kai rºc dièlov Kwiastoc airov

080p Aéyov, ðuoc dyávnrov aúrów droësixvvot. Aristotle,

though making God the cause of the heaven and

its eternal motion, yet concludes it notwithstand

ing to have been ingenerate or unmade;—that is,

without beginning. However, we think fit here

to observe, that though Aristotle do for the

most part express a great deal of zeal and confi

dence for that opinion of the world's eternity, yet

doth he sometimes for all that seem to flag a little,

and speak more languidly and sceptically about

it; as, for example, in his book de Partibus Ani

malium, where he treats concerning an artificial

nature: ua)\\ov six6c row owpavöv yeyevnaðat, I, i.e. 1.

Jiró rotatºrmc airiac, et Yêyove, kai éivated rotatºrmv [...

airlav, wax\ov i Zºja rā 0vnrá. It is more oper.j

likely, that the heaven was made by such a cause

as this (if it were made), and that it is maintained

by such a cause, than that mortal animals should

be so; which yet is a thing more generally ac

knowledged.—Now it was before declared, that

Aristotle's artificial nature was nothing but the

mere executioner or opificer of a perfect Mind,

2 L 2
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that is, of the Deity; which two therefore he

sometimes joins together in the Cosmopoeia, af

firming that Mind and nature, that is, God and

nature, were the cause of this universe.

And now we see plainly, that though there

was a real controversy amongst the Pagan theo

logers (especially from Aristotle's time down

ward), concerning the Cosmogonia and Theogonia,

according to the stricter notion of those words,

the temporary generation or production of the

world and inferior gods, or whether they had any

begiºning or no ; yet was there no controversy at

all concerning the self-existency of them, but it

was universally agreed upon amongst them, that

the world, and the inferior gods, however sup

posed by some to have existed from eternity, yet

were nevertheless all derived from one sole self

existent Deity as their cause; viró 6sov trapayáuevot

j} \\apitáuevot, being either eradiated or produced

from God.—Wherefore it is observable, that these

Pagan Theists, who asserted the world's eternity,

did themselves distinguish concerning the word

yevnrów ortum, natum, et factum, as that which

was equivocal : and though in one sense of it,

they denied, that the world and inferior gods

were yevnrol, yet notwithstanding did they in an

other sense clearly affirm the same. For the word

simple, in Yevröv (say they) strictly and properly

Arist. Phys.

- v > f w > w º:

fol. 265. taken, ls to ev učget Xpovov triv etc to swat

Tápoèov \ayóv, that which in respect of

time passed out of non-existence into being—or 6

ro T9órepov an ov, to repov & ov, that which being not

before, afterwards was.-Nevertheless they ac

knowledge, that in a larger sense this word

jevnrów may be taken also for to orogojv dir' airiac
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vºtoráuevov, that which doth any way depend

upon a superior being as its cause.—And there

must needs be the same equivocation in the

word dyāunrov, so that this in like manner may be

taken also, either Yeovikoc, for that which is

ingenerate in respect of time, as having no tem

porary beginning; or else for that which is dir'

airiac dyāvūrov, ingenerate or unproduced from any

cause:—in which latter sense, that word dyávnroy,

or unmade, is of equal force and extent with

aúðviróatarov or avroyevèc, that which is self-sub

sistent or self-originated:—and accordingly it was

used by those Pagan Theists, who concluded

&rt üAndyávnroc, i.e. that matter was unmade—that

is, not only existed from eternity without begin

ning, but also was self-existent, and independent

upon any superior cause. Now, as to the for

mer of these two senses of those words, Yevnrów

and dyśvnrov, the generality of the ancient Pagans,

and together with them Plato, affirmed the

world, and all the inferior gods, to be yevnTouc, to

have been made in time—or to have had a begin

ning; (for whatever the latter Platonists pretend,

this was undoubtedly Plato's notion of that word,

and no other, when he concluded the world to be

yevnrov, forasmuch as himself expressly opposes

it to dièlov, that which is eternal.) But, on the

contrary, Aristotle, and the latter Platonists,

determined the world, and all the inferior gods,

to be in this sense dyevitovc, such as had no tem

porary beginning—but were from eternity. How

ever, according to the latter sense of those words,

all the Pagan theologers agreed together, that

the world, and all the inferior gods, whether

having a beginning, or existing from eternity,
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were notwithstanding yeunro, dir' airiac, produced

or derived from a superior cause;—and that thus

there was only one 0soc dyāurroc, one unproduced

and self-existent Deity—who is said by them to

be airiac kpcirrov kai Tptoſłórepoc, superior to a Cause,

and older than any cause, he being the cause of

all things besides himself. Thus Crantor, and

his followers in Proclus, zealous assertors of the

In Time, world's eternity, determined, yewmrov

#: etiam Ayaº, tov rºuoy º atrº giriac #AA's

i.* Tapayouévov, Kat ovk ovra avroyovov oº:

i. i.i..." aututóorarov that the world (with all the

*. inferior mundane gods in it), notwith

jºir. standing their being from eternity, might

68. etlib.;i, be said to be yevnrol, that is orti, or
c. 2, p. 341.] •

made, as being produced from another

cause, and not self-originated or self existing.

In like manner Proclus himself, that grand cham

pion for the world’s eternity, plainly acknow

ledged, notwithstanding, the generation of the

gods and world in this sense, as being produced

from a superior cause: Aéyouev 0sov yevijasic, rºv

ãppmrov avrºv Tpôooëov ëvěstºvčuevoi, kai riv rów 8èvrépov

£regórnra, Tpóc rac airiac aurov' We call it the ge

nerations of the gods, meaning thereby, not any

temporary production of them, but their ineffa–

ble procession from a superior first cause.—Thus

also Salustius, in his book de Diis et Mundo,"

where he contends the world to have been from

eternity, or without beginning, yet concludes

both it, and the other inferior gods, to have been

made by one supreme Deity, who is called by

him, à Tºroceedc, the first God.—For, saith he,

a Cap. xiii. p. 269, inter Scriptor, Mythologic. A Tho. Gale editos.
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Heytormc tnc evváustoc oùanc, ouk dv0ptſtrovc £8st kai &da

učva rottiv, d\Ad 0soic re kai čainovac. God, or the

first cause, having the greatest power, or being

omnipotent, ought therefore to make not only

men, and other animals, but also gods and

demons. And accordingly this is the title of

his 18th chapter: trøc rā dòua \{yeral ytyveoffat, how

eternal things may be said to be made or gene

rated.—It is true, indeed (as we have often de

clared), that some of the Pagan Theists asserted

God not to be the only dyèvnrov kai av0utróararov,

the only unmade and self-existent being—but

that matter also was such ; nevertheless, this

opinion was not so generally received amongst

them, as is commonly supposed : and though

some of the ancient fathers confidently impute it

to Plato, yet there seems to be no sufficient

ground for their so doing; and Porphyrius,

Jamblichus, Proclus, and other Platonists, do

not only professedly oppose the same as false,

but also as that which was dissonant from Plato's

principles. Wherefore, according to that larger

notion of the word áyévnrov, as taken synony

mously with alroyevèc and av0utróararov, there were

many of the Pagan theologers, who agreed with

Christians in this, &rt adró dyévnrov d 660c, kai

ovata aúrow ºc àv ćitot tic iſ dyevvmata, that God is

the only ingenerate or unmade being, and that

his very essence is ingenerability or innascibility;

—all other things, even matter itself, being made

by him. But all the rest of them (only a few

T}itheists excepted), though they supposed matter

to be self-existent, yet did they conclude, that

there was only tic Osóc dyāvūroc, only one unmade

or unproduced God—and that all their other
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gods were yamrol, in one sense or other, if not

as made in time, yet at least as produced from a

superior cause. -

Nothing now remaineth, but only that we shew,

how the Pagans did distinguish, and put a dif

ference, betwixt the one supreme unmade Deity,

and all their other inferior generated gods.

Which we are the rather concerned to do, because

it is notorious, that they did many times also con

found them together, attributing the government

of the whole world to the gods promiscuously,

and without putting any due discrimination be

twixt the supreme and inferior (the true reason

whereof seems to have been this, because they

supposed the supreme God, not to do all imme

diately, in the government of the world, but to

permit much to his inferior ministers); one instance

of which we had before in Ovid, and innumer

able such others might be cited out of their most

sober writers. As, for example, Cicero, in his

first book of Laws,” “ Deorum immortalium vi,

ratione, potestate, mente, numine, natura omnis

regitur;” the whole nature, or universe, is governed

by the force, reason, power, mind, and divinity of

the immortal gods.-And again in his second

book,” “Deos esse dominos ac moderatores om

mium rerum, eague quae geruntur, eorum geri ju

dicio atque numine ; eosdemdue optime de genere

hominum mereri, et qualis quisque sit, quid agat,

quid in se admittat, qua mente, qua pietate reli

giones colat, intueri; priorumque et impiorum

habere rationem; a principio civibus suasum esse

Lib. i. cap. vii. p. 3303. oper. tom. ix.

° Lib. ii, cap. vii. p. 3343,
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debet:” the minds of citizens ought to be first

of all embued with a firm persuasion, that the

gods are the lords and moderators of all things,

and that the conduct and management of the

whole world is directed and overruled by their

judgment and Divine power; that they deserve

the best of mankind, that they behold and con

sider what every man is, what he doth and takes

upon himself, with what mind, piety, and sincerity,

he observes the duties of religion; and, lastly,

that these gods have a very different regard to the

pious and the impious.—Now such passages as

these abounding every where in Pagan writings,

it is no wonder, if many, considering their theo

logy but slightly and superficially, have been led

into an error, and occasioned thereby to conclude

the Pagans not to have asserted a Divine monar

chy, but to have imputed both the making and

governing of the world to an aristocracy or demo

cracy of co-ordinate gods, not only all eternal,

but also self-existent and unmade. The contrary

whereunto, though it be already sufficiently

proved, yet it will not be amiss for us here in the

close, to shew how the Pagans, who sometimes

jumble and confound the supreme and inferior

gods all together, do notwithstanding at other times

many ways distinguish between the one supreme

God, and their other many inferior gods.

First, therefore, as the Pagans had many pro

per names for one and the same supreme God,

according to several particular considerations of

him, in respect of his several different manifes

tations and effects in the world; which are often

times mistaken for so many distinct deities (some

supposing them independent, others subordinate);
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so had they also, besides these, other proper

names of God, according to that more full and

comprehensive notion of him, as the Maker of the

whole world, and its supreme Governor, or the

sole Monarch of the universe. For thus the Greeks

called him Zeijc and Ziv, &c. the Latins Jupiter

and Jovis, the Babylonians Belus and Bel, the

Persians Mithras and Oromasdes, the Egyptians

and Scythians (according to Herodotus) Ammoun

and Pappaeus. And Celsus in Origen concludes

it to be a matter of pure indifferency, to call the

supreme God by any of all these names, either

tip. 3. c. Zejc, or Ammoun, or Pappaeus, or the

- º: like; KéAgoc olera uměv 8tapépetv, Ala

- "Yiliarov, kaAsiv h Zīva, à Aëovatov, iſ Xaga

60, (5c Atyūtriot)"Auuouv, ) (ºc >kö0a) Iſatiratov.

Celsus thinks it to be a matter of no moment,

whether we call the highest and supreme God,

Adonai and Sabaoth, as the Jews do; or Dia and

Zena, as the Greeks; or, as the Egyptians, Am

moun; or, as the Scythians, Pappaeus.-Notwith

standing which, that pious and jealous father ex

presseth a great deal ofzeal against Christians then

using any of those Pagan names. “But we will

rather endure any torment (saith he) than confess

Zeus (or Jupiter) to be God; being well assured,

that the Greeks often really worship, under that

name, an evil demon, who is an enemy both to

God and men. And we will rather suffer death,

than call the supreme God Ammoun, whom the

Egyptian enchanters thus invoke: Aeyírwgav &

kał Skúðat rôv IIattraſov esov čtva röv tri Taqw' &AA'

iusic ou relačusſia, riffèvrec utv Tów tri Tägt 080p, ºc &

pi\ov to Aayévri riv >kuflºw plutav, kai rô Đvoc avròv
w p 2 o f w w t r

KOtt 8táAekrov, Ou K. ovouáčovrec TO 19 €eov, (0g kvpup
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ovéuart tº IIatriratov. Skuſhort yde rô trooanyoptrov

rov Geov, Kai Aiyvirtuari, kai Táon 8ta\ékrº ñ *kaaroc

#vré0patra, Övouáčov, oux duaprigerat. And though

the Scythians call the supreme God Pappaeus,

yet we, acknowledging a supreme God, will never

be persuaded to call him by that name, which it

pleased that demon (who ruled over the Scythian

desert, people, and language) to impose. Never

theless, he that shall use the appellative name for

God, either in the Scythian, Egyptian, or any

other language which he hath been brought up in,

will not offend.” Where Origen plainly affirms the

Scythians to have acknowledged one supreme

God, called by them Pappaeus, and intimates,

that the Egyptians did the like, calling him Am

moun. Neither could it possibly be his intent to

deny the same of the Greeks and their Zeus,

however his great jealousy made him to call him

here a demon; it being true in a certain sense,

which shall be declared afterward, that the Pa

gans did oftentimes really worship an evil demon,

under those very names of Zeus and Jupiter, as

they did likewise under those of Hammon and

Pappaeus.

In the mean time we deny not, but that both

the Greeks used that word Zeus, and the Latins

Jupiter, sometimes ºvakóc, for the ether, fire or

air, some accordingly etymologizing Zeic from Zio,

others Asºc from Aeto: whence came those forms

of speech, sub Jove, and sub Dio. And thus Ci

cero, “Jovem Ennius nuncupatita dicens. De Nat. D.
1. 2. 223.

- - - - Lamb.[c.25.

Aspice hoc sublime candens, quem invocantomnes Jovem. p. 2993.

tom. 9.

Hunc etiam augures nostri cum dicunt"
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Jove fulgente, Jove tonante; dicunt enim in

coelo fulgente, tomante,” &c. The reason of which

speeches seems to have been this, because in an

cient times some had supposed the animated hea

ven, ether and air, to be the supreme Deity. We

grant, moreover, that the same words have been

sometimes used taropucºc also, for a hero or dei

fied man, said by some to have been born in

Crete, by others in Arcadia. And Callimachus,”

though he were very angry with the Cretians for

affirming Jupiter's sepulchral monument to have

been with them in Crete, as thereby making him

mortal: - - -

Kºre; &# Jºãºral, zai yüp répoy, 6 &va, asſo
º, 3 r * ** > * * > * : * : * ~ *

Kºre; itszºvayro' at 3 of Šáves, ācal yèp alsº

Cretes semper mendaces, tuum enim, rex sepulchrum

Extruxerunt: tu vero non es mortuus, semper enim es.

Himself nevertheless (as Athenagoras" and Ori

gen" observe) attributed the beginning of death

to him, when he affirmed him to have been born

in Arcadia; doxº yde 0avárov m £irl ync yévegic,

because a terrene nativity is the beginning of

death.--Wherefore this may pass for a general

observation here: that the Pagan theology was all

along confounded with a certain mixture of phy

siology and herology or history blended together.

Nevertheless it is unquestionable, that the more

intelligent of the Greekish Pagans did frequently

understand by Zeus that supreme unmade Deity,

who was the maker of the world, and of all the

* Hymno in Jovem, vers. 8, 9.

" In Legation. pro Christianis, cap. 26. p. 121.

* Contra Celsum, lib. iii, p. 137.
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inferior gods. Porphyrius in Eusebius thus

declares their sense, Tov Ata, röv Nouv Praep. Ev.

Koopaov itroMaugévovatv, 6c td v avrò têmutowº- 1.º 9.

ymaev, #xov röv kóquov. By Zeus the p. 1UU.

Greeks understand that Mind of the world,

which framed all things in it, and containeth the

whole world.—Agreeable whereunto is that of

Maximus Tyrius," KáAst rov uèv Ata, vojv Tºsafºra

Tov, Kai doxºkórarov, tº Túvra Teral kai Tetflagxºi.

By Jupiter you are to understand that most an

cient and princely Mind, which all things follow

and obey.—And Eusebius himself, though not

forward to grant any more than needs he must to

Pagans, concludes with this acknow- Praep. Ev.

ledgment hereof: a to 6 Zeljc amké0 m l. 3. c. 13.
Tugºmc kai aifféptoc ovata, &airs; roic traXavoic [p. 119.]

#voußero, kard rov IIAoûrapyov, d'AA' avròc o dwardro

Nouc, d rov &Atov êmutovoyéc' Let Jupiter therefore

be no longer that fiery and ethereal substance,

which the ancient Pagans, according to Plutarch,

supposed him to be; but that highest Mind,

which was the maker of all things.-But Phor

nutus" by Jupiter understands the Soul of the

world, he writing thus concerning him; Gareg &

music diró ilvync êioticodusſa, oiro Kai 6 Köouoc ilvyºv

#xel riv ovvéxovgav airów, kai avri) ka)\citat Zajc, airta

oùo a roic Zoot row Çºv, kai 8td rooro {3agiXejew 6 Zeic

Aéyeral rôv 6\ov. As we ourselves are governed

by a soul, so hath the world in like manner a Soul,

that containeth it; and this is called Zeus, being

the cause of life to all things that live; and there

fore Zeus or Jupiter is said to reign over all

* Dissert. 29. p. 290.

* Libro de Natura Deor. cap. 2. inter Scriptores Mythologicos a

Tho, Gale editos. -
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things.-However, though these were two differ

ent conceptions amongst the Pagans concerning

God, some apprehending him to be an abstract

mind separate from the world and matter, but

others to be a soul of the world only ; yet never

theless they all agreed in this, that Zeuc or Jupiter

was the supreme moderator or governor of all.

p.s.o.º. And accordingly Plato, in his Cratylus,
Steph. taking these two words, Zúva and Ata,

both together, etymologizeth them as one, after

this manner: avvri0éueva etc £v SmNoi riv pſaw row 0sov,

ow yág £arty juiv kai roic àAAoic traow &oric to riv airwoc

uáA\ov too Čºv, iſ 6 ãºxov re kai {}agiXéjc rtov távrov.

ovuſbaivet otiv 6600c ovouſtºffat oùroc, tip Geog cival

8 ov &#v del Taqi roic &Jaw wirágyst, êteſ) mirrat & êixa

(&aire? Aéyò) v Šv to Övoua, tº Atikai Zuvi. These two

words compounded together declare the nature

of God; for there is nothing, which is more the

cause of life, both to ourselves and all other ani

mals, than he, who is the Prince and King of all

things; so that God is rightly thus called, he

being that by whom all things live. And these

are really but one name of God, though divided

into two words.-But because it was very obvious

then to object against this position of Plato's,

that Zeus or Jupiter could not be the Prince of

all things, and first Original of life, from the

Theogonia of Hesiod and other ancient Pagans,

in which himself was made to have been the son

of Kpóvoc, or Saturn; therefore this objection is

thus preoccupated by Plato, Tourov č, Kºćvov

viov, Upptorucóv pºv ăv 7th/u. 80&lev tival droſaavri

Šatºvnc. Whosoever shall hear this (saith he), will

presently conclude it to be contumelious to this

Zeus or Jupiter (as he hath been described by us),
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to be accounted the son of Chronos or Saturn.—

And in answer hereunto, that philosopher stretch

eth his wits to salve that poetic Theogonia, and

reconcile it with his own theological hypothesis;

and thereupon he interprets that Hesiodian Zeic

or Jupiter into a compliance with the third hy

postasis of his Divine triad, so as properly to sig

nify the superior Soul of the world ; ºoyov č,

usyáAmc rwoc Čavoiac Éryovov tival rôv Ala. Kºčvoc yde

to ka0apov avrov kai driparov row Now' art & otroc

Oºpavov viðc, oc \6)oc. Nevertheless it is reasonable

to suppose Zeus or Jupiter to be the offspring of

some great mind; and Chronos or Saturn signi

fieth a pure and perfect mind eternal; who again

is said to be the son of Uranus or Coelius.--

Where it is manifest, that Plato endeavours to

accommodate this poetic trinity of gods, Ura

nus, Chronos, and Zeus, or Coelius, Saturn, and

Jupiter, to his own trinity of Divine hypostases,

+ ayatſov, vouc, and lux), the first good, a perfect

intellect, and the highest soul.—Which accom

modation is accordingly further pursued by Plo

tinus in several places, as Enn. 5. l. 1. c. 4. and

Enn. 5. l. 8. c. 13. Nevertheless, these three ar

chical hypostases of the Platonic trinity, though

looked upon as substances distinct from each

other, and subordinate, yet are they frequently

taken all together by them for the whole supreme

Deity. However, the word Zejc is by Plato seve

rally attributed to each of them ; which Proclus

thus observed upon the Timaeus: \{yousy &rt troXXa.

Hév stal rāścic kai Tapd IIAarov, row Atóc' "AXXoc ydp o

&mutovoyoc Zajc, dic £v Kparºq, yêypatra, kai

ãAAoc o IIpſoroc tnc Kgoviac reidèoc, dic v

Topyiq Aéyéral, kai d\\oc 6 diróAvroc, ºc iv tº ‘patópºp

P. 298.
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trapaélèoral, kal &A\oc 6 ovedveoc, sire tri row dirAavouc

sire d v rn 0arëpov treptó84. We say, therefore, that

there are several orders, ranks, or degrees of Zeus

or Jupiter in Plato: for sometimes he is taken

for the Demiurgus or opificer of the world, as in

Cratylus; sometimes for the first of the Satur

nian triad, as in Georgias; sometimes for the su

perior Soul of the world, as in Phaedrus; and,

lastly, sometimes for the lower soul of the hea

ven.—Though, by Proclus's leave, that Zeus or

Jupiter which is mentioned in Plato's Cratylus

(being plainly the superior Psyche or Soul of the

world) is not properly the Demiurgus or opificer,

according to him; that title rather belonging to

voúc or intellect, which is the second hypostasis

in his trinity.
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